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Abstract: Fabry disease is a progressive X-linked lysosomal storage disease caused by a mutation in
the GLA gene, encoding the lysosomal hydrolase α-galactosidase A. The consequent reduced enzyme
activity results in the toxic accumulation of glycosphingolipids, particularly globortriaosylceramide
(Gb3 or GL3), in blood vessels, renal epithelia, myocardium, peripheral nervous system, cornea and
skin. Neuropathic pain is the most common manifestation of Fabry disease and can be extremely
debilitating. This often develops during childhood and presents with episodes of burning and
sharp pain in the hands and feet, especially during exercise and it is worse with increased heat or
fever. It is thought to be due to ischaemic injury and metabolic failure, leading to the disruption of
neuronal membranes and small fibre neuropathy, caused by a reduced density of myelinated Aδ and
unmyelinated C-fibres and alterations in the function of ion channels, mediated by Gb3 and lyso
Gb3. It is important to confirm small fibre neuropathy before any Fabry disease treatment modality
is considered. There is a clinical need for novel techniques for assessing small fibre function to
improve detection of small fibre neuropathy and expand the role of available therapies. The current
Fabry disease guidelines are in favour of pharmacological management as the first-line treatment for
pain associated with Fabry disease. Refractory cases would benefit from a rehabilitation approach
with interdisciplinary input, including medical, physiotherapy and psychological disciplines and
including a Pain Management Programme.

Keywords: fabry disease; neuropathic pain; depression

1. Introduction

Fabry (sometimes referred to as Anderson–Fabry) disease is a progressive X-linked
lysosomal storage disorder caused by a mutation in the GLA gene, encoding the lysoso-
mal hydrolase α-galactosidase A (α-Gal A) [1]. This results in the toxic accumulation of
glycosphingolipids, particularly globortriaosylceramide (Gb3 or GL3), and lyso-Gb3, the
decylated form of Gb3 in blood vessels, renal epithelia, myocardium, peripheral nervous
system, cornea and skin [1].

The estimated prevalence of Fabry disease is 1:40,000–170,000 [2]. The systemic
manifestations of Fabry disease can be divided into early manifestations occurring in
childhood and those occurring in a second phase in early adulthood and later life. The
implications on organ function are wide ranging and progressive (Table 1).

J. Clin. Med. 2021, 10, 4168. https://doi.org/10.3390/jcm10184168 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/jcm
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Table 1. Systemic manifestation of Fabry disease at early and advanced staged of the disease. Early
phase systemic manifestations, excluding bradycardia, affect only those with classical Fabry disease [3].

Phase System Involved Manifestations

Early Phase Neurological Acroparesthesia,
Neuropathic-type pain

Gastrointestinal
Irritable bowel disease like symptoms; diarrhoea,

abdominal pain, cramps
nausea, vomiting

Psychological

Behavioural issues
Anxiety

Depression
Vascular dementia

Ophthalmic Corneal opacities,
corneal verticillata

Cardiovascular
Bradycardia–T wave inversion increased

increased PR interval (other cardiovascular
complications unusual in early phase) [2,4,5]

Autonomic Hyporhidrosis

Dermatological Angiokeratomas corporis diffusum
Lymphedema

Ear Nose and Throat Impaired hearing

Second Phase Nephrological Proteinuria and microalbuminuria

Reproductive Azoospermia

Musculoskeletal Reduced bone mineral density and disuse atrophy
Secondary mitochondrial changes

Late Phase Cardiac

Diastolic and systolic dysfunction,
arrhythmias including atrial fibrillation, atrial flutter

and sinus node disease
Ischaemia, myocardial fibrosis, left ventricular

hypertrophy valvular regurgitation
Sudden cardiac death

Cerebrovascular
White and grey matter changes

Transient ischaemic attacks, strokes
Vascular dementia

The PR is the interval between the start of the P wave and the start of the QRS complex. A normal interval is
between 0.12 s to 0.2 s.

In untreated males, the median life expectancy is approximately 50 years [6,7]. Mor-
tality is related to cardiac hypertrophy, arrhythmias, cerebral infarction and renal failure if
renal replacement therapy is not utilised [1].

Pain is a hallmark of classical Fabry disease and is a significant feature particularly
within the first two decades of life. This has implications for normal childhood devel-
opment, academic progress and family life. Pain has a significant impact on both male
and female patients and leads to a significant reduction in quality of life compared to
the general population. This appears to coincide with depression, anxiety and chronic
fatigue in a significant percentage of people living with Fabry disease [8]. Neuropathic pain
and Fabry crisis are typical of the classical phenotype of Fabry in males with no residual
enzymatic activity, rather than the non-classical phenotype [9].

This review presents the pathophysiology and investigations of pain in adults with
Fabry disease, with a focus on the multidisciplinary team (MDT) management of different
types of pain.
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1.1. Epidemiology of Pain

Acroparesthesiae (neuropathic pain) is the most common manifestation of Fabry
disease, occurring in up to 62–80% of classical hemizygous male patients and 30–65.3%
of heterozygous female patients [10–12]. Long-term observational studies confirmed that
a mean onset of pain is 14.8 years for men and 19.8 years for females [12]. The rate of
Fabry-specific small fibre neuropathy has been documented in 78% [13] and 50–75% [14] of
females affected with this condition.

Although Fabry disease is an X-linked disorder, it is becoming clearer that heterozy-
gote females develop acroparaesthesiae at rates in excess to that seen in the general pop-
ulation [15,16]. However, a significant heterogeneity among individuals with the same
mutation in the GLA gene makes it difficult to predict which patients will experience
pain [17].

Pain in Fabry disease is dependent on the amount of residual enzymatic activity.
Hence, pain is a hallmark of disease in the classical phenotype with no residual enzymatic
activity. However, there may be a wide spectrum of phenotypes ranging from classical to
later onset type in males [18], and a wide variation in pain experienced by heterozygous
female [19]. In females this can occur by two mechanisms. The first being lionisation,
whereby a copy of the X chromosome is inactivated during the embryonic stage. The
second being X chromosome skewing, where the mutant form is expressed to a high degree
in certain key tissues. Hence, variability in pain can occur in females with either of these
X-linked inheritance patterns [20–22].

1.2. Types of Pain

Pain often develops during childhood and presents with episodes of burning, sharp,
stabbing and shooting pains in the hands and feet, especially during exercise and it is worse
with increased heat or fever [23]. Patients often report heat and cold intolerance, intense
intermittent pain, hypersensitivity to mechanical stimuli and gastrointestinal pain [17,24].

In females with classic Fabry disease, small nerve fibre dysfunction remains largely
restricted to the calf. However, males with classical Fabry disease, show additional in-
volvement of the thigh with disease progression [14,17]. Small fibre neuropathy starts at a
distal site at a young age, in both females and males with Fabry disease ascending more
proximally only in males with the classical form of the disease at a later stage [14,17].

Evoked pain, triggered by stimuli including brushing, pressure or cold, has been
reported in 31–45% of patients [25]. While evoked pain is frequently experienced by Fabry
disease patients, pain crises are the most debilitating acute pain experienced by them [17].
Severe episodes of acute limb pain known as ‘Fabry crises’ can last from minutes to weeks
and are thought to be caused by small fibre involvement in peripheral nerves. These
crises are thought to be triggered by several factors including exercise, changes in ambient
temperature, stress, over exertion, concurrent illness, alcohol and heat [23]. These typically
occur distally in the hands and feet with pain and acroparesthesia radiating proximally,
as the crisis progresses [17]. Pain crises occur weekly to once a year, lasting minutes to
weeks [17].

Significant heterogeneity in thermal and mechanical responses among Fabry disease
patients depends on severity and progression of the disease.

Additional information is required to determine whether small fibre neuropathy is
Fabry disease related or caused by other conditions giving rise to damage to small nerve
fibres. Other symptoms and signs of Fabry disease crises include hypohydrosis, reduced
cerebrovascular reactivity and labile blood pressure. Post-prandial abdominal pain with
alterations in gastrointestinal motility and early satiety have been also described [23]. Many
Fabry patients experience severe gastrointestinal pain, both chronic pain between meals
and intermittent pain after eating, that is often followed by diarrhoea, bloating, and early
satiety [25].

3
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Chronic pain, lasting over 3 months, is reported by 12–40% of patients and affects
joints in the legs, shoulders, back, but also abdomen and head [17,26]. It is unclear whether
acute pain progresses into chronic pain over time.

2. Pathophysiology of Pain

The processes involved in the development of pain in Fabry disease are complex
and are thought to be mainly neuropathic in nature, due to the involvement of Lyso-
globotriaosylceramide (Gb3) on dorsal root ganglia and the peripheral nervous system
which lead to cell swelling [27,28].

Gb3 gradually accumulates within the dorsal root ganglia, causing change in its
structure, while peripheral nerve morphology is changed to a minimal degree. Gb3 con-
tent within dorsal root ganglia neurons has also been documented ex vivo [28] and has
been found to be 10-fold higher than in the brain [27]. Abundant Gb3 deposits were
documented in perineurial, endothelial and smooth muscle cells but not within periph-
eral axons potentially relating to an indirect effect of Gb3 deposits on peripheral nerves
causing damage due to vasa nervorum obstruction with a subsequent peripheral nerve
ischaemia [29]. Gb3 accumulation was documented in all classical Fabry disease patients,
with lower skin innervation as compared to Fabry disease patients with late-onset variants
or polymorphisms [30].

In one study, exogenous lyso-Gb3 was administered into dorsal root ganglia, and
resulted in an increase in cytoplasmic Ca2+ levels within the sensory neurons, suggesting
a direct effect of lyso-Gb3 on sensory neuron altering nociception and ultimately pain
production [31].

In addition, a decreased blood supply in dorsal root ganglia and a hypoxic environ-
ment may result in neuronal apoptosis and/or a decreased microvascular supply of the
distal nerve segments [32]. The progressive Gb3 accumulation in dorsal root ganglia was
also observable both an α-Gal A mouse model and rat model [33,34].

2.1. Types of Fibres

Fabry disease neuropathy it is largely thought to be due to ischaemic injury and
metabolic failure, leading to the disruption of neuronal membranes and small fibre neu-
ropathy caused by a reduced density of myelinated Aδ and unmyelinated C-fibres [35,36].
This leads to impaired temperature and pain transmission. The remarkable small fibre loss
is most pronounced in the distal long axons of the lower extremities. The fibre loss has
been found to be substantially higher in the skin than in the peripheral nerve trunk [37].

While there is minimal impact on nerve conduction in large-diameter, myelinated Aβ-type
fibres, there is impaired function and loss of cutaneous Aδ- and C-sensory neurons [26,38].

Cold sensation can be transmitted through polymodal C-fibres and Aδ thinly myeli-
nated fibres, and harmful heat and gentle touch is transduced though mechanically sensi-
tive C-fibres [39]. Therefore, small fibre neuropathy results in hyposensitivity to warmth,
cold and touch. The presence of Fabry-specific small fibre neuropathy features should be
obligatory to confirm diagnosis and start therapeutic interventions.

2.2. Ion Channels

Several ion channels have been associated with pain including, voltage-gated sodium,
potassium, and calcium channels, transient receptor potential (TRP), acid sensing (ASIC),
and hyperpolarisation-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) ion channels. In Fabry
disease, the slowing of action potential generation from nerve fibres, which is commonly
related to sodium channel dysfunction, was not affected, indicating that sodium channel
function and expression is normal in C fibres from Fabry disease patients [39,40]. In another
study, potassium channel abnormalities and increased sensory neuron depolarisation
correlated with pain severity [41].

Further changes in voltage-dependent sodium channel (including Nav1.3, Nav1.8,
and Nav1.9) [33,39], voltage-gated potassium channels (including KCNB2) [39,42], voltage-
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gated calcium channels (including CACNA1H) [31,42], and transient receptor potential
(TRP) channels in Fabry rodents (including TRPV1 and TRPA1) [33,42] have been observed
in animal models that displayed pain behaviour [43].

2.3. Reduced Perfusion

The characteristic pathophysiological vasculopathy seen in Fabry patients causing an
alteration of nitric oxide liberation, leading to an abnormal vascular response and reduced
perfusion, could be linked to pain conditions associated with physical stress in Fabry.
Politei et al. (2016) suggested that the application of capsaicin cream or lidocaine may
reduce physical stress induced pain in Fabry patients [44]. In particular, capsaicin leads
to a distinct increase in blood perfusion and thereby could attenuate these specific pain
conditions [36,45]. It has also been reported that p75 neurotrophin receptor (p75NTR) plays a
critical role in nerve growth factor (NGF)-induced sensitisation of capsaicin-sensitive small-
diameter sensory neurons [46,47] and that the majority of capsaicin-responsive neurons
respond to globotriasylsphingosine, a deacylated form of Gb3 [31].

2.4. Inflammation

Inflammation has been postulated as a potential pathomechanisms of Fabry dis-
ease [48] with NGF being the key molecule mediating pain [49–52]. In experimental
studies, treatment with a neutralising antibody against a precursor of NGF (proNGF) or
its receptor, p75NTR, led to the improvement in Gb3-induced allodynia [52]. It has been
suggested that toxic concentration of Gb3 activates the pain pathway mediated through
functional upregulation of proNGF–p75NTR signalling [52].

In addition, in vivo studies have shown involvement of pro-inflammatory cytokine
mediators in the immune system, including TNF-alpha, IL-1beta, TLR4, and IL-6, suggest-
ing that pain, apart from being neuropathic, may also encompass inflammatory compo-
nents [53,54].

2.5. Oxidative Stress

Lysosomes degrade and recycle organelles in a process known as autophagy. The
degradation of mitochondria is known as mitophagy. Mitophagy prevents the build-up of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) in cells including neurons [25]. The effects of ROS may lead
to a reduction in the ability to produce ATP in cells which have a limited scope to increase
glycolytic production of ATP. As such, it may not then be possible for the ATP-dependent
proton pump to maintain acidity in the lumen of lysosomes, which may have a role to
play in neuronal dysfunction and pain in FD [55]. GB3 has been shown to increase the
production of ROS in Fabry disease patients. Since this effect is maintained in the plasma
of Fabry disease patients despite reductions in intracellular GB3 other factors in the plasma
may be contributing to the production of ROS [56].

The effect of GB3 on inflammation and ROS is complex. The intracellular accumulation
of GB3 leads to a reauction in eNOS and a concomitant increase in the iNOS, leading to NO
production and increased ROS. Furthermore, ROS reduced glutathione (GSH) levels. GSH
is the key non-enzymatic antioxidant, which preferentially oxidises key reactive species
thus preserving more important biomolecules [57,58].

ROS lead to an alteration in superoxide dismustase:catalase activity ratio (SOD),
which is a key antioxidant within mitochondria [55]. Its downregulation may allow for
greater ROS effects on the mitochondrial respiratory chain. (MRC) Whilst evidence for the
contribution of ROS comes mainly form studies in cardiac cells, vascular endothelium and
renal disease, it raises the question as to whether such effects in neuronal cells, are integral
to pain in Fabry disease [59].
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2.6. Additional Mechanisms

There is some evidence that cholinergic nerve fibre dysfunction contributes to the
altered nitric oxide metabolism in Fabry disease [36]. Moreover, a dysfunctional cholin-
ergic response may explain the characteristic general heat intolerance observed in Fabry
patients [60], due to its co-regulation in response to whole-body heating [61].

Central sensitisation and altered pain modulation are also likely involved in patients
with Fabry disease [44]. Intermittent peripheral neuropathic pain in individuals sensitive
to multiple stress factors may sensitise the central neural pain system, resulting in ampli-
fication of pain in the body. It has been postulated that central sensitisation of pain may
also contribute to fatigue, sleep disorders and mood fluctuations in patients with Fabry
disease [44].

Pain in Fabry disease also consists of nociceptive or inflammatory components, as
demonstrated by its responsiveness to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), in
many Fabry disease patients [15–17]. It has been postulated that some of the spontaneous
types of pain in patients with Fabry disease may be associated with hyperexcitability of pe-
ripheral nociceptive neurons affected by upregulation of sodium ion channels (Nav1.8) [33],
TRPV1 [45], or an increase in calcium (Ca2+) influx which is lyso-Gb3 dependent [31].

3. Investigation of Pain

In heterozygote females, in the absence of other manifestations of Fabry disease, confir-
mation of small fibre neuropathy using insensitive traditional techniques (e.g., quantitative
sensory testing, quantitative sudomotor axon reflex test, skin biopsy and assessment of
intraepidermal nerve fibre density) is usually required before commencement of enzyme
replacement therapy (ERT) or any other treatment modality is considered [44].

The severity of neuropathy closely correlates with plasma levels of Gb3 or its metabo-
lites [35,44]. Unfortunately, small nerve fibre function (A-δ and C-fibres) is difficult to accu-
rately quantify using current techniques (e.g., quantitative sensory testing) as high levels of
patient cooperation are required, making it inherently difficult to minimise subjectivity.

The advantage of skin biopsy is its effectiveness in assessing small fibre neuropathy
when compared to electromyography and nerve conduction studies. It can be also repeated
multiple times to monitor disease progression or treatment efficacy [62].

In such cases, however, it is also likely that improvements in response to ERT or
chaperone therapy will be difficult to detect given the level of structural nerve fibre damage
that has already occurred.

There is a clinical need for novel techniques for assessing small fibre function to
improve detection of small fibre neuropathy and expand the role for the available thera-
pies [35] (Table 2).

Microneurography is a minimally invasive technique which involves using a mi-
croelectrode (fine electrical recording needle) to record nerve activity in a superficial
nerve [63,64]. The method is technically demanding and lasts many hours hence it is
not suitable as a routine diagnostic tool to diagnose small fibre neuropathy. A key ad-
vantage of microneurography is the ability to detect different profiles of neural activity
corresponding to different subpopulations of sensory neurons and peripheral nociceptors.
Microneurography has only been previously performed in some studies of patients with
Fabry disease heterozygote females [49]. By detecting evidence of small fibre dysfunction
(i.e., hyperexcitability of C-nociceptors) prior to the onset of significant structural nerve
damage, microneurography has the potential to improve the ability to detect small fibre
neuropathy in patients with Fabry disease and in manifesting heterozygote females. As has
been demonstrated for renal and heart disease in Fabry disease, it is thought that improved
detection, and hence early treatment, of small fibre neuropathy in patients with Fabry
disease and heterozygote females will be associated with improved clinical outcomes,
reducing or delaying permanent nerve damage [65].
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Table 2. Summary Systematic Guide to diagnosing and investigating the pain in Fabry disease [44].

Investigation of Pain Diagnostic Cues and Tools

History

Burning pain in hands and feet (‘glove and socks’ distribution)
Pain preventing sporting activities

Symmetrical distribution
Pain gets worse in high or low temperatures

Family history of similar complaints
History of pain crisis

Pain does not respond to analgesic agents

Differentials

Diabetic polyneuropathy
Post-herpetic neuralgia, radicular pain

Autoimmune neuropathy
Amyloidosis

Complex regional pain syndrome
Eryromelagia

Idiopathic small fibre neuropathy

Neuropathic Pain Screening tools

Neuropathic pain symptom inventory (NPSI)
Neuropathic pain questionnaire (NPQ)

Doleur neuropathique 4 (DN4)
Pain DETECT

Leeds assessment of neuropathic signs and symptoms questionnaire (LANNS)

Screening specific to pain

Fabry-specific paediatric health questionnaire (paediatric patients only)
Fabry scan questionnaire

Wurzburg Fabry pain questionnaire (pain history, character, triggers,
impact on quality of life)

BPI
SF36

Somatosensory Testing Specialist Tests

Quantitative sensory testing
Nociceptive evoked potentials

Skin biopsy for intraepidermal nerve fibre density
nerve conduction studies

(to assess for associated carpal tunnel syndrome)

Somatosensory Testing bedside tests

Thermal perception tests
Cold perception tests

Tests of sensation to pinprick and soft touch
Vibration testing

4. Available Therapies for Fabry Disease

The recent development of enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) for Fabry disease has
revolutionised outcomes and has become the standard of care in affected patients [66].
Other options include pharmacological chaperone therapy (Migalastat) [67] as well as
novel emerging therapies including Lucerastat [67] and gene therapy [68,69].

ERT has been shown to not only prevent major organ complications, but also to reduce
neuropathic pain. Although ERT did not impact intra-epidermal nerve fibre density [15],
small nerve fibre function improved as a result of ERT [12,70], with differences from
baseline detected after 18 months treatment [12].

Whilst pain-related quality of life has been shown to improve in response to ERT,
a significant proportion of patients respond incompletely, presumably because of the
presence of irreversible nerve damage [71]. In children, ERT has also been shown to have a
positive effect on pain [72].
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Several studies investigated treatment response to ERT. In one placebo-controlled
trial, Gb3 clearance in skin from the back was observed 20 weeks after the initiation of
ERT [73]. Another study assessed skin Gb3 under ERT and showed its partial clearance
after 3 years of the therapy [74]. However, the study by Uceyler et al. (2014) did not observe
any difference in the Gb3 load of patients on ERT compared to treatment naïve group [75].

Migalastat is an oral pharmacological chaperon therapy (daily tablet), which stabilises
amenable mutant forms of α-Gal A in the endoplasmic reticulum, thus facilitating passage
to the lysosomes and enzymatic breakdown of Gb-3. The pain severity component of the
Brief Pain Inventory (BPI) showed that patients had mild pain at baseline and it remained
stable over the 18 month treatment period, when patients were treated with Migalastat [76].
Whilst Migalastat shows promise in cardiac outcomes in patients with Fabry disease, its
effect on pain and quality of life are still to be determined.

Lucerastat, an iminosugar, is currently under investigation in a phase 3 study of Fabry
disease with neuropathic pain as the primary end point (MODIFY study: CLinicalTrials.gov
Identifier: NCT03425539).

Gene therapy is the delivery of a therapeutic gene for cellular expression to alter a
disease phenotype. Recombinant lentivirus base gene therapy and adeno-associated virus
therapy have begun in Fabry disease [69]. Gene editing including repairing disease-related
mutant genes may also have a role in slowing the disease progression in Fabry patients in fu-
ture [69]. Trials on gene therapy in Fabry disease are open for recruitment around the world
(ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT04519749; NCT04046224; NCT04040049; NCT04455230;
NCT03454893).

5. Analgesic Agents

Treatment Goals in Fabry Disease

Pain therapy in Fabry disease remains an unmet need. When considering therapeutic
goals with respect to pain in Fabry, patients can be divided into two groups, namely,
patients with pain and significant associated distress, and those with predominantly
neuropathic pain without overt distress. The priority in the first group is to optimise their
analgesics and implement holistic support, whilst in the second group a largely medical
approach is employed. Patients should be encouraged to adopt pain diaries and the BPI
and SF36 (Short form 36) or EQ5D uses as quality of life scores on a 6 monthly basis [44,77].

Despite clarity with respect to therapeutic goals, there appears to be a limited consen-
sus on how best to effectively manage pain in this cohort of Fabry disease patients. Further
to recent European recommendations on the pain management in Fabry disease [43], a sys-
tematic review by Schuller et.al (2016) analysed 731 articles and found a range of different
therapies being offered with no clear guidance [78]. Amalgamating recent expert guidance
and our own experience we present an analgesic ladder suitable for Fabry disease [44,77]
(Table 3).
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Gastrointestinal symptoms and abdominal discomfort can be managed with dietetic
recommendations regarding meal content, portion sizes and frequency. Nausea and vomit-
ing can be treated with metoclopramide and domperidone, with motilin receptor agonists
added in case of severe symptoms [44]. Frequent bowel motions can be managed with
loperamide. There is increasing evidence from the phase 3 FACETS trial that Migalastat
reduces diarrhoea in patients with Fabry disease [83,84].

A multidisciplinary approach is important when forming an analgesic care plan
involving not just metabolic and pain specialists, but also specialist pharmacists, pain
psychologists and physiotherapists in the service. The management of pain in Fabry
disease is challenging as a result of the unique interplay between a number of factors.
Neuropathic pain, which is normally challenging to treat, is combined with a presentation
in patients with multiorgan dysfunction, often limiting pharmacological management. In
addition, the most severe symptoms are often found in males starting in their youth at a
time of great flux in their psychosocial development. Fabry disease may be well recognised
within the family unit but poorly recognised and understood by the medical community as
a whole.

6. Psychology Support in Pain Management

6.1. Mental Health and Pain in Fabry Disease

High rates of depression have been reported in patients with Fabry disease. Pain is
a significant contributory factor to depression [85] and anxiety [8,23]. However, biopsy-
chosocial factors may also contribute to the mood disorder in Fabry disease [86]. Overall, it
is estimated that Fabry patients experience higher rates of depression (27–57% of patients)
compared to the general population (7–27%) [23,85]. A recent study found that as many
as 46% of patients have depression and 28% could be classified as having severe clinical
depression [87].

Given the range of developmental, physical, and neurological challenges associated
with Fabry disease, its association with depression is unsurprising. However, faced with
this context, both patients and clinicians are at risk of viewing such negative psychological
associations as an inevitable consequence of Fabry disease. Indeed, this perception is
consistent with the finding that the magnitude of decrement in social adaptive functioning
correlates with anxiety and depression [60]. However, Laney et al. (2010) also note that in
their study, decreased social adaptive functioning was not significantly associated with
disease severity, pain, or level of vitality [88]. This finding implies that other variables are
involved in the mediation of Fabry disease and negative social, functional, and psychologi-
cal outcomes. Candidates include modifiable factors such as coping behaviours which can
therefore form treatment targets of psychological and rehabilitative approaches, as in other
pain conditions, such as chronic low back pain [89].

In Fabry disease, examples of such modifiable factors include behavioural and psy-
chological moderators (such as overexertion and stress) of physical symptoms such as
pain. The cognitive model underpinning cognitive behavioural therapy [90] emphasises
the role of cognitions (e.g., appraisals, perceptions) in shaping behavioural, emotional and
concomitant physiological responses. Psychological intervention with such moderators of
symptoms in Fabry disease may therefore involve helping patients to identify and manage
environmental, cognitive and emotional factors which can drive unhelpful behaviours
such as overexertion; or unhelpful physiological states such as stress.

Psychological treatment in the form of cognitive behavioural therapy has been used
in the treatment of anxiety and depression for several decades [91,92], and continues to be
a mainstay of treatment presently [93,94]. Similarly, the approach has been shown to be
effective in improving psychological status, function, and health outcomes in a range of
physical health conditions [95]. Similarly, a recent study, Ali et al. (2018) demonstrated the
utility of psychological treatment in improving depression and quality of life in participants
with Fabry disease [25].
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Depressive symptoms have a significant impact on neuropsychological functioning
in up to 16% of patients [96]. Therefore, there is a clinical need for future psychological
treatment tailored to coping styles.

6.2. Pain Management Programme

The best evidenced rehabilitation treatment for patients with persistent pain and
disability is the group Pain Management Programme. These programmes are an interdis-
ciplinary treatment approach including medical, physiotherapy and psychological input
and are based on Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, typically providing around 36 h of
rehabilitation treatment [97].

Whilst the majority of patients attending Pain Management Programmes have mus-
culoskeletal pain, the British Pain Society (2013) notes that “a minority have visceral,
neuropathic, phantom or central pain, and/or pain from identified disease such as os-
teoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis”. Therefore, Pain Management Programmes are
effectively used in our tertiary Adult Metabolic Centre for patients with Fabry disease.

6.3. MDT in a Tertiary Metabolic Centre

Our model of working with Fabry disease (along with other metabolic conditions)
has evolved to encompass joint metabolic and pain clinics, involving both patients and
their carers. We see on average 4–5 Fabry patients per joint clinic, the majority of whom
are male and with moderate to high psychometric scores. This allows a combination of
expertise in metabolic and pain medicine and the involvement of a selected number of the
rehabilitative interdisciplinary team, featuring psychologists, pain physiotherapists and
occupational therapists.

At our institution, pain in Fabry disease patients is managed in a holistic manner.
Adult and transitional patients with pain first have access to the pain clinic in a joint clinic
often with parents and carers. As part of this assessment, routine care with involvement of
other specialties is initiated and a range of psychometric scores are completed by the patient,
to act as a baseline and help inform the next steps in holistic control and management of
pain and quality of life. These psychometric scores include, the PHQ-9 score, GAD-7 score,
TSK and PCS scores, to assess for depression, anxiety, kinsesiophobia and catastrophisation,
respectively. Specific Fabry questionnaires such as the Fabry scan questionnaire may also
be employed [25]. This is a 15-item questionnaire with bedside sensory function tests
of both small and large fibres. It may help distinguish Fabry disease from other chronic
neuropathic pain. Alternatives include the Fabry-specific paediatric pain questionnaire and
the Würzburg Fabry pain questionnaire which consists of 22 open questions addressing the
four main types of pain in Fabry disease [44]. More generic neuropathic pain questionnaires,
such as the Pain DETECT questionnaire may also help establish a baseline but are not
validated for Fabry disease.

Physiotherapy and psychology colleagues work collaboratively to address issues such
as pacing, exercise and activity medication, passive cooling strategies, sleep hygiene, goal
setting, flare up management, confidence, and identity. Pharmaceutical agents are used
alongside this where appropriate.

The interdisciplinary team must be mindful of the impact of Fabry disease on educa-
tional attainment, marital status, social support and employment which are significantly
affected by the effects of the disease [6].

As an example, a 45-year-old female patient with Fabry disease benefited from this
treatment at our institution. The preliminary assessment identified that stressors often
aggravated her pain symptoms, and this in turn led to avoidance of potentially stress-
ful situations, which then contributed to increased disability. Activity cycling was also
a feature. This pattern involves determined efforts to undertake activities, which fuels
overexertion and is then followed by an increase in pain and reduction in activities. Treat-
ment goals developed with the Pain Management Programme Team included (i) increasing
understanding and effective management of anxiety to reduce the impact of stress on
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pain, (ii) improved stress management skills to enable a reduction in avoidant coping
and thereby to reduce disability, (iii) problem-solving skills to manage work demands
and avoid activity cycling, and (iv) improved activity pacing skills to enable a return to
leisure activities. Standard physical outcome measures showed significant gains in physi-
cal function after the Pain Management Programme. Psychometric outcome measures at
12 months post-programme showed substantial improvements in depression, anxiety, and
pain catastrophising.

7. Avoiding Precipitating Factors

In addition it is recommended that activities that may trigger painful crises such as
emotional stress, physical exertion and temperature changes are minimised [77].

Patients are advised to monitor when painful crises occur and to try to avoid anything
which may precipitate a crisis. Passive cooling strategies can be utilised to improve
tolerance to exercise and heat induced pain. Gastrointestinal pain can be managed with
smaller meals, low-fat diets and motility agents whilst the use of antianginal agents may
also be helpful for ischaemia angina pectoris-related pain.

8. Conclusions

The management of pain in Fabry disease is challenging as a result of the unique
interplay between a number of factors. Pain in Fabry disease may affect patients from
childhood. Novel techniques in detecting small fibre neuropathy are needed, whilst
traditional disease modifying treatments have a limited impact on pain.

Neuropathic pain, which is not normally easy to treat, is further complicated by
patients with multiorgan dysfunction, often limiting pharmacological management. In
addition, the most severe symptoms are often found in males starting in their youth, at a
time of great flux in their psychosocial development.

Ultimately, patients may derive great benefit from interdisciplinary rehabilitation.
A multimodal pharmacological approach using a combination of neuropathic agents
such as the gabapentinoids and duloxetine may facilitate a reduction in neuropathic pain
whilst achieving an opioid-sparing effect. In turn, a reduction in neuropathic pain may
also facilitate greater engagement with interdisciplinary rehabilitation to achieve a better
quality of life.
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Abbreviations

Abbreviations
ASIC Acid-Sensing Ion Channels
BPI Brief Pain Inventory
ERT Enzyme Replacement Therapy
GAD-7 Generalised Anxiety Disorder-7
HCN Hyperpolarisation-Activated Cyclic Nucleotide-Gated
Lyso-Gb3/Lyso-GL3 Globotriaosylsphingosine
NGF Nerve Growth Factor
NSAIDs Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs
PCS Pain Catastrophising Scale
PHQ-9 Patient Health Questionaire-9
SF-36 Short Form 36
TLR4 Toll-Like Receptor 4
TRP Transient Receptor Potential
TSK Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia
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Abstract: (1) Background: Mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS) are a heterogeneous group of lysosomal
storage disorders caused by the absence of enzymes required for degradation of glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs). GAGs deposition in tissues leads to progressive airway narrowing and/or tortuosity.
Increased longevity of patients has posed newer problems, especially the airway. This study aims to
characterise various airway abnormalities in adult MPS from a regional centre and proposes a method
to quantify the severity of the airway disease. (2) Methods: Retrospective analysis by case notes
review, clinical examination, endoscopy, cross-sectional imaging, 3-dimensional reconstruction, and
physiological investigations were used to assess the airway abnormalities. Quantitative assessment
of the airway severity was performed a validated questionnaire of 15 parameters to derive Salford
Mucopolysaccharidosis Airway Score (SMAS). (3) Results: Thirty-one adult MPS patients (21M/ 9F;
median 26.7 years; range 19–42 years) were reviewed. There were 9 MPS I, 12 MPS II, 2 MPS III, 5 MPS
IV, 2 MPS VI, and 1 MPS VII. Airway abnormalities in each MPS type are described. Patients scoring
more than 35 on SMAS had some form of airway intervention. The area under curve of 0.9 was
noted at a score of 25, so SMAS more than 25 may predict a difficult airway and potential to have
complications. Pearson’s correlation between SMAS and height, weight, BMI were poor (p < 0.05).
(4) Conclusions: Airway abnormalities in adult MPS are varied and complex. Assessment of the
airway should be holistic and include multiple parameters. An objective multidimensional score
such as SMAS may help to predict and manage difficult airways warranting further investigation
and validation.
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1. Introduction

Mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS) are rare, inherited, lysosomal storage diseases with a
combined incidence of 1 in 22,000 [1]. Lysosomal hydrolase enzyme deficiencies result in
accumulation of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), leading to structural abnormalities and organ
dysfunction that can increase the risk of anaesthesia complications [2]. Depending on the
type of MPS, glycosaminoglycan accumulations can occur in various organs, resulting in
cardiovascular, pulmonary, gastrointestinal, neurologic, and musculoskeletal dysfunction
(Table 1) [3]. MPS can be grouped into four broad categories according to their dominant
clinical features: (1) MPS I, II, and VII affect soft tissue storage and the skeleton with or
without intracranial involvement; (2) MPS VI affects both soft tissues and the skeleton;
(3) MPS IVA and IVB are primarily associated with skeletal disorders; and (4) MPS III A–D
primarily affects the central nervous system [4].
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Table 1. Various types of MPS; reproduced with permission from Braunlin et al. [5], who compiled data from Neufeld et al. [2]
and Valayannopoulos et al. [6].

MPS Type (Eponym)

Incidence per 105

Live Births;
Inheritance

Pattern

Typical Age at
Diagnosis

Typical Life
Expectancy If

Untreated
Enzyme Deficiency GAG

MPS I Hurler (H)
MPS I Hurler–Scheie

(H-S) MPS I
Scheie (S)

0.11–1.67; AR
H: <1 year H-S:

3–8 years S:
10–20 years

H: death in
childhood H-S: death

in teens or early
adulthood S: normal
to slightly reduced

lifespan

α-L-iduronidase DS, HS

MPS II (Hunter) 0.1–1.07; XR 1–2 years when
rapidly progressing

rapidly progressing:
death < 15 years

slowly progressing:
death in adulthood

iduronate-2-sulfatase DS, HS

MPS III (Sanfilippo)
A-B-C-D 0.39–1.89; AR 4–6 years death in puberty or

early adulthood

heparan sulfamidase (A)
N-acetyl-α-D-glucosaminidase (B)

acetyl-CoA-α-glucosaminidase
N-acetyltransferase (C)

N-acetylglucosamine-6-sulfatase (D)

HS

MPS IV (Morquio)
A-B 0.15–0.47; AR 1–3 years death in childhood-

middle age
N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfatase

(A) β-galactosidase (B)
CS, KS

(A) KS (B)

MPS VI
(Maroteaux-Lamy) 0–0.38; AR

rapidly progressing:
1–9 years slowly

progressing: >5 years

rapidly progressing:
death in 2nd–3rd

decade slowly
progressing: death in

4–5th decade

N-acetylgalactosamine-4-sulfatase DS

tblMPS VII (Sly) 0–0.29; AR neonatal to
adulthood

death in infancy- 4th
decade ** β-D-glucuronidase CS, DS,

HS

MPS IX (Natowicz) * unknown adolescence unknown hyaluronidase CS

AR—autosomal recessive, CS—chondroitin sulphate, DS—dermatan sulphate, GAG—glycosaminoglycan, H—Hurler syndrome, HS—
heparan sulphate, H-S—Hurler–Scheie syndrome, KS—keratan sulphate, S—Scheie syndrome, XR—X-linked recessive. * Only 1 patient
reported in literature (Natowicz et al. 1996); ** death can occur in utero with hydrops fetalis.

GAG accumulation in the upper airway results in hypertrophy of soft tissues, includ-
ing adenoids, tonsils, tongue, and laryngopharynx, which may all cause airway problems
and pose difficulty in anaesthetic airway management due to bulky airways. This is espe-
cially important because MPS patients frequently require surgical interventions requiring
anaesthesia [4]. Airway complications are a common feature of MPS I, II, IV, and VI and
considerably contribute to morbidity and premature mortality [7,8]. The bulky airways
can predispose to breathing related problems, which may worsen during sleep. These
include snoring, upper airway resistance syndrome, obstructive sleep apnoea [9]. A multi-
dimensional assessment by Dalewski et al. [10], which incorporates modified Mallampati
score [11], upper airway volume measurements using CT scan, Berlin questionnaire [12], is
useful. Measures of airway obstruction and pulmonary function have frequently been used
as primary or secondary outcomes in interventional trials [3,13–15]. Current therapeutic
modalities, such as enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) in MPS I Hurler–Scheie (HS) and
Scheie, II, IVA, and VI, and haemopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) in MPS I Hurler
(H), have demonstrated organ specific and systemic metabolic correction [16–19]. Despite
the positive outcomes, airway disease continues to cause significant complications result-
ing from structural rather than inflammatory abnormalities [20–22]. Current treatment
with ERT fails to fully reverse adenotonsillar storage pathology in MPS type I, III, IV,
and VI, manifesting with ongoing clinical disease [21]. It has been previously shown that
pathological changes in tonsils and adenoids are responsible for not only the increased
incidence of hypertrophy causing obstruction, but also the high regrowth rate in adenoid
tissue commonly necessitating revision surgery later in adolescence and possibly adult-
hood [20,21]. Airway problems in MPS are multifactorial as evidenced by limited relief
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from adenotonsillectomy [8]. By the time an MPS patient has transitioned from paediatric
to adult care, issues such as adenoids and tonsils may have already been addressed, and
the airway problems shift towards other aspects of upper and lower airways.

We aim to evaluate and characterise airway abnormalities in adult MPS patients. The
purpose of this study is to identify various airway abnormalities in our cohort of adult
MPS and quantify the degree of airway problems for prognosis and planning. We have
used various parameters that can adversely affect the airway and developed Salford MPS
Airway Score (SMAS) as a novel tool in assessing the severity of airway disease in adult
MPS disorders.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Design

Retrospective review of case notes of adult MPS patients attending airway assessment
was performed. Ethical approval from the Research and Innovation department, Salford
Royal NHS Foundation Trust, Northern Care Alliance NHS, United Kingdom was obtained,
reference: S20HIP40.

2.2. Patients

All patients were assessed in airway multi-disciplinary team clinic by the same anaes-
thetic and ear, nose, and throat consultant with special interest in adult MPS airways. In
our cohort, the specific modalities of treatment for MPS patients were enzyme replacement
therapy (ERT), haematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT), or none.

2.3. Assessment

Apart from clinical examination, investigative tools such as nasendoscopy, computer
tomography scans, pulmonary function tests, three-dimensional imaging, and virtual
endoscopy were sought where possible. Nasendoscopy is performed by passing a fibre
optic camera via the nasal cavity and examination of the nasal cavities, oropharynx, and
larynx under a local anaesthetic.

2.4. SMAS

Fifteen parameters were chosen that can holistically assess both upper and lower
airway. The parameters and method to calculate the SMAS are depicted in Table 2. Each
of these parameters are graded in an ordinal score from zero to three: zero corresponding
to normal, one—mild abnormality, two—moderate abnormality, and three—severe abnor-
mality. Adding the score for each of the 15 parameters will provide a final score, which
will quantify the degree of airway severity. A high score corresponds to a complex airway.
The range of the score can be from 0 to 45. Parameters one to six are calculated using
clinical examination. Protrusion of teeth and bulkiness of the tongue can be assessed on
clinical examination and CT scans. Parameters 7 to 10 are calculated using nasendoscopy.
Parameters 11 to 13 are calculated using cross-sectional imaging such as CT scans. Parame-
ters 14 and 15 are calculated using pulmonary function tests. Certain parameters such as
pulmonary function tests cannot be carried out in patients who lack capacity or would not
comply with the assessment. Likewise, nasendoscopy cannot be carried without a patient’s
co-operation. This will limit the maximal score that can be attained. The content, criterion
validity, and clinical use of the questionnaire was assessed by distributing the questionnaire
to 15 senior anaesthetists to be used in their daily practice. To assess the impact of body
habitus on the airway, Pearson’s correlation was used to assess the relationship between
height, weight, body mass index, and SMAS. To assess the usefulness of the SMAS score in
clinical application, a receiver operating curve (ROC) curve was plotted.
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Table 2. Salford Mucopolysaccharidosis Airway Score (SMAS).

S. No. Parameter Measure Score Final Score

MPS Type
1 Mouth opening >5 cm 0

4–5 cm 1
3–4 cm 2
<3 cm 3

2 Teeth protrusion on clinical exam and scans Non-protruding 0
Mild 1

Moderate 2
Severe 3

3 Cervical spine mobility, stability unrestricted 0
60–90 degrees flexion 1
30–60 degrees flexion 2

<30 degrees or unstable 3

4 Tongue bulkiness on examination and Scan Normal 0
Mild

(filling less than 1/3 of floor mouth) 1

Moderate
(filling 1/3 to 1/2 of oral cavity) 2

Severe
(filling more than 1/2 of oral cavity) 3

5 Modified Mallampati grade [11] 1 0
2 1
3 2
4 3

6 Thyromental distance >6 cm 0
5–6 cm 1
4–5 cm 2
<4 cm 3

7 Larynx height epiglottis to soft palate >4 cm 0
3–4 cm 1
2–3 cm 2
<2 cm 3

8 Epiglottis bulkiness Normal
(filling less than 1/3 of oropharynx) 0

Mild
(filling 1/3 to 1/2 of oropharynx) 1

Moderate
(filling 1/2 to complete oropharynx) 2

Severe
(Filling entire oropharynx) 3

9 Supraglottis bulkiness Normal
(filling less than 1/3 of laryngopharynx) 0

Mild
(filling 1/3 to 1/2 of laryngopharynx) 1

Moderate
(filling 1

2 to complete laryngopharynx) 2

Severe
(filling entire oropharynx) 3

10 Glottis bulkiness Normal
(filling less than 1/3 of glottis) 0

Mild
(filling 1/3 to 1/2 of glottis) 1

Moderate
(filling 1/2 to complete glottis) 2

Severe
(filling entire glottis) 3

11 Subglottis diameter at cricoid level >7 mm 0
6–7 mm 1
5–6 mm 2
<5 mm 3
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Table 2. Cont.

S. No. Parameter Measure Score Final Score

12 Tracheomalacia or tracheal stenosis
(degree of narrowing) No narrowing 0

50–75% lumen narrowing 1
75–99% lumen narrowing 2
100% lumen narrowing 3

13 Tracheal tortuosity None 0

present 3

14 FEV1% >80% 0
60–79% 1
40–59% 2
<40% 3

15 FVC% >80% 0
60–79% 1
40–59% 2
<40% 3

3. Results

Thirty-one adult MPS patients were reviewed, there were 21 males and 10 females.
The age range was 19–43 years. The mean age was 28 years, and the median age was
26.7 years. Table 3 shows the demographics in each type of MPS.

Table 3. Demographics of all adult MPS patients.

MPS Type Number Age in Years and Number of Patients Sex

1 9

23–27 = 5
31–32 = 2

39 = 1
43 = 1

Females = 3
Males = 6

2 12 20–27 = 7
29–33 = 5 All males

3 2 19–21 = 2 Both females

4 5 19, 21, 23, 33, 41 Females = 4
Male = 1

6 2 27, 38 Female = 1, Male = 1

7 1 31 Male

Various airway abnormalities were noted in the MPS patients. The modified Mallam-
pati grade was either three or four in all patients. There was a pattern of macroglossia,
high larynx, and large epiglottis noted in almost all patients in the cohort. MPS I and MPS
III had the least severe airway abnormalities. In both these groups, learning difficulties
and/or blindness was a relevant challenge. Common airway abnormalities and relevant
airway challenges in each type of MPS are depicted in Table 4.

3.1. Nasendoscopy

This outpatient procedure helped us to assess which nasal cavity was wider to plan
nasal intubation, assess the height and bulk of epiglottis, bulk of posterior two-thirds of the
tongue, appearance of supraglottis, and vocal cord mobility. It also provided information
on oropharyngeal or supraglottic collapse on valsalva manoeuvre. A bulky supraglottis
made use of supraglottic airway devices such as laryngeal mask airway or trans nasal
humidified rapid insufflation ventilatory exchange (THRIVE) difficult. Figures 1–4 shows
a nasendoscopy appearances in various types of MPS.
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Table 4. Common airway abnormalities and relevant airway challenges in each type of adult MPS.

MPS Type Airway Findings Relevant Airway Challenges

1 Protruding teeth, large tongue, high larynx, moderately bulky supraglottis,
narrow subglottis Learning difficulties, poor vision

2 Protruding teeth, large tongue, high larynx, very bulky supraglottis, narrow
subglottis, tracheobronchomalacia Cervical spine instability, short neck

3 Large tongue, malacia of supraglottis Learning difficulties

4 Large tongue, protruding teeth, large jaw, moderately bulky supraglottis,
large epiglottis, tortuous trachea with tracheomalacia Short neck, hypermobility

6 Large tongue, protruding teeth, large jaw, large epiglottis, tortuous trachea
with tracheomalacia Short neck, c-spine problems, kyphoscoliosis

7 Slightly protruding teeth, high larynx, narrow subglottis, tortuous trachea Kyphoscoliosis

MPS—mucopolysacharridosis.

 

Figure 1. High anterior larynx in mucopolysacharridosis I.

 

Figure 2. Bulky supraglottis in mucopolysacharridosis II.

 

Figure 3. Large overhanging epiglottis, high larynx in mucopolysacharridosis IV.
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Figure 4. Large epiglottis almost touching soft palate in mucopolysacharridosis VI.

3.2. Cross-Sectional Imaging

Computer tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are very helpful
in assessing both upper and lower airway. In the upper airway, the bulky soft tissue of the
tongue and supraglottis can be assessed using MRI scans. In the lower airway, the calibre
of the airway, tracheomalacia, tracheal stenosis, and tracheal tortuosity can be assessed
using CT scans. Figures 5–8 shows cross-sectional imaging in various types of MPS.

 

Figure 5. MRI scan of MPS I showing large tongue and high, anterior larynx, and absence of cervical
lordosis.

 

Figure 6. CT scan of MPS II, showing large bulky tongue, flat palate, prominent teeth, short neck,
and absence of cervical lordosis.

 

Figure 7. CT scan of MPS IV showing contracted nasopharynx, large tongue, prominent teeth, and
high larynx.
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Figure 8. CT scan of MPS II showing collapsed trachea, suggestive of tracheomalacia.

3.3. 3-Dimensional Reconstruction (3D) and Virtual Endoscopy (VE)

Using information from the cross-sectional imaging, 3-dimensional reconstruction and
virtual endoscopy of the airway can be performed. Figures 9–13 shows 3D appearances in
various types of MPS.

 

Figure 9. 3-Dimensional reconstruction of MPS I showing normal trachea.

 

Figure 10. 3-Dimensional reconstruction of MPS II showing tracheomalacia.
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Figure 11. 3-Dimensional reconstruction of MPS IV showing tortuous trachea and tracheomalacia.

 

Figure 12. 3-Dimensional reconstruction of MPS VI showing tortuous trachea and tracheomalacia.

 

Figure 13. 3-Dimensional reconstruction of MPS VII showing tortuous trachea and tracheomalacia.

3.4. Salford Mucopolysaccharidosis Airway Score (SMAS)

The questionnaire looked at various aspects of the airway. Questions 1–10 in Table 2
reflect the upper airway, which is access. Questions 11–13 reflect mid airway, and questions
14 and 15 reflect the lower airways, which is the lung physiological functions.
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Validation and Usefulness of SMAS

The scores were distributed to 25 senior anaesthetists in a tertiary hospital and were
asked to use it in their daily practice. All the anaesthetists were requested to fill a ques-
tionnaire (Appendix A) that addressed content, criterion validity, and internal consistency.
Following responses from the anaesthetic colleagues, we felt comfortable to use this in
our study.

All the 15 parameters were used in 21 patients. In four patients (MPS I = 1, MPS II = 1,
MPS III = 2) pulmonary functions could not be done due to learning difficulties. In six
patients (MPS I = 1, MPS II = 2, MPS IV = 2, MPS VII = 1), pulmonary functions were not
considered as they were more than one year old. In the MPS III group (n = 2), cross-sectional
imaging, 3D, and VE were not performed as they had no clinical symptoms of airway
problems so they could only be assessed for 10 parameters. Table 5 summarises SMAS
scores and percentages for all 31 adult MPS patients. It can be deduced that scores 0–15
(33%) correspond to mild airway abnormality, 15–30 (33–66.7%) to moderate abnormality,
and 30–45 (66.8–100%) to severe abnormality. It was noted that patients in MPS II, MPS IV,
and MPS VI groups have high scores. Patients who have scored more than 35 have had
some form of airway intervention. Patient number 10, 14, and 30 needed tracheostomy to
improve breathing. Patient number 11, 24, and 26 needed hospital admission for difficulty
in breathing following a viral infection. All patients scoring more than 25 had obstructive
sleep apnoea. Hypothetically, we can say that a score more than 25 should be considered
a difficult airway and may have potential complications. To assess the sensitivity of this
hypothesis, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) was calculated. Patients who
needed any airway intervention was the measurable outcome and the SMAS being the
predictor. The sensitivity at score 25 is 1 and 0.9 at score 26. Figure 14 shows the ROC curve.

Table 5. Summary of the SMAS scores for all patients, mutation type, and therapy.

Patient Number MPS Type Sex Age in Years SMAS Score Percentage
Associated

Abnormality
Therapy Mutation

1 I M 39.1 20 51.3 HSCT p.(Trp402Ter),
p.(Leu218Pro)

2 I M 31.3 15 33.3 HSCT p.(Leu490Pro),
p.(Leu490Pro)

3 I M 25.9 23 51.1 HSCT p.(Trp402Ter),
p.(Trp402Ter)

4 I M 25.7 10 22.2 HSCT p.(Gln70Ter),
p.(Gln70Ter)

5 I M 32.2 24 53.3 HSCT p.(Trp402Ter),
p.(Ser633Leu)

6 I M 26.7 31 68.9 OSA ERT hom L490P, exon
10 IDUA gene

7 I F 23.0 10 22.2 ERT N/A

8 I F 43.0 29 64.4 OSA ERT N/A

9 I F 24.0 20 48.7 ERT N/A

10 II M 30.1 40 88.9 TRACH ERT c.1152delT, exon 8
IDS gene

11 II M 31.7 36 80 OSA ERT N/A

12 II M 29.1 35 77.8 OSA ERT N/A

13 II M 20.7 32 82.1 OSA ERT c.1528insT

14 II M 33.0 40 88.9 TRACH ERT
STOPPED N/A

15 II M 32.9 34 75.6 OSA ERT N/A

16 II M 25.2 32 82.1 OSA ERT N/A
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Table 5. Cont.

Patient Number MPS Type Sex Age in Years SMAS Score Percentage
Associated

Abnormality
Therapy Mutation

17 II M 26.3 11 24.4 ERT T14gT, exon4 IDS
gene

18 II M 23.7 21 46.7 ERT N/A

19 II M 20.9 31 79.5 OSA ERT N/A

20 II M 26.9 29 64.4 OSA ERT
missense

mutation in N63D,
exon 2, IDS gene

21 II M 23.3 14 31.1 ERT N/A

22 III F 19.6 9 30 none N/A

23 III F 20.3 2 6.7 none hom c.234+1G>T,
HGSNAT gene

24 IV F 23.0 32 82.1 OSA none N/A

25 IV F 21.1 28 71.7 OSA ERT? N/A

26 IV F 41.1 38 84.4 OSA ERT
STOPPED

hom c.871G>A
p.(Ala291Thr)
GALNS gene

27 IV M 33.5 27 60 OSA none N/A

28 IV M 19.3 26 57.8 OSA ERT N/A

29 VI F 27.3 30 66.7 OSA ERT T442R/245delT

30 VI M 38.1 41 91.1 TRACH ERT
paused N/A

31 VII M 31.0 16 41.1 none

c.526C>T
p.(Leu176Phe),

c.1820G>C
p.(Gly607Ala)

MPS—mucopolysacharridosis, M—male, F—female, HSCT—haematopoetic stem cell transplantation, ERT—enzyme replacement therapy,
SMAS—Salford Metabolic Airway Score, TRACH—tracheostomy, OSA—obstructive sleep apnoea.

Figure 14. ROC curve to assess usefulness of SMAS as a predictor of complex airway.
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ROC—receiver operating characteristic, SMAS—Salford Mucopolysaccharidosis Air-
way Score.

It could be argued that a bulky airway may be secondary to body habitus. So Pearson’s
correlation was used to assess the impact of height and body mass index on SMAS. It was
noted that there was no statistically significant correlation noted. Table 6 summarises the
correlation values.

Table 6. Pearson’s correlation between Salford Metabolic Airway Score and height, weight, and body
mass index.

Subtitle Subtitle Total Score

Height Correlation coefficient −0.438

p-value 0.014

Weight Correlation coefficient −0.168

p-value 0.367

Body Mass Index Correlation coefficient 0.340

p-value 0.061

4. Discussion

Holistic assessment of a difficult airway is key to successful management. It is impor-
tant to assess and identify various abnormalities in a difficult airway; failure to identify
these and failure to act on abnormal findings in the management of difficult airway can
lead to poor outcomes [23]. The airway in MPS patients has a complex anatomy due to
MPS deposits, skeletal, and soft tissue abnormalities. Adult MPS airway is complicated
not just by age-related changes on the soft tissue and skeletal structures but also due to
associated comorbidities. All the patients in our cohort had short stature, short necks,
and restricted neck mobility, making access to the airway difficult. Large lower jaw in
the MPS IV and MPS VI groups made access to the larynx difficult. The American So-
ciety of Anesthesiologists (ASA) [24] has considered the following outcomes as difficult
airway—difficult facemask ventilation, difficult laryngoscopy, difficult tracheal intubation,
failed intubation, and difficulty in placing and using supraglottic devices. In our experi-
ence, we have observed all of these in our adult MPS cohort in some form or other; all
patients needed a smaller sized tube. We have found use of the microcuffed endotracheal
tube produced by Avanos® very useful in adult MPS airways. All of the difficult airway
parameters pointed by ASA were noted in our MPS II group. MPS I tolerated supraglottic
airway device, as the supraglottis was not bulky. In MPS IV and MPS VI groups, use of the
supraglottic airway device was not considered due to large epiglottis and high anterior
larynx. Roth et al. [25] reviewed 133 studies involving 844,206 participants to assess the
diagnostic accuracy bedside tests for assessment of difficult airway. The common bedside
tests to assess the difficult airway include Mallampati score [26], modified Mallampati
score [11], Wilson score [27], thyromental distance, sternomental distance, mouth opening,
and upper lip bite.

There is no one perfect tool for airway assessment; however, a combination of various
tools is a better predictor of complex airway, and this is better than a single test used in
isolation [28]. Cattano et al. [29] addressed the impact airway assessment by using 11 ASA’s
airway risk factors by residents. The authors observed there was a better documentation
of difficult airway but did not significantly impact the assessment of difficult airways.
However, in the study group, there were only 17% of patients with difficult airways. It
is not clear from the paper if the group had patients with a background of metabolic
diseases, and the study used only bedside tests. By contrast, our group includes all patients
with difficult airways with multiple comorbidities. In this new SMAS score developed by
our team, not all parameters can be assessed in all patients, such as nasendoscopy and
spirometry, which need the patient’s co-operation. This was the case in some MPS I and
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both MPS III patients with learning difficulties. In the same way, if the patient did not have
any breathing or respiratory issues, such as MPS III, performing investigations will add
undue discomfort to the patient. So, they should be only considered if the investigations
change the way we manage our patients. Cross-sectional imaging using CT or MR scans
are very useful. We have found assessment of the supraglottis is better with an MRI
scan, as it shows the soft tissues better. The infraglottis, trachea, and lungs are better
assessed by CT scans, as they show cartilaginous structures better and help in assessing
the airway calibre, tortuosity, and malacia. Studies by Wittenborg et al. [30] in the 1960s
suggested that a decrease in the diameter of 50% of the lumen of the trachea should be
considered tracheomalacia. Tracheomalacia can be classified according to the reduction
tracheal lumen into mild (50–75%), moderate (75–100%), and severe (100%), which is
complete collapse [31].

Boiselle et al. [32] showed that tracheal collapse can be noted in expiration in healthy
population; hence, tracheomalacia should be diagnosed in conjunction with clinical symp-
toms, signs, and lung functions. Although a CT scan may indicate changes suggestive of
tracheomalacia, a dynamic expiratory CT scan demonstrates malacia better [33]. In our co-
hort of patients, tracheomalacia was also noted in CT scans taken in inspiration; hence, the
actual problem of tracheomalacia in adult MPS may be underestimated. Symptomatic tra-
cheomalacia can be conservatively managed by airway splinting using continuous positive
air way pressure and surgically treated by stenting inside or outside the lumen of trachea,
tracheostomy, and resection of the diseased segment of trachea [34] and tracheopexy [35].
Extrinsic compression of trachea by an anomalous innominate artery in a 16-year-old male
with MPS IVa has been reported by Pizarro et al. [36]. The authors describe the surgical
technique of tracheal and vascular reconstruction and have reported successful outcome
without the need for tracheostomy. Any extensive thoracic surgery has to be carefully
considered in adult MPS due to chest wall deformities, difficult airways, and associated
comorbidities. Given the progressive nature of the disease, we managed our patients with
a tracheostomy and positive pressure non-invasive ventilation rather than stenting and
surgical splinting of the airway. We found the Bivona® uncuffed adult tracheostomy tube
from Smith medical® very useful in our MPS II patient (patient number 14) with tracheo-
malacia. In one of our MPS VI patients (patient number 30), we managed tracheomalacia
with tracheostomy and the paediatric Montgomery® Safe-T-Tube™. The indication for
tracheostomy in both these patients was worsening upper and lower airway obstruction,
leading to obstructive sleep apnoea and dyspnoea at rest with resultant worsening quality
of life. Tracheostomy was performed under a general anaesthetic following the securing of
the upper airway with an endotracheal tube. Recovery following the tracheostomy in both
these patients was protracted. Both were discharged following tracheostoma. There were
no immediate complications, but stoma granulations were delayed complications needing
topical corticosteroid ointments.

Respiratory function testing using spirometry is very useful in quantifying the lung
physiology. However, obtaining a normalised value for the MPS patients will be difficult
and will have to be interpreted carefully. Input from a respiratory physician with special
interest in pulmonary physiology is important. It is important to consider that MPS are
associated with both obstructive and restrictive airway disease. The use of spirometry is
the most objective way of identifying these problems accepting practical limitations of use
in certain situations. A six-minute walk test has been used as a surrogate of pulmonary
function but is an overall functional assessment of combined cardiopulmonary status
and therefore not specifically related to the airway’s disease. It is clear that in conditions
associated with growth abnormalities that absolute values of FEV and FVC will be reduced.
Therefore, the FEV and FVC percentages predicted are defined as the percentage predicted
values based on age, sex, and height. The definition of obstruction is an FEV1 < 80%
predicted and a FEV1/FVC ratio of <0.7. Conversely, a restrictive disease is reflected in
a greater reduction in FVC compared with FEV1 resulting in a FEV1/FVC ration > 0.7.
In the context of MPS, we have the obvious difficulty of the validity of height and age
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normalised curves in this group of patients. In the absence of alternatives, however, FEV1
and FVC will remain the mainstay of our monitoring of pulmonary functions. The value of
spirometry is the ability to detect changes overtime, and it has been shown that there is a
correlation with identification of sleep disordered breathing identified by the ODI 3% in
MPS IVA [37]. A flow volume loop may help to assess intra- and extra thoracic obstruction,
which will in turn aid in the management of the complex airway. However, in the absence
of a normalised value, it may be difficult to interpret. We may also falsely interpret intra-
and extra thoracic obstruction.

The SMAS was designed to quantify the degree of airway abnormality with an aim to
assess all airway and breathing factors together. The aim was to use this score when adult
MPS patients are planned for a general anaesthetic. Prominent teeth, mouth opening, neck
movements, and modified Mallampati grade [26] are all important factors to access the
airway. The thyromental angle and nasendoscopic findings help to decide if the larynx is
high and/or anterior. Once the airway is accessed, the supraglottic, glottic, and subglottic
bulkiness due to GAG deposits will dictate the size of the endotracheal tube. Once the
airway is secured, the degree of tracheobronchomalacia and tracheal tortuosity will govern
the oxygen delivery to lungs. We have scored tortuous trachea as 3, as this will have a big
impact on securing the airway and ventilation. The pulmonary function tests will help
us understand the physiological state of the lungs. In our experience, a score more than
25 indicates a complex airway. This information obtained during pre-operative assessment
can be used to explain the patients, family members, and other health professionals to
make a decision for general anaesthetic. We feel that a combination of parameters rather
than a single parameter is useful in assessing the complex MPS airway. The limitations in
our study are a small cohort of adult MPS patients; this is due to the rarity of the disease
and reduced longevity. However, given the small cohort, extensive airway assessment has
been performed. Secondly, SMAS cannot be scored for all parameters, especially in patients
with learning difficulties; in this situation, percentage scores may be useful. Thirdly, the
validation of the scores can be improved by performing on a larger cohort via a multicentre
collaboration and perhaps assessing its usefulness in paediatric MPS. Haematopoietic
stem cell transplantation (HSCT) [38] and enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) [39] have
been shown to be effective therapeutic options for various types of MPS; they will reduce
the deformities in adulthood, which in turn may lead to less complex airways. Future
studies comparing patients who received therapy and those who did not will be helpful
to understand the impact on skeletal and soft tissue abnormalities contributing to airway
issues. Similarly, mutations of certain types may help us to prognosticate the severity of
the airways. Unfortunately, both these could not be investigated in our study due to a
small number of patients. A multicentre collaboration involving patients from various
geographical regions may help in better understanding of the airway issues in this complex
metabolic disease with multisystem involvement.

5. Conclusions

Adult MPS airway is challenging. With the advancements of treatment modalities,
patients present with varying degrees of abnormalities in the airway. Given the rarity of
the disease, mutations, and varying treatments in patients, it may be difficult to construe
a specific airway pattern for each MPS. In our experience, we have noted that MPS I and
III patients have milder airway abnormalities; MPS II patients have the most difficult
airways; and MPS IV, VI, VII patients have both complex upper airway and tortuous
trachea. Various factors have to be taken into consideration in assessing the complex
airway with a multidisciplinary team. We have found use of the SMAS very helpful in
assessing and quantifying the severity of airway problems. Adult MPS patients have
complications associated with comorbidities, and communication issues due to vision and
hearing. All these factors have to be carefully considered in assessing the complex airway.
Nasendoscopy, cross-sectional imaging, 3D, VE, and respiratory functions are important
tools apart from clinical examination in airway assessment. We recommend a joint ENT,
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anaesthetic, respiratory, and metabolic team with special interest in MPS for the assessment
of adult MPS airway.
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Appendix A Difficult Airway Assessment Questionnaire

Dear Colleague,
Your feedback is very important to us.
Can you please give your opinion (agree or disagree) on 15 parameters which can be used
to assess a difficult airway, breathing, respiration assuming you have all investigations
such as clinical examination, nasendoscopy, and CT scans available.
There are only 16 questions, which will take less than 5 min to answer.
Many thanks for your opinion.
Chai Gadepalli

1. Mouth opening.

More than 5 cm = 0 score
4–5 cm = 1
3–4 cm = 2
Less than 3 cm = 3

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

2. Teeth protrusion.
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Non-protruding = 0 score
Mild protrusion = 1
Moderate protrusion = 2
Severe protrusion = 3 *

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

3. Cervical spine mobility, stability on clinical examination.

Unrestricted = 0 score
60–90 degrees flexion = 1
30–60 degrees flexion = 2
Less than 30 degrees flexion or unstable or fixed = 3 *

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

4. Tongue bulkiness on examination and scan.

Normal = 0 score
Mild = 1 (tongue fills floor of the mouth)
Moderate = 2 (tongue fills between 1/3 to 1/2 of oral cavity)
Severe = 3 (tongue fills more than 1/2 of oral cavity) *

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

5. Modified Mallampati grade.

Grade 1 = 0 score
Grade 2 = 1
Grade 3 = 2
Grade 4 = 3 *

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

6. Thyromental distance on clinical examination.

More than 6 cm = 0 score
5–6 cm = 1
4-5 cm = 2
Less than 4 cm = 3 *
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Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

7. Larynx height-distance between epiglottis and soft palate on nasendoscopy/scan.

More than 4 cm = 0 score
3–4 cm = 1
2–3 cm = 2
Less than 2 cm = 3

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

8. Epiglottis bulkiness on nasendoscopy / scan.

Normal= 0 score (filling less than less than 1/3 of oropharynx)
Mild bulkiness = 1 (filling 1/3–1/2 of oropharynx)
Moderate bulkiness = 2 (filling 1/2 to complete oropharynx)
Severe bulkiness = 3 (filling the entire oropharynx) *

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

9. Supraglottis bulkiness on nasendoscopy/scan.

Normal= 0 score (filling less than less than 1/3 of supraglottis)
Mild bulkiness = 1 (filling 1/3–1/2 of supraglottis)
Moderate bulkiness = 2 (filling 1/2 to complete supraglottis)
Severe bulkiness = 3 (filling the entire supraglottis) *

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

10. Glottis bulkiness on nasendoscopy.

Normal = 0 score (filling less than less than 1/3 of glottis)
Mild bulkiness = 1 (filling 1/3–1/2 of glottis)
Moderate bulkiness = 2 (filling 1/2 to complete glottis)
Severe bulkiness = 3 (filling the entire glottis) *

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree
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———————————

11. Subglottis diameter at cricoid level on CT scan.

More than 7 mm = 0 score
6–7 mm = 1
5–6 mm = 2
Less than 5 mm = 3 *

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

12. Tracheomalacia or stenosis (degree of lumen collapse) on CT scan.

No malacia = 0 score
50–75% lumen collapse = 1
75–99% lumen collapse = 2
100% lumen collapse = 3 *

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

13. Tracheal tortuosity on CT scan.

None = 0 score
Tortuosity present = 3

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

14. FEV1% in last one year.

More than > 80% = 0 score
60–79% = 1
40–59% = 2
Less than 40% = 3

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

15. FVC% in last one year.

More than 80% = 0 score
60–79% = 1
40–59% = 2
Less than 40% = 3 *
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Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

16. The above questions helps me in holistic airway assessment (contains all criteria to
assess a difficult airway) *

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

———————————

17. Please use the space below to make any comments

———————————End of questionnaire———————————
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Abstract: Pompe disease (PD) is a glycogen storage disorder caused by deficient activity of acid
alpha-glucosidase (GAA). We sought to review the latest available evidence on the safety and efficacy
of recombinant human GAA enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) for late-onset PD (LOPD). Meth-
ods: We systematically searched the MEDLINE (via PubMed), Embase, and Cochrane databases for
prospective clinical studies evaluating ERT for LOPD on pre-specified outcomes. A meta-analysis was
also performed. Results: Of 1601 articles identified, 22 were included. Studies were heterogeneous
and with very low certainty of evidence for most outcomes. The following outcomes showed im-
provements associated with GAA ERT, over a mean follow-up of 32.5 months: distance walked in the
6-min walking test (6MWT) (mean change 35.7 m (95% confidence interval [CI] 7.78, 63.75)), physical
domain of the SF-36 quality of life (QOL) questionnaire (mean change 1.96 (95% CI 0.33, 3.59)), and
time on ventilation (TOV) (mean change −2.64 h (95% CI −5.28, 0.00)). There were no differences be-
tween the pre- and post-ERT period for functional vital capacity (FVC), Walton and Gardner-Medwin
Scale score, upper-limb strength, or total SF-36 QOL score. Adverse events (AEs) after ERT were
mild in most cases. Conclusion: Considering the limitations imposed by the rarity of PD, our data
suggest that GAA ERT improves 6MWT, physical QOL, and TOV in LOPD patients. ERT was safe in
the studied population. PROSPERO register: 135102.

Keywords: glycogen storage disease type II; alpha-glucosidase; Pompe disease; enzyme replace-
ment therapy

1. Introduction

Pompe disease (PD), or type II glycogenosis, is a rare genetic disease characterized
by progressive neuromuscular involvement, often fatal in severe forms [1]. It is caused
by deficient activity of acid alpha-glucosidase (also known as acid maltase), a lysosomal
enzyme encoded by the GAA gene that breaks down glycogen into glucose [1]. This
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deficient activity, caused by biallelic pathogenic variants in GAA, leads to lysosomal
glycogen accumulation in the skeletal and cardiac muscles, hindering cell function and
ultimately destroying cells by hypertrophy and lysosome rupture [1–6].

Residual enzyme activity correlates positively with age at disease onset and inversely
with the rate of disease progression, which allows PD to be classified according to the age of
onset, cardiac involvement, and speed of progression. When clinical onset occurs before the
age of 12 months and cardiomyopathy is present, it is known as infantile-onset PD (IOPD);
all other forms are referred to as late-onset PD (LOPD) [1,7]. LOPD occurs on a spectrum;
patients may present through the second year of life without cardiomyopathy, in childhood,
adolescence, or at any point in adult life [1,7]. Although the overall severity of involvement
is variable, life expectancy is generally shorter than in healthy individuals [1,2,8].

The overall incidence of PD worldwide is around 1 in 40,000 newborns (NBs). The
incidence is higher in African Americans (1/12,000 NBs) and lower in Chinese (1/40,000
to 1/50,000 NBs) individuals [1–3]. After the inclusion of PD in the newborn screen-
ing programs of some countries, more reliable estimates of its incidence have emerged:
1/26,319 NBs in Illinois (USA) [9], 1/17,134 NBs in Pennsylvania (USA) [10], 1/10,152 NBs
in Missouri (USA) [11], and 1/34,402 NBs in the Asian population of Japan [12].

There is no curative treatment for PD. Currently available treatment options are de-
signed to address the mutant protein and consist of enzyme replacement therapy (ERT)
with alglucosidase alfa (Myozyme™), a form of human acid alpha-glucosidase (GAA)
produced by recombinant DNA technology in Chinese hamster ovary cells [2]. The rec-
ommended dosage regimen of alglucosidase alfa is 20 mg/kg body weight, administered
every 2 weeks by intravenous (IV) infusion [8].

Two previous systematic reviews aimed to assess the effectiveness, safety, and appro-
priate dose regimen of enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) for treating LOPD; however,
both have limitations in important domains. One, which included a meta-analysis, evalu-
ated survival, vital capacity, and performance in the 6-min walking test (6MWT), reporting
improvements in all outcomes [13]. The second, which did not perform a meta-analysis,
showed improvement in the 6MWT but failed to include relevant prospective cohort stud-
ies [14]. Therefore, the impact of alglucosidase alfa treatment on key outcomes, such as
quality of life (QOL) and time on ventilatory support (TOV), is still unclear. A further,
significant knowledge gap that still remains is the ideal timing of ERT initiation. Within
this context, the present systematic review with meta-analysis was designed to evaluate
the effects of alglucosidase alfa ERT in LOPD.

2. Methodology

This study aimed to review the latest available evidence on the effects of alglucosidase
alfa ERT in LOPD and its safety. To guide the literature search, a structured PICO question
was formulated as follows: “Is the use of alglucosidase alfa as effective and safe as ERT
in patients with PD?”. The systematic review is reported as proposed by the PRISMA
Guidelines [15] and has been registered in the PROSPERO database (123700).

2.1. Information Sources and Search Strategy

The MEDLINE (via PubMed), Embase, and Cochrane Central Register of Controlled
Trials databases were searched for studies published before 30 May 2021. The search
strategies are shown in Table 1; for the Cochrane Library, we used both strategies combined.

Table 1. Database search queries.

Database Search Query

MEDLINE
(via PubMed)

“Glycogen Storage Disease Type II” [Mesh] AND “alpha-Glucosidases”
[Mesh] AND “humans” [MeSH]

Embase “glycogen storage disease type 2”/exp AND “recombinant glucan 1, 4
alpha glucosidase”/exp OR “recombinant glucan 1,4 alpha glucosidase”
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2.2. Eligibility Criteria and Study Selection

We planned to include only randomized clinical trials (RCT) and observational com-
parative studies in which ERT with alglucosidase alfa was used for the treatment of
patients with LOPD. Other prospective study designs were included (open-label and non-
randomized trials, controlled or otherwise, including quasi-experimental designs) if the
sample size was ≥5. In vitro studies or animal models, reviews, expert opinions, and
retrospective studies were excluded. Unpublished work was covered by the identification
of conference abstracts containing data deemed to be of interest. The final published articles
were then included when available.

Studies that did not evaluate at least one of the eight outcomes of interest, defined a
priori by a team of experts, were excluded. These outcomes were QOL, functional capacity
(6MWT, forced vital capacity (FVC), and Walton and Gardner-Medwin Scale (WGMS)
score), survival, TOV in hours/day, muscle strength, sleep quality, swallowing, and safety.
For FVC, an increase of at least 10% after the intervention was considered a clinically
relevant improvement [16,17]. For 6MWT, an increase of at least 26 m was considered a
clinically significant change, as recommended by Schrover et al. for muscular diseases [18].
The WGMS is a scale that evaluates functional activity on a point system ranging from
0 = normal to 10 = bedridden.

The selection stage was performed independently by two investigators (APPJ, CG),
who assessed the abstracts retrieved during the search for eligibility. Decisions were
compared, and articles deemed relevant were forwarded to two other investigators (ADD,
BK) who, independently, using standardized data collection forms, extracted information
on the characteristics of these studies (design, randomization methods, population of
participants, interventions, and outcomes). The two investigators then took part in a
consensus meeting. Any disagreement that remained was addressed by the intervention
of a third investigator (IVDS). Finally, the references of the selected articles were hand-
searched for potentially relevant studies not identified by the previous search strategies.
When such information could not be retrieved, an email was sent to authors requesting
non-reported data.

2.3. Data Collection

Studies with overlapping data were excluded from meta-analyses. In these cases, the
study with the largest sample (or, if both studies had the same sample size, that with the
longest follow-up) was retained for analysis.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

We summarized results using mean changes from baseline with 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) for continuous outcomes. To incorporate follow-up time, we used incidence
rates (IRs) with 95% CIs to summarize events. To facilitate interpretation, we standardized
all IR estimates in events per 100 person-years. Study-specific mean changes were combined
through an inverse-variance random-effects model with the restricted maximum-likelihood
estimator (REML) of between-study variance (τ 2) for continuous variables. Events were
combined with a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) [19], in which a random intercept
logistic regression model was fitted (log transformation) with a maximum-likelihood (ML)
estimator. Sparse data were naturally taken into account in the GLMM, and no continuity
corrections were used. The random-effects model was used for the primary analysis, but
summary estimates obtained with a fixed-effects model (inverse-variance) were presented
as a sensitivity analysis.

When not directly reported, mean change from baseline and standard error estimates
were approximated based on reported statistics (95% CI, p-values, median, and interquartile
range). We imputed standard deviations for baseline changes, assuming a correlation of
0.7 between baseline and follow-up scores. When only the median and interquartile range
were informed, we used an approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) model to estimate
means and standard deviations [20]. We employed clinically plausible ranges for the
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prior [~uniform (0,100)] distributions derived from studies reporting complete information
and the opinion of specialists. Statistical heterogeneity was tested with Cochran’s Q test
and quantified with the I2 metric. Cochran’s Q was considered statistically significant
for heterogeneity if p < 0.10 [21]. No threshold for statistical significance was used for
the evaluation of clinical variables. Analyses were performed with Stata (version 16,
StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA) and R (version 3.2.3, R Core Team, The R Foundation,
Vienna, Austria).

2.5. Evaluation of the Quality of Included Studies

The quality of included studies was evaluated with tools appropriate for the study
designs: Risk of Bias tool (RoB) 2.0 for RCTs and Risk Of Bias In Non-randomized Studies of
Interventions tool (ROBINS-I) for non-randomized studies of interventions (NRSI) [22,23].
Certainty of evidence of outcomes defined a priori was evaluated according to GRADE
criteria [24–26]. Assessment of certainty of evidence for outcomes was performed indepen-
dently by two investigators (ADD, HAOJ).

3. Results

The broad search strategy retrieved 1601 references (768 from MEDLINE, 833 from
EMBASE, none from the Cochrane Library), of which 242 were duplicated. The titles
and abstracts of 1359 references were read, and 33 publications were selected for full-text
evaluation. Of these, 22 were selected for eligibility, and 11 were excluded. A flow diagram
of evidence selection is shown in Figure 1. Ultimately, 22 studies were identified for LOPD,
including one RCT.

 

Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram of search results.

Studies that evaluated the outcomes defined a priori are described in Table 2. Our
search did not retrieve any articles evaluating sleep quality, survival, or swallowing disor-
der that matched the inclusion criteria; therefore, these outcomes could not be evaluated.
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Table 2. Outcomes of interest defined a priori and studies that met the inclusion criteria.

Outcome Number of Articles References

Assessment of functional
capacity:

-FVC 15 [13,27–40]
-6MWT 14 [13,27–31,34–39,41,42]
-WGMS 6 [13,27,30,31,40,43]
Safety 14 [13,28–31,33,34,36,39,40,42–45]

Upper-limb strength 9 [13,28–30,33,34,36,39,46]
Quality of life 6 [13,28,30,36,43,47]

Time on ventilation 6 [30,31,33,40,42,43]
Survival 0 -

Sleep quality 0 -
Swallowing disorder 0 -

FVC = forced vital capacity. 6MWT = 6-min walking test. WGMS = Walton and Gardner-Medwin Scale.

3.1. Characteristics of Included Studies

All included studies and their characteristics are described in Table 3. Only one
double-blind RCT was identified and included [36].

Table 3. Included studies and their characteristics.

Author
Patients
(n/Male)

Design Age at Onset of
ERT—yo–μ (sd) (Range)

Follow-Up
Duration

Control
Patients on

Ventilation (n)

Angelini et al.
(2009) [37] 11/3 Cohort 31.1 (8) * N/A - 1/11

Angelini et al.
(2012) [31] 68/33 Cohort 43 (15.4)

(7 to 72) 36 months - 27/68

Bembi et al.
(2010) [42] 24/14 NRSI Young: 12 (3.3)

Adults: 47.6 (10.7) 36 months - 9/24

de Vries et al.
(2012) [33] 49/21 Cohort 52.1 (median) (26.2

to 76.3) 23 months - 13/49
de Vries et al.

(2017) [45] 73/37 NRSI 52 (26 to 74) 36 months - 22/73
Forsha et al.
(2011) [44] 87/44 Post-hoc

analysis of RCT 44 (39 to 52) 19.5 months Placebo N/A
Furusawa et al.

(2011) [32] 5/2 Case series 47 (13.6)
(32 to 66) 24 months - 5/5

Gungor et al.
(2016) [47] 174/81 Cohort 50 (median)

(24 to 76) *120 months - 84/174

Kuperus et al.
(2017) [39] 88/45 Cohort 52 (median)

(24 to 76)
73.2 months

(median) - 21/88

Montagnese
et al. (2015) [27] 14/N/A Cohort 53.2 (11.1)

(36 to 72)
31 months

(mean) - N/A

Orlikowski et al.
(2011) [43] 5/2 NRSI 47.8 (14.4)

(28 to 62) 12 months - 5/5
Papadimas et al.

(2011) [46] 5/1 Cohort 46.8 (14.4)
(40 to 73) 12 months - N/A

Ravaglia et al.
(2010) [35] 11/6 NRSI 54.2 (11.2) at least 24

months - N/A

Ravaglia et al.
(2012) [41] 16/7 NRSI 54.5 (15.1) at least 24

months - N/A

Regnery et al.
(2012) [30] 38/18 NRSI 53.1 (27 to 73) 36 months - 13/38

Strothotte et al.
(2010) [13] 44/24 NRSI 48.9 (12.9)

(21 to 69) 12 months - 16/44

van Capelle
et al. (2010) [34] 5/3

Phase II open
study, followed
by an extension

period

11.1 (3.7)
(5.9 to 15.2) 36 months - 1/5

van der Ploeg
et al. (2010) [36] 90/45 RCT (LOTS) 45.3 (12.4)

(15.9 to 70) 19.5 months Placebo ERT = 20/60
Placebo = 11/30

van der Ploeg
et al. (2012) [29] 60/34

Open study
(LOTS

extension)

45.3 (12.4)
(15.9 to 79) 26 months - 20/60
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Table 3. Cont.

Author
Patients
(n/Male)

Design Age at Onset of
ERT—yo–μ (sd) (Range)

Follow-Up
Duration

Control
Patients on

Ventilation (n)

van der Ploeg
et al. (2016) [28] 16/7 NRSI 51.6 (13.7)

(24.5 to 70.7) 6 months - 0/16

Vianello et al.
(2013) [40]

Group A:
8/5

Group B:
6/1

Cohort with
historical
control

Group A: 51.5 (12.2)
(29 to 65)

Group B: 43.8 (15.8)
(18 to 59)

Group A = 35.8
months (mean)

Group B
(Historical

control
without

ERT) = 52.6
months
(mean)

Group A=8/8
Group B=6/6

Witkowski et al.
(2018) [38] 5/2 Case series 35.8 (26 to 41) 72 months - N/A

TOTAL 896/388 - 42.8 (7 to 72.3) 32.5 months - 265

NRSI = non-randomized study of interventions. N/A = not available. LOTS = late-onset treatment study. All studies used alglucosidase
alfa IV 20 mg/kg/biweekly, except those marked with *, in which dosage was not specified.

3.2. Assessment of Functional Capacity
3.2.1. Forced Vital Capacity

Based on data from 15 studies (participants = 348; mean follow-up = 36.8 mo;
Table 2 [13,27–40]), there was no evidence of improvement in FVC during the performance
of spirometry in the sitting, supine, or orthostatic positions (within-group mean change:
0.41% (95% CI: −0.3 to 1.12%)), as shown in Figure 2 and Supplementary Table S1. There
was low heterogeneity between studies and very low certainty of evidence (Supplementary
Table S2).

3.2.2. Six-Minute Walking Test

Performance on the 6MWT was evaluated in 14 studies before and after ERT (partici-
pants = 348; mean follow-up = 36.8 mo), as shown in Table 2 [13,27–31,34–39,41,42] and
Supplementary Table S3. Van der Ploeg et al. (2010) [36] included the same population as
van der Ploeg et al. (2012) [29] and was thus excluded; Kuperus et al. [39] measured the
outcome as median and, therefore, was excluded from meta-analysis as well. Despite the
considerable heterogeneity between studies and very low certainty of evidence (Supple-
mentary Table S4), there was evidence of clinically significant improvement after treatment
(within-group mean change: 35.7 m (95% CI: 7.78 to 63.75); Figure 3).

 

Figure 2. Evaluation of forced vital capacity (% of predicted) in upright position in patients with late-onset Pompe disease
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on enzyme replacement therapy with alglucosidase alfa. Weights are inverse-variance weights and are proportional to the
contribution of each study to the summary estimate. I2 is the fraction of variance that is due to statistical heterogeneity and
not chance. Tau2 denotes the between-study variance.

 

Figure 3. Evaluation of 6-min walking test performance (distance walked in meters) in patients with late-onset Pompe
disease on enzyme replacement therapy with alglucosidase alfa. Weights are inverse-variance weights and are proportional
to the contribution of each study to the summary estimate. I2 is the fraction of variance that is due to statistical heterogeneity
and not chance. Tau2 denotes the between-study variance.

3.2.3. Walton and Gardner-Medwin Scale (WGMS)

Six studies evaluated WGMS scores, as shown in Table 2 [13,27,30,31,40,43] (results
shown in Supplementary Table S5). The data suggest that ERT had no effect on the WGMS
score in any of the included studies. Certainty of evidence was very low (Supplementary
Table S6), mainly due to the imprecision of the results of the included studies.

3.3. Upper-Limb Strength

Nine studies evaluated strength in the upper limbs, but did so very heterogeneously
(Supplementary Table S7). Although several studies carried out strength assessment ac-
cording to the Medical Research Council (MRC) scale [13,30,33,46], they reported different
methods of calculating it, evaluated different muscle groups, and some did not evaluate up-
per and lower limbs separately, limiting the comparability of this outcome. Thereby, muscle
strength was evaluated through a meta-analysis in relation to two variables: handheld
dynamometry and the Quick Motor Function Test. Handheld dynamometry was evaluated
in 2 of 9 studies, without significant differences (mean change 244.05 (95% CI −151.18,
639.27)) (Figure 4), with considerable heterogeneity between studies; the Quick Motor
Function Test was evaluated in 3 of 9 studies, without a significant difference (mean change
7.85 (95% CI −2.48, 18.18)) (Figure 5), with substantial heterogeneity between studies and
very low certainty of evidence (Supplementary Table S8).
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Figure 4. Evaluation of handheld dynamometry in patients with late-onset Pompe disease on enzyme replacement therapy
with alglucosidase alfa. Weights are inverse-variance weights and are proportional to the contribution of each study to the
summary estimate. I2 is the fraction of variance that is due to statistical heterogeneity and not chance. Tau2 denotes the
between-study variance.

 

Figure 5. Evaluation of the Quick Motor Function Test in patients with late-onset Pompe disease on enzyme replacement
therapy with alglucosidase alfa. Weights are inverse-variance weights and are proportional to the contribution of each study
to the summary estimate. I2 is the fraction of variance that is due to statistical heterogeneity and not chance. Tau2 denotes
the between-study variance.

3.4. Quality of Life

Six studies evaluated this outcome; the meta-analysis of their results is shown in
Figure 6 and detailed in Supplementary Table S9. The instrument most commonly used to
assess QOL was the Medical Outcome Study 36-item Short Form Health Survey, or SF-36
questionnaire [13,30,36,43,47]. The SF-36 is a generic instrument that has been widely used,
has been translated into many languages, and has been shown to have good reliability
and validity. Strothotte et al. [13] was excluded from the meta-analysis due to incomplete
data available, and van der Ploeg et al. (2016) was excluded due to the use of the Pediatric
Quality of Life Inventory™ (PedsQL) [28].

There were no differences in overall QOL (mean change 7.05 (95% CI −7.30, 21.41))
or in the mental component of the SF-36 (mean change 5.37 (95% CI −4.04, 14.78)), with
considerable heterogeneity. However, there was a difference in the physical component
(mean change 1.96 (95% CI 0.33, 3.59)) (Figure 6), with substantial heterogeneity and very
low certainty of evidence (Supplementary Table S10).
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Figure 6. Evaluation of the quality of life of patients with late-onset Pompe disease on enzyme replacement therapy with
alglucosidase alfa. Weights are inverse-variance weights and are proportional to the contribution of each study to the
summary estimate. I2 is the fraction of variance that is due to statistical heterogeneity and not chance. Tau2 denotes the
between-study variance.

3.5. Time on Ventilation

Six studies evaluated this outcome in LOPD; a synthesis of their results is shown
in Figure 7 and Supplementary Table S11. Two studies [30,33] were not included in the
meta-analysis due to a lack of data. There was weak evidence indicating that ERT, on
average, is associated with a positive effect on TOV, despite substantial heterogeneity
between studies and low certainty of evidence (Supplementary Table S12) (mean change
−2.64 h (95% CI −5.28, 0.00)).

3.6. Safety
3.6.1. Adverse Events

Several studies have assessed the safety profile of ERT concerning the presence of
adverse events (AEs) and infusion-associated reactions (IARs), as shown in Table 4 and
Supplementary Table S13 [13,28–31,33,34,36,39,40,42–45]. The reported AEs are tachycar-
dia, desaturation, malaise, chills, facial erythema, erythema at the enzyme infusion site,
urticarial reactions, hyperhidrosis, chest discomfort, vomiting, systemic arterial hyperten-
sion, flu-like symptoms, pruritus, bronchospasm, and hyperthermia. Certainty of evidence
is presented in Supplementary Table S14.
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Figure 7. Evaluation of the time on ventilation (h) of patients with late-onset Pompe disease on enzyme replacement therapy
with alglucosidase alfa. Weights are inverse-variance weights and are proportional to the contribution of each study to the
summary estimate. I2 is the fraction of variance that is due to statistical heterogeneity and not chance. Tau2 denotes the
between-study variance.

Table 4. Summary estimates for incidence of safety outcomes of enzyme replacement therapy for patients with late-onset
Pompe disease.

Summary IR (95% CI)
Outcome Studies Participants PQ I2 Random-Effects Model Fixed-Effects Model

Mortality 9 675 0.66 38.9 0.44 (0.15 to 1.28) 0.56 (0.31 to 1.01)

AB+ 7 323 <0.001 94.7 42.63 (24.07 to 75.49) 35.28 (31.41 to 39.62)

AE 3 139 <0.001 97.4 30.93 (2.96 to 323.51) 26.59 (21.0 to 33.67)

SAE 5 367 <0.001 89.7 4.19 (0.63 to 27.69) 2.32 (1.52 to 3.57)

IAR 4 43 <0.001 97.2 3.03 (0.03 to 305.58) 23.71 (16.26 to 34.58)

Patients with IAR 7 274 <0.001 94.1 6.58 (1.67 to 25.93) 6.69 (5.20 to 8.60)

AE = adverse event. SAE = serious adverse event. IAR = infusion-associated reaction. AB+ = presence of anti-alglucosidase alfa antibodies.
PQ denotes the p-value for Cochran’s Q test. I2 is the fraction of variance that is due to statistical heterogeneity and not chance. 95% CI = 95%
confidence interval. IR = incidence rate (expressed in number of events per 100 person-years).

In the study by van der Ploeg et al. (2016) [28], there was only one severe AE (not
specified), unrelated to treatment. Mild and moderate AEs occurred in 35.5% of patients,
with 25% experiencing IARs. The incidence of IARs reported by de Vries et al. (2017) [45]
was 18% (13/73 patients), the most common being malaise, chills, and hyperthermia. In
another study by the same author [33], 12/69 patients (17%) developed an infusion reaction;
however, only three patients remained symptomatic after administration of antihistamines
and corticosteroids.

Angelini et al. (2012) [31] reported the following adverse reactions to ERT, occurring in
4/74 patients (6%) and considered of moderate intensity: facial erythema, erythema at the
infusion site, flu-like symptoms, generalized pruritus, and bronchospasm (also described
by Bembi et al. [42]). The symptoms were controlled with antihistamines. In another study
by Orlikowski et al. with five patients, 58 mild to moderate AEs were described after
starting treatment, including erythema and hyperthermia.

In the LOTS RCT, the ERT group and the placebo group had similar frequencies of se-
vere AEs, treatment-related events, and infusion reactions (Supplementary Table S13). The
treatment group had a higher frequency of mild to moderate AEs, which did not prevent
the continuation of treatment. Urticariform reactions (also described by Bembi et al. [42]),
hyperhidrosis, chest discomfort, flushing, vomiting, and increased blood pressure occurred
in up to 8% of patients treated with alglucosidase alfa, and were not reported in the placebo
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group. These findings were corroborated by an extension study with the same population
(LOTS Extension) [29]. In addition, Forsha et al. [44], using data obtained in the LOTS
study, evaluated only the safety of ERT regarding cardiovascular events that occurred
after the initiation of alglucosidase alfa, and found no significant difference between the
treatment and placebo groups in change in ejection fraction (p = 0.8), PR interval (p = 0.71),
ventricular mass (p = 0.71), or QRS duration (p = 0.67).

In the study by Kuperus et al. [39], 19 patients (22%) had at least one AE, all of
which were controlled by a reduced infusion rate or premedication (antihistamines or
corticosteroids). ERT was discontinued in four patients, but in only one for safety reasons
(a patient with a history of autoimmune diseases and drug allergies before treatment
developed multiple IARs). AEs have also been described in the study by Strothotte
et al. [13], not included in meta-analysis due to incomplete data, and by Regnery et al. [30]:
erythema, tachycardia, desaturation, rash, and pruritus, with no deaths occurring during
the 12 and 36 months, respectively, of these studies. In the study by Vianello et al. [40], no
AE has been described. In the study by van Capelle et al. [34], five patients were treated with
ERT for 3 years and no AEs were observed in any of the 390 total intravenous infusions.

3.6.2. Mortality

Data on mortality were described in nine studies (Table 4 and Supplementary Table S15);
however, only five described the occurrence of the event [31,33,36,39,43]. In the study con-
ducted by Orlikowski et al. [43] with five patients, there was one death due to tracheal
hemorrhage not related to treatment. In the study with the highest overall mortality rate,
Kuperus et al. [39], 1/19 patients died of respiratory failure at 56 years of age, 1.1 years
after discontinuing ERT for personal reasons. Another 6/19 patients on ERT died, though
no deaths were considered treatment-related. The incidence rate of death (events per
person-year) across all included studies was 4.4 events per 1000 person-years (95% CI 1.5
to 12.8).

3.6.3. Anti-Alglucosidase Alfa Antibodies

Data on anti-alglucosidase alfa antibody (Ab) titers for patients receiving ERT are
shown in Table 5. Although most patients presented with elevated Ab titers, few showed
a reduction in response to treatment or higher incidence of AEs. The most in-depth
evaluation of Ab titers for patients receiving ERT was by de Vries et al. (2017) [45], and this
study will therefore be described in greater detail. The patients were divided into three
groups, according to their respective Ab titers: the first, of 16 patients, corresponded to
high titers (>1: 31,250); the second, of 29 patients, corresponded to moderate titers (1: 1250
to <1: 31,250); the third, of 28 patients, to low titers (0 to <1: 1250). Three patterns of
progression were observed concerning anti-ERT Ab titers; in the vast majority of patients
(97%), titers either decreased or remained stable after 12 months of treatment, except in
two patients, one of whom belonged to the group with the highest titers and the other to
intermediate titers. Using the combined score of the MRC scale and the standing FVC,
the authors compared treatment responses between the three Ab titer groups and found
no significant differences between them, whether at baseline or after 3 years of treatment
(p = 0.35 and p = 0.38, respectively). In one patient with high titers, the Ab had neutralizing
effects on the enzyme, with a decline in FVC and strength. De Vries et al. (2017) [45]
concluded, therefore, that there was a relationship between anti-alglucosidase alfa Ab titers
and the development of AEs (statistical analysis not shown). Only 1/28 (4%) patients in
the low-titer group had AEs, while 5/29 (17%) in the intermediate-titer group and 7/16
(44%) in the high-titer group experienced them.
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Table 5. Antibody titers for patients with late-onset Pompe disease receiving enzyme replacement therapy, reduction in
response to treatment, and incidence of AEs.

Study
N of

Patients
N Ab Titer ≥ 1:250

Method of
Measuring Ab

Reduced Response to
Treatment

AEs Attributable
to Ab Presence

Angelini et al.
(2012) [31] 15 11 N/A N/E Yes (n = 1)

de Vries et al.
(2017) [45] 73 46 Van Gelder et al.

(2014) [48] Yes (n = 1) Yes

Kuperus et al.
(2017) [39] 73 44 Van Gelder et al.

(2014) [48] Yes (n = 1) N/E

Orlikowski et al.
(2011) [43] 5 5 N/A No N/E

Regnery et al.
(2012) [30] 38 38 N/A Yes (n = 1) N/E

van Capelle et al.
(2010) [34] 5 5 N/A No N/E

Van der Ploeg et al.
(2010) [36] 59 59 Kishnani et al.

(2006) [49] N/E No

Van der Ploeg et al.
(2012) [29] 59 59 Kishnani et al.

(2006) [49] Yes (n = 2) No

AE = adverse event. Ab = anti-alglucosidase alfa antibodies (measured by different methods). N/A = not available. N/E = not evaluated.

3.7. Risk of Bias and Quality of Included Studies

The risk of bias of the included NRSI is shown in Figure 8. The RCT included had
some concerning issues, such as an imbalance in age at baseline and possible conflict of
interest of the investigators. Most included articles showed a moderate to severe risk of
bias, independently of the study design; only one showed a critical risk of bias [46].

3.8. Certainty of Evidence by Outcomes

All outcomes were assessed for certainty of evidence, with low certainty only for TOV.
All other outcomes had very low certainty of evidence, mainly due to the uncontrolled
observational design of the included studies, with data from secondary outcomes. A full
analysis is available in the Supplementary Materials.
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Figure 8. Risk of bias of included studies evaluated through the ROBIN-I tool.

4. Discussion

LOPD is a rare, serious disease with no specific treatment available other than ERT.
Interpretation of the available evidence must always consider these facts. Given that
only one double-blind RCT of GAA ERT for LOPD has been conducted [36], prospective
observational trials were also evaluated in this review. The included studies all had small
sample sizes (which is to be expected given the rarity of LOPD), as well as different ages
(children, adolescents, and adults), stages, durations of disease burden prior to start of ERT,
and phenotypic manifestations. Among the outcomes evaluated for LOPD, we showed a
benefit for 6MWT, as also demonstrated in a previous meta-analysis [50]. Otherwise, this
was the first meta-analysis to evaluate the effect of ERT on TOV and QOL. An improvement
in functional capacity, measured through FVC, was not confirmed.

Two systematic reviews have already been published on the efficacy of alglucosi-
dase alfa, neither of which assessed safety directly [14,50]: the first one in 2013, by
Toscano et al. [14], and the second one in 2017, by Schoser et al. [50]. The latter included
22 papers (of which 10 were included in the present review), comprising case series and
retrospective studies, with or without a control group, and evaluated 6MWT, FVC, and
mortality by conducting a meta-analysis. The average age of patients included in the
review was 46 years. [50] Toscano et al. included 21 papers (of which 14 were included in
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the present review), also comprising case series and retrospective studies, with or with-
out a control group. They evaluated, among other outcomes, 6MWT, FVC, the need for
ventilatory support, and QOL, with most patients aged between 40 and 59 years (44%);
any improvement was considered meaningful, without defined criteria for clinical rele-
vance [14]. Our review included 22 papers only with prospective data, excluding case
series, and the mean age of the included participants was 42.8 years (range, 7 to 76.3 years),
with 32.5 months of follow-up.

The systematic review carried out by Toscano et al. [14] evaluated FVC for 124 treated
patients and identified an improvement in 51.6%, stable disease in 13.7%, and decline in
34.7%. There was no correlation between the duration of treatment and improvement
in lung capacity, with no description of comparison with a control group. Likewise, the
meta-analysis carried out by Schoser et al. [50] demonstrated a beneficial effect of ERT
on FVC in groups receiving alglucosidase alfa; their conclusion was based on an analysis
using a fixed-effect model, which is not considered the best method of evaluating studies
with heterogeneous populations. The results showed that untreated patients had a 2.3%
decline in FVC% after 12 months and 6.2% after 4 years; treated patients had an initial
increase in FVC% of 1.4% after 2 months, with a return to baseline FVC% and a slight
decline in follow-up, with data not detailed. The difference in efficacy between control (a
historical cohort without treatment) and treated patients varied from 4.5% after 1 year to
6% at 4 years, and therefore cannot be considered clinically significant. Our data, retrieved
from 348 patients, do not confirm the findings of Schoser et al., suggesting that there is
little effect of ERT on FVC.

Our results confirm a previously published meta-analysis concerning the effect of
ERT on 6MWT (mean change 36.6 m (95% CI 10.72, 62.48)). Schoser et al. [50] demon-
strated a beneficial effect of ERT on 6MWT in the groups receiving alglucosidase alfa at
12 months, with an average improvement 43 m greater than in controls, based on data from
171 patients undergoing treatment in comparison to a historical cohort without treatment.
Toscano et al. [14] also included the 6MWT among their outcomes of interest and reported
data from 122 patients, of which 77.9% improved, 8.2% stabilized, and 13.9% worsened.
We found an increase of 36 m in this outcome, above the 26 m cutoff considered clinically
relevant, and the improvement in walking distance described in the included articles
ranged from 33 to 1000 m. The inclusion of the results from Bembi et al. (2010) [42] for this
outcome highlights the issue of early intervention, as the greatest benefit of intervention
was seen in the young group, which is of fundamental importance for the analysis of the
available evidence, since additional benefits or a greater effect size may not have been
found in other studies due to the inclusion of patients with established disease and very
heterogeneous age at initiation of treatment.

Our study also indicates a beneficial effect of ERT on the physical component of QOL
(mean change 1.96 (95% CI 0.33, 3.59)), and this improvement in endurance has positive
aspects in making patients less dependent on caregivers. However, it bears stressing
that generic QOL instruments were used, as there is no specific validated instrument for
assessing the QOL of patients with PD. One systematic review without meta-analysis
also evaluated QOL [14], and all included studies in this systematic review with n ≥ 5
were included in our search. In addition, 9 of the 21 included articles evaluated QOL,
with 156 patients evaluated for this outcome using the SF-36 questionnaire. Qualitative
synthesis of these studies showed that only 13/156 patients (8.3%) improved their QOL
scores after treatment.

This is the first meta-analysis to show a trend toward a beneficial effect of ERT on TOV
(mean change −2.64 h (95% CI −5.28, 0.00)), although previous systematic reviews have
evaluated this outcome in different ways. In Schoser et al. [50], the percentage of patients
dependent on ventilation varied between 14 and 100%, which is considered very high, due
to the early age of the sample. They also reported that the number of patients requiring
ventilation was maintained in patients treated with ERT, compared to a historical cohort
that presented an increased proportion of patients using ventilation (data not provided
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by Schoser et al.)—with great heterogeneity between studies, however. Toscano et al. [14]
evaluated data from 66 patients and demonstrated that ERT resulted in an improvement in
the need for MV in 59.1% of patients, stabilization in 36.4% of patients, and worsening in
only 4.5% of patients. Regarding the need for non-invasive ventilation, 64.1% improved,
32.1% stabilized, and 3.8% worsened (data not detailed). In our study, 265 patients were on
any type of ventilatory support.

Concerning mortality, our study showed an incidence rate of 4.4/1000 events per
person-year of patients with LOPD treated with ERT, which is considered very low. A
previous systematic review with meta-analysis [50] was able to estimate that patients on
ERT had a lower mortality rate compared to those not treated, using mortality data from
included studies. It is important to note that the results of this study should be interpreted
with caution, as the methodological steps followed by authors were not clearly mentioned.

Schoser et al. included six observational studies [31,32,43,46,51,52], of which only
one [51] presented comparative data between a group on alglucosidase alfa ERT and
untreated controls. According to this meta-analysis, the summary measure showed a
79% reduction in risk of death for those patients on alglucosidase alfa (HR = 0.21 (95%
CI 0.11; 0.41)). However, it should be noted that the other studies, which were non-
comparative case series, might have led to an overestimation of the effect. Although this
study corrected the meta-analysis by covariables (meta-regression adjusted for age, sex,
and severity of PD) and interpreted the sources of heterogeneity, the review had a serious
risk of bias, according to the AMSTAR-2 tool. Gungor et al. (2013) [51] showed a 59%
reduced risk of death for those patients on alglucosidase alfa compared to those who did
not receive the therapy (HR = 0.41 (95% CI 0.19; 0.87)). This analysis was adjusted for
age, sex, country of residence, and severity of PD. The other studies were case series, with
no comparator group, reported a small number of deaths, and did not discuss whether
these were related to treatment (absolute frequency in the five studies: 3 deaths among
151 patients). Gungor et al. (2013) [51] was the only study with a comparator group and
cohort adjusted for potential confounders.

Although treatment-emergent or infusion-related AEs are common in ERT recipients,
in most cases, these are mild and easily treatable. The development of IgG antibodies to
alglucosidase alfa is also frequent; however, it does not seem to be related to the presence
or absence of AEs or to the effect of treatment, although the measures used may not be
sensitive enough to identify these. In IOPD, where the outcome is clearer, there is a direct
correlation between patients with highly sustained and sustained intermediate Ab titers
and clinical outcome. Therefore, more studies in LOPD are needed evaluating outcome
measures that have the ability to capture small changes caused by ERT on them [53].
A systematic review conducted by Toscano et al. [14] described AEs as mostly mild to
moderate in 303 patients undergoing treatment, with severe AEs reported in only four
patients, all in studies included in the present article. They also reported the development
of antibodies in 128 patients, three of whom had an anaphylactic reaction. It bears stressing
that the evidence for safety is low, but although these studies have already reached a
substantial length of follow-up, ERT is generally understood to be safe. No studies have
demonstrated, for example, the effectiveness of physical therapy as the sole treatment
strategy for these patients.

The included studies were highly heterogeneous, enrolling patients from different age
groups and with different disease severities. Therefore, the findings of this review and
meta-analysis should be interpreted with caution. In addition, most included studies were
non-randomized studies of interventions, with low methodological quality, no comparison
group, or comparison with a historical cohort. Another challenge is incompletely reported
data, as publication bias was present. Usually, data from secondary outcomes were poorly
reported, as studies were not designed to measure them. In most cases, however, con-
clusions were made without showing full data and results. Proper reporting of data is
essential. One strength of the present study was that we included only prospective trials, in
an attempt to avoid memory and selection bias. Prospective trials also have the advantage
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of collecting data accordingly with the predefined outcomes of interest, which does not
happen in retrospective trials.

In conclusion, alglucosidase alfa effectively increases the distance achieved in 6MWT,
improves the physical component of QOL, and may decrease TOV in treated patients.
Stabilization of functional capacity, measured through FVC, was not confirmed. The
treatment is safe in the studied population, with generally mild adverse events. Further
studies could evaluate the impact of the duration of follow-up in the included studies,
taking into consideration that the efficacy of ERT may present some secondary decline after
3 to 5 years of treatment [54]. Moreover, the age at ERT initiation is an important aspect
that should be addressed in future reviews.
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Abbreviations

Abbreviations
6MWT 6 min walking test
ABC approximate Bayesian computation model
AE adverse event
CI confidence interval
OPD infantile-onset Pompe disease
ERT enzyme replacement therapy
FVC forced vital capacity
GAA acid alpha-glucosidase
GLMM generalized linear mixed model
IAR infusion-associated reaction
IgG immunoglobulin G
IR incidence rate
LOPD late-onset Pompe disease
LOTS late-onset treatment study
ML maximum likelihood
MRC Medical Research Council
NB newborn
NRSI non-randomized studies of interventions
PD Pompe disease
PedsQL Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory™
PICO patients, intervention, control, outcome
QOL quality of life
RCT randomized clinical trial
REML restricted maximum-likelihood estimator
RoB Risk of Bias tool
ROBINS-I Risk Of Bias In Non-randomized Studies of Interventions tool
SM Supplementary Materials
TOV time on ventilatory support
WGMS Walton and Gardner-Medwin Scale
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Abstract: Background and Aims: Niemann–Pick disease (NPD) types A (NPA) and B (NPB) are
caused by deficiency of the acid sphingomyelinase enzyme, which is encoded by the SMPD1 gene,
resulting in progressive pathogenic accumulation of lipids in tissues. Trehalose has been suggested
as an autophagy inducer with therapeutic neuroprotective effects. We performed a single-arm, open-
label pilot study to assess the potential efficacy of trehalose treatment in patients with NPA and NPB
patients. Methods: Five patients with NPD type A and B were enrolled in an open-label, single-arm
clinical trial. Trehalose was administrated intravenously (IV) (15 g/week) for three months. The
efficacy of trehalose in the management of clinical symptoms was evaluated in patients by assessing
the quality of life, serum biomarkers, and high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) of the lungs
at the baseline and end of the interventional trial (day 0 and week 12). Results: The mean of TNO-AZL
Preschool children Quality of Life (TAPQOL) scores increased in all patients after intervention at W12
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compared to the baseline W0, although the difference was not statistically significant. The serum
levels of lyso-SM-509 and lyso-SM were decreased in three and four patients out of five, respectively,
compared with baseline. Elevated ALT and AST levels were decreased in all patients after 12 weeks
of treatment; however, changes were not statistically significant. Pro-oxidant antioxidant balance
(PAB) was also decreased and glutathione peroxidase (GPX) activity was increased in serum of
patients at the end of the study. Imaging studies of spleen and lung HRCT showed improvement of
symptoms in two patients. Conclusions: Positive trends in health-related quality of life (HRQoL),
serum biomarkers, and organomegaly were observed after 3 months of treatment with trehalose
in patients with NPA and NPB. Although not statistically significant, due to the small number of
patients enrolled, these results are encouraging and should be further explored.

Keywords: lysosomal storage disease (LSD); Niemann–Pick type A; Niemann–Pick type B; acid
sphingomyelinase; sphingolipid deposition; Trehalose

1. Introduction

Niemann–Pick disease (NPD) is a lysosomal storage disorder (LSDs) caused by the
deficiency of acid sphingomyelinase activity (ASM) NP type A and B or cholesterol trans-
porter function (NP type C) leading to lipid accumulation in different tissues and organs [1].
The estimated prevalence of NPA and NPB is 0.4–0.6 in 100,000 individuals [2]. Hep-
atosplenomegaly, pulmonary insufficiency, and profound central nervous system (CNS)
involvement can lead to death in untreated patients within the first few years of life
in NPA [3]. In contrast, NPB is the non-neuropathic form of the disorder with milder
symptoms and clinical manifestations starting at later ages, with most patients reaching
adulthood [4]. Low levels or total deficiency of ASM is the main cause of sphingomyelin
accumulation and lipid abnormalities as well as downstream cell signaling pathways that
affect ceramide generation as an important secondary pathway [1]. A common histopatho-
logical occurrence in NP patients is lipid-laden macrophages, also called foam cells, in
the liver, spleen, lung airways, bone marrow, and cerebral cortex that lead to progressive
destruction of target tissues [5]. Early diagnosis and treatment are required to attenuate
outcome and to improve the quality of life in NP patients; however, bone marrow trans-
plantation (BMT), enzyme replacement therapy (ERT), and other therapeutic approaches
are still in stages of research and have not been adequately effective [6–8].

Trehalose is a natural non reducing (1–1 α-linkage) disaccharide in various organisms,
from bacteria to animals, that exerts cell-protective effects under tensions, such as tempera-
ture, drought, and oxidative stress [9]. Trehalose has been recognized as a safe additive by
the Joint WHO/FOA Expert Committee on Food Additive (JECFA) and U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) in 2000, and was approved for use in food in Europe in 2001 [10].
Apart from basic and experimental evidence [11–16], several clinical trials were performed
to evaluate the safety and efficacy of trehalose in healthy subjects or patients with different
diseases, both orally and intravenously [17,18]. At doses up to 50 g, trehalose is safe for
humans, and no adverse effect has been reported in most subjects; however, gastrointestinal
side effects may occur in trehalose-deficient individuals [19].

In addition, trehalose has also been reported to prevent neuronal damage and attenuate
neurodegenerative disorders caused by LSDs [19,20]. Antiaggregant, anti-inflammatory,
and antioxidant properties, along with autophagy inducer, might be proposed as potential
mechanisms of neuroprotective activities of trehalose in both cell cultures and in-vivo
animal models [21,22]. Several lines of evidence suggest the chaperone-like activity of
trehalose to prevent protein misfolding or aggregation and to contribute to clearance
of accumulated proteins through promoting autophagy in neurodegenerative diseases
(NDs) [21]. As such, trehalose is emerging as a novel therapeutic alternative to repressing
oxidative stress and inflammation by decreasing the production of reactive oxygen species
(ROS) and proinflammatory cytokines, such as interleukin 1 beta (IL-1β) and tumor necrosis
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factor-alpha (TNF-α), respectively [23]. Deposition of sphingomyelin and other lipids [24],
neuroinflammation [25], and oxidative stress [26] have been considered as leading causes
of NP. Therefore, trehalose might be effective at attenuating the negative outcomes in
NP patients by reducing lipid accumulation, inflammation, and oxidative damage [9,27].
Trehalose can be used by either oral or intravenous (IV) administration; however, its
absorption is decreased to 0.5% in the oral route due to enzymatic metabolization with
Trehalase exhibiting in the intestinal brush border, and (IV) trehalose administration is
more efficient for clinical trials [10,28]. Nevertheless, oral administration of trehalose in
both preclinical and clinical studies of oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD) and
Machado–Joseph disease (MJD) can stabilize neurological impairment and improve the
severity of clinical disease scores [17,18].

This study reports clinical research aimed to investigate the efficacy of intravenous
trehalose infusion (15 g/week) for a period of 12 weeks in five NPA and NPB patients.

2. Patients and Methods

2.1. Study Design and Participants

A single-arm, open-label pilot study was performed to assess trehalose therapeutic
potential in NPA and NPB patients. All patients received IV trehalose infusions once a week
(15 gr) for 90 min during three months of treatment. Follow-up visits were also conducted
weekly during the study period. This clinical research was approved by the Ethics Commit-
tee of the Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, registered in the Iranian Registry of
Clinical Trials (Code: IRCT20130829014521N16). Five patients aged 2–12 years old who had
been diagnosed with NPA and NPB (confirmation by genotype and clinical examination)
were considered for enrollment in the present study. The parents or legal guardians of the
children signed the informed consent forms before any procedures were performed.

2.2. Test Substances

For our research, the pharmaceutical grade of trehalose has been used as a form of
aqueous 15% solution in 100 mL sterile sealed vials manufactured by Dr. Rajabi Pharma-
ceutical Company, Khorasan Razavi, Iran.

2.3. Endpoints and Assessments

The main objective was to determine the therapeutic efficacy of trehalose in patients
with NPA and NPB. Primary endpoints included quality of life assessment and reduc-
tion in serum biomarker levels (lysosphingomyelin-lysoSM, and lysosphingomyelin-509
(lysoSM-509)). The secondary endpoints of the study were to assess the condition of the
liver, spleen, and lung, and measurement of the aminotransferases enzymes (AST and ALT
levels), as well as oxidative stress status at the baseline and end of the interventional trial
(day 0 and week 12).

2.3.1. Primary Endpoints

Quality of life assessment: TAPQOL (TNO-AZL Preschool children Quality of Life)
index was used during this research to evaluate the physical, social, emotional, and cogni-
tive function of patients. TAPQOL is a multidimensional questionnaire-parent form with
43 items comprising 12 scales, which was developed to measure health-related quality of
life (HRQoL) in preschool children (aged 2–48 months) [29].

Sample preparation and lyso-SM and lyso-SM-509 quantification: Blood samples
were obtained from all patients before and after treatment. Samples were collected in
tubes containing serum gel separator and were centrifuged at 750× g for 20 min to obtain
serum. Serum samples were aliquoted and were stored at −80 ◦C until required for
measurements. Changes in serum lyso-SM and lyso-SM-509 levels were measured by
ultra-performance liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (UPLC–MS/MS) in
a Xevo TQ-S micro (Waters Technology, Milford, MA, USA) at baseline (day 0) and the end
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of the study (week 12). The method used for the quantification of lyso-SM and lyso-SM-509
was adapted from Polo et al., 2019 [30].

2.3.2. Secondary Endpoints

Liver, spleen, and lung scans: Serum levels of alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and
aspartate transaminase (AST) were measured by the kinetic method using a colorimetric
assay kit to assess liver function at baseline and the end of the trehalose treatment period.
Moreover, the spleen and liver size were measured using ultrasonography, and volumetric
analyses were performed at the baseline and end of the study. Chest high-resolution
computed tomography (HRCT) was also performed to compare the lung condition of
patients between the W0 and W12.

Oxidative stress status: To evaluate whether trehalose could improve the antioxidant
status, investigation of (anti)oxidant parameters pre- and post-treatment were performed
by commercial kits (Kiazist; Iran). In this study, PAB (pro-oxidant antioxidant balance)
was measured to evaluate the total oxidants and antioxidants in a single measurement
simultaneously according to the previously described method [31], which is based on the
oxidation of the chromogen 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) to a color cation by pro-
oxidants in an enzymatic reaction and reduction of the TMB cation to a colorless compound
in a chemical reaction. The antioxidant enzyme activity of the glutathione peroxidase (GPx)
was also assayed based on the reduction of hydrogen peroxide to water accompanied by
the oxidation of glutathione.

2.3.3. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with GraphPad Prism version 8 software and Mi-
crosoft Excel (2019) The results were analyzed using paired t-test to evaluate the significance
of differences before and after the treatment period. Results with p < 0.05 were considered
statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Clinical Characteristics of Patients

Five male patients with a mean age of 4.4 years (range = 2–12 years of age) were
enrolled who were diagnosed clinically and genetically with Niemann–Pick (NP) type A
and B, genotype analysis results were homozygous. All children were born from consan-
guineous families. No subjects discontinued from the study, and all patients received all 12
of their scheduled doses.

3.2. Quality of Life Assessment

TAPQOL Test: To determine whether trehalose treatment could improve the health
status in patients, we compared the TAPQOL score, which was used to assess the patients’
health-related quality of life between the W12 and W0. The TAPQOL index score can
vary from 0–100, and higher scores indicate better quality of life. The TAPQOL score
was elevated in all patients, and the mean score for quality of life was increased after
intervention at W12 compared to the baseline (difference between means ± standard error
mean (SEM): 6/000 ± 2/449), although the difference was not statistically significant.
The results suggested an improvement in health-related quality of life after 12 weeks of
trehalose treatment (Figure 1) in patients 2–5.
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Figure 1. TAPQOL score of five patients at baseline (week 0) and at the end of treatment (week 12).

3.3. Serum Lysosphingomyelin Levels (lyso-SM and lyso-SM509)

The levels of serum lysosphingomyelin are shown at baseline and week 12 (Figure 2).
The average of lyso-SM-509 at the baseline was 30.511 (nmoL/L), while the average post-
treatment is 25.051 (nmoL/L); the average of lyso-SM at the baseline was 72 (nmoL/L)
while the average post-treatment was 12 (nmoL/L). Overall, out of five patients there was a
reduction in the levels of lyso-SM-509 in three patients, and a reduction in levels of lyso-SM
in four patients (Figure 2). However, the changes were not statistically significant.

Figure 2. Levels of serum lysosphingomyelin (a) lyso-SM509 and (b) lyso-SM in patients before and
after 3 months treatment with trehalose.

3.4. Serum ALT and AST Levels

The average of ALT at the baseline was 94.40 (IU/L), while the average post-treatment
was 14.40 (IU/L); the average of AST at the baseline was 94.20 (IU/L), while the average
post-treatment was 21.80 (IU/L). Overall, there was a reduction in the levels of ALT and AST
post-treatment (Figure 3). Although changes were not statistically significant, improved
results (reduction in ALT and AST levels) showed improvement in liver function after
trehalose treatment.
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Figure 3. Alterations in serum ALT (a) and AST (b) levels in patients following 12 weeks of treatment
with trehalose.

3.5. Oxidative Stress Index (OSI)

The mean of pro-oxidant-antioxidant balance (PAB) before treatment was 10.734
(HK unit), while post-treatment was 11.018 (HK unit) (Figure 4b). The level of GPX
activity before treatment was 7.93 (mU/mL), while post-treatment was 9.09 (mU/mL)
(Figure 4a). Although, differences were not statistically significant neither in PAB values
nor in GPX activity.

Figure 4. (a) Mean serum pro-oxidant antioxidant balance (PAB) and (b) mean serum activities of
GPX (mU/mL) at baseline and end of the study.

3.6. Sonographic Liver and Spleen Dimensions

Table 1 includes the alteration of spleen and liver size in patients pre-and post-
treatment with trehalose. Although spleen size was found to have decreased in two
patients (patients 2 and 4) compared with baseline, a progressive increase in the mean
splenic length and the average liver volume was observed at the end of the study. It is
worth mentioning that the liver diameter was reported by measuring the liver span below
the costal margin in the midclavicular line by using the ultrasound scan because it could
assist clinicians to confirm these changes in practice.
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Table 1. Spleen and liver diameter changes pre-and post-treatment with trehalose.

Patient ID

Spleen cranio-Caudal Diameter
(mm)

Liver Diameter Changes,
Measuring the Liver Span below
the Costa Margin by Ultrasound

Scan (mm)

Before After Before After

01 204 224 30 30
02 125 122 10 30
03 120 138 30 10
04 150 145 10 30
05 115 115 30 30

3.7. Lung HRCT

Follow-up HRCT chest was carried out in all patients. Improvement of symptoms in
HRCT chest findings were observed in two patients out of five after 3 months treatment
with trehalose (Figure 5).

Figure 5. HRCT scan of the chest showing ground–glass changes in both lung fields before and after
3 months of treatment with trehalose in a patient.

4. Discussion

ASMD (acid sphingomyelinase deficiency), also known as Niemann–Pick disease, is a
rare autosomal recessive LSD that includes two subtypes (A and B) associated with lipid
metabolism abnormalities and intracellular deposition of glycosphingolipids [32]. Abnor-
mal lipid accumulation due to a deficiency of specific lysosomal enzymes has been shown
to impact morphologic alterations in different tissues, leading to multi-organ failure and
early death in children with NPA and NPB [3]. Currently, no effective treatment is available
for NPA/NPB patients [33]. A considerable body of evidence suggests the role of impaired
autophagy in the pathophysiology and progression of lipid storage disorders [34–36].
Therefore, the possible use of the autophagy-inducing compounds in decreasing lipid accu-
mulation has been proposed to attenuate severe LSDs manifestations [37]. In recent years,
trehalose has been described as a natural non-reducing disaccharide that promotes the
autophagy process in both in vitro and in vivo models by activating transcription factor EB
(TFEB) and enhancing target genes such as GLA, LAMP2A, MCOLN1, CTSB. Furthermore,
it can also induce the autophagy process via the mTOR-independent pathway in cells of the
nervous system [38–41]. This study aimed to evaluate the potential efficacy of IV trehalose
(at a dose of 15 mg/week) in NPA and NPB patients. The dose of 15 mg/week was selected
based on recent evidence and a previous similar clinical study showing the safety and
efficacy of 15 mg IV trehalose in patients with Machado–Joseph disease (MJD) [18]. We
hypothesized that trehalose could slow disease progression and improve neuropathologic
features by decreasing sphingolipid deposition post three months of treatment. Disruption
of sphingolipid homeostasis leads to several pathological consequences, and the accumula-
tion of these metabolites can trigger a high level of apoptosis by activating proapoptotic
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genes and proteins [42,43]. Elevated levels of lysosphingolipids (lyso-SM and lyso-SM-509)
have been identified as specific and reliable biomarkers for the diagnosis of NP and early
assessment of drug effects during the treatment process in all types of NP (A/B and C),
which might be detected via different methods in plasma, serum, or dried blood spots
of patients [30,44]. The results of this study might suggest that treatment with trehalose
could potentially lead to a decrease in the levels of both lyso-SM and lyso-SM-509; however,
additional studies are required to further elucidate the efficacy of trehalose treatment and
to confirm if the mechanism is associated with the autophagy-inducing effect of this small
molecule that contributes to the clearance of accumulated lysosomal lipid substrates.

In addition, as important signaling mediators involved in the control of cell survival,
sphingolipids also have an essential role in regulating proinflammatory cytokines and in-
flammation processes. Sphingosine-1-phosphate can induce interleukin 8 (IL-8) expression
and activated protein 1 (AP-1) inflammatory transcriptional action via activating ERK and
p38 MAPK pathways, which are involved in many inflammatory responses, particularly
in lung inflammation and progressive respiratory failure [45,46]. Pulmonary involvement
is considered one of the main causes of morbidity and mortality in NPA and NPB pa-
tients [47]. It has been shown that trehalose can attenuate inflammation in different animal
models by reducing the production of inflammatory cytokines, such as TNF-α, MCP-1
(monocyte chemotactic protein-1) and PAI-1 (plasminogen activator inhibitor–1) [23]. Our
lung function tests and high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) findings showed
improved lung function in two patients during three months of trehalose treatment that
might be due to anti-inflammatory effects of trehalose and modulation of pro-inflammatory
cytokines. Furthermore, recent studies have uncovered the link between sphingolipid
deposition and cellular stress responses, such as ER and oxidative stress [48,49]. The ac-
cumulation of complex sphingolipid inositol phosphorylceramide (IPC) can increase ROS
generation in mitochondria, which in turn decreases mitochondrial mass by activating Ras
and affecting Snf1/AMPK pathways [49]. It has also been suggested that trehalose might
exhibit a protective effect against oxidative stress by either upregulation of antioxidant
enzymes such as superoxide dismutase (SOD), glutathione peroxidase (GPX) [50,51], or
scavenging ROS [52]. In line with this, we investigated pro-oxidant antioxidant balance
and GPX activity after treatment to evaluate if trehalose has antioxidant effects. A decrease
in levels of PAB and increased GPX activity could be due to the antioxidant activity of
trehalose in the serum of NPA and NPB patients.

Besides anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties, neuroprotective effects of tre-
halose to ameliorate neurological pathologies have been established in several experimen-
tal models of neurodegenerative diseases (NDs) [19]. Significant improvement has been
observed on multiple behavioral tasks along with a marked increase in synaptophysin,
doublecortin, and progranulin in the hippocampus and cortex of mice treated with oral
administration of 2% trehalose for one month [53–55]. Moreover, a clinical study showed
the effect of trehalose in patients with MJD with the optimal dose of 15 mg/week to im-
prove disease severity and clinical symptoms [18]. Neurological involvement in NP varies
in frequency and severity of disease, loss of mental abilities, and cognitive impairment
more prominent in NPA, while type B patients tend to have milder symptoms with later-
onset [56]. Our data confirmed previous similar reports in the literature and demonstrated
significant improvement in health-related quality of life assessment through increased
TAPQOL scores in four out of five patients after three months of treatment.

Hepatosplenomegaly accompanied by liver failure is another typical sign in NP pa-
tients [56]. Two clinical studies indicated liver dysfunction and elevated transaminase
levels (ALT and AST) in 51% to 75% of NP patients [57,58]. Our results showed improve-
ments in liver transaminase levels, and a reduction in the levels of both ALT and AST were
observed in all patients treated with trehalose. Furthermore, a slight decrease in the spleen
dimensions were found in two patients.

Our study has several limitations, including it being an open-label pilot research with
limited sample size. Larger controlled, blind studies are required to demonstrate whether
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trehalose is effective in NPA and NPB patients. The length of treatment in our research is
also not long enough to evaluate trehalose’s effects on behavioral problems. Finally, future
dose-ranging studies are needed to indicate the optimal therapeutic dose of trehalose.

In conclusion, the treatment of NPA and NPB in patients with 15 mg/week of trehalose
may be effective to reduce serum levels of sphingomyelins and possibly improving disease
symptoms caused by lipid accumulation, although large-scale randomized trials with
longer follow-up are needed to confirm whether trehalose has clinical efficacy in patients
with LSDs.
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Abstract: Background: There are new emerging phenotypes in Pompe disease, and studies on
smooth muscle pathology are limited. Gastrointestinal (GI) manifestations are poorly understood
and underreported in Pompe disease. Methods: To understand the extent and the effects of enzyme
replacement therapy (ERT; alglucosidase alfa) in Pompe disease, we studied the histopathology (entire
GI tract) in Pompe mice (GAAKO 6neo/6neo). To determine the disease burden in patients with
late-onset Pompe disease (LOPD), we used Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurements Information
System (PROMIS)-GI symptom scales and a GI-focused medical history. Results: Pompe mice showed
early, extensive, and progressive glycogen accumulation throughout the GI tract. Long-term ERT
(6 months) was more effective to clear the glycogen accumulation than short-term ERT (5 weeks).
GI manifestations were highly prevalent and severe, presented early in life, and were not fully
amenable to ERT in patients with LOPD (n = 58; age range: 18–79 years, median age: 51.55 years;
35 females; 53 on ERT). Conclusion: GI manifestations cause a significant disease burden on adults
with LOPD, and should be evaluated during routine clinical visits, using quantitative tools (PROMIS-
GI measures). The study also highlights the need for next generation therapies for Pompe disease
that target the smooth muscles.

Keywords: late-onset Pompe disease; gastrointestinal; smooth muscles; PROMIS–GI symptom scales;
GAAKO mice; glycogen storage disorder; translational research; patient-reported outcomes measures

1. Introduction

Pompe disease (glycogen storage disease type II, OMIM ID: 232300) is an autosomal
recessive disorder caused by deficiency of the enzyme acid α-glucosidase (GAA) [1]. This
deficiency leads to an abnormal accumulation of glycogen in the cardiac, skeletal and
smooth muscles, and the nervous system. Pompe disease is broadly classified as infantile-
onset (IPD) or late-onset Pompe disease (LOPD) [2]. Patients with IPD have little or no GAA
enzyme activity, resulting in cardiomyopathy in the first year of life, and if untreated, die
from cardiorespiratory complications before two years of age [2]. Patients with LOPD have
residual GAA activity, and present with a slowly progressive myopathy and respiratory
failure, with symptom onset ranging from the first year of life to the sixth decade [2,3].
Enzyme replacement therapy (ERT; alglucosidase alfa) is the standard of care for IPD
and LOPD. Prior to its advent in 2006, LOPD was considered a proximal limb girdle
muscle dystrophy with pulmonary involvement [4]. Over time, there has been a growing
evidence of smooth muscle involvement in individuals with Pompe disease with reports of
life-threatening basilar artery and ascending aorta aneurysms, difficulties in swallowing
and speech, and the involvement of eyes, genitourinary tract, and gastrointestinal (GI)
tract [3,5–9].
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GI manifestations are poorly understood, often underreported, or misdiagnosed as
a separate entity [10–12]. GI manifestations in LOPD include abdominal pain, feeding
and swallowing difficulties, gastroesophageal reflux, postprandial bloating, early satiety,
abdominal discomfort, chronic diarrhea, constipation, poor weight gain, and decreased
gag reflex [7,13–15]. Patients with LOPD were found to have significantly more stool
urgency, incontinence, and diarrhea, when compared to age- and gender-matched con-
trols [7,13,16,17]. There are a few case reports and small case series describing improvement
in GI symptoms with ERT therapy [11,14,15]. However, objective evidence of glycogen
clearance within the GI tract is lacking. This could be attributable to the inefficient delivery
of ERT to the target tissues (skeletal and smooth muscles). Therefore, many patients on
long-term ERT still encounter a multitude of clinical symptoms, such as skeletal muscle
weakness, respiratory failure, sleep disturbances, gastro-intestinal (GI), and genitourinary
problems.

Autopsy data from patients with Pompe disease show a mild to moderate accumula-
tion of glycogen in the tongue (skeletal muscles) and proximal third of esophagus (striated
muscles) contributing to dysphagia, and in the smooth muscles of the distal esophagus
and small intestines causing gastrointestinal symptoms [18–20]. Severe fibrosis, dilatation,
increased vacuolization of myocytes, and autophagic buildup were noted in the esoph-
agus in two adult patients with LOPD [18,21]. Although three available Pompe disease
knockout (GAAKO) mice are extensively used in preclinical studies, the entire GI tract and
its response to ERT have not been studied. Data from two of three mouse models show
extensive glycogen accumulation in the stomach, small intestine, and colon (including the
nervous supply or plexus) in a 15-month-old Δ13/Δ13 model, generated by the targeted
disruption of exon 13; and glycogen accumulation in the esophagus in a 6-month-old
6neo/6neo model, generated by the targeted disruption of exon 6 [6,22–24].

Therefore, there are unmet needs to systematically understand the spectrum of GI
involvement, the histopathology of the entire GI tract, and the impact of the available
treatment (ERT) on Pompe disease. The aims of this study were (a) to better understand the
wide range of GI symptoms, including their frequency and severity, as well as the disease
burden in adult patients with LOPD using patient-reported outcomes, and (b) to assess the
distribution of glycogen accumulation within the entire GI tract, and study the effects of
ERT using the 6neo/6neo GAAKO mouse model.

2. Materials and Methods

The study design included the use of patient-reported outcome measures to under-
stand the prevalence and severity of GI disorders (Section 2.1), and the use of a mouse
model to understand the histopathology of the entire GI tract (Section 2.2).

2.1. Participants

All participants were enrolled in a long-term follow up study of Pompe disease
(Pro00010830) at the Duke University Medical Center. The study protocol was approved by
the Duke University Institutional Review Board (Pro00010830). Eligible participants were
adults (ages ≥ 18 years) with a confirmed diagnosis of LOPD (n = 58), who were evaluated
at Duke between April 2017 and July 2018. Written informed consent was obtained from
each participant prior to all assessments.

The GI health of all the participants was prospectively evaluated during their routine
clinical visits to Duke University. For participants who were evaluated more than once
during the study period, their baseline data were used in the cross-sectional analysis,
and the follow-up data were used in the longitudinal analysis of the study. Participants
completed a GI questionnaire (Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurements Information
System—Gastrointestinal (PROMIS-GI) symptom scales) and/or a GI-focused medical
history was obtained by one medical geneticist (P.S.K.) during the same clinical visit,
depending on the time available during clinic.
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2.1.1. PROMIS-GI Symptom Scales

The PROMIS-GI symptom scales v1.0 are validated, person-centered questionnaires
designed to assess patient-reported quality of life due to GI dysfunction, available on
the HealthMeasures website (http://www.healthmeasures.net/explore-measurement-
systems/promis, accessed on 15 February 2021), which is funded by the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) [25–28]. There are eight PROMIS-GI scales available as ‘fixed-length,
short forms’ for adult participants, with a designated unique name and number/letter—
Gastrointestinal Disrupted Swallowing 7a, Gastroesophageal Reflux 13a, Gastrointestinal
Gas and Bloating 13a, Gastrointestinal Belly Pain 5a, Gastrointestinal nausea and vomiting
4a, Gastrointestinal Bowel Incontinence 4a, Gastrointestinal Diarrhea 6a, and Gastroin-
testinal Constipation 9a. The current study used all eight available GI scales. These
eight GI scales comprise a total of 54 items. Each item has a five-point categorical re-
sponse (for example: 1 = never, 2 = rarely, 3 = sometimes, 4 = often, and 5 = always to
evaluate severity, and frequency scales to evaluate frequency). Based on these categor-
ical responses, a free, automated scoring system (HealthMeasures Scoring Service) and
a manual scoring guide (https://www.healthmeasures.net/images/PROMIS/manuals/
PROMIS_Gastrointestinal_Symptoms_Scoring_Manual.pdf; last accessed on 3 June 2020)
were used to calculate statistical scores (raw and T-scores) [27,28]. In addition, HealthMea-
sures provides two reference populations to evaluate the PROMIS-GI measures—General
population (GP; n = 1177 persons from the 2010 United States (US) census, who reported at
least 1 GI symptom) and GI clinical sample (n = 865 patients with GI conditions) [27,28].

Raw scores: Raw scores were used to measure the prevalence of GI symptoms in this
patient population. Based on the five-point categorical response, each item was rated 1
to 5, where 1 meant that the GI symptom was absent and a higher score (2–5) meant that
a symptom was present with increasing severity and/or frequency. The item scores on
each GI symptom scale were then summed to obtain a raw score. Therefore, each patient
received one raw score for each GI scale. The scoring manual was then used to obtain a
cut-off raw score for each GI scale, which indicated that a patient was symptom-free on a
certain GI scale if they were at the cut-off value, or had GI problems if they scored above the
cut-off value (depending on how many items were answered or skipped). Based on this, a
‘yes’/‘no’ analysis was conducted for each GI scale. If a patient reported having a problem
within one GI scale, it was considered a ‘yes’ response; if the patient was symptom-free, a
‘no’ response was recorded. For instance, PROMIS-GI Bowel Incontinence scale includes
four items. If a patient responds to all four items, and has no problems related to bowel
incontinence, the summed raw score for GI Bowel Incontinence scale would be 4 (the cut-off
value). Therefore, a raw score of 4 would be a ‘no’ response to the GI Bowel Incontinence
domain. Any score over 4 would indicate that there was some problem in the domain, and
therefore, reflective of a ‘yes’ response.

T-scores: T-scores were used to understand the severity and prevalence of the GI
symptoms. The mean T-score for the control group (US GP) was 50 with one standard
deviation (SD) of 10 [27,28]. The T-scores from patients with LOPD were compared to T-
scores of the reference populations (US general population and GI clinical sample) [25–28].
T-scores ranging between 55 and 59 were considered mildly symptomatic, 60–69 were
moderate, and over 70 were severe, based on the available scoring guides.

To understand the impact of the GI symptoms on patients over time, baseline (first
clinic visit) and follow-up (subsequent visits) T-scores were compared. The differences
between the baseline and follow-up T-scores and minimally important differences (MIDs)
were computed based on PROMIS databases [27]. These MIDs are estimates for the
magnitude of change that corresponds to meaningful changes for patients with a specific
GI symptom [29]. The estimated reference values for MIDs for each GI scale are provided
on the HealthMeasures website. A change of 5–6 points (T-score) between two time points
(for gas and bloating, belly pain, diarrhea, and constipation scales) would be indicative
of significant clinical change in the specific GI symptom. For instance, a participant with
a baseline T-score of 60 on belly pain and a follow-up T-score of ≥66 for the same scale
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(belly pain) would indicate clinically significant worsening. However, if the participant
had a follow up T-score of ≤54, it would indicate improvement for belly pain. These are
available on the HealthMeasures website.

2.1.2. GI-Focused Medical History

The GI-focused medical history was pre-designed for the current prospective study
to assess the GI health of adult patients with Pompe disease. It included 16 questions,
which PSK asked the participants during their clinic visits (Supplementary Table S1). The
questions provided details of GI symptoms (if present), their associations with meals,
diurnal variations, medications taken for GI discomfort, whether the onset of GI symptoms
was before or after the diagnosis of LOPD, any changes in GI symptoms in ERT-treated
patients, and whether the participants considered their GI symptoms to be one of the
top three reasons to cause a reduced quality of life. It also included history of tongue
weakness, chewing problems, and temporomandibular joint issues made by other medical
professionals.

Medical records were reviewed to include ERT doses, age at ERT initiation, and the
duration of treatment with ERT, and most recent values of creatine phosphokinase (CPK),
6-min walk test distance (6-MWT), FVC % predicted (upright), FVC % predicted (supine),
and urinary hex4 (a breakdown product of glycogen, which is a biomarker of disease
progression), which were available during the study period.

2.1.3. Statistical Analyses

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the distribution of categorical variables
using counts (percentages) and medians (25th and 75th percentiles) to analyze the GI-
focused medical history and the responses on individual items within the PROMIS-GI
questionnaire. Where appropriate, a one-sample test was used to compare T-scores to
the reference T-score = 50. Pearson’s chi-squared test was used to compare GI symptoms
in patients who were on ERT to those who were not on ERT during the study period.
A p-value of ≤0.05 was considered statistically significant for the t-test and chi-squared
analyses. For all other analyses, we used Bonferroni correction for comparisons to identify
a significant p-value of <0.006.

To understand the role of ERT on GI symptoms in LOPD, participants who completed
the PROMIS-GI questionnaires were divided into two groups. Group I consisted of patients
treated with ERT < 6 months + untreated. Patients with less than 6 months ERT were
included in this group to account for the time it takes for ERT to show clinical benefits.
Group II included patients who were treated ≥ 6 months with ERT. Using the two-sample
Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann–Whitney) test, we compared the T-scores/raw scores on each
of the eight GI symptom scales between the two groups. The Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann–
Whitney) test was also used to explore statistical relationships between each of the eight GI
T-scores/raw scores (for each group) with patient’s age, sex, age at diagnosis, age at ERT
start, and most recent values of CPK, 6-MWT, FVC % predicted (upright), FVC % predicted
(supine), and urinary hex4.

2.2. GAAKO Mouse Model (6neo/6neo)

Animal care and experiments were conducted in accordance with Duke University
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee-approved guidelines. To study the extent of
GI pathology, 3-month-old male GAAKO (6neo/6neo) mice were used. Age- and gender-
matched wild type (WT) mice were used as a control. To understand the short-term
effects of ERT on GI smooth muscles, a 3-month-old GAAKO mice received 20 mg/kg
ERT (hGAA, alglucosidase alfa, Myozyme) through the tail vein every week for 5 weeks.
Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)-injected GAAKO mice were used as control (ERT-naïve
or placebo group). To understand the long-term effects of ERT on GI smooth muscles, a
2-month-old GAAKO mouse model received 20 mg/kg ERT through the tail vein, biweekly
for 6 months.
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Histopathology

The following anatomical regions of the GI system were analyzed in the mice: tongue,
upper 1/3rd of the esophagus, lower 1/3rd of the esophagus, stomach, gastro-esophageal
(GE) junction, duodenum, small intestine (jejunum, ileum, cecum, and ileo-cecal junction),
colon, and rectum.

GI tissues were fixed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin (NBF) for 48 h. After primary
immersion fixation, the samples were post-fixed with 1% periodic acid in 10% NBF for 48 h
at 4 ◦C. The samples were then washed with PBS, dehydrated with ascending grades of
alcohol, cleared with xylene, and infiltrated with paraffin. Sections of paraffin-embedded
tissues were stained using a Periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) stain as described [30]. Briefly, the
sectioned slides were deparaffinized, re-hydrated, and oxidized with freshly made 0.5%
Periodic acid for 5 min. The slides were then stained with Schiff reagent for 15 min and
washed with tap water for 10 min. The tissues were counterstained with hematoxylin,
dehydrated, and mounted. Paraffin-embedded sections were also processed and stained
using Masson’s trichrome staining kit (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO, USA) following
the manufacturer’s protocol. The images were taken on a BZX710 microscope (Keyence
America, Itasca, IL, USA).

The PAS was used to detect glycogen content within the cells of the tissues. The cells
with an accumulation of glycogen stain dark pink/purple and the cell nuclei stain blue.
The Masson’s trichrome staining was used to explore the presence and extent of tissue
fibrosis, which stains blue. Muscle fibers and cytoplasm stain red, and the cell nuclei stain
dark brown.

3. Results

3.1. Participants

Patient demographics are shown in Table 1. Whenever possible, each patient com-
pleted the PROMIS-GI questionnaires, and the clinician could obtain the GI-focused med-
ical history during the routine clinical visits. However, due to time constraints, certain
patients either only completed the PROMIS-GI questionnaire or the GI-focused history
was obtained. Data analysis based on the PROMIS-GI scales are shown in Section 3.1.1
(prevalence and severity using raw scores) and Section 3.1.2 (comparisons to reference
population and longitudinal analysis mainly using T-scores).

3.1.1. PROMIS-GI Symptom Scales
Raw Scores

Using the ‘yes/no’ analysis on the raw scores, the prevalence of each GI symptom
in adult patients with Pompe disease were calculated and compared to the reference
populations. Details are shown in Figure 1 and Table 2.

T-Scores

Severity was computed for each GI scale. Figure 1 demonstrates the prevalence of
patients with moderate to severe grades (T-scores > 60 or ≥1 SD compared to the reference
population) for each GI scale. The prevalence of moderate-severe GI symptoms ranged from
4 to 28% (Figure 1). The mean T-scores (SD) for each GI scale at baseline were calculated
and compared to the reference populations (Table 2). The mean T-scores ranged from 46.34
(belly pain) to 54.57 (gas and bloating) in the cross-sectional analyses. Though these values
were not significantly different from the reference populations, the longitudinal analyses
(MID) yielded meaningful, clinically significant results in a subset of patients (Table 2).
These calculated MIDs indicated a clinically significant change in the GI symptoms over
the study period, where some patients showed improvement, worsening, or no change in
their symptoms.
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Table 1. Patient demographics for the GI study in adult patients with LOPD.

Study duration
Total number of patients (n)

(a) PROMIS-GI symptom scales
(b) GI-focused medical history

1 year, 3 months
58
n = 52
n = 38 (32/52 who also completed the PROMIS-GI + additional 6 patients who only
had GI-focused medical history in their medical records)

Demographics

Median age = 51.5 ± 15.5 years (age range: 18–79 years)
35 females, 23 males

Patients on ERT (treated group) Patients not on ERT (untreated group)

• n = 53
• Median age at start of ERT = 45.5

years (range: 11–77 years)
• Median ERT duration = 5.5 years

(range: 2 months–13 years)
• n = 1/53 was included in the

untreated group for statistical
analysis since the duration of ERT
was <6 months *

• n = 4 ERT-naïve
• n = 1 discontinued ERT since

2–3 years, after being on ERT for
3 years (medical records indicated
that patient had adverse effects of
flushing, difficulty breathing, and
GI symptoms of severe cramping,
nausea, and diarrhea starting
2–3 days after each ERT infusion.

For longitudinal analysis of
PROMIS-GI scales

n = 18 (1 baseline and 1 follow-up)
n = 1 (1 baseline and 2 follow-ups)

* to account for the time it takes for ERT to show clinical benefits. PROMIS-GI Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurements Information
System—Gastrointestinal. ERT—Enzyme replacement therapy.

Figure 1. The prevalence and severity of gastrointestinal symptoms in adult patients with late-onset Pompe disease using
PROMIS-GI symptom scales (This figure was created using BioRender.com; accessed on 5 January 2021).
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3.1.2. GI-Focused Medical History

The 16 clinical questions (Supplementary Table S1) revealed details about the GI-
symptoms, aggravating or relieving factors (diurnal variations, diet, and medications),
and overall subjective perception of quality of life due to GI problems in individuals with
LOPD. In the current study, 29/38 (76%) patients reported at least one GI problem, and
23 of those 29 patients (82%) reported that there were no changes in their GI symptoms
after initiation of ERT. Five patients reported some changes in their GI symptoms; two felt
better with additional GI medications (CoQ10 and probiotics for diarrhea, laxatives for
constipation), one felt that the symptoms were reduced after an increase in the dose of ERT
(from 20 to 40 mg/kg), and two had worsening symptoms with increased diarrhea and GE
reflux while on ERT.

Over half of the patients with LOPD, 21/38 (55%), were on additional medications
to manage their GI symptoms. The medications included antacids, anti-diarrheal, anti-
spasmodic, CoQ10, probiotics (which improved diarrhea in one patient), tincture of opium,
and bulking agents, such as psyllium, methylcellulose, and polyethylene glycol, stool
softeners such as docusate sodium, and linactolide to treat constipation. Eleven patients
reported that the GI symptoms worsened with meals.

When asked ‘Did your GI symptoms start bothering you before or after your diagnosis
of Pompe disease?’, 16/38 (42%) patients indicated before and 14/38 (37%) indicated after
the LOPD diagnosis. The rest of the patients (8/38; 21%) either could not recollect the
onset of their GI manifestations or did not have a GI problem. Of the 16 patients who
reported that GI symptoms presented before the LOPD diagnosis, 6 recollected that they
were in their 20s at onset, one was in their 40s, and three patients had the GI symptoms
since their childhood years; all 6 of these patients reported that they had no improvements
in GI symptoms with ERT. Though patients could not recall the exact age at onset of
GI symptoms, their responses indicated that age at onset of GI symptoms ranged from
childhood to the seventies in the cohort. In addition, when asked ‘Do you consider your GI
symptoms to be one of your top three symptoms that affects your quality of life?’, 15/38
(40%) patients replied ‘yes.’

Six patients reported that they had worsening GI symptoms within 48 h of ERT
infusion. All six patients reported that these were isolated (one-time) episodes, and only
four of them were able to recollect the details (one patient had vomiting, two had diarrhea,
and another had an upset stomach). None of these episodes reoccurred in any of the six
patients.

3.1.3. Statistical Analyses

Gas and bloating was the only GI symptom scale (of the eight) to yield a significant
p-value (0.0014) when the T-scores were compared to the US general population. Using
Bonferroni correction for comparisons (significant p-value of <0.006) between the untreated
(n = 6) and the treated group (n = 46), there were no statistically significant differences on
the eight GI scales. The only exception to this was the relationship between the GI symptom
scale of swallowing (higher raw scores) and FVC % predicted (low values), which yielded
a p-value of 0.0036score. Other important relationships, albeit not statistically significant,
are listed in Supplementary Table S2.

3.2. GAAKO Mouse Model (6neo/6neo)
Histopathology

The PAS staining showed that there was glycogen accumulation through the entire
length of the GI tract (from the tongue to the rectum) in the GAAKO mouse model (Figure 2).
Glycogen accumulation was seen in the smooth muscles of the esophagus, gastroesophageal
junction, small intestine, rectum, duodenum, cecum, and colon. The smooth muscle layers
of the submucosa and muscularis externa were the most affected (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) and Trichrome staining of the gastrointestinal tissues in Pompe
mice (GAAKO), using wild type (WT) mice as controls. Extensive glycogen accumulation in the
GAAKO mice, when compared to the WT mice (purple-stained skeletal muscles of the tongue and
esophagus, and the smooth muscles in the esophagus, gastroesophageal junction, small intestine,
and rectum). The intestinal villi (small intestine) showing hypertrophic and mild hyperplastic goblet
cells (arrows) and intestinal glands (arrowheads) can be seen.

The WT mice did not have any glycogen accumulation. The glandular portions of
the stomach and small intestine showed disintegrated ganglion cell structures (Aurbach’s
plexus) in the GAAKO mice (visualized in Figure 3).

The small intestine of the GAAKO mouse model showed hypertrophic goblet cells
with hyperplasia. Duodenal sections showed hypertrophic villi in addition to the glycogen
accumulation. The cecum of the GAAKO mouse model showed a mild disruption of the
brush border of the epithelial lining and vacuolated nuclei of the enterocytes. The rectal
section of the GAAKO mice showed some neutrophilic accumulation in the lamina propria.
There was no significant sign of fibrosis in the GI tract in the GAAKO mice when compared
to WT.

The effects of ERT (alglucosidase alfa) on the GI tissue in GAAKO mice were also
evaluated. The short-term (5 weeks) treated mice showed clearance of the glycogen
accumulation in tongue, stomach, and rectum (Figure 3). However, the smooth muscle
in the esophagus, gastroesophageal junction, and small intestine still showed glycogen
accumulation. The glycogen accumulation in Aurbach’s plexus in the small intestine was
cleared by the short-term ERT. There was no sign of fibrosis on trichrome staining in the
GAAKO mice.

With long-term ERT (6 months), there was a reduction of glycogen accumulation in
the entire GI tract (Figure 3). Fibrosis was seen in the old mice in the esophagus, smooth
muscles of the GEJ, and submucosal region of the stomach. Fibrosis was also observed in
the WT mice. The inner circular muscular layer of the stomach looked distorted, and had
less muscle density (hypotrophic). Though structurally organized, the Aurbach’s plexus in
the esophagus had some mild fibrosis.
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Figure 3. Short-term and long-term effects of ERT (alglucosidase alfa) on Pompe mice (GAAKO).
** Distorted muscularis externa layer in the stomach. * Fibrosis was noted in the 8-month-old mice;
however, this was also seen in the wild type mice. Aurbach’s plexus was seen in between the
inner circular and outer longitudinal layers of the small intestine (arrows) and in the esophagus
(arrowheads).

4. Discussion

LOPD is a chronic, multi-systemic disorder, with a substantial burden on health and
quality of life of the patients and their caregivers [31,32]. A large number of patients with
LOPD complain about GI symptoms in the clinics [7,9,11,13,14,32]. However, there still
exists a knowledge gap about the impact of the GI system on LOPD, the extent of gut
involvement, severity, prevalence, and treatment response to standard dose of ERT with
alglucosidase alfa. There can be several factors that may influence the presence and severity
of GI symptoms in LOPD, such as genotype-phenotype correlations, patient’s age, age at
ERT start, and overall disease burden, which can be evaluated through pulmonary function
testing or muscle weakness. Patients with LOPD exhibit variable rates of progression
of myopathy and pulmonary compromise, and early ERT initiation has been shown to
have better outcomes compared to the untreated patients [33]. Similarly, with variable
presentations of GI manifestations in LOPD, more research is needed to understand if early
treatment would impact the outcomes. With an aim to bridge these knowledge gaps, the
current study used Pompe mice and patient-reported outcomes measures (PROMIS-GI
scales and GI-focused history).

The PROMIS-GI scales provide patient-reported information about the physical, men-
tal, and social health related to a spectrum of GI manifestations, and therefore, by definition,
provided preliminary data on quality of life [27,28,34]. The raw and T-scores from these
PROMIS-GI scales indicated that the GI manifestations in LOPD were highly prevalent and
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severe (Figure 1, Table 2). The GI-focused medical history showed that 40% patients with
LOPD (15/38) considered their GI symptoms to be one of the top three reasons affecting
quality of life, and that 55% patients (21/38) were on additional medications to treat their GI
symptoms, despite being on ERT. Overall, the current study showed that GI manifestations
remarkably reduced quality of life in adults with LOPD.

Interestingly, the study showed that GI manifestations preceded the LOPD diagnosis
in 42% (16/38), and the age of onset of GI symptoms ranged from childhood to their 40s
in 6/16 patients. The GI symptoms may be an early manifestation of the disease, and
their presence could be used as an adjunct to monitor disease progression, and to consider
a diagnosis of Pompe disease. More than ever, monitoring disease manifestations and
progression is important in LOPD with its inclusion in newborn screening programs, and
with improved diagnostic criteria [35]. The use of the PROMIS-GI measures in routine
follow-ups could provide useful information about clinical progression of the disease
and the effectiveness of emerging therapies [36]. In addition, as GI symptoms are often
under-reported by patients, awareness and focused history taking can alert clinicians to
refer patients to GI specialists, when required.

Using the PROMIS-GI scales, the current study used two reference populations—the
US general population and a GI sample (Figure 1, Table 2). In the US general population,
there was notably a high population prevalence of GI symptoms [28,29]. The current study
showed that patients with LOPD had a much higher prevalence in comparison to both
reference populations—gas and bloating (98%), gastroesophageal reflux (94%), constipation
(84%), diarrhea (72%), belly pain (68%), nausea and vomiting (61%), disrupted swallowing
(54%), and bowel incontinence (40%) (Figure 1). This was based on raw scores. Based
on T-scores, there was no significant difference in the prevalence when compared to the
reference populations (Table 2). Therefore, at the population level, there was no significant
difference in prevalence of GI symptoms comparing the LOPD and two reference groups.
However, at the individual level (each patient with LOPD, and each GI scale as a unique
symptom), the prevalence of a GI symptom requires close attention (Figure 1). Therefore, to
better understand the impact and severity of each GI symptom on patients with LOPD, it
is important to evaluate each patient on a case-by-case basis (individual) as well as a group
(population/cohort). For instance, gastroesophageal reflux was highly prevalent (94%) in
the LOPD group; of these, 4% of the patients had moderate to severe symptoms. On the
other hand, while diarrhea was prevalent in 72% patients, 28% of those patients suffered
from moderate to severe diarrhea. This shows that diarrhea as a presenting symptom
may require early and prompt medical attention to avoid progression to severe diarrhea.
Therefore, using these quantitative screening tools (PROMIS-GI and GI-focused history), all
patients with LOPD should be routinely screened for GI problems during the first clinical
visit and in subsequent follow-ups.

Longitudinal analyses in the current study (n = 19) showed that over time, a majority
of patients had no meaningful changes (computed MIDs) in the GI scales. When the MID
was identified, worsening or improvement was reported by patients in roughly equal
numbers (Table 2). However, when ‘worsening’ and ‘no change’ MIDs were taken together,
it indicated that ERT and the additional GI medications (over the counter) may be inefficient
to treat the GI symptoms in patients with LOPD. This was further substantiated with the
data from the GI-focused medical review, which suggested that 21/29 patients with at least
1 GI symptom (82%) reported no changes in their GI symptoms over time, even after the
initiation of ERT (median duration of ERT = 5.5 years; range = 2 months–13 years).

Six patients reported that they had worsening GI symptoms within 48 h of ERT
infusion, as per the GI-focused medical review. To understand if this could be related
to GI-related adverse reactions from the ERT infusions, we checked the package insert
of ERT (Lumizyme, US Food and Drug Administration). The Lumizyme package insert
of ERT defines ‘infusion reactions’ as adverse reactions that occurred during or within
2 h of ERT infusion, and ‘delayed-onset infusion reactions’ occurred within 48 h [37]. As
per the findings from their controlled study, GI-related infusion reactions in the LOPD
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group (n = 60) included constipation (n = 6), dyspepsia (n = 5), and vomiting (n = 13).
There were no GI-related ‘delayed onset’ infusion reactions. Thus, combining the clinical
data from the controlled study in the Lumizyme package insert and the current study,
certain GI symptoms may be temporally associated with ERT infusions. However, this
temporal association can be made only for isolated adverse events such as the ones that
were reported by the six patients in the current study.

Findings from patients with other inborn errors of metabolism, such as Fabry disease
and Gaucher disease, suggest that 6–7 months of treatment with agalsidase beta and
ceredase ERT, respectively, led to a marked improvement in the GI symptoms [38,39].
When compared to Fabry and Gaucher-type I diseases, patients with LOPD seem to be
less responsive to ERT. The high prevalence of GI symptoms from treated patients (n = 46)
and longitudinal data from 19 patients showed that despite being on ERT, GI involvement
causes a huge disease burden on adults with LOPD. All these data are contrary to the
data from previous small case series, which reported that patients with LOPD (n = 9)
had a substantial improvement in their GI symptoms following the initiation of ERT for
3–12 months [7,11,14,15]. The current study highlights that the current doses of ERT
(20 mg/kg biweekly) may be insufficient to target GI symptoms effectively, as shown
by no clinical change or worsening in several patients. This response to ERT could be
due to a number of factors, such as low density of mannose-6-phosphate receptors in
skeletal and smooth muscles as compared to cardiac muscle [40,41], using lower than
recommended dose of ERT, impaired autophagy [42,43], defective mitophagy leading to
abnormalities in the cellular energy metabolism [44,45], an acidic shift in the cellular pH
after lysosomal rupture [44,45], and reduced uptake due to scar tissue (or residual fibrosis)
in the muscles. There is also a variable response to treatment due to muscle fiber type,
angiotensin-converting enzyme insertion/deletion polymorphism, and polymorphisms in
the ACTN3 gene (R577X). In addition, we analyzed important factors that may influence
the severity and prevalence of GI symptoms in LOPD, namely, patient’s age, sex, age
at diagnosis, age at ERT start, and most recent biomarkers of disease progression (CPK,
6-MWT, pulmonary function and urinary hex4). We did not identify any statistically
significant relationships between these variables, potentially due to the small sample size
(Supplementary Table S2).

Using the 6neo/6neo GAAKO mouse model, the current study showed that the GI tract
is involved in its entirety, from the tongue and esophagus to the rectum (Figure 2). Tissue
injury in the mouse model included glycogen accumulation throughout the GI tract, with
vacuolization, autophagy (shown in the stomach), and fibrosis. There was hypertrophy in
the intestinal villi and hyperplasia of Goblet cells, which could be a sign of compensation
for the loss of functioning. In addition, there was an involvement of Aurbach’s plexus (the
nervous supply of the smooth muscles of the GI tissue) in the glandular portion of the
stomach and small intestine. This further substantiates the need for alternate or adjuvant
therapies with ERT which can target the smooth muscles and the nervous components.
In the current study, short-term ERT (20 mg/kg per week for 5 weeks) could effectively
clear the glycogen accumulation from the tongue, stomach, small intestine, and rectum
(Figure 3). The short course of ERT also corrected the disintegrated cellular architecture
in the Aurbach’s plexus of the stomach and small intestine. However, it was ineffective
in clearing the glycogen accumulation in the other parts of the GI tract. This shows that
ERT may be inefficient for clearing glycogen accumulation in GI smooth muscle when
initiated at later stage of disease, even with a 2-fold increase in dosing (from standard dose).
The long-term therapy with ERT (20 mg/kg biweekly for 6 months) was more effective in
clearing the glycogen accumulation throughout the gut. The age at initiation of ERT was
2 months. This showed that during early stages of disease, if ERT is started and continued
for a longer duration, ERT may be effective. These mouse data will help in translational
studies in children with LOPD and IPD in the advent of the newborn screening era. More
research is needed at this time to follow up older mice to understand the effectiveness
of ERT on the gut when it is initiated at a later stage of the disease. This will provide a
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better understanding about age at ERT initiation in patients with LOPD. This is important
because autopsy data from three adult patients with LOPD (ages 31 years, 53 years, and
62 years) showed mild–moderate glycogen accumulation in the esophagus and ileum and
vacuolation and degeneration of tongue, upper and lower esophagus, ileum, and media
of arterioles [18,20,21]. The skeletal portion of the upper esophagus showed glycogen
accumulation, lipofuscin, neural lipid droplets, and autophagic debris as seen on electron
microscopy from a 62-year-old female patient with LOPD [20]. These data suggest that
there is a need for effective therapies that minimize the gut pathologies in LOPD, even if
treatment is initiated when patients are in their 30s or 40s.

Limitations: The current study has its limitations. Though subjective (patient-reported)
measures were used in the study, the inclusion of objective GI tests (such as endoscopy
or manometry) was beyond the scope of the current study. Future studies with objective
GI testing on patients with LOPD may substantiate the findings of cellular architecture
(or histopathology) in the mouse model of the current study. In addition, nutrition and
dietary habits cause significant changes in the GI health; however, these causative factors
could not be evaluated at this time. The study raises a question about the effectiveness
of ERT on patients with LOPD. However, due to the small sample size of patients with
untreated group (n = 6), the study could not compare the untreated with the treated group
for statistical analysis. Another limitation was that PROMIS database provide estimated
MIDs only for only five GI symptom scales; the clinical significance and interpretation of
changes in T-scores for three other symptom scales were still unknown during the study
period. Moreover, since the PROMIS-GI scales are self-reports, missed or skipped items
often cause biases in data analysis. However, the automated and the manual scoring
guides, provided by HealthMeasures, are built in such a way that the biases caused by
missed/skipped items in self-reports are eliminated [27,28,46]. The responses in each GI
symptom scale are based on the patients experience in the previous seven days, rather than
longer periods in time, to reduce recall biases. Keeping in mind the varied response options
and literacy demands, the items are concise and simple worded [27,28,46]. Lastly, GAAKO
mouse models may not be a true representative of LOPD (mimics the IPD phenotypes
more). Moreover, the long-term therapy of 6 months in the mouse model is approximately
20–30 years of therapy in humans. The 20–30 years of ERT in humans may not be feasible
in patients with LOPD. However, the 6neo/6neo mouse model provided useful information
about the cellular architecture in Pompe disease, and the impact of ERT on the GI tissue.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, despite the limitations, the current study showed that about half the
patients with LOPD had reduced quality of life due to GI symptoms, and these patients
were on additional GI medications to treat these symptoms. However, most patients did not
report any change or had worsening symptoms over time while being on ERT. Presumably,
an earlier initiation of ERT may mitigate the development and progression of GI symptoms;
however, this could not be concluded from the current study. Moreover, there is ineffective
delivery of ERT to smooth muscles in the GI system [40–44], and the involvement of the
neurological component of the gut (as seen by Aurbach plexus involvement in the current
study). Recently, neurogenic dysfunction was shown in the urinary bladder of seven
patients with LOPD, with probable causes of glycogen accumulation in the peripheral
or central nervous system [16]. Due to a growing evidence of central nervous system
involvement in Pompe disease, the neurological involvement in the GI system requires a
closer evaluation [47]. In addition, the current study showed that the current recommended
doses of ERT seem futile for maintaining GI health. Therefore, alternative therapies or
second-generation drugs using gene therapy may be better ways to tackle the moderate to
severe GI problems in patients with LOPD. In addition, since GI symptoms develop early
in life, many times even before the diagnosis of LOPD, simple tools used in the current
study (PROMIS-GI measures and GI-focused medical review) should be used to screen
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patients with clinical suspicion, and to observe progress of GI health in patients with LOPD
as well as IOPD.
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Abstract: COVID-19 pandemic is an organisational challenge for both healthcare providers and
patients. People with rare inherited metabolic disorders (IMD) and rare autoinflammatory diseases
(AD) are vulnerable patients whose well-being is deeply connected with regular follow-ups. This
study aimed to assess how e one year of coronavirus pandemic has impacted the treatment of patients
with IMD and AD in Poland. Surveys were distributed to all healthcare providers that coordinate the
treatment of IMD and AD patients. Thirty-two responders (55%) answered the survey. They provide
care to 1726 patients with IMD/AD, including 246 patients on dedicated treatment. In 35% of units,
the regular appointments were disrupted, primarily because of patient infection. In 18 hospitals,
remote visits were implemented, but only 66.6% of patients used this form of consultation. In
14/32 hospitals, administration of the therapy was delayed (median: 17.4 days). Forty-four patients
suffered from SARS-COV-2 infection, in majority with mild symptoms. However, four adult patients
developed complications, and one died following a SARS-COV-2 infection. Although most hospitals
managed to maintain regular visits during the pandemic, more comprehensive implementation of
telemedicine and switch to oral therapy or home infusions would be a reasonable solution for the
current epidemic situation.
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1. Introduction

Rare inherited metabolic disorders (IMD) and rare autoinflammatory diseases (AD)
are a group of chronic and multisystem disorders with onset from the foetal period to
adulthood. IMD is a heterogeneous group of c.a. 700 genetic disorders with a prevalence
of around 1 in 800 live births. AD is a group of disorders characterized by recurrent,
unprovoked inflammation without the typical features of autoimmune diseases (high titer
autoantibodies) and the prevalence ranging from 1/10,000 to <1/1,000,000 live births. The
low prevalence of the diseases and the variety of symptoms and disabilities result in high
healthcare requirements and require multidisciplinary care. A large-scale survey conducted
by EURORDIS in 2017 on 3450 patients with rare diseases in Europe demonstrated that
65% of patients had to frequently visit various health, social and local support services in a
short time, and 51% of them found it hard to manage [1].

In 2020 healthcare coordination became even more challenging. In December 2019,
several cases of pneumonia caused by novel coronavirus were detected in Wuhan, China [2].
By March 2020, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) spread
worldwide, and the World Health Organization (WHO) classified the outbreak as a pan-
demic [3]. The coronavirus disease (COVID-19) placed big pressure on the healthcare
system and has changed the organisation of almost every hospital all over the world. Emer-
gency departments and intensive care units were overwhelmed by COVID-19 patients,
which caused that even patients with acute disorders like stroke [3] or heart attack [4] had
problems getting proper help.

Decreased healthcare availability and fear of SARS-CoV-2 infection caused a series of
new challenges for people with rare metabolic diseases. Reports from organizations of rare
disease patients worldwide [5–14], and rare disease healthcare providers [5,15] showed
the scale of disturbances: from cancelled appointments, postponed i.v. treatments and
hospitalisations to shortage of medical supply and impact on mental health. EURODIS [13]
and MetaBERN [5] studies involved Polish patients and health care providers, but the
general report about the impact of the pandemic on patients with rare metabolic diseases
in Poland is missing.

This study aimed to assess how outpatient clinics and hospitals, which provide care
to patients with rare metabolic diseases, functioned and reorganised during one year of the
COVID-19 pandemic in Poland and how the pandemic impacted rare metabolic disease
patients.

2. Materials and Methods

It is a retrospective observational study coordinated by the Coordinating Team for
Treatment of Ultra Rare Diseases in Poland. The team consists of specialists responsible
for the qualification and monitoring of the treatment of patients with IMD and AD in
Poland. The medical procedures in all patients are performed according to disease-specific
therapeutic protocols. The study was carried out from 02 March to 30 May 2021 and
assessed the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The authors distributed two surveys via email (available as Supplementary Materials)
with 30 questions to all 58 health care providers (HCP) taking care of adults or children
patients with IMD and AD in Poland. The responders were coordinating physicians
responsible for treating the patients (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the study (HCP—health care providers; IMD—inherited metabolic disorders;
AD—autoinflammatory diseases).

The multiple-choice and open-ended questions included three major topics: 1. De-
mographic data on patients, COVID-19 morbidity and its impact on patients health and
follow-up (Survey S1). Additionally, the survey included a more detailed questionnaire
on patients’ whose therapy is reimbursed in Poland and who are hospitalised regularly
(weekly or biweekly) according to a disease-specific therapeutic protocol: Gaucher disease
(GD) type I and III, mucopolysaccharidosis (MPS) type I and II, Fabry disease, Pompe
disease, tyrosinemia type I, IMDs requiring L-carnitine supplementation, hyperhomocys-
teinemia, and congenital autoinflammatory syndromes. 2. Organisational changes in health
care units, including the implementation of telemedicine (Survey S1). 3. The impact of the
pandemic on the diagnosis of new cases / routine admissions to a hospital (Survey S2).

The study protocol was approved by the Jagiellonian University Bioethical Committee
and was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained
from all individual participants included in the study.

IBM SPSS (Statistic for Windows, Version 25.0. IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA). was
used for the data analysis.

3. Results

3.1. General Information

The response rate of the first survey was 55.2%. The data were collected from 32
HCP, including six strictly paediatric units, 21 centres providing healthcare only for adult
patients, and five that follow both paediatric and adult patients. The majority of the clinics
followed up 1–4 patients, and only four centres treated more than 50 patients (Table 1).
Among all patients, 32.5% were adults, while 67.5% were pediatric patients.

In centers treating both children and adults, the percentage of pediatric patients varied
from 69% to 91%. In total, all responders provided treatment to 1726 patients with rare
inherited metabolic disorders and rare autoinflammatory diseases (Table 1). The patients
received dedicated therapy: enzyme replacement therapy (ERT), substrate-reducing ther-
apy, L-carnitine, anhydrous betaine, nitidinone, or anakinra. The cohort assessed in this
study (whose therapy is reimbursed in Poland) included GD type I (40 patients), GD type
III (12 patients), MPS I (3 patients), MPS II (18 patients), MPS IV (2 patients), Fabry disease
(14 patients), Pompe disease (9 patients), tyrosinemia type I (17 patients), hyperhomo-
cysteinemia (25 patients), diseases requiring L-carnitine supplementation (185 patients)
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and autoinflammatory diseases (30 patients). Sixty-nine percent of the cohort mentioned
above were included in therapeutic programs treatment over some time from March 2020
to May 2021.

Table 1. Patients and healthcare units.

No of Patients

Total On Treatment SARS-COV-2 (+)

Pediatric 1101 137 19

Adult 625 109 25

Group of IMD patients followed at the centre

No of healthcare units

Only pediatric 6

Only adult 21

Both 5

Number of treated patients in the centre

No of healthcare units

1 12

2 to 4 11

5 to 50 5

50 and more 4

The response rate of the second survey was 34.4%. Only 20 HCP answered the
questions about the pandemic impact on the diagnosis of new cases of IMD/AD. IMD,
inherited metabolic disorders; AD, autoinflammatory diseases.

3.2. Health Care Units’ Functioning during the Pandemic

Despite many restrictions and limitations during the COVID-19 pandemic, the major-
ity of HCP (65%) reported that they could continue routine ambulatory visits of patients.
Moreover, the continuity of visits was maintained in 7/9 units converted into temporary
hospitals dedicated for SARS-COV-2 patients. The causes of postponement or cancellation
of appointments in 12/32 cases are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The causes of absence on appointments (HCP—health care providers).
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For regular ambulatory visits, 56% (18/32) of HCP implemented remote visits as an
alternative, and patients decided to use this form of consultation in 12/19 centres. Five
HCP, which follow 1–4 patients each, did not introduce remote visits. The option of a
remote visit was introduced in 50% (3/6) paediatric centers, 100% (5/5) units that treat both
children and adults, and 52.4% (11/21) centres that follow adults only. The reasons why
patients chose remote visits instead of face-to-face appointments are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Causes of choosing telemedicine instead of “face-to-face” appointment (HCP—health care
providers).

In 43.8% (14/32) of HCP, ERT administration was delayed for several reasons (Figure 4).
The median time of delay was 17.5 days (7–56 days). In one hospital out of nine, which was
converted into COVID-19 unit, there was a treatment delay caused by the cancellation of
the visit by hospital authorities (21 days of delay). In another COVID-19 unit, disruptions
were caused by fear of COVID-19 and patients’ infection (maximum delay in this unit
was 30 days). Other COVID-19 units (78%, 7/9) reported no treatment delay. Importantly,
none of the healthcare units reported discontinuation of therapy during the COVID-19
pandemic.

Figure 4. Causes of ERT delay (HCP—health care providers).
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Two clinics reported that they succeeded in switching intravenous to oral therapy in
two patients with GD. Also, two hospitals started home delivery of oral drugs for the first
time in Poland.

3.3. Pandemic Impact on the Diagnosis of New Cases/Routine Admissions to Hospital

Only one hospital (1/20) reported that they experienced a delay in diagnosing new
cases of rare diseases due to the pandemic. In the above case, the fear of infection resulted
in postponing the planned hospitalisations. In the rest units (19/20), the number of new
patients recently diagnosed or transferred from other hospitals was comparable with the
time before the pandemic. This number includes all four hospitals with more than 50 rare
disease patients. In 10% of healthcare units, fear of COVID-19 infection and patients’ SARS-
COV-2 infection resulted in the delay in qualifying patients for the treatment protocol.

Worsening of main disease symptoms, not related to SARS-COV-2 infection, was de-
scribed in two cases of cystinosis. One patient experienced progression of ocular symptoms
because of the postponement of a visit to the ophthalmology outpatient clinic. Another
patient had eye complications, and kidney transplantation was delayed in this case.

3.4. Patients and SARS-COV-2 Infection

By the end of May 2021, 2.5% of all reported IMD and AD patients suffered from
SARS-COV-2 infection confirmed by PCR test, including 25 adults and 19 children (Table 2).
In 9 pediatric patients, data about the diagnosis of the main metabolic disease and on
the course of infection are not complete. Therefore, these patients are excluded in further
analysis.

Most patients reported fever (62.5%), rhinitis (59%), and general fatigue (56%) as the
main symptoms. Four adult patients reported dyspnoea. In two cases it was associated
with saturation decrease - one adult patient with Niemann Pick type C (NPC) required
hospitalisation in the intensive care unit. Despite ventilator therapy, the patient died due to
respiratory failure caused by massive bilateral pneumonia in the course of COVID-19. Ad-
ditionally, one paediatric patient with very long-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency
(VLADD) was hospitalised because of dehydration and metabolic decompensation during
SARS-COV-2 infection. Two adult patients needed to be admitted to the hospital due to
a thromboembolic event: massive deep vein thrombosis of lower limbs (a woman with
Gaucher disease type 1) or ischaemic stroke (a man with Fabry disease type 1) (Table 2).
The majority of reported COVID19 (+) patients (20 cases; 60%) received IMD/AD treatment.
During SARS-COV-2 infection, nine of them did not have any delay in drug administration,
whereas the other 11had the treatment postponed from 7 up to 56 days (median: 17.5 days).
Only one hospital reported worsening of the symptoms of the primary metabolic disease
due to SARS-COV-2 infection. These were two cases of patients with NPC and one NPB
disease. The first patient presented with psychomotor agitation during and after the infec-
tion. Two other patients, after a relatively mild course of COVID-19, revealed deterioration
of motor abilities (less stable gait, slower speech, noticeably reduced concentration) in the
absence of new MRI changes in the CNS.
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Table 2. Characteristic of patients with COVID-19 infection.

Diagnosis No of Adults
No of

Children

Severity of
COVID-19
Symptoms

No of
Hospitalised

Patients
Cause of Hospitalisation

MPS II 0 6 mild-6/6 0 n/a

MPS IV 1 0 moderate
(dyspnea) 1/1 0 n/a

Gaucher disease
t. I 4 0

mild-3/4,
moderate 1/4

(dyspnea)
1

massive deep vein
thrombosis (after

SARS-COV-2 infection)

Gaucher disease
t. III 0 1 mild 1/1 0 n/a

Fabry disease 3 2 mild 5/5 1 (adult) ischemic stroke during
SARS-COV-2 infection

Pompe disease 2 0 mild 2/2 0 n/a

NPC 4 0 mild 3/4death 1/4 1

respiratory failure caused by
massive bilateral

pneumonia in the course of
COVID-19

NPB 1 0 mild 1/1 0 n/a

Cystinosis 1 0 mild 1/1 0 n/a

VLCADD 0 1 moderate 1/1 1 dehydration and metabolic
decompensation

Methylmalonic
acidemia 1 0

moderate 1/1
(dyspnea,
saturation
decrease)

0 n/a

FCAS 3 0 mild 3/3 0 n/a

CAPS 3 0 mild 3/3 0 n/a

Schnitzler
syndrome 2 0 mild 2/2 0 n/a

(MPS—mucopolysaccharidosis, NPC—Niemann Pick disease type C, NPB—Niemann Pick disease type B, VLCADD—Very long-chain
acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency, FCAS—Familial cold urticaria, CAPS—Cryopyrin associated periodic syndrome).

4. Discussion

Patients with rare diseases are a vulnerable group whose everyday functioning and
access to healthcare drastically changed during the COVID-19 pandemic. For individuals
receiving treatment in hospitals, every one or two weeks, the beginning of lockdown and
the rising number of SARS-COV-2 patients caused the fear that their regular treatment
would not be continued [16]. According to our data, in almost half of healthcare units
(43.7%) that follow IMD and AD, the regular iv. infusions were disrupted. Those data
are in line with the Italian study [8] concerning the same profile of patients (lysosomal
storage disorders): 49% of patients (out of 102) ERT in hospitals experienced treatment
disturbances. In another multicenter study regarding the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on the diagnosis and management of IMD from a global perspective, the percentage of
change of the total number of patients who received specialised treatment (particularly ERT)
was 40% [17]. Moreover, a large study conducted by EURORDIS on rare disease patients
in Europe revealed that a similar proportion of individuals (49.8% from 6945 patients)
were unable to receive therapies such as infusions or chemotherapies [14]. Although the
percentage of therapy disruptions was similar, their causes were surprisingly different.
In this study, the main reason for treatment delay was a SARS-COV-2 infection, patient
quarantine, or cancellation of the appointment by the hospital. Interestingly, fear of COVID-
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19 infection as a reason for treatment delay was reported only in one hospital (1/32), which
was converted into a strictly COVID-19 unit. The rest of the hospitals dedicated to patients
with SARS-COV-2 (8/9) did not report treatment delay for that reason, and in all but
one, they managed to create separate spaces for rare disease patients to maintain planned
infusions without any delay. In similar questionnaires from other countries from the first
months of 2020, fear of COVID-19 infection is listed as one of the main causes of therapy
disruptions [8,13,18]. These differences may result from the fact that the first wave of the
pandemic in Poland was relatively mild compared to other European countries. Therefore,
hospitals had sufficient capacity to organise the administration of drugs so that patients
felt safe and got used to the new situation until the next waves.

Many healthcare units outside Poland provided home therapy for people on iv. treat-
ments [5,8,15]. This solution was an excellent way to reduce the risk of treatment discontin-
uation during a pandemic [8]. Therefore, many HCP encouraged their patients to switch
to that form of therapy [5,15]. In Poland, intravenous home therapy is not allowed in the
case of rare metabolic diseases, even in the pandemic period. Only two hospitals reported
that they started home delivery of oral drugs (tablets) after March 2020. A recent survey
performed by the Polish Fabry Disease Collaboration Group [16] showed that 80% of
patients with Fabry disease would prefer home infusions of ERT rather than in the hospital,
and the majority would not change their preferences after the pandemic. Another way to
make therapy more accessible during the pandemic is switching i.v. treatment into oral one
as soon as this type of therapy is available, and the patient’s clinical condition allows such
a change. Such a possibility exists in the case of Gaucher and Fabry disease, where ERT
therapy can be converted to a more convenient, oral substrate reduction/chaperone therapy.
By May 2021, such a change in therapy was made in two adult patients with Gaucher
disease in two independent hospitals. In both cases, it was done at the patient’s request.

The number of healthcare units that reported disturbances in regular outpatient visits
is lower than the number of hospitalisation disruptions (11 vs. 14). It is surprising when
considering the fact that therapeutic programmes in Poland have strict organisational
and administrative rules, and missed doses may have a serious health impact. On the
other hand, patients might experience greater discomfort during hospitalisation than dur-
ing a visit to the outpatient departments. In the MetaBERN study [5], 54,8% of health
care providers of inherited rare metabolic diseases claimed to have a 75–100% of miss-
ing/postponed visits. However, there is a visible disproportion between health care units
and patients’ responses. In the same MetaBERN study, patient organisations responded
that nearly 90% of the visits were postponed. In other similar surveys, the percentage of
disrupted appointments based on answers of rare disease patients varied from 53% [11] ,
through 67% [14] ,71% [9,19] up to 79% [12]. A probable reason for this disproportion is that
healthcare providers answered only on behalf of their units, and patients visit disturbances
might take place e.g. in GP/other specialist ambulatories. Considering the reasons for
appointment disturbances, the most common were: patients SARS-COV-2 infection or
quarantine (50%, 36%), cancellation of appointment by health care providers (29%), and
fear of COVID-19 (21%). Unlike in other countries [14], fear of COVID-19 was not a crucial
factor that caused patients to miss their appointments in Poland, and the survey results
about remote visits confirm the results above. Only in 33% (6/18) of the centers allowing for
remote visits, the patients chose this form because of fear of COVID-19 infection. Generally,
access to telemedicine was provided by 56% of all responding physicians. It is less than
in other countries, where the percentage of centres with telehealth options was 90% [5],
and about 70% of patients experienced this form of consultations [6,9]. Both healthcare
providers and patients claim telemedicine is a useful strategy and should continue in
certain cases (e.g. electronic prescriptions) after the pandemic [6,9,13,16].

Patients with IMD, who often suffer from multiorgan dysfunctions, may be at risk
of acute or chronic metabolic decompensation, and an infection may trigger even life-
threatening episodes. At the beginning of the pandemic, rare disease experts were con-
cerned about the impact of SARS-COV-2 infection on those patients [5]. In this survey, all
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healthcare providers reported 42 cases of COVID-19 infections of their patients. The coron-
avirus morbidity in investigated population is much lower than in the general population
of Poland in the period from March 2020 to May 2021 (24.7/1000 vs. 76.25/1000) [20]. Those
numbers might be underestimated because, in some cases, patients might have limited
access to SARS-COV-2 diagnostic tests, even when they developed typical coronavirus
symptoms. Moreover, paediatric patients are the majority of the described population, and
testing in this age group was uncommon. Additionally, patients who are not receiving
i.v./s.c. treatment in hospitals might not always contact their treatment centre in case
of infection.

Almost all patients with infection reported mild, typical COVID-19 symptoms [21]. Those
observations are in line with reports from other health care units worldwide [5,9,22–25]. Only
in three cases, the worsening of primary disease symptoms was observed (two patients
with NPC and one NPB: psychomotor agitation or deterioration of motor abilities), despite
the continuation of symptomatic treatment during infection.

Coagulation abnormalities leading to thromboembolic complications are observed
widely in patients with coronavirus infection [26,27]. One patient with Fabry disease
was admitted to the hospital because of ischemic stroke symptoms, and routine tests re-
vealed that he had a SARS-COV-2 infection. People with Fabry disease have a greater risk
of developing an ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke [28] due to complex pathophysiology
mechanisms leading to endothelial dysfunction and the development of chronic inflam-
mation [29]. Therefore, the association between SARS-COV-2 and stroke is uncertain in
this case. Another hospitalised patient was a woman with Gaucher disease type I, who
developed massive deep vein thrombosis, probably related to coronavirus infection.

One patient with NPC revealed rapid respiratory failure caused by massive bilateral
pneumonia in the course of COVID-19 and died. The observed worsening of primary
disease symptoms and the severe course of coronavirus infection in patients with NPC
opposes the hypothesis, claiming that inhibiting NPC1 enables a multistep blockade of
viral entry and might be the treatment target for SARS-COV-2 [30,31]. That is a preliminary
observation and requires further investigation. Nevertheless, our report draws attention to
the group of adult NPC patients as those whose symptoms may worsen in SARS-COV-2
infection.

Interestingly, a large representation of adult patients with AD suffered from COVID-19
(8/30)—all of them with a mild course of the disease. This observation conforms to other
studies, suggesting that the anti-inflammatory treatment may ameliorate the symptoms of
COVID-19 infection [32,33].

Restrictions during the pandemic had an impact on already diagnosed patients and
on diagnosing new ones. In Italy, the number of newly diagnosed patients with rare
diseases in the first four months of 2020 was significantly lower than in 2019 and 2018 [15].
Similarly, a significant reduction (76%) of a number of established new IMD diagnoses
was reported globally [17]. According to the records from the surveys, in Poland, only
one hospital experienced a delay in diagnosing and two reported disturbances in starting
i.v. therapy. All four hospitals that follow more than 50 patients reported that the process
of diagnosis and qualification for therapy in 2020 was similar to 2019, and the number
of diagnosed patients in both years was comparable. However, only 20/32 health care
providers answered questions related to that topic. Moreover, 11/20 of those healthcare
units followed only one patient and did not perform diagnosis or treatment qualification for
years. Therefore, coronavirus pandemic’s real impact in Poland on undiagnosed patients
with IMD and AD remains unclear.

The study has several limitations. The survey focuses on physicians’ points of view,
highlighting the organisational aspect and general statistics. A special questionnaire
dedicated to patients and caregivers of patients with inherited rare metabolic diseases
would be crucial. It would help to assess healthcare availability outside main healthcare
providers or causes of absence on appointments and, e.g. mental health problems during
the pandemic or access to information about COVID-19. Secondly, not all hospitals that
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provide healthcare to patients with IMD and AD completed the entire survey. However,
the response rate of 55.2% of the first survey makes the results of this study representative.

To conclude, although most hospitals managed to maintain the regularity of visits
during the pandemic, wider implementation of remote visits and switch to oral therapy or
home infusions would be a good solution to improve patients’ health status.
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Abstract: (1) Background: Niemann–Pick type C disease (NPCD) is an autosomal recessive lysoso-
mal storage disorder caused by mutations in the NPC1 or NPC2 genes. The clinical presentation
is characterized by visceral and neurological involvement. Apart from a small group of patients
presenting a severe perinatal form, all patients develop progressive and fatal neurological disease
with an extremely variable age of onset. Different biomarkers have been identified; however, they
poorly correlate with neurological disease. In this study we assessed the possible role of plasma
NfL as a neurological disease-associated biomarker in NPCD. (2) Methods: Plasma NfL levels were
measured in 75 healthy controls and 26 patients affected by NPCD (24 NPC1 and 2 NPC2; 39 samples).
(3) Results: Plasma NfL levels in healthy controls correlated with age and were significantly lower
in pediatric patients as compared to adult subjects (p = 0.0017). In both pediatric and adult NPCD
patients, the plasma levels of NfL were significantly higher than in age-matched controls (p < 0.0001).
Most importantly, plasma NfL levels in NPCD patients with neurological involvement were signifi-
cantly higher than the levels found in patients free of neurological signs at the time of sampling, both
in the pediatric and the adult group (p = 0.0076; p = 0.0032, respectively). Furthermore, in adults the
NfL levels in non-neurological patients were comparable with those found in age-matched controls.
No correlations between plasma NfL levels and NPCD patient age at sampling or plasma levels of
cholestan 3β-5α-6β-triol were found. (4) Conclusions: These data suggest a promising role of plasma
NfL as a possible neurological disease-associated biomarker in NPCD.

Keywords: Niemann–Pick C; neurofilament light; biomarkers; neurological disease

1. Introduction

Niemann–Pick type C disease (NPCD-MIM 257220; MIM607625) is an autosomal
recessive neurovisceral lysosomal storage disorder due to mutations in the NPC1 (95% of
patients) or NPC2 genes, encoding two proteins involved in the intracellular trafficking of
cholesterol and other lipids. The deficiency of either of them leads to the accumulation of
endocytosed unesterified cholesterol and other lipids within the lysosome/late endosome
compartment [1].

The clinical presentation of the disease is extremely variable and the age at onset
ranges from the perinatal period to adulthood. The disease is typically characterized by
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visceral and neurological signs and symptoms that follow an independent clinical course.
When visceral involvement is present, it is characterized by hepatosplenomegaly that
precedes the onset of neurological signs. Apart from a small group of patients presenting a
severe perinatal form leading to death due to liver or respiratory failure within the first
months of age, and a few mildly affected adult cases, all patients develop progressive and
fatal neurological disease [2–4]. Indeed, NPCD has been classically classified on the basis of
age at onset of neurological symptoms, irrespective of the age of first visceral symptoms [1].

Miglustat, a glucosylceramide synthase inhibitor, is the only therapeutic option
approved for the treatment of neurological symptoms of NPCD. However, other ap-
proaches such us the use of arimoclomol (a co-inducer of the heat shock response) and
2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HP-β-CD) are currently under clinical investigation [5].
In addition, a recent study supports the efficacy and safety of Tanganil (N-acetyl-L-Leucine)
for the symptomatic treatment of NPCD [6].

To date, several molecules have been proposed and validated as biomarkers of NPCD
to support the diagnosis and follow up of affected patients [7–19]. Among them, the
plasma levels of cholestan-3β,5α,6β-triol (3β,5α,6β-triol) and 7-ketocholesterol (7-KC) are
the most widely used in clinical settings [13–19]. However, a relatively weak correlation
with severity or age at onset of neurological involvement has been found [13,20]. Therefore,
new biomarkers that better correlate with neurological involvement, which represents the
most devastating aspect of the disease, are needed.

Neurofilaments are major structural elements of neurons. They are composed of four
subunits: a triplet of NF light (NfL), NF medium (NfM) and NF heavy (NfH) chains, and
either α-internexin or peripherin in the central and peripheral nervous systems, respec-
tively [21]. Nfs can be detected in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSL) as surrogate markers of
axonal injury, degeneration, and loss [22]. As such, increased levels of NfL, the most abun-
dant subunit, have been reported in the CSF of patients affected by several neurological
diseases [23–28].

Although NfL has not been systematically studied in NPCD patients, elevated levels
in CSF have been described in two case report studies [29,30].

Recently, highly sensitive assays have been developed for the detection of NfL in
blood. Most importantly, a strong correlation between serum and CSF NfL levels has been
demonstrated in several disorders [24,31–38].

Based on this evidence, plasma levels of NfL have already been investigated and
found to be elevated in patients affected by two neurodegenerative lysosomal disorders:
mucopolysaccharidosis II and neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis type 2 [39,40].

Given the reports of elevated NfL levels in CSF or plasma in genetic, inflammatory,
and other neurodegenerative diseases [23–40], NfL in body fluids appears to be a general,
not disease-specific, but sensitive marker of neurodegeneration due to the loss of neurons
and axons. This has led to the present study on the possible role of NfL in plasma as a
biomarker for the neurological disease associated with NPCD.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Patients

Plasma samples from patients affected by NPCD were obtained during the diagnos-
tic work-up at the Regional Coordinator Centre for Rare Diseases. Patient phenotype
classification was based on the age at onset of neurological symptoms as follows: severe
infantile (SI, age at onset <2 years), late infantile (LI, age at onset 2–6 years), juvenile (J,
age at onset 6–15 years), and adult (A, age at onset >15 years) [41]. Patients who died
during the first 6 month of life due to liver or respiratory insufficiency without signs of
neurological involvement were classified as having the early infantile systemic lethal form
(EISL). Asymptomatic patients and patients who did not present clinical or imaging signs
of neurological involvement at last follow-up were considered non-classifiable (NC).

Control samples were obtained from 75 healthy age-matched subjects. Adult samples
were obtained from healthy blood donors, while pediatric samples were recovered from
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material used for routine investigations, without further sampling, of children with normal
neurological and liver function. The study was conducted in accordance with the ethical
standards of 1964 Helsinki Declaration and its later amendments and written informed
consent was obtained from all subjects or care/guardians on behalf of the minors.

NPCD diagnosis was established by NPC1 and NPC2 genotyping. Biochemical confir-
mation by the analysis of intracellular cholesterol accumulation by filipin staining was done
in all patients presenting at least 1 allele carrying a variant of unknown significance (VUS)
and whenever available in cases with pathogenetic variants of both alleles [42] (Table S1).
Patients presenting at least 1 VUS and a variant biochemical phenotype presented high lev-
els of NPCD biomarkers: oxysterols and/or N-palmitoyl-O-phosphocholineserine (PPCS).
Genotype was confirmed in relatives whenever possible.

2.2. Neurofilament Light (NfL)

Plasma NfL was assessed using a microfluidic Simple PlexTM NfL Assay (Protein-
Simple, San José, CA, USA) on an EllaTM instrument according to the manufacturers’
instructions. The instrument was calibrated using the in-cartridge factory standard curve.
All samples were measured after a single thaw, with a 1:2 dilution.

2.3. Plasma Cholestane-3β,5α,6β-triol Concentration

The concentration of cholestane-3β,5α,6β-triol was determined as previously de-
scribed [16]. Briefly, internal standard/protein precipitation solution (250 μL) was added to
50 μL of samples. After centrifugation, the supernatant was dried under a stream of nitro-
gen and then derivatized with N,N-dimethyilglycine (DMG) in the presence of both 1-ethyl-
3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)cabodiimide (ECD) and 4-(N,N-dimethylaminopyrididine)
(DMAP). After quenching the reaction with 20 μL of methanol, tubes were dried with ni-
trogen stream and reconstituted with 200 μL of methanol–water (4:1). Sample analysis was
performed by HPLC-MS/MS using a Prominence UFLCXR system (Shimadzu Scientific
Instruments, Columbia, MD, USA) and a 4000 Qtrap MASS SPECTROMETER (ABSciex,
Framingham, MA, USA).

2.4. Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to describe the patients’ demographic and clinical
characteristics at the time of sampling.

The nonparametric Mann–Whitney test was used to assess the significance of plasma
NfL differences between groups. Relationships between plasma NfL and oxysterols or age
were evaluated by Pearson’s correlation test. Analysis was performed using the GraphPad
Prism v8 (GraphPad Soft-ware, San Diego, CA, USA).

3. Results

Plasma NfL levels were measured in 75 healthy controls and 26 patients affected
by NPCD (24 NPC1 and 2 NPC2). Patients were classified according to the age at onset
of neurological symptoms as previously described [1]. Serial samples obtained during
regular follow-up visits were available for 8/26 NPCD patients. In total, 39 NPCD samples
were analyzed. Details on the clinical phenotype, age at NfL assessment, and neurological
involvement at the time of NfL assessment are summarized in Table 1 and Table S1. In
total, 3 patients died during follow up: 2 of them, affected by the EISL phenotype (NP1 and
NP2; Table S1), died from respiratory insufficiency and liver failure, respectively, before
6 months of age; and 1, affected by the EI clinical form, died from neurological disease at
the age of 3 years (NP4; Table S1).

As already reported [43], plasma NfL levels in healthy controls correlated with age
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.4313; p = 0.0097) and were significantly lower in the
pediatric population (<18 years of age; n = 39; median: 7.94 pg/mL; IQR: 6.4–9.8 pg/mL)
than in adults (≥18 years; n = 36; median: 11.2 pg/mL; IQR: 8.3–15.3 pg/mL) p = 0.0017.
Therefore, to compare the NfL levels found in NPCD patients vs. healthy controls, samples
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were divided in 2 groups according to the age at the time of NfL assessment: <18 years of
age and ≥18 years of age. As shown in Table 2 and Figure 1, in both pediatric and adult
NPCD patients the plasma levels of NfL were significantly higher when compared with
age-matched controls (p < 0.0001).

Table 1. Characteristics of the studied cohort.

Pediatric NPCD Patients (n = 12) Adult NPCD Patients (n = 14)

Gender

Male 6 5
Female 6 9

Clinical phenotype
EISL 2 * 0

EI 2 (1+) 0
LI 4 0
J 2 4
A 0 6

NC 2 4
Number of analyzed samples

15 24
Age at sampling (years)

Mean 4.8 29.4
Range 0.08–13.08 21.58–53.08

Presence of Neurological involvement at sampling
6 14

EISL: early infantile severe lethal; EI: early infantile; LI: late infantile; J: juvenile; A: adult; NC: nonclassified
because of lack of neurological involvement at last follow-up [41] Two J patients were twins and 2 adults were
siblings, as were 2 J, 1 A, and 2 NC patients. * deceased due to liver failure and respiratory insufficiency,
respectively. + deceased at 3 years of age due to neurological disease.

Table 2. Plasma levels of NfL (pg/mL).

Pediatric Adults

Healthy Controls
(n = 39)

NPCD
(n = 15)

Healthy Controls
(n = 36)

NPCD
(n = 24)

Median 7.94 28.97 **** 11.2 25.6 ****
IQ range 6.38–9.75 15.83–70.21 8.265–15.26 15.9–34.75

Range 4.56–21.2 8.82–581.4 4.01–33.97 7.59–62.5
**** p < 0.0001.

Figure 1. NfL concentrations in plasma of NPCD patients. (A) Pediatric NPCD patients vs. healthy
controls. (B) Adult NPCD patients vs. healthy controls. **** p < 0.0001.
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However, since 10/24 adult and 9/15 pediatric samples were obtained from NPCD
patients free of neurological signs and symptoms at the time of sampling (Table S1), we
divided both groups according to the presence or absence of neurological involvement
and compared their NfL levels. As shown in Figure 2, NfL levels in NPCD patients
with neurological involvement were significantly higher than the levels found in non-
neurological patients, both in the pediatric and the adult group (p = 0.0076; p = 0.0032,
respectively). Furthermore, in adults the NfL levels found in non-neurological patients
were comparable with those found in age matched healthy subjects. Among pediatric
NPCD patients, only two non-neurological patients displayed NfL values that overlap
with those found in neurological patients (Figure 2). It is worth noting that these two
patients were affected by the EISL clinical form, an extremely severe phenotype rapidly
leading to death due to liver failure and respiratory insufficiency, before the development
of neurological disease.

Figure 2. NfL concentration in plasma from neurological and non-neurological NPCD patients.
(A) Pediatric patients. Arrows indicate NPCD patients affected by the EISL phenotype. (B) Adult
patients. **** p < 0.0001; ** p < 0.01; NS: non-significant.

Since a possible bias in the presented results might have been introduced due to
the inclusion of NfL values obtained in serial samples of the same patient in the NPCD
group, we performed the analysis considering only one sample per patient (obtained
during the first visit). As shown in Table 3, also excluding serial samples from the analysis,
both pediatric and adult NPCD patients displayed significant increased levels of NfL
when compared with age-matched controls, and patients with neurological involvement
presented significantly higher levels of plasma NfL than non-neurological patients.

In two neurological patients (NP8 and NP21; Table S1), plasma NfL was assessed
just after starting treatment with miglustat, while in other two neurological adult patients,
plasma NfL were measured before and after starting miglustat therapy (NP18; NP18sib).
In these last patients, plasma NfL levels remained stable or slightly decreased (Table S1).

In contrast to healthy controls, no correlation between plasma NfL levels and age
at sampling was found in NPCD patients (Pearson’s correlation coefficient = −0.2658;
p = 0.102) (Figure 3A).
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Table 3. Plasma levels of NfL (pg/mL).

Pediatric Adults

Healthy
Controls
(n = 39)

NPCD
(n = 12)

NPCD
Neuro
(n = 4)

NPCD
Non Neuro

(n = 7)

Healthy
Controls
(n = 36)

NPCD
(n = 14)

NPCD
Neuro
(n = 9)

NPCD
Non Neuro

(n = 5)

Median 7.94 33.07 **** 65.75 19.26 * 11.20 27.02 *** 33.10 16.07 *
IQ range 6.38–9.75 15.78–67.98 47.35–453.60 14.12–38.24 8.20–15.47 14.91–36.18 27.02–39.63 9.51–19.43

Range 4.56–21.20 8.82–581.40 42.70–581.40 8.82–73.50 4.01–33.97 7.59–62.50 11.12–62.50 7.59–21.15

**** p < 0.0001; *** p < 0.001 NPCD patients vs. healthy age matched controls. * p < 0.05 NPCD neurological vs. non-neurological patients.

Figure 3. Association of NfL concentrations in the plasma of NPCD patients with age (A) and
3β,5α,6β-triol (B). Correlations were assessed by Pearson’s linear regression correlation test.

Plasma levels of cholestan 3β-5α-6β-triol were measured in samples taken during
the first visit in 25 out of 26 patients, and no correlation between plasma levels of this
oxysterol and those of NfL was found (Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.03; p = 0.8849)
(Figure 3B).

4. Discussion

NPCD is a rare neurovisceral lysosomal storage disorder characterized by a wide
spectrum of clinical phenotypes. However, almost all patients ultimately develop pro-
gressive and fatal neurological disease, even if the age at onset of neurological symptoms
is extremely variable, ranging from early infancy to adulthood. To date, miglustat is the
only approved treatment for the neurological manifestations of the disease in adult and
pediatric NPCD patients. Although miglustat does not prevent the development of neuro-
logical symptoms [44], experience with hundreds of treated patients over the last decade
demonstrates its effectiveness in reducing the rate of disease progression and stabilizing
the neurological disease [45–47]. However, treatment should be started as soon as the
first neurological signs become evident [4,46]. This evidence highlights the crucial role of
neurological disease-associated biomarkers to monitor disease progression and optimize
care in NPCD patients.

Several studies have reported an association between CSF levels of NfL and neuronal
death and axonal degeneration in various neurodegenerative diseases. Although extremely
useful, the downside of the CSF biomarkers is the requirement of invasive sampling. Re-
cently, the development of highly sensitive immunometric methods able to reliable detect
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low levels of proteins in plasma has opened new opportunities in the field of neurodegen-
erative disease-associated biomarkers. Indeed, the use of plasma NfL and GFAP levels
in patients at different landmarks of multiple sclerosis (NeurofilMS) is currently being
studied in a clinical trial [48].

In this work we explored the role of plasma NfL as a possible biomarker in NPCD.
We showed that plasma levels of NfL are significantly increased in patients affected

by NPCD compared with age-matched healthy controls. Furthermore, plasma NfL are
significantly higher in NPCD patients presenting neurological disease compared with
patients free of neurological involvement. Although these results should be confirmed in
larger cohorts, the presented data strongly suggest that plasma levels of NfL might be a
potential biomarker of neurological disease in NPCD. This hypothesis is supported by the
observation that all NPCD patients, who were either asymptomatic or presented visceral
involvement without neurological disease, showed levels of plasma NfL comparable with
those found in age-matched controls. Conversely, levels of 3β,5α,6β-triol, a widely used
biomarker of NPCD, were increased (above the cut off value) in most of them (75%).
Furthermore, no correlation between plasma NfL and 3β,5α,6β-triol was found. These data
confirmed a poor correlation between oxysterols levels and neurological disease in NPCD.

It is interesting to look at the results obtained in the two patients affected by the
EISL phenotype. These patients presented the highest values of 3β,5α,6β-triol, reflecting
the extremely severe visceral disease that led to death within the first year of life. It has
been extensively documented that apart from patients affected by this clinical phenotype
and exceptional adult cases, all NPCD patients ultimately develop progressive and fatal
neurological disease. Therefore, it is possible to hypothesize that even though neurological
symptoms are subtle in patients affected by the EISL phenotype, they died from liver
failure or respiratory insufficiency before neurological involvement become evident and if
they had survived, they probably would have developed severe neurological disease [49].
Indeed, the two patients affected by the EISL phenotype were the only pediatric non-
neurological patients displaying levels of plasma NfL that overlapped with those found in
neurological patients. However, it is important to acknowledge that EISL patients were 1
and 2 months old, respectively, at the time of NfL assessment, while the pediatric healthy
controls were older than 1 year. Therefore, a different behavior due to age could not be
ruled out in these patients and further studies should be done to clarify the role of NfL in
this particular clinical phenotype.

It should be noted that the highest levels of plasma NfL (581.4 pg/mL) were found
in the most severely affected neurological patient in the studied cohort (NP4; Table S1)
who presented the EI phenotype and died at 3 years of age, while the lowest value (7.59
pg/mL) was observed in an adult patient diagnosed at 36 years due to mild splenomegaly
(NP25; Table S1). Furthermore, two patients developed neurological disease during follow-
up and their NfL levels increased 2- and 4-fold, respectively. Although the number of
patients is too low to draw definitive conclusion, these data further support the possible
association between NfL levels and neurological disease. It would be interesting to follow
the development of plasma NfL levels during the further natural course of the NPCD in
single patients over months or even years.

It is important to point out the low specificity of plasma NfL levels, which make them
unsuitable for NPCD diagnosis, in contrast to their possible high sensitivity and valuable
use for assessing and monitoring the neurological course once the diagnosis is definitively
established by means of biochemical or molecular methods.

In two patients, samples before and after miglustat treatment were assessed. Both
neurological disease and NfL remained stable in one of them while in the other a slightly
decrease in NfL levels and an amelioration of symptoms were observed. However, the pos-
sible utility of this marker in monitoring the response to therapy remains to be addressed.
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5. Conclusions

In conclusion, this study shows that plasma levels of NfL are increased in NPCD
patients and correlate with the presence of neurological disease, suggesting a possible role
of this molecule as a neurological disease biomarker in NPCD. Based on these promising
results, studies aimed at evaluating the levels of NfL during long-term follow-up and in
response to treatment in larger cohorts should be undertaken.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2077-038
3/10/20/4796/s1, Table S1: Plasma NfL in individual NPCD patients.
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Abstract: Fabry disease (FD) is a lysosomal storage disorder characterised by a deficiency in the
enzyme α-galactosidase A resulting in sphingolipid deposition which causes progressive cardiac,
renal, and cerebral manifestations. The case illustrates a patient with FD who died suddenly, and
medical examination demonstrated myocardial scarring and prior infarction. Angina is a frequent
symptom in FD. Our own data are consistent with registry data indicating a high prevalence of risk
factors for coronary artery disease (CAD) in FD that may accelerate conventional atherosclerosis.
Patients with FD also have a higher high-density lipoprotein (HDL)/total cholesterol (T-Chol) ratio
which may further accelerate atherosclerosis through expression of early atherosclerotic markers.
Patients with FD may develop CAD both via classical atherosclerosis and through formation of
thickened fibrocellular intima containing fibroblasts with storage of sphingolipids. Both mechanisms
occurring together may accelerate coronary stenosis, as well as alter myocardial blood flow. Our data
supports limited data that, although coronary flow may be reduced, the prevalence of epicardial
coronary stenosis is low in FD. Microvascular dysfunction and arterial wall stress from sphingolipid
deposition may form reactive oxygen species (ROS) and myeloperoxidase (MPO), key atherosclerotic
mediators. Reduced myocardial blood flow in FD has also been demonstrated using numerous
imaging modalities suggesting perfusion mismatch. This review describes the above mechanisms
in detail, highlighting the importance of modifying cardiovascular risk factors in FD patients who
likely develop accelerated atherosclerosis compared to the general population.

Keywords: Fabry; atherosclerosis; ischaemia; perfusion; angina

1. Case

A 69-year-old male was seen with a history of chest pain and palpitations. He had a
background of Fabry disease (FD) with typical cardiomyopathy phenotype, hypertension,
and hypercholesterolaemia. FD was diagnosed in 2012. The patient was hemizygous for the
N215S variant mutation. He was first referred to the hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM)
clinic with symptoms of angina after a transthoracic echocardiogram (TTE) identified left
ventricular hypertrophy (LVH). DNA testing for sarcomeric HCM was negative but alpha
galactosidase—A levels were 0.45 μmol/L/hour (normal range 3–20 μmol/L/hour), and
Sanger gene testing then confirmed homozygosity for the N215S variant mutation. As
well as symptoms of angina, the patient also had pain and paraesthesia in the upper limbs,
although nerve conduction studies were normal. In view of his symptoms of angina, he
underwent invasive coronary angiography in 2012. This showed moderate mid left anterior
descending (LAD) disease and significant ostial circumflex disease which was managed
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medically (Figures 1 and 2). His resting 12-lead electrocardiogram showed sinus rhythm
with first degree atrio-ventricular block and right bundle branch block.

 

Figure 1. Transthoracic Echocardiogram (TTE) parasternal long axis view demonstrating left ventric-
ular hypertrophy with thinning of the basal inferolateral wall, associated with impaired ventricular
function that are typical changes in Fabry disease (FD) cardiomyopathy.

 

Figure 2. TTE apical 4-chamber view end-systole demonstrating concentric left ventricular hypertro-
phy (LVH).
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In 2014, the patient underwent a further TTE which detected impaired left ventricu-
lar function with regional wall motion abnormalities and myocardial thinning, with an
apical thrombus. Following gadolinium-based contrast on cardiac magnetic resonance
imaging (CMR), thrombus was confirmed at the apex, with extensive subendocardial late
gadolinium enhancement (LGE). Tissue characterisation with T1 and T2 mapping were
not performed at time of presentation, and early enhancement images were not available
(Figures 3 and 4). Increased wall thickness on CMR was concordant. He had a cerebral mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) scan which demonstrated scattered white matter changes
and 24 h urinary protein confirmed microalbuminuria. The patient was commenced on
enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) in 2012 (agalsidase alpha). This was switched briefly
to oral chaperone therapy (Migalastat) in 2017 but he was recommenced on ERT in view
of side effects (nausea). He was treated with optimal heart failure medications, including
an angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor, beta blocker, and mineralocorticoid
receptor antagonist (MRA). The ventricular thrombus was managed with anticoagulation
in the form of warfarin and aspirin was discontinued.

 

Figure 3. Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) vertical long-axis view demonstrating ex-
tensive apical transmural late gadolinium enhancement in a region with myocardial thinning and
akinesis, consistent with completed myocardial infarction (A).

In September 2016, the patient had an acute admission to hospital with sustained
ventricular tachycardia (VT). In view of this, he underwent repeat invasive coronary angiog-
raphy which was similar to that performed in 2012, with persistent, moderate mid-LAD
disease and significant ostial Cx disease. A decision was made to implant a dual chamber
implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD). In 2018, he was admitted following ICD shocks
for ventricular arrhythmia without evidence of heart failure, ischaemia, or electrolyte dis-
turbance. Despite anti-arrhythmic medication and VT ablation, he continued to have VT,
deteriorated, and subsequently died. Examination of the heart and histological assessment
demonstrated chronic myocardial scarring corresponding to previous healed regional
myocardial infarction that was consistent with the regional wall motion abnormality in a
coronary artery distribution, with myocardial thinning and late enhancement imaging that
had been performed pre-mortem (Figures 5–8). This case illustrates the point that, as Fabry
patients live longer, they are susceptible to acquired heart disease in the same way as the
general population.
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Figure 4. CMR three-chamber view demonstrating extensive apical transmural late gadolinium
enhancement in a region with myocardial thinning and akinesis (A), which could be explained by FD
with cardiomyopathy but most likely consistent with completed myocardial infarction in the LAD
and circumflex territory that was confirmed on histology. In addition, there is an apical thrombus
visible (B). There is also the region of thinning in the basal inferolateral wall with late enhancement
(C), consistent with typical fibrosis seen in FD.

 

Figure 5. Anterior view of embalmed intact heart prior to dissection—there is global massive
cardiomegaly (empty heart weight 950 g). Severed remnants of the ICD wires are visualised around
the base of the heart.
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Figure 6. (A) Cross sectional slice through mid-right main coronary artery demonstrating eccentric atherosclerotic plaque
with localised medial calcification. (B) Corresponding histological section of mid right main coronary artery depicting
fibro-intimal atheromatous thickening and multi-centric fractured mineralisation of tunica media (haematoxylin and eosin
stain; original magnification ×1.25).

 

Figure 7. (A) Short axis mid-septal ventricular slice through the embalmed heart showing very considerable asymmetrical
septum/anterior wall predominant left ventricular hypertrophy (up to 32 mm thick) and right ventricular hypertrophy (up
to 8 mm thick). (B) Close-up view of healed postero-septal sub-endocardial myocardial infarct scar (the blood clot is an
artefact of embalmment; there was no microscopical evidence of more recent acute infarct extension in this region).

Figure 8. (A) Transverse slice through proximal left anterior descending coronary artery illustrating significant luminal
stenosis by eccentric atherosclerotic plaque. (B) Corresponding histological section through left anterior descending coronary
artery showing severe fibrous intimal encroachment into the lumen plus fractured focal calcification (haematoxylin and
eosin stain; original magnification ×1.25).
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2. Introduction

Fabry disease (FD) is an X-linked multisystem lysosomal storage disorder caused
by a deficiency in the enzyme α-galactosidase A [1]. This results in the accumulation of
sphingolipids, including globotriaosylceramide (Gb3), and globotriaosylsphingosine (lyso-
Gb3) [2]. Progressive accumulation ultimately leads to end-organ damage and subsequent
life-threatening renal, cardiac, and cerebrovascular manifestations [3]. Over time, renal
failure has been replaced by cardiovascular disease as the most common cause of morbidity
and mortality in FD, with relative rates differing according to the source of data and defini-
tions of endpoints. The Fabry Outcomes Survey reported 38% deaths due to cardiovascular
disease, compared to 7% attributed to renal disease and 9.5% to cerebrovascular disease [4].
In comparison, the Fabry Registry identified the cause of death to be cardiovascular in
53%, renal in 10.6%, and cerebrovascular in 12% reported cases [5]. Life expectancy in
FD is limited to an average 58 years in males and 75 years in females, although 10-year
follow-up registry data suggest a modifying effect of enzyme replacement therapy (ERT)
on serious organ complications and survival [6,7]. Traditionally, atherosclerotic coronary
CAD has been considered an uncommon occurrence in FD, and symptoms such as chest
pain and shortness of breath are often attributed to microvascular dysfunction, altered
oxygen supply-demand mismatch in left ventricular hypertrophy and reduced arterial
compliance. Figures 5–8 however, show the post-mortem findings of a 69-year old male
diagnosed with FD in 2013 and treated with ERT, which confirmed myocardial infarction as
a result of occlusive thrombus complicating atherosclerotic CAD. The aim of this article is
to review symptoms, risk factors, and evidence behind the relative risks of atherosclerotic
CAD and the disease-specific causes for chest pain, myocardial ischaemia, and death in FD.
As patients live longer, clinicians caring for patients with FD need to take into account sus-
ceptibility to the risk factors and presentations of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality
that are found in the general population.

3. Angina

Sphingolipid accumulation can take place in all cardiac cell types leading to left
ventricular hypertrophy (LVH), arterial stiffness, conduction abnormalities, and valvular
disease [4,8]. Cardiac symptoms are common and include angina, dyspnoea and palpita-
tions. Angina affects between 22–23% patients at a mean age 36–42 years, a frequency that
is similar in both genders but with an onset that is typically earlier in males. Symptoms
are more common in those patients on treatment than those not on treatment, presumably
reflecting more advanced disease and, in particular, greater LVH [9]. Angina is severe
enough in these cases to limit quality of life, with the majority affected having greater than
or equal to Class II limitation using the Canadian Cardiovascular Society (CCS) grading,
which means that the patient develops chest pain on vigorous activity such as walking
quickly up a flight of stairs, walking after eating or on a windy day [10]. Prevalence of
cardiac symptoms increases with age and although more common in those on ERT, appears
to be stable in the majority (26/42; 63%) when on long-term therapy for 10 years or more [9].

Although direct comparisons have not been performed, these data contrast with
the occurrence and severity of angina in the general population. For example, the large
multinational, multicentre Clarify registry included 32,703 patients with chronic coronary
syndrome from 45 countries, of whom 7212 (22.1%) had angina [11]. The mean age of
adults with angina was 64.2 + 10.5 year, with the large majority being male (78%) [11].
In those 7212 patients with angina, 29% had only Class I limitation, with the rest having
Class II or higher symptoms.

In our case, the patient presenting with angina and was found to have coronary artery
disease that was treated medically, at the same time as investigations revealed LVH that
was subsequently confirmed due to FD. In summary, angina seems to occur with a similar
frequency in FD as those with chronic coronary syndromes in the general population but is
more often found in women, impacts on quality of life at an earlier age and with a higher
proportion limited by more disabling symptoms. The diagnostic approach in patient with
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FD and angina should follow conventional methods of assessing patients with chest pain
of suspected cardiac origin with the aim to exclude conventional coronary artery disease as
a cause of symptoms [12]. In our practice, this involves clinical assessment of the nature
of the pain—whether typical, atypical, or non-anginal; consideration of the likelihood of
coronary artery disease taking into account risk factor profile; and a preference for use
of non-invasive CT coronary angiography with calcium scoring, given the limitations of
ischaemia testing in FD [13].

4. Conventional Risk Factors

The likelihood of conventional atherosclerosis increases with age, particularly in
men [14]. The large majority of major adverse coronary artery events in the general pop-
ulation are explained by the presence of conventional risk for atherosclerosis—beyond
increasing age—including hypertension, hypercholesterolaemia, smoking, diabetes, renal
impairment, and obesity [15]. Registry data in FD shows that the prevalence of hyper-
tension is 57% in men and 47% in females [16], with hypercholesterolaemia also being
frequent at 33% [17]. The prevalence of chronic kidney disease (CKD) in FD can be as high
as 42% [18], with registry data showing 26% suffer from CKD stage 3–5, and proteinuria
presenting in 44% males and 33% females [19].

Our own data support this frequency of classical risk factors in FD or active treatment
thereof (see Table 1) In a retrospective analysis of our Fabry cohort of 47 patients on
enzyme replacement therapy (average age 52.4 years; 47% female), 32/47 (68%) were
on anti-hypertensive medication, 18/47 (38%) were on a statin, and 12/47 (26%) had a
total Cholesterol (T-Chol) > 5 mmol/L. In total, 13/47 (28%) patients had stage 3–5 CKD
and 14/47 (30%) with stage 2 CKD. Moreover, 30/47 (63%) had proteinuria defined as an
albumin: creatinine ratio (ACR) > 3 mg/mmol. Given the high frequency of conventional
risk factors in adults with FD observed in registry and our own data, it is likely that these
accelerate atherosclerosis via a conventional pathophysiological process.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of cardiovascular risk factors in a cohort of patients on ERT in a UK-based FD centre.

Characteristic N = 47 (%)

Gender Male: 25 (53.2) Female: 22 (46.8)

Age (mean) Male 51.4 Female 53.6 Overall 52.4

Enzyme replacement therapy/oral chaperone therapy
Fabrazyme: 10 (21.3)
Migalastat: 20 (42.6)
Replagal: 17 (36.1)

Anti-hypertensive medication

0 anti-hypertensives 15 (31.9)
1 anti-hypertensive 20 (42.6)
2 anti-hypertensives 7 (14.9)
3 anti-hypertensives 5 (10.6)

Angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor/angiotensin receptor blocker 27 (57.4)

Statin therapy 18 (38.3)

T-Chol (mmol/L) ≤5 mmol/L: 35 (74.5)
>5 mmol/L: 12 (25.5)

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) >140: 16 (34.0)
<140: 31 (66.0)

eGFR (mLmin)

>90: 11 (23.4)
60–89: 23 (48.9)
45–59: 10 (21.3)
30–44: 1 (2.1)
15–29: 1 (2.1)
<15: 1 (2.1)

ACR (mg/mmol)

<3: 15 (31.9)
3–30: 19 (40.4)
>30: 11 (23.4)

Not available: 2 (4.3)

Abbreviations: mmol/L—millimoles per litre; eGFR—estimated glomerular filtration rate; mmHg—millimetres of mercury); mL/min—
millilitres per minute; mg/mmol—milligrams per millimole; ACR—albumin:creatinine ratio.
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An interesting finding is that high levels of high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-
C)/T-Chol ratio have been observed in FD [20,21]. In the general population, this finding
has been associated with a lower cardiovascular risk, certainly in comparison to a raised
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C)/T-Chol ratio which is associated with higher
cardiovascular risk [22]. In FD however, the reverse may be true because a high HDL-
C/T-Chol ratio has been linked with high levels of vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) and intracellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) [23], both markers of early stages
of atherosclerosis [24,25]. The same study showed that patients with raised HDL-C/T-Chol
ratio and VEGF/ICAM-1 had a greater number of ocular vascular lesions identified on
ophthalmic examination (including arteriolar tortuosity, arteriolar narrowing, broadening
of the light reflex with minimal arteriolovenous compression in fundic vessels), although
no direct examination of the coronary arteries was performed in this study. Of interest,
HDL-C level did not change with enzyme replacement therapy [23]. KCa3.1 (calcium-
activated potassium channel expressed in vascular endothelial cells) is downregulated with
sphingolipid accumulation which causes endothelial dysfunction [26], suggesting that the
high HDL-C/T-Chol ratio may be due to endocytosis of LDL-C to the endothelial cells [23]
(sphingolipid accumulation may increase LDL-receptor expression [27]).

In our case, the patient was diagnosed with FD at the age of 69 years, following
appropriate invasive investigations for CAD given an adverse risk profile, including both
hypertension and hypercholesterolaemia. Conventional risk factors for atherosclerosis
are common in FD patients. Although different pathological processes may be driving
atherosclerosis, arteriosclerosis, and microvascular disease in FD, it seems logical for
aggressive risk factor modification though lifestyle and pharmacological therapy to be
promoted to minimise cardiovascular risk.

5. Histopathology

Endomyocardial biopsies in patients with FD shows the presence of perinuclear
vacuoles within cardiac cells representing sphingolipid accumulation. Myocardial fibrosis
surrounding severely narrowed intramural coronary arteries was also observed, suggesting
this as a primary mechanism for myocardial ischaemia [28]. Hypertrophy of smooth muscle
and proliferation of endothelial cells with accumulated sphingolipids may cause small
vessel obstruction and subsequent ischaemia. Replacement fibrosis seen on microscopy
with cardiomyocyte loss has been shown to be more common in FD patients with angina
compared to those without [28].

Classic atherosclerosis is characterised by formation of atheromatous plaques, which
are lesions caused by combinations of fibrous tissue and cholesterol-rich lipids. In contrast,
case reports and post-mortem findings in FD have hitherto emphasised the formation of a
thickened fibrocellular intima, which contain fibroblasts with storage of Gb3, together with
fibrosis and calcification of the media [29]. The latter has conventionally been characterised
as a different process to the formation of atherosclerotic plaques, and more akin to fibro-
muscular dysplasia or arteriosclerosis. Furthermore, there is also evidence of narrowing of
myocardial capillaries due to GL-3 inclusion bodies that contribute to a unique coronary
artery pathology in FD [30]. These data however were acquired from endomyocardial
biopsies of FD patients with an average age of 32 years, before conventional atherosclerotic
plaque, may be common.

In summary, given the frequency of conventional risk factors in FD patients—considering
the extended life expectancy of contemporary, treated patients—it is conceivable that both
sphingolipid accumulation and associated fibrosis, as well as classical atherosclerosis may
develop and contribute to increased risk in FD. In our case, histology documented typical
atherosclerotic plaque, together with evidence of chronic myocardial infarction, alongside
classical histological and cellular changes reflecting sphingolipid deposition. The my-
ocardial changes in our case, including both prior myocardial infarction and hypertrophy
with fibrosis, could be potential causes of a terminal arrhythmia in our case, although
downloads from the ICD device were not available for examination.
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6. Calcification, Computed Tomography, and Invasive Angiography

The frequency of epicardial coronary stenosis has not been explored in large scale
studies of patients with FD. There are published case reports that described the presence
of atherosclerotic coronary artery disease in patients with FD [31–33], although invasive
coronary angiography in single centre studies have tended to demonstrate a low frequency
of epicardial stenosis. In a small, single-centre study of 10 male patients with genetically
confirmed FD, average age 54 years, and no risk factors for CAD, none were found to have
significant epicardial coronary stenosis on invasive coronary angiography (ICA) [34]. This
result was replicated in a study of 38 FD patients without conventional risk factors at an
average age of 43 years (15 (39%) female; 25 (66%) asymptomatic). None were found to
have epicardial coronary stenosis on invasive coronary angiography, although coronary
flow was reduced using thrombolysis in myocardial infarction (TIMI) frame count [28].
These studies included patients both younger (aged 69 years) and without the conventional
risk factors (hypertension and hypercholesterolaemia) seen in our case.

Our own data relating to computed tomography and invasive coronary angiography
are consistent with these findings, following investigation for recent or active symptoms
(see Table 2). Within our cohort, 25/47 (53%) patients have had a formal assessment of their
coronary arteries having experienced symptoms of chest pain. 12/47 (26%) underwent
an ICA and 13/47 (28%) underwent a non-invasive computed tomography coronary
angiogram (CTCA). Of those who underwent an ICA, 7/12 (58%) had no flow-limiting
coronary artery disease but 3/12 required coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) and 2
required percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). Although none of the patients studied
by CTCA had flow-limiting or severe coronary artery stenosis, 7/13(54%) had either mild
or moderate coronary atheroma. 9/13 (69%) had normal calcium scores with no coronary
calcium. In contrast to the two earlier studies, the cohort studied for clinical indications
at our centre were mostly male (68%) and were older (average age 60), suggesting that
atherosclerotic coronary artery disease should be considered in the differential diagnosis of
these patients as they age.

Table 2. ICA and CTCA findings in adults with FD in a UK-based FD centre including associated cardiovascular risk factors.
Abbreviations: mmol/L (millimoles per litre).

Characteristic ICA n = 12 (%) CTCA n = 13 (%) Total n = 25 (%)

Gender/Age M: 9 (75) F: 3 (25) mean age 65 M: 8 (61.5) F: 5 (38.5) mean age
54

M: 17 (68) F: 8 (32) mean age
60

Angiography findings

Normal: 5 (41.7)
Mild coronary disease: 2 (16.6)

CABG with patent grafts: 3
(25)

PCI with patent stents: 2 (16.6)
Significant coronary disease

(including occluded
grafts/stents): 0 (0)

No coronary stenosis: 6 (46.2)
Mild coronary stenosis: 6

(46.2)
Moderate coronary stenosis

1(7.6)
Significant coronary stenosis 0

(0)

No coronary disease: 11 (44)
Mild/moderate coronary

disease: 9 (36)
Coronary disease with patent

grafts/stents: 5 (20)
Significant/Severe coronary

disease: 0 (0)

Hypertension 5 (41.7) 3 (23.1) 8 (32)

Diabetes 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Cholesterol
<4 mmol/L: 7 (58.3)
4–5 mmol/L: 3 (25)

>5 mmol/L: 2 (16.7)

<4 mmol/L: 3 (23.1)
4–5 mmol/L: 7 (53.8)
>5 mmol/L: 3 (23.1)

<4 mmol/L: 10 (40)
4–5 mmol/L: 10 (40)
>5 mmol/L: 5 (10)

Family History 2 (16.7) 2 (15.4) 4 (16)

Smoking History 1 (8.3) 6 (46.2) 7 (28)

Consistent with this evidence from ICA and CTCA, there is supportive evidence of
accelerated atherosclerosis in FD. Autopsy studies of FD patients show plaques that are
more concentric with a white discolouration [35]. It is theorised that the microvascular
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endothelial dysfunction and arterial wall stress from sphingolipid infiltration results in the
formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) [36]. ROS may increase the risk of vascular
dysfunction including superimposed atherosclerosis [37]. Myeloperoxidase (MPO) is a
peroxidase enzyme secreted by neutrophils during degranulation and is a key component
within atherosclerotic plaques [38]. Its presence within plaques is associated with lesion
apoptosis, erosion, and rupture. Elevated MPO levels have been observed in patients
with FD suggesting this could be a mediator of accelerated atherosclerosis in the FD
cohort [39]. Furthermore, in mouse models, α-galactosidase A deficiency was associated
with accelerated atherosclerosis due potentially to nitrous oxide (NO) dysregulation. Excess
NO accumulated in the atherosclerotic vessels of mice with GLA deficiency may enhance
atherogenesis [40]. The high incidence of myocardial infarction, early stroke, and transient
ischaemic attack (TIA) in FD suggest a pro-thrombotic state in those with FD [41,42].
Furthermore, due to progressive sphingolipid accumulation within the kidneys, patients
with FD often have CKD which in itself further increases thrombotic risk [43]. An interesting
observation is the concurrence of FD with the pro-thrombotic Factor V Leiden (FVL)
mutation and subsequent heightened risk of thrombosis observed (5-fold higher risk of
stroke with FD and FVL) [44].

In summary, consistent with case reports of acute coronary events, although atheroscle-
rotic lesions are not an explanation of chest pain in younger, female FD patients, in an older,
predominantly male cohort, atheroma that requires revascularisation can be found as in
our case. In those without occlusive disease, as in adults from the general population with
angina and no evidence of angiographic stenosis, symptoms may be attributed to abnor-
mal coronary flow reserve. Many of these subjects in the general population have been
shown to have subclinical coronary atherosclerosis on intravascular ultrasound (IVUS),
which has never been performed in FD patients [45]. Mechanisms underpinning coronary
flow are multifaceted with varying physiology, and those that may affect patients with
FD are highlighted in Figure 9. Supportive evidence of their impact has been found in
non-invasive imaging studies.

Figure 9. Mechanisms underpinning coronary flow in the absence of angiographic coronary stenosis [46–48].

7. Non-Invasive Imaging: Ischaemia

In the study of 38 patients studied using ICA, those with FD exhibited slow flow and
slow run off angiographically with delayed opacification of distal vasculature [28]. This
slow flow did not correlate with age, gender, or degree of LVH (all patients in the study
had LVH). The extent of small vessel disease, however, did correlate with slow coronary
flow and myocardial replacement fibrosis. The presence of slow flow in the FD group
and absence in control is consistent with microvascular disease and abnormal coronary
resistance vessels [49]. In the same study, when exposed to exercise stress, patients with
FD developed ST-depression in association with angina. During myocardial perfusion
tomography, all patients with angina had an ischaemic response to stress identified by
perfusion mismatch.
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Abnormal coronary flow in FD was confirmed in a study of 10 adult FD males using
gold-standard positron emission tomography (PET) to measure coronary flow reserve
(CFR) [34]. Nine patients had symptoms of myocardial ischaemia and underwent ICA to
exclude coronary disease as a cause. Interestingly, compared with controls, serum T-Chol
and HDL-C was higher in the FD group as has been observed in previously described stud-
ies. Resting and hyperaemic CFR and myocardial blood flow (MBF) were both significantly
reduced compared with controls with no changes with enzyme replacement therapy. The
authors suggested that myocyte hypertrophy and fibrosis secondary to Gb3 deposition
could cause increased vascular resistance and subsequent myocardial oxygen demand.
This supports the mechanism of microvascular angina due to demand–supply oxygen
perfusion mismatch due to hypertrophy in FD (Figure 9). This mechanism is different to
that of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy where myocardial ischaemia is usually a result of
intramural arteriole remodelling [50,51].

Another study in 10 adults with FD on ERT for a duration of 12 months assessed
myocardial perfusion and perfusion reserve using PET [52]. Though coronary disease was
not excluded by ICA, none of the patients had angina or signs of ischaemia on ECG or
TTE. In all patients, low levels of hyperaemic myocardial blood flow and flow reserve
were recorded at baseline and persisted despite treatment with ERT. This supports the
mechanism of differing levels of hyperaemia causing microvascular ischaemia in FD.

Work has also been conducted assessing myocardial blood flow (MBF) using multi-
parametric CMR [53]. In a study of 44 adults with FD, 24 (55%) had LVH, 23 (52%) had
evidence of LGE, and 30 (44%) were on treatment (enzyme replacement therapy/oral
chaperone therapy). Compared with controls, global stress MBF was lower in FD with
no significant differences in rest MBF. Stress MBF was lower when LVH was present but,
compared with controls, the LVH-negative cohort had lower stress MBF. These patients
had a variety of symptoms (chest pain, breathlessness, and palpitations) which could
be explained by reduced stress MBF representing early microvascular dysfunction. The
findings suggest that microvascular perfusion abnormalities may precede cardiomyocyte
storage and thus be the earliest feature of cardiac involvement in FD. These changes reflect
what is observed in studies looking at endomyocardial biopsies of those with FD and
angina where endothelial cells were swollen due to sphingolipid storage with arteriolar
luminal narrowing due to hypertrophy and fibrosis [28]. The results of this study show
that areas with the greatest degree of hypertrophy and sphingolipid deposition (seen as
low T1) and fibrosis (high ECV and presence of LGE) are those with lowest MBF. This
supports the mechanisms of endothelial dysfunction as a trigger for microvascular angina
in FD (see Figure 9). The study also demonstrated greater perfusion abnormalities within
the sub-endocardium suggesting that chronic fibrosis predominantly affecting the sub-
endocardium over sub-epicardium may result in more perfusion defects in FD patients
with LVH.

In our own cohort of FD patients, five underwent a myocardial perfusion scan (MPS)
in view of symptoms of chest pain to assess for perfusion defects. Three of the MPS were
normal. One was in a patient with known ischaemic heart disease with a previous CABG.
Interestingly the MPS demonstrated fixed perfusion defects in two segments coinciding
with basal inferolateral wall LGE on CMR reflecting FD fibrotic change and not ischaemic
cardiomyopathy (see Figure 10). The final MPS demonstrated reduced tracer uptake in
the anterior wall on stress with improvement at rest in a patient who underwent ICA,
demonstrating non-flow limiting disease within the coronary arteries.
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Figure 10. MPS of an adult with FD demonstrating fixed perfusion defects in the basal inferolateral wall of the left ventricle
under stress which is typically seen in FD.

8. Treatment of Angina in FD

There is no clear evidence that treating symptoms of chest pain or risk factors lowers
risk of cardiovascular events in FD patients. There is limited evidence of the effectiveness
of conventional angina therapy in FD and future work should aim to explore this in
more detail. The use of enzyme replacement therapy has not been shown to improve
symptoms of angina or myocardial blood flow after over 12 months of treatment [28,34].
Medical management can be particularly challenging due to the progressive nature of
the disease. Added to this, the prevalence of cognitive impairment as well as depression
is high in the FD cohort compared with the general population [54] which can affect
perception of symptoms and compliance with medications. Arrythmia is a likely cause for
many cardiovascular related deaths in FD and ICD implantation is frequent. However, as
illustrated in the case, due to the progressive nature of the disease, many patients continue
to have sustained arrhythmia that requires advanced treatment. Moreover, the efficacy of
some of these therapies including cardiac resynchronisation therapy (CRT) and ICD, do
not have an evidence-base in FD.

The main aim of treatment in FD is to minimise end-organ damage. While there is no
evidence specifically in FD patients, it is widely accepted that aggressive management of
conventional risk factors for atherosclerosis (including lipid lowering therapy, tight control
of hypertension and good glycemic control) should be encouraged as well as smoking
cessation and regular physical exercise [55]. Aggressive blood pressure control may reduce
progression of LVH and use of angiotensin converting (ACE) inhibitors are often used
due to renal dysfunction in FD [56]. There is limited evidence that patients with FD who
have renal impairment develop accelerated LVH compared to FD patients without renal
disease, and that therefore there may be genetic or other modifying factors that work in
an incremental fashion on myocyte hypertrophy. Whether this effect is limited to renal
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dysfunction and whether hypertension is a further modifier of LVH is not known, but it
seems reasonable to ensure optimal control of hypertension to minimise risk.

9. Conclusions

Angina is a prevalent cardiac symptom in FD and is due to ischaemia that may
be secondary to diverse mechanisms, including microvascular disease, altered coronary
vasoreactivity, and perfusion mismatch due to sphingolipid deposition within cardiomy-
ocytes and consequent LVH. Ischaemia may also be due to the phenomenon of accelerated
atherosclerosis which may be seen in FD and lead to CAD which may result in occlusive
thrombus causing myocardial infarction and subsequent death. Patients with FD also
demonstrate an increased prevalence of conventional risk factors for CAD and so may
develop atherosclerosis though conventional mechanisms as a result of having these risk
factors. However, the effect of FD and atherosclerosis is still not completely understood
and further research is therefore needed in this area in order to better understand the
disease mechanisms involved with the aim of reducing cardiovascular mortality in FD. In
patients with FD that have chest pain, whilst this may be due to microvascular dysfunction,
it is important to ensure macrovascular CAD is excluded, in particular in the older, male
cohort.
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DNA deoxyribose nucleic acid
LAD left anterior descending artery
CMR cardiac magnetic resonance imaging
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ERT enzyme replacement therapy
ACE angiotensin converting enzyme
MR mineralocorticoid receptor antagonist
VT ventricular tachycardia
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ATP anti-tachycardia pacing
Gb3 globotriaosylceramide
lysoGv3 globotriaosylsphingosine
CCS Canadian Cardiovascular Society
CT computed tomography
CKD chronic kidney disease
ACR albumin:creatinine ratio
HDL-C high-density lipoprotein cholesterol
LDL-C low-density lipoprotein cholesterol
VEGF vascular endothelial growth factor
ICAM-1 intracellular adhesion molecule 1
ICA invasive coronary angiography
TIMI thrombolysis in myocardial infarction
CTCA computed tomography coronary angiogram
CABG coronary artery bypass grafting
PCI percutaneous coronary intervention
GLA galactosidase alpha
NO nitrous oxide
TIA transient ischaemic attack
FVL factor V Leiden
PET positron emission tomography
CFR coronary flow reserve
MBF myocardial blood flow
ECG electrocardiogram
ECV extracellular volume
MPS myocardial perfusion scan
CRT cardiac resynchronisation therapy
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Abstract: Patients with mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS) frequently require anaesthesia for diagnostic
or surgical interventions and thereby experience high morbidity. This study aimed to develop a
multivariable prediction model for anaesthesia-related complications in MPS. This two-centred study
was performed by retrospective chart review of children and adults with MPS undergoing anaesthesia
from 2002 until 2018. We retrieved the patients’ demographics, medical history, clinical manifestations,
and indication by each anaesthesia. Multivariable mixed-effects logistic regression was calculated
for a clinical model based on preoperative predictors preselected by lasso regression and another
model based on disease subtypes only. Of the 484 anaesthesia cases in 99 patients, 22.7% experienced
at least one adverse event. The clinical model resulted in a better forecast performance than the
subtype-model (AICc 460.4 vs. 467.7). The most relevant predictors were hepatosplenomegaly (OR
3.10, CI 1.54–6.26), immobility (OR 3.80, CI 0.98–14.73), and planned major surgery (OR 6.64, CI
2.25–19.55), while disease-specific therapies, i.e., haematopoietic stem cell transplantation (OR 0.45,
CI 0.20–1.03), produced a protective effect. Anaesthetic complications can best be predicted by
surrogates for advanced disease stages and protective therapeutic factors. Further model validation
in different cohorts is needed.

Keywords: mucopolysaccharidosis; MPS; disease manifestations; symptoms; morbidity; spine
disease; anaesthesia; airway; perioperative complications; surgery

1. Introduction

Mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS), a group of inherited rare lysosomal storage disorders,
are caused by reduced enzyme activity of lysosomal enzymes involved in the degrada-
tion of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). In MPS, partially degraded GAGs accumulate in
multiple organs and impair cellular function. Depending on the specific GAGs stored,
MPS divide into eleven subtypes (I, II, IIIA-D, IVA and B, VI, VII and IX), each with a
predominant phenotype. MPS manifests as a progressive disease and may involve cran-
iofacial dysmorphism, cardiac and respiratory pathologies, obstructive or central sleep
apnoea, hepatosplenomegaly, skeletal deformities, and neurocognitive affection [1,2]. An
approved enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) exists for MPS Types I, II, IVA, VI, and VII.
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Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) is the therapy of choice in patients with
MPSIH (Hurler-syndrome) below 2.5 years of age [3]. New and supplementary thera-
peutic approaches (e.g., gene therapy, anti-inflammatory drugs) are being tested within
clinical trials.

Due to the multi-systemic morbidity, MPS patients frequently require anaesthesia
for diagnostic or surgical interventions. To exemplify this, 44% of MPSI patients have
undergone at least two surgeries by four years of age [4]. Simultaneously, MPS patients
experience a high perioperative risk of morbidity and mortality [5–7]. Registry data on
MPSI patients revealed a perioperative morbidity rate of up to 30% [8] and a risk of
death of 0.7% within 30 days after surgery [9]. A high rate of failed direct laryngoscopy
and respiratory events prove an especially difficult airway and call for advanced airway
management in these patients [5,10]. We recently published that the anaesthetic risk is
higher in patients with MPS types I or II than with MPSIII and suggested using indirect
intubation techniques as the first-line airway approach in individuals with MPS [11].

While perioperative event rate and procedure-related risk factors have already been
analysed in MPS, it has never been investigated, which disease manifestations prone
for complications and to what extent. Such data are essential considering the clinical
variability not only between the different MPS types but also within one type [12]. Indirect
intubation techniques such as fibreoptic intubation with guidance by a supraglottic conduit
are considered to be safe for the management of difficult paediatric airway [10,13], but
an a priori approach may not be necessary for all MPS patients. A better prediction
of the anaesthetic risk may enable a more appropriate, patient-based pre-anaesthesia
strategy as well as precautionary measures and a more personalized perioperative patient
management. This study aimed to develop a multivariable prediction model of anaesthesia-
related complications in MPS based on available preoperative patient-specific information.

2. Patients and Methods

2.1. Study Sites and Patients

This study was performed by retrospective chart review of patients of the International
Centre for Lysosomal Disorders (ICLD) located at the University Medical Centre Hamburg-
Eppendorf (UKE), Hamburg, Germany. Inclusion criteria were biochemically or molecular
genetically confirmed diagnosis of MPS and at least one anaesthesia procedure (procedural
sedation, regional anaesthesia, general anaesthesia) performed within the framework of the
clinical routine between April 2002 and October 2018, either at the UKE or the Children’s
Hospital Altona (AKK), Hamburg, Germany.

2.2. Data Acquisition

Retrospective data acquisition was performed by systematic review of analogue
and electronic patient folders (SoarianTM Health Archive, Release 3.04 SP12, Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The latter were introduced in 2009. Of each included
patient, data on the sex, the underlying subtype and the age at diagnosis were collected.
The patient folders were systematically screened for information regarding the following
aspects at the time of each anaesthesia (study case): body measurements, MPS-typical
disease manifestations and medical history. As a surrogate parameter for the increasing
experience with the disease, we also included the date and patient age at each anaesthesia.

As part of the medical history, data were collected on whether ERT (if applicable,
also the age at ERT-start) or HSCT (if applicable, also the age at successful) had been
performed. This study aimed to focus on anaesthesia-relevant disease manifestations,
precisely, macroglossia, tonsil hyperplasia, short neck, thorax deformities (as per reports
of physical examinations), spine deformities (as per reports of radiological examinations),
impaired lung function (as by pulmonary function testing), sleep apnoea, respiratory infec-
tion within two weeks prior to the anaesthesia, apparent dysphagia, cardiac pathologies,
relevant organomegaly (by standard deviation of the index for body length), persistent
seizures, shunt-supported hydrocephalus, cognitive impairment, reduced mobility, and
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facial dysmorphia as an apparent symptom. Cardiac pathologies were graded as: unre-
markable (incl. incomplete right bundle branch block; s/p septum defects), mild (plump
valves; valvular heart defects Grades I/I–II; small septum defects; small pericardial ef-
fusion; atrioventricular block Grade I; left bundle branch block; arterial hypertension),
moderate (valvular heart defects Grade II; discrete cardiac hypertrophy or dilative car-
diomyopathy) and severe (valvular heart defects Grade III/IV; any manifestation requiring
cardiac medication or intervention). Motor and cognitive function was graded accord-
ing to the four-point scoring system (FPSS) by Meyer et al. [14]. For describing patient
characteristics, the most pathologic finding counted from repeated anaesthesia procedures.

We furthermore collected anaesthesia procedure-related information. The reasons
for anaesthesia were each categorised as diagnostics only, intervention, minor surgery,
surgery affecting the airway, or major surgery. If anaesthesia was performed due to differ-
ent reasons, the most invasive one determined classification. Punctures/injections (e.g.,
intravenous, catheter, lumbar), stitching, endoscopy, arthrography, change of tracheal
cannulas or gastric tubes and cast installations counted as interventions. Minor surgeries
comprised dental, ear and ophthalmological surgeries, catheter and gastric tube implan-
tations, removals and revisions, herniotomies, lung and liver biopsies, abscess cleavage,
circumcision, carpal tunnel syndrome releases, and surgical interventions of the lower ex-
tremities (e.g., temporary epiphysiodesis). Because of the cardiorespiratory risk, surgeries
affecting the airway (e.g., tracheotomy, tonsillotomy, adenotomy) were counted as more
invasive, excelled by major surgeries (i.e., thorax, cardiac, neurosurgery).

The primary endpoint “anaesthesia-related complications” was a composite of difficult
airway management, respiratory events, cardiocirculatory events, and other postoperative
complications and thus comprised any anaesthesia-related complication until hospital
discharge. The airway management, respiratory and cardiocirculatory endpoint measures
were defined as recently described [11].

2.3. Statistics

Data were collected in Microsoft Excel (Version 2011, Microsoft Corporation, Redmont,
WA, USA) and analysed in R 4.0.3 (R core team, Vienna, Austria). Demographic data,
disease manifestations, procedure-related factors and outcome data were stratified by
disease type and summarised as frequencies and percentages for categorical variables and
as medians and ranges or means and standard deviations (SD) for continuous variables
as appropriate.

We used multivariable mixed-effects logistic regression to identify disease-specific risk
factors for the composite binary endpoint “anaesthesia-related complications”. The model
included one random effect to account for multiple anaesthesia procedures within one pa-
tient. Potentially eligible factors were identified by literature research, clinical implications,
and descriptive and graphical analysis of the data. For variable selection least absolute
shrinkage selector operator (lasso) regression was calculated [15]. The shrinkage parameter
was estimated by five-fold cross-validation. For the starting model, the following variables
were included for fixed effects: subtype, height, weight, age, sex, HSCT, ERT, macroglossia,
tonsil hyperplasia, short neck, respiratory infection, obstructive and restrictive lung disease,
sleep apnoea, cardiac manifestation, thorax deformity, hepatosplenomegaly, dysphagia, cer-
vical spine stenosis, cervical spine immobility, spine deformity, seizures, shunt-supported
hydrocephalus, cognitive and motor function impairment, reason for anaesthesia. Missing
data were not imputed and cases with at least one missing value were excluded (listwise
deletion). The resulting model was compared to a model, which included only the disease
types (I, II, III, IV and VI) as predictors. This model was fitted by optimising the restricted
maximum likelihood (REML) criterion using an iterative nonlinear optimisation algorithm
as described by Bates et al., 2015 [16] and implemented in the “lme4” package for R. Odds
ratios (OR) for the fixed effects are presented and respective 95% confidence intervals (CI)
were calculated by Wald approximation. For categorical variables, the OR was calculated
by using the category with the lowest expected event rate as reference, for example, MPSIII
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for the disease types. The model performance was evaluated by comparing the Akaike
information criterion (AICc) and the area under the receiver operator curve (AUC). As
this is an explorative study, neither model validation nor adjustment for multiple testing
were performed.

3. Results

3.1. Data Acquisition and Quality

Two hundred twenty patients with MPS were screened, of which 99 underwent at
least one anaesthetic procedure and were enrolled. Four cases were excluded because the
anaesthesia protocol was either unreadable (n = 1) or unavailable (n = 3), adding up to
484 cases. The data quality was sufficient, with an overall missing rate of 0.75%. However,
in four cases, the primary endpoint could not be defined due to insufficient data quality.
Further three cases were missing primary endpoints and in 12 cases local anaesthesia was
performed by a surgeon, only with anaesthesia standby. These cases had to be excluded
from multivariable modelling, leaving 469 cases for the outcome analysis (Figure 1).

 

n

n

n

n 

n 

n

n
n 

n 
n 

Figure 1. Flowchart of the study inclusion process.

3.2. Patient Characteristics

The 99 study patients underwent a median of three anaesthetic procedures per patient
(range 1–19). Sex distribution was slightly unbalanced with 71 male cases (72%). Overall,
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the patients were diagnosed at a median age of 3.1 years (range 0.0–29 years). The median
age at first anaesthesia was 4.8 years (range 0.7–38.3 years), the median age at the last one
was 9.7 years (range 0.8–38.7 years). Of the 99 patients, 35 patients had MPSI (35%), of
whom 32 had MPSIH and 3 MPSIS (Scheie-syndrome). Of the 32 MPSIH patients, 22 (69%)
had undergone HSCT, of whom 2 had graft failure. Another 16 patients suffered from
MPSII (16%), 37 from MPSIII (37%; 27 MPSIIIA, 7 MPS IIIB, 3 MPS IIIC), 7 from MPSIV (7%;
all MPS IVA) and 4 from MPSVI (4%). Overall, 36 patients received ERT (median age at
start: 6.2 years, range 0.2–29 years) and 28 patients HSCT (22 MPSIH, 3 MPSII, 3 MPSIIIA;
median age at HSCT: 1.3 years, range 0.4–1.8 years).

Clinical patient characteristics are described by disease type (Table 1). The most
frequent symptom was facial dysmorphism (92%). Macroglossia was documented in 52% of
the patients, tonsil hyperplasia in 45% and a short neck in 85%. Concerning the respiratory
manifestations, 51% of the patients had impaired lung function, 39% obstructive sleep
apnoea, and 26% thorax deformity. Dysphagia was apparent in 29% of the patients and
60% had at least one relevant organomegaly. Cardiac manifestations were present in 71%
of the patients, of whom more than half (53%) had only mild cardiac pathologies. Overall,
cervical spine pathologies were manifest in 46% of the patients and thoracolumbar spine
deformity in 65%. A detailed table of cervical spine pathologies is shown in the supplement
(Table S1). Seizures persisted in 19% of the MPS patients, 5% had a shunt-supported
hydrocephalus, 75% a cognitive impairment and 86% reduced mobility. Manifestations
of different types overlap, especially of MPSI and II. However, the types have dominant
features, particularly neurological features (seizures, cognitive impairment, immobility)
in MPSIII. However, patients with MPSIII also manifest peripheral symptoms, namely,
facial dysmorphism (95%), macroglossia (43%), tonsil hyperplasia (41%), short neck (78%),
obstructed lung disease (32%), sleep apnoea (19%), cardiac pathologies (49%, foremost
mild ones), at least one organomegaly (65%), cervical spine pathology (11%), and spine
deformity (32%; foremost kyphosis and kyphoscoliosis).

3.3. Characteristics of Anaesthesia Procedures

Anaesthesia care was provided for 484 cases. The median age at anaesthesia was
6.1 years (IQR 3.7–11.1 years). General anaesthesia was administered in 383 cases (80%).
In total, 85 patients (18%) underwent procedural sedation, with MPSIII being the type
with the highest rate of procedural sedation (31%). Procedural sedation was the most
common anaesthesia method for small interventions (59%). In contrast, for diagnostics
(mostly magnetic resonance imaging, MRI), general anaesthesia was preferred (55.7%),
while procedural sedation was less common (32%). As management was at discretion of
the handling anaesthetist, the airway management was heterogeneous. Tracheal intubation
was used in 69.5% of the general anaesthesia cases and a laryngeal mask airway was used in
23.6%. Tracheal intubation was facilitated by indirect methods such as videolaryngoscopy
or fibreoptic intubation with or without guidance via supraglottic conduits in 71.5%. The
main indications for anaesthesia were diagnostics (22%), small interventions (12%) and
a broad variety of surgeries (66.5%). The anaesthesia-associated details are described by
disease type in the supplement (Table S2).
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3.4. Anaesthesia-Related Complication

At least one anaesthesia-related complication occurred in 22.7% (n = 109) of the cases
(Table 2). In 6.6% (n = 32) of the cases more than one event occurred during or after
anaesthesia. The total number of events was 171 with the following event type distribution:
35.1% (n = 60) technically difficult airway management, 50.3% (n = 86) respiratory events,
7.0% (n = 12) cardiocirculatory events, and 7.6% (n = 13) other events. 45% (n = 77) of the
events occurred during induction of anaesthesia, 17.5% (n = 30) during anaesthesia and
37.4% (n = 64) after anaesthesia. Patients with MPSIII had the lowest event rate (7.2%),
whereas the highest event rate occurred in patients with MPSII (38.7%), MPSVI (31.8%), and
MPSI (27.4%). Problems in airway management arose primarily due to difficult tracheal
intubation (20%). Bag-mask-ventilation was described as difficult in 4.5% and the laryngeal
mask placement or ventilation via laryngeal mask were problematic in 8.1% of the cases.

Table 2. Anaesthesia-related complications stratified by MPS disease types.

Characteristics
Overall
N = 484

MPSIH
N = 224

MPSIS
N = 20

MPSII
N = 62

MPSIII
N = 126

MPSIV
N = 29

MPSVI
N = 23

Respiratory events, n (%) 86 (17.8) 38 (17.0) 6 (30.0) 25 (40.3) 7 (5.6) 2 (6.9) 8 (34.8)
Respiratory insufficiency 23 (4.8) 8 (3.6) 2 (10.0) 7 (11.3) 2 (1.6) 1 (3.4) 3 (13.0)
Hypoxemia 17 (3.5) 11 (4.9) 1 (5.0) 2 (3.2) 2 (1.6) - 1 (5.0)
Airway obstruction 19 (3.9) 6 (2.7) 2 (10.0) 8 (12.9) 1 (0.8) - 2 (10.0)
Increased ventilation pressure 8 (1.7) 2 (0.9) - 4 (6.5) - 1 (3.4) 1 (5.0)
Hypercapnia 7 (1.4) 7 (3.1) - - - - -
Pneumonia 6 (1.2) 2 (0.9) 1 (5.0) 2 (3.2) - - 1 (5.0)
Atelectasis 4 (0.8) 2 (0.9) - - 2 (1.6) - -
Pneumothorax 1 (0.2) - - 1 (1.6) - - -

Cardiocirculatory events, n (%) 12 (2.5) 3 (1.3) - 1 (1.6) 4 (3.2) - 4 (17.4)
Bradycardia/tachycardia 6 (1.2) 2 (0.9) - 1 (1.6) 3 (2.4) - -
Hypotension 3 (0.6) 1 (0.4) - - - - 2 (8.7)
Heart failure 3 (0.6) - - - 1 (0.8) - 2 (8.7)

Difficult airway management, n (%) 60 (12.4) 37 (16.5) 5 (25.0) 13 (21.0) 2 (1.6) - 3 (13.0)
Technique changes necessary 31 (6.4) 22 (9.8) 1 (5) 5 (8.1) 1 (0.8) - 2 (8.7)
Blind intubation 12 (2.5) 7 (3.1) 1 (5) 3 (4.8) 1 (0.8) - -
Primary technique difficulty 11 (2.3) 7 (3.1) 2 (10) 2 (8.1) - - -
Airway could not be secured 4 (0.8) - 1 (5) 2 (8.1) - - 1 (4.3)
Prolonged ventilation due to difficult airway 2 (0.4) 1 (0.4) - 1 (1.6) - - -

Other Events, n (%) 13 (2.7) 5 (2.2) 1 (5.0) 4 (6.5) 2 (1.6) - 1 (4.3)
Seizures 5 (1.0) 1 (0.4) - 2 (3.2) 2 (1.6) - -
Fever 4 (0.8) 3 (1.3) - - - - 1 (4.3)
Delirium 2 (0.4) - 1 (5.0) 1 (1.6) - - -
Neurological residues 2 (0.4) 1 (0.4) - 1 (1.6) - - -

Until discharge, 64 postoperative events occurred in 39 study cases (22 patients) with
more than one postoperative event in 41% (n = 16). The most frequent complications
were respiratory insufficiency (n = 21), acute airway obstruction (n = 15; i.e., stridor n = 9,
collapsed trachea n = 2, soft tissue swelling n = 1, glossoptosis n = 1, both-sided vocal
cord paralysis n = 1, bronchospasm (n = 1), pneumonia (n = 6), seizures (n = 5), fever
(n = 4) and atelectasis (n = 3). Other postoperative events comprised delirium (n = 2),
heart failure (n = 2), tachycardia (n = 1), bronchospasm (n = 1), both-sided pneumothorax
(n = 1), temporary neurological deficit (n = 1, MPSIH) and permanent tetraplegia (n = 1,
MPSII). Anaesthesia-related postoperative death occurred in two cases (postoperative
mortality rate: 0.4%), in both cases by cardiorespiratory decompensation on the backdrop
of a difficult airway management. The first, previously described [11] patient was a 14-year-
old boy with MPSII, who suffered from a severe fulminant laryngo-bronchospasm during
fiberoptic intubation resulting in hypoxic cardiac arrest and death eight hours afterwards
despite immediate cardiopulmonary resuscitation and emergency tracheotomy. The second
patient was a 38-year-old woman with MPSVI who underwent emergency surgery of an
incarcerated hernia. An extubation attempt on the first postoperative day resulted in
re-intubation due to respiratory insufficiency. Tracheostomy was anatomically impossible,
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and weaning did not succeed. Ventilation became increasingly difficult, requiring high
ventilation pressures due to a swollen and spastic airway. Based on severe aortic and mitral
valve stenosis, the patient died of acute decompensated heart failure 25 days after surgery.

Within the study period of 16.7 years, the total number of anaesthesia measures
increased each year, while the number of events stayed relatively stable (Figure 2). As a
result, the probability of anaesthetic events decreased over time.

Figure 2. Centre experience. (a) Cases with and without events performed during the study period.
(b) Event rates in different study intervals, calculated in years after inclusion of the first study patient.

3.5. Best Forecast Performance of Anaesthesia-Related Complications by a Model Based on Disease
Manifestations, Disease-Specific Therapies and the Indication for Surgery

The clinical model, which was generated by means of automatic variable selection
via lasso regression (Figure 3) included 469 observations. With a shrinkage parameter
of 29, the model produced the following results: HSCT (OR 0.45, CI 0.20–1.03) and ERT
(OR 0.74, CI 0.36–1.55) were associated with lower risk for events. Spine deformity (OR
1.94, CI 0.80–4.71), immobility (OR 3.80, CI 0.98–14.73), obstructive lung disease (OR 1.24,
CI 0.59–2.61), hepatosplenomegaly (OR 3.10, CI 1.54–6.26) and scheduled major surgery
(OR 6.64, CI 2.25–19.55) were associated with an increased risk and selected for model
fitting. A comparison of the effect size and the confidence intervals distinguishes hep-
atosplenomegaly, immobility and a planned major surgery as the most relevant predictors
for anaesthesia-related complications. All other variables that had been incorporated into
the starting model, including the age, gender and subtype, were dismissed as predictors
during the lasso selection process. The detailed model selection path is presented in
the supplement (Figure S1). The model fit and predictive power were compared to the
disease subtype-model (Figure 4). Patients with MPSIII had the lowest risk for anaesthesia-
related complications. Patients with MPSIH (OR 5.16, CI 2.00–13.28), MPSIS (OR 8.52, CI
1.16–62.44), MPSII (OR 9.74, CI 3.15–30.15) and MPSVI (OR 20.60, CI 3.43–123.76) suffer
from a substantially increased risk compared to MPSIII patients. However, in comparison
of the clinical model with the subtype-model, the addition of patient-specific information
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in the starting models increases the model performance (AICc 460.4 vs. 467.7; AUC 0.880
vs. 0.834).

 

Figure 3. Estimated odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for anaesthesia-related complications from a multivariable
model based on automatic variable selection via lasso regression. Variables are presented in blue color (increased risk) or
red color (decreased risk), respectively. * Reference: diagnostics and interventions. Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval;
ERT, enzyme replacement therapy; HSCT, haematopoietic stem cell transplantation.

 
Figure 4. Estimated odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for anaesthesia-related complications from a multivariable
model based on disease subtypes. Variables are presented in blue color (increased risk) or red color (decreased risk),
respectively. Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; MPS, mucopolysaccharidosis.

4. Discussion

With 99 patients, the present study is one of the largest case series performed so far
describing multi-organ manifestations in children and adults with the orphan disease
MPS [17–19]. Moreover, with 484 anaesthetic cases in the study patients it is the largest
study published as yet on anaesthetic risk in MPS and the first one to assess preoperative
risk factors responsible for high peri- and postoperative morbidity [5]. In this study, almost
a quarter of all cases experienced anaesthesia-related complications. According to the
great phenotypical variability even within one MPS type, the best predictability power is
not attributed to the underlying subtype, but to a prediction model based on the clinical
manifestations and indication for anaesthesia. Precisely, this study suggests that the most
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relevant predictors for anaesthetic complications are hepatosplenomegaly, immobility, and
planned major surgery.

By systematic chart review, this study specifies various disease manifestations in the
different MPS types with a slight focus on symptoms relevant for anaesthesia planning.
The natural history of MPSIII has so far only been described concerning neurocognition
and behavioural patterns [20,21]. Hence, this is the first study on peripheral symptoms
in MPSIII. Considering that no approved therapy exists for MPSIII, information on the
natural disease course is essential to assess effects of evoking therapies. This is also one of
the first studies to comprehend peripheral symptoms in a large transplanted MPSI patient
cohort. Furthermore, specifics on spine disease have never been published for different
disease types [22].

The prevalent MPS types vary globally. In Germany, most MPS patients suffer from
MPSIII (44%), followed by MPSI (20%), MPSII (18%), MPSIV (11%) and MPSVI (7%) [12].
This order matches with the distribution pattern of this study with a shift towards MPSI
as the division of paediatric stem cell transplantation of our institution is specialised
in metabolic diseases. Concerning disease manifestations, it is noteworthy that airway-
related symptoms such as macroglossia, sleep apnoea and airway obstruction were present
throughout all MPS types, confirming the risk of difficult airway and the need for adequate
precautions and postoperative monitoring potentially for all MPS patients. This is in line
with a report by Berger et al. [2], who highlighted the frequency of respiratory problems in
MPS, which are among the first symptoms. Patients with MPSIVA (Morquio A syndrome)
can furthermore suffer from tracheal narrowing or tortuous appearance of the trachea or
bronchi [23,24]. Considering the burden of spine disease in MPS [22], correct preoperative
positioning is indispensable. In our study, despite precautions, two patients experienced
temporary neurological deficits or even tetraplegia. Patients with MPSIVA are at particular
risk for myelopathy during anaesthesia considering their skeletal phenotype with manifes-
tations such as spinal deformities, cord compressions, adontoid hypoplasia and atlantoaxial
instability, accompanied by ligamentous laxity [23,25,26]. This is supported by our data as
83% of the MPSIVA patients presented with cervical spine pathologies. Overall, 24% of the
MPS patients manifested cervical spine instability and 62% cervical spine stenosis, which
pose contraindications for extension of the head during intubation [5].

The overall event rate (22.7%) is consistent with the previous study performed by
our centre (25.6%) [11]. The event rates vary between the different MPS types, with the
highest burden in MPSII (38.7%), followed by MPSVI (31.8%) and MPSI (27.4%). For
MPSIII, the event rate (7.2%) was only slightly higher than in the healthy population:
0.14–5.2% [27,28]. The overall 30-day in-hospital mortality of 0.4% is increased compared
to the healthy paediatric population (0.1%) [27]. A high postoperative mortality has been
described before by Arn et al., who reported on 32 of 196 deceased MPS patients, who had
undergone surgery within one month of death [9].

Notably, during the study period over almost 17 years, the event rate has decreased
substantially. The anaesthesia management of MPS patients hence became safer. As the
ICLD is a specialised metabolic centre for MPS, a high MPS patient turnover also affects
the anaesthesiologists to gain experience with this otherwise rare patient group. Actually,
the necessity for an anaesthesia team experienced with MPS-specific challenges has already
been deliberately emphasised on [5,25]. Nonetheless, the event rate over time should
be interpreted with caution as the patient population may have changed with improved
clinical management, including disease detection, specific therapies and multidisciplinary
follow-up programs.

The multivariable regression models show that MPSII prones most for anaesthetic com-
plications, followed by MPSVI and MPSI, respectively. However, additional patient-based
information such as individual disease manifestations improve overall risk prediction. The
model based on clinical aspects selected by the lasso regression has the best performance. In
the final model, hepatosplenomegaly, immobility, and planned major surgery are the most
important preoperative risk factors. Interestingly, not only the age and gender, but also
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the disease subtypes were dismissed as predictors in the automated parameter selection
process of the clinical model. This suggests a substitution of the disease subtypes as a rele-
vant predictor by clinical surrogate parameters. The manifestations hepatosplenomegaly
and immobility imply a progressed disease stage or a poorly treated condition. Patients
capable to perform lung function testing form a preselected patient group concerning age,
disease type and progression (mental capacity). In case of sleep apnoea with the need for
non-invasive ventilation, precautions such as postoperative transfer to the intensive care
unit were taken. Therefore, respiratory manifestations might have been underestimated as
predictors. As this study has an explorative design, the results of the multivariable models
cannot be generalized or applied to other cohorts and hence are not designated for the
clinical use. A score, by which the preoperative disease status can be translated into a
predicted individual risk for anaesthetic complications requires an external validation. For
this purpose, a prospective validation study is needed.

The clinical prediction model showed that disease-specific therapies might have a
protective effect against anaesthesia-related complications. In the clinical multivariable
model, HSCT is associated with a relevant risk reduction. Other studies strengthen our
finding that HSCT decreases the overall event incidence [8,29]. Whether ERT actually has a
protective effect remains unclear looking at the small effect size and large confidence inter-
val. Other studies indicate that ERT alone does not improve difficult airway management
in MPS Types I, II and VI [8,29]. Interestingly, the risk for anaesthesia-related complications
was increased both in MPSIH and MPSIS to a similar extend. Thus, all individuals with
MPSI are at high-risk.

In MPS patients with an expected difficult airway or cervical spine disease, intubation
is typically facilitated by videolaryngoscopy or by use of a flexible bronchoscope with or
without guidance via a supraglottic conduit. This approach produces the lowest conversion
rate [5,11]. Our previous study suggested that the application of advanced techniques
would be especially important for patients with MPS I, II, IV and VI [11,23]. Well noted, in
this study, we aimed to analyse preoperative risk factors. Hence, the risk factor analysis of
this study did not incorporate perioperative management factors (e.g., airway management,
duration of anaesthesia). Thus, we cannot draw any concrete anaesthesia management
recommendations from our findings. We previously found that airway management is the
most important technical factor associated with anaesthetic events [11].

This study has few limitations. As the primary endpoint is a composite, we cannot
differentiate which influencing factors exactly account for which type of adverse event.
It is a retrospective study, so the documentation, also of the adverse events, may have
been incomplete. Due to the high risk for anaesthetic complications in MPS, the indication
for anaesthesia has to be carefully verified. For the purpose of primary endpoints, we
could only include and describe patients, who actually underwent anaesthesia. The strict
indication for anaesthesia and the centre experience may produce selection biases. For
a better understanding and prediction of the actual risk, one would have to conduct a
multi-centred, retrospective analysis of anaesthesias performed in unawareness of the risk.

5. Conclusions

The present study gives full particulars of the multi-morbidity of 99 MPS patients
undergoing anaesthesia and is with 484 anaesthetic cases the largest cohort published so
far. The rate of anaesthesia-related complications was as high as 22.7%. This study suggests
that the most relevant predictors are planned major surgery, hepatosplenomegaly, and
immobility, surrogate parameters for a generally advanced disease stage or an insufficiently
or untreated condition. Disease-specific therapies such as HSCT and ERT produce an
overall protective effect. Nonetheless, multidisciplinary preoperative diagnostics are
indispensable in all patients. The burden of cardiorespiratory manifestations and spine
disease call for carefully planned patient positioning and postoperative monitoring, if
applicable at the intensive care unit. A better prediction of the anaesthetic risk might enable
more patient-based and feasible precautionary measures. For this purpose, a prospective
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validation study is needed, to generate a score, by which the preoperative disease status
can be translated into an individual risk assessment for anaesthetic complications.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2077-038
3/10/16/3518/s1, Table S1: cervical spine disease in MPS. Table S2: characteristics or anaesthetic
cases. Figure S1: variable selection path for the model based on the lasso method.
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Abstract: Measurement of alpha-glucosidase activity on dried blood spots has been the main method
to screen for Pompe disease, but a paradigm shift has been observed in recent years with the
incorporation of gene panels and exome sequencing in molecular diagnostic laboratories. An 89-gene
panel has been available to Canadian physicians since 2017 and was analyzed in 2030 patients with
a suspected muscle disease. Acid alpha-glucosidase activity was measured in parallel in dried blood
spots from 1430 patients. Pompe disease was diagnosed in 14 patients, representing 0.69% of our
cohort. In 7 other patients, low enzyme activities overlapping those of Pompe disease cases were
attributable to the presence of pseudodeficiency alleles. Only two other patients had enzymatic
activity in the Pompe disease range, and a single heterozygous pathogenic variant was identified. It
is possible that a second variant could have been missed; we suggest that RNA analysis should be
considered in such cases. With gene panel testing increasingly being performed as a first-tier analysis
of patients with suspected muscle disorders, our study supports the relevance of performing reflex
enzymatic activity assay in selected patients, such as those with a single GAA variant identified and
those in whom the observed genotype is of uncertain clinical significance.

Keywords: Pompe disease; gene panel sequencing; alpha-glucosidase; GAA; dried-blood spots

1. Introduction

Pompe disease is an autosomal recessive disorder caused by pathogenic variants in the
GAA gene, which encodes an acid alpha-glucosidase enzyme [1]. This lysosomal glycogen
storage disorder has a prevalence of 1:40,000 in individuals in the United States, with
increased incidence in African Americans [2,3]. It may present at any age, from infancy to
late adulthood [4]. Patients with infantile onset Pompe disease (IOPD) often present with
hypotonia, respiratory insufficiency, and cardiomyopathy, resulting in death in the first year
of life if untreated. Patients with late onset Pompe disease (LOPD) present with a slowly
progressive phenotype, including muscle weakness, mainly limb-girdle, and respiratory
failure [5]. Most adult patients share the common c.-32-13T>G leaky splicing variant [6].
Because of the variable severity of this disease, its rarity, and the extensive differential
diagnoses, diagnosis is typically made years after the onset of symptoms [7,8]. In 2006,
enzyme replacement therapy was first approved to treat patients with Pompe disease [9].
To be effective, the treatment must be administered as soon as possible, as delay may cause
irreversible damage [10]. In that context, newborn screening was proposed to enable early
diagnosis. Several pilot studies subsequently demonstrated its favorable impact on patient
outcomes, leading to the introduction of population newborn screening for Pompe disease
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in some jurisdictions [11,12]. To provide a low-cost and rapid screening test, dried blood
spots (DBS) are used to measure acid alpha-glucosidase enzymatic activity, by fluorometric
assays or by tandem mass spectrometry [11,13]. However, pseudodeficiency alleles can
generate false-positive results, as these benign hypomorphic variants cause a decrease in
the observed enzymatic activity, but without causing Pompe disease. To confirm diagnosis,
sequencing analysis of the GAA gene must be performed [14,15].

With decreasing cost of sequencing technologies, targeted and whole-exome sequenc-
ing have increasingly been used to diagnose patients with Pompe disease, especially in
adults with suggestive symptoms or in populations where newborn screening is not yet
available. These methods have been shown to have a high diagnostic yield in contexts
where differential diagnoses, such as other limb-girdle muscular dystrophies (LGMD),
cannot be discounted [16–18].

Here we present data supporting the use of acid alpha-glucosidase enzymatic assay
on dried blood spot as a reflex test following molecular analysis, for the confirmation of
diagnosis of Pompe disease in symptomatic patients.

2. Materials and Methods

Clinical molecular testing was performed on a total of 2030 pediatric and adult patients
with a suspected muscle disorder who were followed in outpatient clinics across Canada
(general neurology, specialized neuromuscular, clinical genetics). To be eligible for testing,
the patient had to have no reported diagnosis explaining their phenotype and to present
weakness (any pattern) or symptom(s) suggestive of muscle involvement (i.e., myalgia,
rhabdomyolysis, exercise intolerance, or unexplained respiratory insufficiency). Most pa-
tients (93.5%) also presented at least one abnormal laboratory finding suggestive of muscle
involvement (plasma creatine kinase (CK), EMG, muscle biopsy, or MRI). Demograph-
ics and clinical information were obtained from the laboratory requisition [18]. Genetic
counselling and follow up tests were recommended, when appropriate, to the referring
physician. Patients were referred to different specialized genetic services across the country,
and additional genetic counselling support was available at Dynacare (Laval, QC, Canada)
by phone or virtual consultation when needed.

2.1. Acid Alpha-Glucosidase Enzymatic Activity Assays

Dried blood spots (DBS) were collected for measurement of acid alpha-glucosidase
activity at either Dynacare laboratory (Laval, QC, Canada) or the BC Children’s Hospi-
tal (Vancouver, BC, Canada). Both laboratories used similar fluorometric assays, based
on a previously published methodology [13] with minor modifications. These assays
rely upon enzymatic cleavage of the alpha-glucosidase substrate 4-methylumbelliferyl-
alpha-D-glucopyranoside (4-MUG) at acidic pH in the presence of acarbose, which in-
hibits potentially interfering isoenzymes, such as maltose-glycoamylase. After stopping
the enzymatic reaction by addition of a strongly alkaline buffer, fluorescence of the free
4-methylumbelliferone (4-MU) reaction product is measured, and its concentration calcu-
lated using a 4-MU calibration curve. Both laboratories also assayed at least one other
enzyme in parallel (data not shown), which provided a control for specimen quality. Further
information on assay procedures specific to each laboratory are summarised as follows.

At Dynacare, an extract containing the enzyme was eluted from a 3 mm DBS punch
with 40 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 3.8) for 1 h at 4 ◦C, then incubated with 4-MUG
for 20 h at 37 ◦C in the presence of acarbose. Fluorescence was read with a fluorome-
ter with excitation at 355 nm and emission at 460 nm, within one hour after stopping
the enzymatic reaction with 150 mM EDTA, pH 11.3–12. Acid alpha-glucosidase en-
zymatic activity was expressed in pmol/hour/punch. Cut-off values were 4.49 and
5.39 pmol/hour/punch for “reduced” and “borderline” enzymatic activities, respectively.
Values above 5.39 pmol/hour/punch were considered normal.

At BC Children’s Hospital, two 3 mm DBS punches from each specimen were extracted
with 400 μL of deionized water in a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube. Each sample was vortexed
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for 10 s followed by gentle mixing at room temperature for 1 h on a rocking platform. After
1 h the tubes were spun in a refrigerated centrifuge (11,600 rpm, 5 min). The working
substrate solution was 2.8 mM 4-MUG in 40 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 3.8, with 15 μM
acarbose. Enzyme reactions consisted of 32 μL DBS extract and 48 μL substrate solution.
The reactions were incubated overnight for 20 h at 37 ◦C in a PCR machine. DBS extracts for
blanks were also incubated. After 20 h the reaction was stopped by adding 160 μL of 10 mM
NaOH stop buffer, pH 10.5, to all tubes including blanks. Fluorescence was measured in
a 96-well plate (Synergy 2 microplate reader). Results for acid alpha-glucosidase activity
were reported with a normal reference range of 2.0–9.4 pmol/h/μL).

Since enzymatic activity assays for patients in this study were performed by two different
laboratories, we normalized each reported value relative to the corresponding lower limit
of the normal reference range. We do not have DBS values for all patients who underwent
gene panel testing because parallel enzymatic testing was not supported at the beginning
of the program. Enzyme activity results were available for 1430 patients (1314 measured at
Dynacare; 108 measured at BC Children’s Hospital), representing 70.4% of the study cohort.

2.2. Gene Panel and Next Generation Sequencing Method

Blood samples were collected to extract genomic DNA using a MagnaPure instru-
ment (Roche, MA). A clinical gene panel test was performed at the Sherbrooke Genomic
Medicine laboratory (a not-for-profit organization), and the cost of the test was covered by
a special program with financial support from Sanofi Genzyme Canada. This gene panel
included the GAA gene for Pompe disease, and genes with muscle-associated disorders,
mainly limb-girdle muscular dystrophies, but also congenital muscular dystrophies, con-
genital myasthenic syndromes, nemaline myopathy, myofibrillar myopathy, centronuclear
myopathy, collagen VI–related myopathies, inclusion myopathies, metabolic myopathies,
rigid spine syndromes, and scapuloperoneal syndromes [18]. DNA libraries were prepared
according to standard protocol (Kapa Biosystems, Roche, MA), following targeted cap-
ture (xGen Predesigned Gene Capture Pools, Integrated DNA Technologies, Kanata, ON,
Canada, and sequencing on a NextSeq 550 (Illumina, CA, USA) sequencer with a 150-bp
paired-end protocol.

2.3. Splicing Analysis

Blood sample was collected in Tempus Blood RNA Tubes and RNA was extracted
using MagMAX™ for Stabilized Blood Tubes RNA Isolation Kit, according to standard
protocol (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA, USA). RNA integrity was assessed with an Agilent
2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Saint-Laurent, QC, Canada). Reverse transcription
was performed on 750 ng total RNA with Transcriptor reverse transcriptase, random
hexamers, dNTPs (Roche Diagnostics, Laval, QC, Canada), and 10 units of RNAse OUT
(Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA) following the manufacturer’s protocol in a total volume of
10 μL. All forward and reverse primers were individually resuspended to 20–100 μM stock
solution in Tris-EDTA buffer (IDT) and diluted as a primer pair to 1.2 μM in RNase DNase-
free water (IDT). End-point PCR reactions were done on 10 ng cDNA in 10 μL final volume
containing 0.2 mmol/L each dNTP, 0.6 μmol/L each primer, and 0.2 units of TransStart
FastPfu Fly DNA Polymerase (Trans). An initial incubation of 2 min at 95 ◦C was followed
by 35 cycles at 95 ◦C 20 s, 55 ◦C 20 s, and 72 ◦C 60 s. The amplification was completed
by a 5-min incubation at 72 ◦C. PCR reactions are carried on thermocyclers C1000 Touch
Thermal cycler (Bio-Rad), and the amplified products were analyzed by automated chip-
based microcapillary electrophoresis on Labchip GX Touch HT instruments (Perkin Elmer,
Woodbridge, ON, Canada). Amplicon sizing and relative quantitation was performed by
the manufacturer’s software, before being uploaded to the LIMS database.

2.4. Bioinformatics

We analyzed the sequencing data using a Linux-based bioinformatics pipeline based
on the one developed by the McGill University and Genome Quebec Innovation Cen-
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tre (bitbucket.org/mugqic/mugqic_pipelines (accessed on 14 June 2021)) as previously
described [18]. Filtered variant lists obtained from the bioinformatics pipeline were then
interpreted with an inhouse script and manual revision. Deletion and duplication analysis
were performed using the CoNVaDING software [19] and manual review of binary align-
ment map files before quantitative PCR confirmation using Taqman Copy Number Assay
(ThermoFisher Scientific, Montreal, QC, Canada). The recurrent GAA exon 18 deletion
could be detected with both visual inspection of the sequencing reads and the CoNVa-
DING software, using a previously known positive control [17]. Variants were revised
manually and were reported according to the American College of Medical Genetics and
Genomics guidelines [20].

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism version 8.2.0 for Windows,
GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA, www.graphpad.com (accessed on 21 June 2021).

3. Results

3.1. Patients with Pompe Disease

A molecular diagnosis was identified in 272 of the 2030 patients. Of these, 14 patients
were diagnosed with Pompe disease, representing 5.1% of all diagnoses, 1.15% of our
LGMD patients, and 0.69% of our entire cohort. All 14 Pompe disease patients were found
to be compound heterozygous for two variants, each considered pathogenic or likely
pathogenic [20], in the GAA gene.

Among these patients with Pompe disease, 3 had IOPD, ranging from 1 month-old to
2 years-old. The 11 remaining patients had LOPD, ranging from 33 to 68 years-old (mean,
50 years-old). All patients with LOPD carried the c.-32-13T>G variant in a compound
heterozygous state, whereas only one infantile onset patient carried the c.-32-13T>G variant.
Most variants were identified in only one patient. All reported causal variants found in
these patients are listed in Table 1. The c.1805C>T (p.Thr602Ile) variant was not previously
known to be disease-causing, but was reclassified as likely pathogenic based on the very
low acid alpha-glucosidase activity and the presence of a second pathogenic variant in
a patient with phenotype consistent with IOPD. Later, the two variants were shown to be
in trans following parental study.

Table 1. Pathogenic and likely pathogenic variants found in the GAA gene in patients with Pompe
disease. All variants were observed only in the compound heterozygous state. Occurrence denotes
the number of times each variant was observed in this group (14 patients; 28 alleles).

Pathogenic/Likely Pathogenic Variants Occurrence

c.32-13T>G 12
c.655G>A (p.Gly219Arg) 2
c.1115A>T (p.His372Leu) 2

c.1-?_2859+?del (p.Met1_Cys952del) 1
c.258dupC (p.Asn87fs) 1
c.525delT (p.Glu176fs) 1
c.706delG (p.Val236fs) 1

c.896T>C (p.Leu299Pro) 1
c.1396dupG (p.Val466fs) 1

c.1551+1G>C 1
c.1805C>T (p.Thr602Ile) 1
c.1912G>T (p.Gly638Trp) 1
c.1927G>A (p.Gly643Arg) 1
c.2242dupG (p.Glu748fs) 1
c.2577G>A (p.Trp859*) 1

Patients with IOPD presented with hypotonia or limb-girdle weakness. One among
the three IOPD cases did not show cardiomyopathy at the time of diagnosis.
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All but one LOPD patient presented with limb-girdle weakness, and 5 of them pre-
sented with respiratory insufficiency as well. A single LOPD patient presented only with
unexplained respiratory insufficiency and showed normal CK levels and EMG.

Among all patients with available CK data (12), only one patient (LOPD) had normal
CK at the time of diagnosis.

3.2. Enzymatic Activity and Genotype

Among our cohort of 2030 patients, results of acid alpha-glucosidase activity were
available for 1430 patients. Overall, 58 of the 1430 patients (4.1%) had a decreased enzymatic
activity (Figure 1). Of those, only 14 (24.1%) had two pathogenic or likely pathogenic vari-
ants confirming the diagnosis of Pompe disease. Fourteen (24.1%) patients did not harbor
any variant which could explain this decreased enzymatic activity. Conversely, all Pompe
disease patients identified through the gene panel had a low enzymatic activity, as expected.

Figure 1. Genotype-based categories of patients with decreased acid alpha-glucosidase activity.
Pompe disease—2 pathogenic or likely pathogenic GAA variants identified. Pseudodeficiency (hom)—
One known pseudodeficiency allele was identified in a homozygous state, in the absence of any other
identified variant. Pseudodeficiency (het)—One known pseudodeficiency allele was identified in
a heterozygous state, in the absence of any other identified variant. One variant + pseudodeficiency—
A single variant (pathogenic or of uncertain significance was identified in a heterozygous state, to-
gether with at least one known pseudodeficiency allele. One pathogenic variant—A single pathogenic
or likely pathogenic variant was identified. One VUS—A single heterozygous variant of uncertain
significance was identified. No variant—No variant of any kind was identified in the GAA gene.

Enzymatic activities, grouped according to the patients’ GAA genotype categories,
and the corresponding statistical comparisons using a Mann–Whitney test, are illustrated
in Figure 2. The decreasing order of median values for enzymatic activities was as follows:
no variant (2.35) > one VUS (1.96) > pseudodeficiency het (1.72) > one pathogenic variant
(1.21) > one variant + pseudodeficiency (0.81) > pseudodeficiency hom (0.61) > Pompe
disease (0.31). Enzymatic activity of patients with Pompe disease were statistically different
from all other classes of genotype, including pseudodeficiency. Pompe disease patients
had an enzymatic activity of less than 0.65 normalized activity, meaning less than 65% of
activity of the lower reference limit.

Notably, 9 other patients had an enzymatic activity lower than 0.65, including 7 patients
with pseudodeficiency alleles and 2 patients with a single pathogenic variant (c.-32-13T>G)
identified. Of the 7 patients with pseudodeficiency alleles, 6 harboured these variants in the
homozygous state and one in the heterozygous state. Enzymatic activity measurement was
repeated for one of the patients with a single pathogenic variant, on a new specimen, giving
a similar result. To exclude a possible second variant not detected by DNA sequencing
of coding sequences, RNA studies were suggested to check for potential splicing defects
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(reflecting a deep intronic splicing variant) for the patient with repeated low enzymatic
activity. However, the suggestion was declined by the referring physician, who considered
that the patient’s evolution was not suggestive of Pompe disease. Splicing studies could be
performed on the second patient with a single pathogenic variant but no splicing defect
was detected. Ultimately, none of these two patients received a diagnosis of Pompe disease
nor did they have access to enzyme replacement therapy. Detailed clinical description of
these patients was not available to us, therefore we could not exclude the possibility of
Pompe disease. For comparison, we note that 8 other patients found to be heterozygous
carriers of the c.-32-13T>G variant had normal enzymatic activity (>1.00), while 2 others
showed “borderline” enzyme results (normalized activities between 0.65 and 1.00).

(A) 

Figure 2. Cont.
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(B) 

Figure 2. Acid alpha-glucosidase activity and genotypes of our cohort (n = 1430). Since enzymatic
activity was assayed in two different centres, activity is reported normalized to the lower limit of
the normal reference range according to the corresponding laboratory. (A) Black: normal enzymatic
activity (>1.00); grey: borderline enzymatic activity (0.65–1.00); red: decreased enzymatic activity
corresponding to the levels observed in Pompe disease (<0.65). The median value of each subgroup
is reported in blue. (B) p values calculated using Mann–Whitney test. ns = not significant.

4. Discussion

Measurement of acid alpha-glucosidase activity on dried blood spots is used for
newborn screening and has also been used widely in “high-risk” populations to screen
for Pompe disease [11,12,21]. Although it is an efficient and low-cost approach to identify
potential cases of Pompe disease, putative positive cases require confirmation by mutation
analysis and exclusion of pseudodeficiency alleles [22]. The increased availability of gene
panel and whole-exome sequencing is changing clinical practice, as these methods can
address the wide differential diagnoses that are facing clinicians during their investigations
of patients with muscle weakness. Measurement of acid alpha-glucosidase activity as a first-
tier test in this context is therefore being questioned. In this study, we show the relevance
of combining sequencing and enzymatic assays to avoid missing a diagnosis of Pompe
disease or to clarify the implications of an observed variant of uncertain significance.

In our cohort, Pompe disease showed a prevalence of 0.69%, and accounted for
1.15% of patients with limb-girdle weakness. The clinical presentation of the 14 patients
identified with Pompe disease is similar to historical cohorts and, not surprisingly, all
LOPD cases carried the common c.-32-13T>G variant [23,24]. Table 2 provides a review of
recent sequencing studies (2015–2021) which included more than 50 patients with muscle
disorders. These studies cover wider genetic approaches such as whole-exome sequencing
(WES) as well as targeted sequencing of gene panels [25–33]. The proportion of Pompe
disease patients identified in our study is similar to previous studies, although it is slightly
lower than the mean value of 1.27%. Variability in prevalence between studies is likely to
be explained by differences in recruitment criteria. Indeed, some cohorts included only
patients with limb-girdle muscular weakness, which is known to be the main type of
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weakness in patients with Pompe disease [34]. Since our cohort included other types of
weakness, such as predominant distal weakness, it tended to incorporate patients with
a broader spectrum of muscular disorders and thus dilute the proportion of Pompe patients.
The higher proportion of 1.15% of Pompe disease within the group of patients with limb-
girdle weakness supports this hypothesis. Finally, it is interesting to note that the rate of
Pompe disease identified by these sequencing studies and our in patients presenting with
limb-girdle weakness is similar to previous studies screening with measurement of acid
alpha-glucosidase activity [15,35,36]. This suggests that if cases are missed by first-tier
sequencing approaches (thus presumed to be heterozygous carriers), it is likely to represent
a small proportion a priori.

Table 2. Literature review of cohorts including patients with Pompe disease.

Reference Genetic Approach Cohort
Number of

Patients
Proportion of Pompe

Patients
Recruitment

Ghaoui et al., 2015
PMID: 26436962 [30] WES LGMD 100 1.00% Australia, retrospective

research, muscle biopsies

Reddy et al., 2017
PMID: 27708273 [26] WES LGMD 55 1.82% United States, research

protocol

Chakravorty et al., 2020
PMID: 33250842 [27] WES Myopathy 201 1.00% India, tertiary care hospital

Mean proportion of Pompe disease patients (whole-exome sequencing) 1.27%

Töpf et al., 2020
PMID: 32528171 [31]

WES
(429 genes analyzed) LGMD and/or elevated CK 1001 1.00%

Europe and Middle East, 43
neuromuscular referral

centers

Johnson et al., 2017
PMID: 29149851 [25]

WES
(169 genes analyzed) LGMD and/or elevated CK 606 1.98% England, referred by

clinicians

Nallamilli et al., 2018
PMID: 30564623 [28]

Targeted sequencing
(35 genes) LGMD 4656 0.82% United States, Emory

Genetics Laboratory

Savarese et al., 2018
PMID: 29880332 [32]

Targeted sequencing
(93 genes)

LGMD, myopathies and/or
isolated hyperCKemia 504 3.17% Italy, tertiary centers for

neuromuscular disorders

Bevilacqua et al., 2020
PMID: 31931849 [29]

Targeted sequencing
(10 genes) LGMD 2103 0.43% Latin America, 20

institutions

Winder et al., 2020
PMID: 32337338 [33]

Targeted sequencing
(266 genes)

Cardiomyopathy/skeletal
muscle, muscular dystrophy,

neuromuscular disorders,
LGMD

6493 0.25% United States, Invitae
Laboratory

Mean proportion of Pompe disease patients (targeted sequencing) 1.28%

This study Targeted sequencing
(89 genes) Suspected muscle disorders 2030 0.69% (entire cohort)

1.15% (LGMD) Canada, outpatient clinics

Our study provides a direct comparison between results of sequencing and enzymatic
activity measurement. Acid alpha-glucosidase activity was assayed using dried blood
spots and results were available for 1430 patients, representing 70.4% of our entire cohort.
A total of 58 patients had decreased acid alpha-glucosidase activity, with Pompe disease
accounting for a quarter of the patients with decreased enzymatic activity (<1.00 normalized
activity). Another quarter was explained by pseudodeficiency. In a third quarter, only
a single heterozygous GAA variant (pathogenic or of uncertain significance, together with
a co-existing pseudodeficiency allele in some cases) was found. Finally, the last quarter
was composed of patients without any detected GAA variant. However, by setting the
threshold at 0.65 normalized activity, we showed that only 23 patients had enzymatic values
falling within the range corresponding to Pompe disease. Fourteen were explained by
molecularly confirmed Pompe disease, while seven were explained by the presence of one
or more pseudodeficiency alleles, which are known to reduce enzymatic activity without
causing clinical disease [15]. This and data from Figure 2 illustrate well the difficulty in
differentiating homozygous pseudodeficiency alleles from Pompe disease cases based
on enzyme activity alone. The two remaining low values represented two patients with
only one pathogenic variant (c.-32-13T>G) identified; one whose enzymatic activity was
confirmed to be low on a second specimen. In both cases, we were not able to confirm
a diagnosis of Pompe disease. Either we did not have the opportunity to perform RNA
studies to exclude the possibility that a second causal variant could have been missed, or
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the results of these studies did not suggest the presence of second variant. An example of
such a deep intronic variant has been reported in a Pompe disease patient previously [37].
Although whole-genome sequencing has the potential to identify deep intronic variants,
RNA studies and enzymatic activity measurement are likely to be required as reflex testing
to confirm bioinformatic predictions of splicing events. The scarce availability of whole-
genome sequencing and RNA sequencing in clinical laboratories probably explain why
deep intronic variants are currently absent from the Pompe disease variants database [38].
Other factors such as promoter hypermethylation could be considered, and muscle biopsy
remains helpful in absence of a second variant to support a diagnosis of Pompe disease by
showing the pathogenic accumulation of glycogen.

Enzymatic activity measurement as a reflex test can also be used to reclassify vari-
ants of uncertain significance in certain circumstances. In particular, as illustrated by our
patient carrying a pathogenic variant and the variant of uncertain significance c.1805C>T
(p.Thr602Ile), a low enzyme activity consistent with Pompe disease may contribute to
reclassify the latter as likely pathogenic, according to ACMG guidelines [20]. Indeed,
ClinGen’s expert panel has been working on a modified version of the ACMG guide-
lines for improvement of classification of variants in the GAA gene, and includes acid
alpha-glucosidase activity in their interpretation in a variety of scenarios [39]; [https:
//clinicalgenome.org/site/assets/files/3969/clingen_lsd_acmg_specifications_v1.pdf (ac-
cessed on 22 June 2021)].

We conclude that a combined approach, using DNA sequencing followed by dried
blood spot acid alpha-glucosidase activity assay as a reflex test when indicated, can be
recommended as best practice to identify Pompe disease patients in the molecular era.
Although the rate of diagnosis of Pompe disease is similar in LGMD patients using gene
panels or WES compared to enzymatic screening, reflex enzymatic testing potentially
decreases the risk of missing a diagnosis when only one pathogenic variant is detected
by DNA sequencing, and may also be used to confirm or rule out a diagnosis of Pompe
disease following the observation of a genotype of uncertain clinical significance.
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Abstract: Mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS) are a rare group of lysosomal storage disorders charac-
terized by the accumulation of incompletely degraded glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) in multiple
organ systems including the eye. Visual loss occurs in MPS predominantly due to corneal clouding
and retinopathy, but the sclera, trabecular meshwork and optic nerve may all be affected. Despite
the success of therapies such as enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) and hematopoietic stem-cell
transplantation (HSCT) in improving many of the systemic manifestations of MPS, their effect on
corneal clouding is minimal. The only current definitive treatment for corneal clouding is corneal
transplantation, usually in the form of a penetrating keratoplasty or a deep anterior lamellar kerato-
plasty. This article aims to provide an overview of corneal clouding, its current clinical and surgical
management, and significant research progress.

Keywords: Mucopolysaccharidosis; corneal clouding; penetrating keratoplasty; deep anterior lamel-
lar keratoplasty

1. Introduction

Corneal clouding resulting in photophobia and compromised vision is frequently
observed in mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS) subtypes, including MPS I, MPS IV, MPS VI,
and MPS VII [1]. While enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) and Hematopoietic stem-cell
transplantation (HSCT), improve many of the systemic manifestations of MPS, vision loss
remains a significant complication which may adversely affect quality of life. The MPS
I registry quantified that over 80% of 302 patients had corneal clouding [2]. Ashworth
et al. [1] showed that approximately 80% of 50 patients with MPS type I had visual acuity
worse than 6/12 (Snellen) in their better eye and 11% had profound visual impairment
(<3/60) in their better eye.

Visual deterioration in MPS occurs due to corneal clouding, retinopathy, glaucoma,
and optic neuropathy [1]. (See Table 1 for a summary of the ocular manifestations of MPS).
Patients developing retinopathy may complain of a decrease in their peripheral vision and
nyctalopia [3]. However, this can be detracted from clinically by visual loss secondary to
corneal clouding. Ultimately, the patient develops central visual field loss. Signs on fundus
examination may include narrowing of arterioles, foveal external limiting membrane
pigmentation/deposition, RPE atrophy, bulls eye maculopathy, and later, bone-spicules [1].
Widespread rod–cone dystrophy can occur [1].

Glycosaminoglycan (GAG) accumulation and consequential corneal thickening can
lead to trabecular outflow obstruction and narrowing of the anterior chamber angle. Raised
IOP can lead to damage to the optic nerve and glaucoma. In a multicenter case note review
study involving four tertiary referral centers, the prevalence of glaucoma ranged from
2.1% to 12.5% in patients with MPS [4]. Peripheral corneal vascularization can develop in
patients with MPS, due to blepharitis, exposure, or persistent corneal oedema secondary to
raised IOP [5].

J. Clin. Med. 2021, 10, 3263. https://doi.org/10.3390/jcm10153263 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/jcm
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Table 1. Ocular findings in patients with mucopolysaccharidoses. Data from Ashworth et al. [1].

Disease Corneal Opacity Retinopathy
Optic Nerve

Abnormalities
Glaucoma

MPS IH
Hurler

Very common, mild
to severe

Moderate, thickened ELM, parafoveal
thinning, parafoveal retinal folds,

bulls eye retinopathy

Common, mild to
moderate Uncommon, mild

MPS IH/S
Hurler–Scheie

Very common, mild
to severe

Moderate,
retinal pigment epithelial

degeneration

Common, mild to
moderate Uncommon, mild

MPS IS
Scheie

Very common, mild
to severe Moderate Quite common Uncommon, mild

MPS II
Hunter Rare Moderate, Pigmented retinopathy Moderate Uncommon

MPS III
Sanfilippo A-D

Not usually
significant

Moderate to severe, with pigmentary
retinal degeneration Rare Rare

MPS IV
Morquio

Some cases, usually
mild Pigmentary retinopathy Some cases reported Some cases

reported

MPS VI
Maroteau x-Lamy

Very common,
often severe

Very rare, pigmented retinopathy,
parafoveal retinal folds Common Unknown

frequency

MPS VII
Sly

Mild to moderate,
can be severe Unknown frequency Quite common Unknown

frequency

MPS IX
Natowicz

Unknown
frequency Unknown frequency Unknown frequency Unknown

frequency

Shallow orbits that cause progressive pseudo-exophthalmos, hypertelorism, strabis-
mus, hypermetropia, and astigmatism are common [1]. Non-ocular causes, such as cortical
visual impairment, could also result in visual impairment [6]. Graft-versushost disease is a
rare complication following HSCT which could lead to conjunctivitis, keratoconjunctivitis
sicca, corneal epithelial defects, and pseudo membrane formation [7]. Diagnosing ocular
pathologies in patients with MPS can be a challenging task because of physical or mental
disabilities which can reduce patient cooperation and tolerance of the exam. If dense,
corneal clouding can interfere with accurate ophthalmological examination of the lens,
vitreous, and retina [1,5,8–10]. Photophobia due to corneal clouding can lead to difficulty
tolerating the slit lamp light beam [5].

In patients who have MPS, the frequency of ophthalmic involvement and related
visual deterioration requires careful clinical examination, optimal glasses prescription,
management of raised IOP and the corneal surface, and, when corneal clouding is the cause
of the visual loss, corneal transplantation.

Corneal clouding treatment remains an unmet need in ophthalmology despite con-
siderable advances in the systemic therapy of MPS. This review article aims to provide
an overview of corneal clouding, its current clinical and surgical management, and note-
worthy research progress.

2. Corneal Clouding in MPS

While corneal clouding is seen most commonly in MPS I, it is usually most severe in
patients with MPS VI (see Figure 1, which demonstrates corneal opacification in MPS I) [1].
It is also seen to some extent in MPS IV, VI, and VII (See Table 1). Corneal clouding is a
slowly progressive symptom, therefore visual acuity may be surprisingly good in the early
stages of corneal clouding, but subsequently the patient may suffer from photophobia and
a slowly progressive loss of visual acuity [6]. It is often present from early childhood [6].
Photochromatic glasses can help to ease symptoms in photophobic patients [11].
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A B 

Figure 1. (A) Corneal image of a patient with MPS I Hurler demonstrating significant corneal
clouding. (B) Corneal image of a patient without corneal clouding. Images were taken using
IrisGuard AD100, MREH.

Corneal transparency is the outcome of the regular spacing of collagen fibers which
have an extraordinarily regular diameter and maintain a consistent interfibrillar space [12,13].
Corneal opacification in MPS is caused by the accumulation of GAGs (see Table 2 which
depicts the GAGs that accumulate in the various MPS types), particularly keratan sulphate,
in all corneal layers, but particularly within the corneal stroma. The GAG accumulation
induces significant light scattering, as the regular arrangement of collagen fibrils that
maintain corneal transparency are lost [14,15]. In vivo confocal microscopy typically shows
bright intercellular spaces in the corneal layers, extracellular stromal matrix microdeposits,
and keratocytes that also have microdeposits and are morphologically modified [15,16].
Corneal clouding affects the entire cornea and it has a characteristic ‘ground glass’ appear-
ance [14].

Thickest at the central cornea, the stromal layer is organized predominantly by type
I collagens and proteoglycans (a protein core, with GAG side chains composed of either
keratin (KS) or dermatan sulphate (DS)) [12]. Keratin proteoglycans manage collagen
fibril diameter and dermatan proteoglycans regulate interfibrillar positioning and collagen
adhesion [12]. Patients with MPS II are generally spared from corneal clouding [1,6,9,15]
(see Table 1.) The deficient enzyme in MPS II (Iduronate-2-sulfatase) results in the build-up
of DS containing an additional sulfate group as compared to MPS I and VI. It is thought
that the additional sulfate group on the DS in MPS II exhibits a protective effect in the
prevention of corneal clouding [17].

GAG deposition in the lysosomes of the keratocytes effects hysteresis, increasing
corneal thickness and reducing corneal elasticity, therefore affecting IOP measurements,
which rely on normal corneal rigidity for accuracy [4]. Therefore, IOP measurements
may be falsely raised in patients with MPS and corneal clouding, potentially leading to
difficulty in deciphering whether a raised IOP is secondary to corneal clouding or if it is an
indication of potential glaucoma [18,19]. Ashworth et al. found a statistically significant
relationship between IOP and the extent of corneal opacification in patients with MPS I
and MPS VI [1,6].
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Table 2. Enzyme defect, glycosaminoglycan deposited and inheritance pattern of the mucopolysac-
charidoses. Data from Ashworth et al. [1].

MPS Type Enzyme Defect Glycosaminoglycan Inheritance

MPS IH
Hurler α-L-Iduronidase Dermatan sulphate,

Heparin sulphate AR

MPS IH/S
Hurler–Scheie α-L-Iduronidase Dermatan sulphate,

Heparin sulphate AR

MPS IS
Scheie α-L-Iduronidase Dermatan sulphate,

Heparin sulphate AR

MPS II
Hunter Iduronate-2-sulfatase Dermatan sulphate,

Heparin sulphate X-linked

MPS IIIA
Sanfilippo A Heparan sulfamidase Heparin sulphate AR

MPS IIIB
Sanfilippo B

N-Acetyl-α-D-
glucosaminidase Heparin sulphate AR

MPS IIIC
Sanfilippo C

Acetyl-CoA:αglucosaminidase
N-acetyltransferase Heparin sulphate AR

MPS IIID
Sanfilippo D

N-Acetylglucosamine-6-
sulfatase Heparin sulphate AR

MPS IV
Morquio

N-Acetylgalactosamine-6-
sulfatase Keratin sulphate AR

MPS VI
Maroteaux-Lamy

N-acetylgalactosamine-4-
sulfatase Dermatan sulphate, AR

MPS VII
Sly β-D-Glucuronidase

Dermatan sulphate,
Heparin sulphate,

Chondroitin sulphate
AR

MPS IX
Natowicz Hyaluronidase Chondroitin sulphate AR

AR = autosomal recessive.

3. Systemic Therapies and Their Effect on Corneal Clouding

Improvements in quality of life and lifespan due to early systemic treatment have
meant that the management of ocular complications and the preservation of vision has in-
creased importance for patients with MPS [1,8]. While systemic treatments significantly im-
prove disease manifestations and prolong life, a considerable burden of disease remains in
areas which are not affected by systemic treatments, for example, corneal clouding [17,20].

Early diagnosis of MPS is important, since HSCT is indicated before two years of age
and early treatment is associated with better outcomes [21–24]. Diagnosis is often made
after irreversible damage of various tissues has already occurred. Beginning treatment at
the asymptomatic stage of the disease has been proven effective at reducing urinary GAGs
and organomegaly [23,25]. However, the efficacy of improving functions of the brain and
avascular regions, such as the cornea, remains an unmet problem. A key component of
more favorable outcomes seems to be starting therapy as early as possible, at diagnosis,
before 16 months of age [16,26,27].

There are several sibling studies demonstrating the effectiveness of early treatment
on the ocular manifestations of MPS [28]. A 2016 study by Laraway et al. [24,29] studied
the outcomes of treatment with ERT in 35 patients with MPS I over a mean study period
of 6.5 years. Corneal clouding remained stable in 78% of patients, visual acuity remained
stable in 33%, and visual acuity improved in 42%. Younger patients (<10 years at treatment
initiation) maintained disease measures closer to norms for age compared with patients
aged ≥10 years at treatment initiation [29].
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3.1. Enzyme Replacement Therapy (ERT)

ERT provides an impact on most visceral organs, although there is uneven organ
biodistribution. ERT has a very limited effect on cornea, bone, central nervous system
(CNS), and heart valves, due to the blood–brain barrier. The avascular nature of the cornea
means that large proteins are prevented from passing through the blood–cornea or the
blood–brain barrier. Despite lowering lysosomal GAG storage amounts to the normal
level [30], reports suggest ERT does not seem to prevent progression of corneal or optic
disc pathology and, thus, the related worsening of visual function [31]. Photophobia and
conjunctival irritation diminish, but corneal clouding and other ocular complications do
not usually improve [31–33].

There is a paucity of literature about the effect of ERT on corneal clouding specifically.
Some studies report an overall stabilizing effect [15,34]; however, other studies describe a
worsening of corneal clouding despite treatment [35].

The first ERT clinical trial in 2001 involved 10 patients with MPS I, treated over
52 weeks with weekly intravenous infusions of 0.58 mg/kg laronidase. The extent of
corneal clouding did not change in any of the eight patients with corneal clouding. Several
patients reported decreased photophobia or conjunctival irritation. Visual acuity improved
from 20/1000 to 20/200 (in one eye) in one patient and slightly improved in two others [33].

No changes in corneal opacity were observed by Kakkis and coworkers [33] in
10 patients with MPS I undergoing ERT for one year. Some patients treated with ERT
noted an improvement in photosensitivity and corneal clouding, but this was not seen
in most [15,29,31,32] Where there are improvements, they are partial and possibly vary
among individuals.

In a study by Pitz et al. [31], eight patients with MPS I were followed up for four years
while undergoing ERT. One patient had a worsening of VA related to increasing corneal
opacity and had subsequent corneal transplantation. Despite repeat immunogenic graft
rejections, this patient’s VA improved significantly, from logMAR 0.50 to 0.10, in both eyes.

A case report by Sarfraz et al. [35] described a patient who was diagnosed with MPS
VI at age six. He suffered progressive visual loss and corneal clouding despite being treated
with ERT from age 10. His follow up period was over 18 years.

Corneal clouding is difficult to quantify, as it is currently based on the subjective judge-
ment of the clinician. There are also examination difficulties in assessing young children.
VA can be more difficult to assess due to comorbid ocular conditions which may be present
including glaucoma, optic nerve oedema, optic atrophy, and retinal degeneration [5]. There
have recently been studies that demonstrate that corneal densitometry or iris recognition
cameras can provide a reliable and objective determination of opacification [19,36–38].
These will be useful to determine the effectiveness of treatments in research settings and in
clinical practice. ERT’s effect on corneal clouding is limited and variable [20,39].

3.2. Hematopoietic Stem-Cell Transplantation (HSCT)

The ocular risks of HSCT include the development of cataracts, epithelial punctate
keratopathy, and dry eye syndrome [40,41].

Recent studies detected large numbers of myofibroblasts in the cornea of an MPS I
patient after HSCT, indicating that corneal clouding may be caused by the transformation
of keratocytes into myofibroblasts, which would not be affected by HSCT [20].

A 2015 international multi-center study reported on 217 MPS I Hurler patients. Ap-
proximately 98% of the patients had corneal clouding before starting HSCT. After treatment,
approximately 74% had either stabilized or had shown a decrease in the degree of their
corneal clouding [21].

A 2021 study by Guffon et al. [42] analyzed more than 30 years’ worth of data regarding
25 patients with MPS I (Hurler Syndrome) who were treated with HSCT. All 25 patients
demonstrated some degree of corneal clouding. In 84%, corneal clouding was diagnosed
at a median age of 13 months, before HSCT had begun. Despite HSCT, corneal clouding
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progressed in all patients and approximately half underwent corneal transplant at a median
age of 17.8 years [42].

In a retrospective case series, Gullingsrud et al. [43] showed that six patients (30% of
a study group of 25 patients with various types of MPS), showed improvements in their
corneal clouding, whereas five patients (25%) had worse corneal clouding during follow-up
ranging from 7 to 24 months following BMT. No correlation could be made to age at BMT.
No eyes with corneal clouding showed complete clouding resolution over the follow up
period. One patient required bilateral keratoplasty.

Vellodi and colleagues [44] reported upon two patients with MPS I (Hurler syndrome)
who showed complete resolution of corneal clouding after BMT.

Javed et al. carried out a study of nine patients with MPS I (Hurler) or VI (Maroteaux-
Lamy) and found that 5/17 (29%) had a significant deterioration in corneal clouding despite
ERT or HSCT. One patient whose corneal clouding improved had been treated with ERT
from the age of 12 months, before starting HSCT [38].

Corneal clouding may progress despite systemic therapy [5]. In a 2018 study by
Fahnehjelm et al. [45], which studied eight patients with MPS I Hurler Syndrome, corneal
opacities were present in all patients before or shortly after beginning therapy with HSCT.
The clouding increased during follow up, despite HSCT, in 5/8 patients. This analysis of
ocular disease in a cohort of children with MPS I after HSCT revealed ongoing corneal
clouding, as seen in other studies [46]. These studies highlight the need for new MPS
treatments that will prevent and reverse corneal clouding.

Sometimes, despite having had systemic therapy from an early age, corneal clouding
progresses, impacting on visual acuity and quality of life. A more direct approach is needed
to treat ocular pathologies in MPS patients, rather than just ERT and HSCT [46].

4. Surgical Treatment for Corneal Clouding

The only current definitive treatment for corneal clouding is corneal transplantation.
When the cornea becomes so opacified that vision and quality of life is affected, the patient’s
suitability for keratoplasty must be considered. The decision to proceed with a corneal
transplant depends on the following factors:

1. The effect of visual impairment on the patient’s daily activities and quality of life, and
the wishes of the patient to improve their vision;

2. The exclusion of other ocular factors (retinopathy or optic neuropathy) as a cause of
visual impairment;

3. The condition of the ocular surface; dryness or vascularization of the cornea;
4. The general health of the patient and their suitability for anesthesia.

4.1. Pre-Operative Planning for Keratoplasty

The decision to undergo a corneal transplant is a joint one between the patient, their
family, their ophthalmologist(s), and their metabolic team, based on whether surgical
treatment of corneal clouding is in the patient’s best interests. The possibility of graft
re-opacification and the risk of only temporary improvements in vision must be thoroughly
discussed. Improvements in visual function and quality of life that corneal transplantation
can offer to patients with MPS must be weighed against their usually heightened anes-
thetic risk [9]. Many MPS patients will have concomitant cardiovascular disease, cervical
spine instability, short neck, and intubation difficulties. Although local anesthesia may
be possible for some types of corneal transplants, very young patients and patients with
mental disabilities or behavioral problems may not tolerate surgery without a general
anesthetic. This should only be carried out at a specialized center for MPS by an experi-
enced anesthesiologist. Other concomitant eye pathologies must also be taken into careful
consideration.

If there is concomitant retinopathy, optic nerve pathology, or glaucoma, visual im-
provement may be limited, as other factors also affect vision. A corneal transplant might
resolve such patients’ corneal opacification, but it will not resolve other ocular issues [47].
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Patients should undergo additional tests if possible, such as visual fields, optical coherence
tomography (OCT) of the retina and optic nerve, electroretinography (to assess retinal
function), and visual evoked potentials (to assess optic nerve function) [5]. If corneal
clouding is the principal factor affecting vision, then a corneal transplant can be considered.

Corneal transplantation demands scrupulous preparation to maximise success. This
includes optimisation of the ocular surface condition by use of actions to minimize the
harmful effects of ocular surface diseases [48]. Blepharitis, dry eyes, and corneal vascular-
ization may need treatment to reduce the risk of infection and rejection [49]. Preoperative
control of glaucoma is also crucial to ensure a successful surgery. Simultaneous cataract
surgery along with keratoplasty is something for the surgeon to consider. Glaucoma fol-
lowing keratoplasty is relatively common, it can appear at any period in the evolution
of the graft, it can be difficult to diagnose and to monitor and its treatment can hinder
the progress of the transplant [50]. Simultaneous cataract surgery and keratoplasty could
reduce the risk of anterior chamber angle compromise over time as well as in the immediate
post-operative period [51,52].

The surgeon must also acknowledge the patient’s postoperative management. Is the
patient driven, motivated and suitable for the surgery? The assessment and operation
should be carried out in a specialized center for MPS [48].

A slit lamp examination (with photographs to help rate the degree of corneal opaci-
fication over time) permits the detection of corneal opacities, atypical epithelial corneal
changes, or vascularization. It also allows evaluation of the anterior chamber depth to
assess for narrow-angle glaucoma. Most studies that evaluate corneal clouding are limited
by the subjective results. That is why precise and objective cornea photography methods
using the iris camera and Pentacam are useful [36,37]. Corneal topography is of use too [38].

Anterior segment optical coherence tomography is useful to measure the corneal
thickness and to study the layers of the cornea. It can provide detailed morphological infor-
mation for the anterior segment in patients with severe corneal clouding [53]. Additionally,
in vivo confocal microscopy facilitates thorough examination of corneal cellular changes,
assisting in the distinction between stromal and endothelial disease [37].

Tonometry (to measure intra-ocular pressure) and corneal pachymetry (to assess
corneal thickness) are important, bearing in mind that intraocular pressure may be falsely
raised in patients with MPS [15]. Corneal thickness can be measured using a pachymeter
or anterior segment optical coherence tomography (OCT) [54].

Dilated fundus examination could show typical MPS findings such as atrophic optic
nerve heads, swollen discs, pathological optic disc cupping, attenuated arterioles, or retinal
pigmentary epithelial changes [15]. However, it is important to note that dilation in a
phakic patient could result in an attack of acute angle closure. This is because patients with
MPS often have occludable angles due to a thickened peripheral cornea and iris [55,56].
A study by Zhang et al. [57] used anterior segment swept-source OCT to analyse anterior
chamber angles and found that 5 of 6 patients with MPS I had narrow to closed angles.
Even in cases of severe corneal clouding, fundal photographs are recommended as it may
be possible to visualise the retina and optic nerve even when this is very difficult via
ophthalmoscopy [5,17]. In some cases, examination is hindered by the patient’s photopho-
bia. OCT is important as it could demonstrate cystoid macular oedema, or atrophy of the
nerve fibre layer or atrophy of the photoreceptor layer sometimes found in patients with
MPS [5].

In patients who have supposed damage to the optic nerve, pattern visual evoked
potentials (VEPs) can be useful. Progressive optic nerve swelling and consequent axonal
atrophy can lead to trace amplitude reduction [6]. Peak latency increase can result from
fiber demyelination caused by the optic nerve compression [15].

Electroretinography (ERG) is recommended in cases of clinical suspicion of retinopa-
thy [1]. ERG recordings in patients with MPS I, II, and III have revealed retinal dysfunctions
ranging from none to severe [58]. The ERG abnormalities in patients with MPS show a
pattern typical for rod–cone degeneration [1].
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There are two main types of corneal transplant, Penetrating Keratoplasty (PK) and
Deep Anterior Lamellar Keratoplasty (DALK).

4.2. Penetrating Keratoplasty (PK)

PK is the most widely used surgical treatment for corneal opacification. In PK, all five
corneal layers are transplanted. Penetrating keratoplasty has been evolving with the use
of technology such as femtosecond lasers to generate PKP incisions [59]. An international
study of 32 penetrating keratoplasties, performed in patients with MPS and published in
2016, had a graft success rate of 96% [60]. Literature reporting on the PK graft survival
rate in patients without MPS indicates a graft survival range of 62% to 86% [61,62]. It
is postulated that this higher graft survival rate is because patients with MPS are more
receptive to corneal grafts [60].

An international 2017 study [60] involving 48 eyes from 32 patients with MPS I, IV, or
VI was reported upon. Mean follow-up was 70 months (range: 5–186). PK was performed
in 45 eyes and DALK in three eyes. At the last follow-up, a successful visual outcome for
PK was found in 63%. Rejection episodes occurred in 23% of grafts; however, a clear graft
was recorded at last follow-up in 94% [60]. This study demonstrated that clear corneal
grafts can be obtained for patients with corneal clouding due to MPS with improvement in
visual acuity in the majority [60]. According to Bothun et al. [47], MPS VI may be associated
with a higher graft rejection risk.

Case reports denote that the donor cornea may re-opacify because GAGs can accumu-
late in donor keratocytes [60,63]. This likely relates to the severity of the MPS and could be
due to host keratocyte anterior–posterior spread. There can be gradual replacement of the
donor epithelial cells by the host epithelium [9,63]. Käsmann-Kellner et al. [63] suggest that
PK may have better outcomes in the MPS types that have dermatan sulphate accumulation
(MPS VI, MPS VII) than in the MPS types that have with keratan sulphate accumulation
(MPS IV). Dermatan sulphate is present in healed corneal wounds, rejected grafts, and
post-viral opacification [63].

Various case reports on MPS patients following PK denote that a clear donor cornea
was retained from three months up to five years, without systemic treatment [47,64,65]. A
literature review by Bothun et al. described 23 reports that recorded 40 initial and 3 repeat
cases of PK in patients with MPS. Thirty-one initial and two repeat corneal grafts were
reported as clear, varying from 3 months to 12 years of follow up [47]. A patient with MPS
VII had a PK for corneal clouding and this remained clear two years post-transplant [64].
Naumann et al. [65] performed PKs successfully in three children with MPS VI-A (severe
type) at the age of 7–11 years. The transplants remained clear during the follow-up over
2.5–5 years and the long-term visual acuity was encouraging. Intriguingly, two of the
three patients displayed some clearing of the host cornea adjacent to the transplant. This
phenomenon was presumed to have been caused by diffusion of the normal enzyme
from the graft to the recipient avascular cornea, to correct the enzyme defect and restore
transparency. However, this result has not been reported in any other type of MPS and it
could not be duplicated in a study involving a cat model of MPS VI [66].

PK, being an open globe procedure, requires general anesthesia. During corneal
transplant surgery, there is often a significant mismatch of corneal thickness between the
graft (normal) and the host (abnormally thick). Care should be taken when suturing to
allow a smooth anterior corneal surface. This is easier in PK surgery where one can offset
the posterior surface but harder to achieve in DALK surgery due to the intact Descemet
membrane and the fixed posterior surface [67]. PK is sometimes associated with the loos-
ening of sutures, suture infiltrates, and suture-produced astigmatism [68]. Astigmatism
post PK can cause a clear graft to have vision that is not as good as expected [69]. Another
important cause of vision poorer than predicted is postopretive glaucoma. Numerous
factors can contribute to an increase in the incidence of glaucoma, such as post-operative
glaucoma, increased intra-operative manipulation, and severe post-operative inflamma-
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tion [70]. Rarely, PK can be associated with disastrous problems such as expulsive choroidal
hemorrhage [69].

4.3. Deep Anterior Lamellar Keratoplasty (DALK)

DALK is a partial-thickness cornea transplant that involves the selective transplanta-
tion of the epithelium and the stroma, leaving the patient’s native Descemet membrane
and endothelium in place. These outer two layers are replaced with a donor epithelium
and stroma. In patients with MPS, DALK is often preferred, since corneal clouding is due
to GAGs accumulating in the corneal stroma, sometimes sparing Descemet’s membrane
and the corneal endothelium. Endothelial involvement occurs only in late stages of MPS,
and an intact Descemet’s membrane can act as a barrier to prevent stromal recurrence of
MPS in the graft [10]. DALK is contraindicated in patients who have clouding of the en-
dothelium or Descemet’s membrane [60]. DALK may be carried out under local anesthetic
in cooperative patients [60]. However, one must take into consideration that conversion
to PK may need to happen and good anesthesia and blood pressure control is still very
important to avoid complications such as suprachoroidal hemorrhage [71].

A report by the American Academy of Ophthalmology by Reinhart et al. found that
there is no advantage to DALK over PK for refractive error outcomes [72]. However, DALK
is superior to PK for preservation of endothelial cell density. DALK has an associated
lower risk of infection, bleeding, and decreased rates of rejection [69]. Studies comparing
the PK procedure to the DALK procedure have demonstrated that DALK can have lower
complication rates [73,74]. Because DALK is not a full-thickness procedure, the resultant
wound is stronger than that of a PK so the sutures can be removed sooner [72]. Leaving the
host endothelium intact considerably reduces the risk of endothelial rejection [75,76]. As
DALK is a closed-system operation, there is also decreased risk of immune rejection [76].
Another major DALK advantage is that late corneal failure due to endothelial cell loss,
which can be quite common after penetrating keratoplasty, cannot occur after DALK [72].
This is associated with easier postoperative management. Reduced concentration, dura-
tion and frequency of topical steroids reduces the risk of steroid-induced glaucoma and
cataract [77]. DALK is currently favored over conventional PK in MPS patients due to its
similar effectiveness and lower risks [9]. Initially, DALK was performed using manual
corneal dissection. Now, DALK can also be performed using a femtosecond laser [67].
Good visual outcomes have been described in patients with conditions such as keratoconus
who underwent femtosecond laser-assisted DALK [78].

Phacoemulsification can also be safely performed along with DALK [79]. In patients
with MPS, simultaneous keratoplasty and cataract surgery could reduce the risk of post-
operative glaucoma [79]. Glaucoma following PK has a relatively high frequency; it can
appear early, as well as late, in the evolution of the transplant, it is very hard to diagnose
and also to follow-up and the medical or surgical treatment can interfere negatively with
the evolution of the corneal graft Over time, there is a risk of anterior chamber angle
compromise following DALK. Simultaneous cataract surgery could negate this risk.

Complications are associated with the fundamental difficulty in parting Descemet’s
membrane from the stroma [48]. DALK is a more difficult surgery to perform than PK [80].
In patients with MPS, the stroma is more rigid to handle due to GAG deposition which
makes the surgical technique of dissection more of a challenge. The poor view due to
corneal clouding can pose difficulties for surgeons who prefer a manual dissection tech-
nique in DALK surgery. Big bubble technique can be successfully applied but the cloudiness
still poses a challenge in gauging the right depth to insert the air needle for big bubble
formation [80]. DALK is usually more difficult to perform in younger patients because De-
scemet’s membrane does not separate as easily [67]. Intra-operative complications include
micro perforations and macro perforations of Descemet’s membrane (in which conversion
to PK is usually necessary) [48,81]. Post-operative complications include the formation of a
double (pseudo-) anterior chamber [67,82]. This is where the donor epithelium separates
from the host Descemet’s membrane. It is usually seen in the immediate postoperative
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period. Risk factors include instances where there was Descemet’s Membrane perfora-
tion during surgery [80,83]. To rectify this complication, air is injected surgically into the
anterior chamber to tamponade the detached Descemet’s membrane.

Epithelial, stromal, and mixed epithelial and stromal graft rejection occur at a rate of
approximately 8 to 10% [84]. Rejection can present any time after three months postopera-
tively [85]. Graft dehiscence may occur following early suture removal. An interface haze
may be apparent in the late post-operative follow-up phase. Haze can occur in cases where
stromal fibers have been retained and Descemet’s membrane folds can form as a result [86].
Interface keratitis could occur in the interface, or empty space, that is left. Air or gas in the
anterior chamber could lead to pupillary block.

4.4. Postoperative Management

Topical antibiotics and steroid drops should be used during the first post-op month,
followed by steroid and lubricant drops for the next six months. After this time period,
steroid drop duration is determined by the surgeon’s judgement. Check-ups should be
given twice during the first post-operative month, every three months throughout the first
post-operative year, and biannually henceforth, until suture removal [15].

Intra- and post-surgical complications are the same as those connected to keratoplasty
in any patient. Late complications such as rejection can occur, and it is of paramount
importance to assess any case of possible inflammation (red eye and/or visual acuity loss)
so that therapy can be administered as early as possible [15]. The eye should be kept
completely clean, especially during the first month, and potentially treacherous activities
should be prevented to avoid trauma that could cause graft dehiscence. An eye shield can
be worn [15].

Re-opacification as early as one-year post graft can occur due to GAG deposition
in donor keratocytes [9]. Effectiveness is dependent on the type of GAG deposited and
the severity of the disease [63]. Sutures should remain in place for at least one year
post-transplantation and following consideration of astigmatism and of the suture condi-
tion [5,87]. Suture removal can be done at the slit lamp but may require anesthesia in an
uncooperative patient.

5. Future Corneal Clouding Treatment Options

5.1. Gene Therapy

Gene therapy is currently under development as an MPS treatment option. Gene
therapy seems to have the most promise as an effective and permanent solution if it proves
to be as safe and effective as seen in animal models. A study published in June 2020 by
Miyadera et al. [88] showed that intrastromal gene therapy prevents and reverses advanced
corneal clouding in a canine model of MPS I. The eyes with advanced disease demonstrated
resolution of corneal clouding as early as one week post-injection, followed by sustained
corneal transparency until the experimental endpoint of 25 weeks [88]. This study showed
the potential ability of gene therapy to reverse, as well as prevent, corneal clouding. Kamata
et al. [89] injected an adenovirus expressing human beta-glucuronidase into the anterior
chamber or intrastromal region the cornea of mice who had MPS VII. It successfully treated
corneal clouding. Adenovirus-mediated transduction was found throughout the mouse
cornea, but it peaked after a few days and then declined after one week.

Vance et al. [90] explored adeno-associated virus gene therapy for alpha-L-iduronidase
(IUDA) enzyme delivery by intrastromal injection as a viable remedy for MPS I-related
corneal clouding. Seven days after intrastromal injection into human corneas, the enzyme
was overproduced in the corneal stroma with extensive dispersal in numerous cell types.
There was also a 10-fold escalation in enzyme activity without toxicity.

5.2. Substrate Reduction Therapy

Substrate reduction therapy is expected to affect “difficult-to-treat” tissues such as
the cornea and the central nervous system [91]. Small chemical inhibitors are expected
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to cross the blood–brain barrier as well as the blood–cornea barrier, reaching tissues not
accessible to the large recombinant lysosomal enzymes of ERT. Rhodamine B was shown
to reduce GAG synthesis in MPS IIIA and VI in vitro studies and in studies of mice with
MPS IIIA [91]. Clinical trials are needed to assess the effect on corneal clouding.

In 2006, genistein, a compound that can be purified from soya beans and acts as a
tyrosine kinase inhibitor, was identified as showing in vivo reduction of GAG production
in MPS I, II, III, VI, and VII fibroblast cells [92]. This drug acts via the epidermal growth
factor-dependent pathway to prevent the synthesis of GAGs [93].

Further research needs consistent and repeatable techniques which involve assessing
corneal clouding as part of clinical trials to improve current MPS treatment strategies.

6. Conclusions

Management of the ocular manifestations of MPS requires a multi-disciplinary ap-
proach, with early diagnosis, early initiation of systemic treatment, and careful ocular
assessment. Severe corneal clouding may require corneal transplantation. However, novel
therapies aim to prevent corneal opacification before the need for surgery arises. Clinical
trials need to consistently evaluate the effect of new MPS treatments on corneal clouding
to ultimately improve patient outcomes.
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Abstract: Background: Mucopolysaccharidosis type III (MPS III, Sanfilippo disease) is a life-limiting
recessive lysosomal storage disorder caused by a deficiency in the enzymes involved in degrading
glycosaminoglycan heparan sulfate. MPS III is characterized by progressive deterioration of the
central nervous system. Respiratory tract infections have been reported as frequent and as the most
common cause of death, but gastrointestinal (GI) manifestations have not been acknowledged as a
cause of concern. The aim of this study was to determine the incidence of GI problems as a primary
cause of death and to review GI symptoms reported in published studies. Methods: Causes of
death from 221 UK death certificates (1957–2020) were reviewed and the literature was searched to
ascertain reported GI symptoms. Results: GI manifestations were listed in 5.9% (n = 13) of death
certificates. Median (IQR) age at death was 16.7 (5.3) years. Causes of death included GI failure, GI
bleed, haemorrhagic pancreatitis, perforation due to gastrostomies, paralytic ileus and emaciation.
Twenty-one GI conditions were reported in 30 studies, mostly related to functional GI disorders,
including diarrhoea, dysphagia, constipation, faecal incontinence, abdominal pain/distension and
cachexia. Conclusions: GI manifestations may be an under-recognized but important clinical feature
of MPS III. Early recognition of GI symptoms and timely interventions is an important part of the
management of MPS III patients.

Keywords: mucopolysaccharidosis; Sanfilippo syndrome; mortality; gastrointestinal

1. Introduction

Mucopolysaccharidosis type III (MPS III, Sanfilippo disease) is a rare autosomal
recessive lysosomal storage disorder (LSD) caused by the accumulation of glycosamino-
glycan (GAG) heparan sulfate due to the deficiency of specific enzymes responsible for its
degradation [1]. Four distinct MPS III subtypes have been recognized, depending on the
enzyme deficiency: MPS III type A (heparan N-sulphatase, sulfamidase; MIM #252900),
type B (α-N-acetylglucosaminidase; MIM #252920), type C (acetyl-CoA α-glucosaminide
N-acetyltransferase; MIM #252930), and type D (N-acetylglucosamine 6-sulfatase; MIM
#252940) [1,2]. Overall prevalence is estimated at 1–9 births per one-million population,
with subtypes varying geographically and incidence of subtypes A and B being the most
diagnosed in Europe [1,3]. UK prevalence has been estimated at approximately 1.21 per
100,000 live births [4].

MPSIII is a life-limiting condition prevalently characterized by a progressive severe de-
terioration of the central nervous system (CNS), including neurocognitive and behavioural
decline [5]. Following an initial normal birth and development, the disease tends to
progress through three main phases: the first phase usually begins at 1–3 years of age and is
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characterized by delayed cognitive development, specially speech delay; the second phase
starts between 3–4 years of age and it is marked by the beginning of cognitive decline with
challenging behaviour, including aggression, hyperactivity and sleep disturbance; the third
stage, usually from 10 years of age onwards, is quieter as behavioural difficulties disappear
but there is a rapid loss of cognitive processes and motor functions, including walking,
swallowing and the development of seizures and pyramidal symptoms [1,2,6–8]. Patients
in this last phase tend to be immobile, fed by enteral tube and incontinent, becoming fully
dependent on care. MPS III also presents with somatic symptoms, but those are relatively
less severe if compared to other MPS disorders [5,9,10]. Associated somatic signs and
symptoms can include mild facial dysmorphology, hirsutism, recurrent ear, nose and throat
(ENT) infections, frequent upper respiratory infections, umbilical and inguinal hernias,
coarse hair, hepatomegaly, splenomegaly, recurrent diarrhoea, constipation, hearing loss,
scoliosis, odontoid hypoplasia, femoral head osteonecrosis, cardiac disease and abnormal
dentition [5–7,9,11–16].

Life expectancy for individuals with MPS III varies greatly but death usually occurs
between the second and third decades of life, even though survival into later decades
has been reported, depending on the disorder’s subtype and the phenotype (severe and
attenuated forms) [11,17,18]. Pneumonia and respiratory tract infections have been re-
ported as the most common causes of death (>50%) in MPS III individuals with types A,
B [11,17–19] and C [20].

The large differences in disease onset, clinical manifestations and life span between
individuals are the result of genetic heterogeneity producing inter- and intra- type vari-
ability [21]. Due to the rarity of MPS III and the non-specificity of early-symptoms, early
diagnosis of MPS III remains a challenge and median diagnostic delay between initial
symptoms and diagnosis can range from 2 years in MPS IIIA [6] to 28 years in MPS IIIB
individuals with the attenuated phenotype [18]. Currently, there is no approved disease-
modifying therapy for MPS III, with treatment being limited to the management of clinical
symptoms and palliative care [2].

The UK Society for Mucopolysaccharide and Related Diseases (MPS Society) is a
patient support group providing advocacy and support to individuals and families di-
agnosed with a MPS or related conditions. Through its work with clinicians, patients,
and their families, the MPS Society was made aware of gastro-intestinal (GI) problems
presenting in patients with MPS III. Personal communication [ST] with patients and LSD
medical specialists from UK metabolic centres revealed GI symptoms and signs are fre-
quently reported, including constipation, diarrhoea, intolerance to feeds, recto-vaginal
fistulas, malabsorption of feeds, bowel volvulus, bowel stasis, ulcerative colitis, GI bleeding
and pseudo-obstruction, with some individuals having had a diagnosis of irritable bowel
syndrome or Crohn’s disease.

To date, GI symptoms have not been acknowledged in previous studies as a primary
cause of concern in the MPS III population, however, parents have identified digestive,
toileting and feeding issues as an unmet treatment need in MPS III, causing significant
concerns and challenges on the child’s family [22]. Determining their incidence and
severity is paramount to understand MPS III natural history and disease progression, and
to improve the future clinical management of these patients. The aim of this study is to
review death certificates of individuals with MPS III to determine the incidence of GI
manifestations as a leading or contributing cause of death, and to review GI symptoms
and signs reported in published studies of live or deceased individuals with MPS III.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. GI Manifestations as a Cause of Death in UK Patients with MPS III

The MPS Society UK holds details of 416 individuals with MPS III in their database.
According to the UK Data Protection Act 2018, the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) only applies in the UK to living individuals (https://www.legislation.gov.uk/
ukpga/2018/12/section/3/enacted (accessed on 20 July 2021)). Data on deceased patients
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with MPS III were retrospectively extracted, including: name, date of birth, date of death,
gender, and type of MPS III, where available. To ascertain the cause of death, death
certificates, were obtained.

In the UK, a death certificate includes an exact copy of the cause of death given
by a medic on the Medical Certificate of Cause of Death (MCCD) [23]. The cause of
death section of UK death certificates is divided into two parts. Part I starts on line
(a) with the immediate, direct cause of death, and it is followed on subsequent lines
(b and/or c) by the sequence of events or conditions that led to death, until reaching the
underlaying cause of death which is the condition that started the fatal sequence. Part
II includes other significant conditions that contributed to death but were not related
to the disease or condition causing it [23]. Under UK legislation, death certificates are
considered public records and duplicate certificates can be requested by anyone if the
full name of the deceased individual and date of death is available, to obtain the General
Register Office (GRO) index reference number (Births and Deaths Registration Act 1953;
(https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Eliz2/1-2/20/section/30 (accessed on 20 July
2021)). If the date of death is not available, this can be found in the register if the birth year
is available. For individuals ≤16 years of age, the full name of both parents is required,
together with the latest registered address. This was available for some members on
the database. The MPS Society held copies of death certificates registered from January
1957–March 2006, including some from a previous mortality study [17]. Death certificates
from April 2006–October 2020 were obtained, with the last request made on 21 May 2021.
Death certificates were reviewed for listed GI manifestations recorded as cause of death.
Causes of death for one individual could include different conditions leading to death (e.g.,
respiratory and gastrointestinal conditions). Data was anonymised and all patients were
deceased, hence ethical approval was not required.

2.2. GI Manifestations in the Literature

A literature search was conducted in PubMed to ascertain GI symptoms and signs
in MPS III patients reported in published studies. The pre-determined search terms
‘Sanfilippo syndrome’ and ‘Mucopolysaccharidosis type III’ were combined using the
Boolean ‘OR’ operator. Studies were retrieved if the title/abstract/keyword contained
at least one of the terms. The Boolean term ‘NOT’ was used to exclude animal studies.
Searches were completed on 20 April 2021. The Rayyan Web app [24] was used to screen
titles, abstracts and keywords by two researchers (ER, MY) to identify potential studies
for inclusion. Further animal studies were excluded. Full texts of relevant papers were
subjected to further scrutiny with final papers being selected based on the inclusion criteria
in Table 1. GI symptoms and sigs mentioned within the studies were recorded (ER, MY).
GI manifestations affecting the liver, or the mouth, were excluded (e.g., hepatomegaly,
abnormal dentition). This literature review only aimed to identify the number of studies
reporting GI symptoms.

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria of studies.

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria

Article in English
Patients with a diagnosis of MPS III
Case studies, retrospective, or
prospective studies
Mention of a GI symptom/sign

Full-text paper not available
In-vitro, embryonic, pre-natal and molecular
level studies

3. Results

3.1. GI Manifestations as Cause of Death in Patients with MPS III: Death Certificates
3.1.1. Death Certificates

Records of 240 deceased members with MPS III were found on the MPS Society
database. Three records did not include the full names of the individuals and seven were
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of children ≤16 years old for whom the name of both parents was not available. For
three individuals, the date of death was not recorded and alternative searches within the
government website did not yield any results. Death records for six individuals were not
available from the General Register Office even though full name and date of death were
provided. A total of 221 death certificates from deceased individuals were included in this
study: 113 death certificates were available from Lavery et al. [17], 24 from the MPS Society
UK, and 84 new certificates with full records were obtained.

3.1.2. Demographics of Deceased Patients

Median (IQR) age at death of the 221 individuals was 16.0 (6.4) years (mean 17.7 (±7.4),
range 3.2–47.8) and 110 (49.8%) of deceased individuals were female. Type of MPS III and
decade at death are shown in Table 2. Dates of birth ranged from April 1946 to August
2004, with dates of death between January 1957 to September 2020. Age at death increased
over time from a mean age of 16.5 years (±4.3, n = 51) in 1990–1999 to 21.8 years (±9.9,
n = 50) in 2010–2020. A total of 72.4% (n = 160) of deaths occurred during the patient’s
second decade of life (i.e., between 10–19 years of age) (Table 2).

Table 2. Characteristics of deceased individuals with MPSIII on death certificates (n = 221) and of
individuals with GI conditions listed on their death certificate (n = 13).

Deceased
Individuals

GI Condition on Death
Certificate

N 221 13

Gender
Males 111 8
Females 110 5

MPS III subtype n (%) n (%)
A 148 (67.0) 10 (76.9)
B 34 (15.4) 2 (15.4)
C 9 (4.1) —
Unknown 30 (13.6) 1 (7.7)

Age at death (years)
Mean age (±SD) 17.7 (±7.4) 18.1 (±7.3)
Median (IQR) 16.0 (6.4) 16.7 (5.3)
Range 3.2–47.8 11.2–39.7

Range (years) n (%) n (%)
0–9 9 (4.1) —
10–19 160 (72.4) 10 (76.9)
20–29 36 (16.3) 2 (15.4)
30–39 12 (5.4) 1 (7.7)
40–49 4 (1.8) —

Decade at death n (%) Mean age (±SD) n (%) Mean age (±SD)
1950–1959 1 (0.5) 10.7 (—) — —
1960–1969 — — — —
1970–1979 4 (1.8) 10.7 (±3.1) — —
1980–1989 36 (16.3) 13.4 (±3.6) 2 (16.7) 12.2 (±1.5)
1990–1999 51 (23.1) 16.5 (±4.3) 3 (25.0) 19.1 (±2.7)
2000–2009 78 (35.3) 18.2 (±7.1) 4 (33.3) 21.0 (±12.7)
2010–2020 51 (23.1) 21.8 (±9.9) 4 (33.3) 17.4 (±3.7)

3.1.3. GI Manifestations Leading or Contributing to Death on Death Certificates

A total of 5.9% (n = 13) of deceased individuals had GI conditions listed on their death
certificates: 12 (5.4%) certificates had GI conditions recorded as leading to death (Table 3,
Part I) and one as significantly contributing to death (Table 3, Part II). Three deaths were
associated with complications of percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomies (PEG) (Table 3).
Median (IQR) age at death of these individuals was 16.7 (5.3) years (mean 18.1 (±7.3), range
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11.2–39.7) and 38.5% (n = 5) were female. Type of MPS III and decade at death are shown
in Table 2. Dates of birth ranged from January 1966 to March 2002, with dates of death
between January 1981 to August 2018. Nine deaths (76.9%) occurred during the patient’s
second decade of life (i.e., between 10–19 years of age). Two patients died in their third
decade of life and one in their fourth (Table 2).

Table 3. GI-related conditions (in italics) leading or contributing to death on death certificates (n = 13). Causes of death
recorded on death certificates follow the Medical Certificate of Cause of Death (MCCD) classification [23].

Cause of Death Listed on Death Certificates

Part I: Disease or Condition Leading to Death Part II: Other Significant
Conditions Contributing to
Death but not Related to the
Disease or Condition Causing It

Patient
I(a) Disease or Condition Leading
Directly to Death

I (b) Other Disease or
Condition, if Any,
Leading to I(a)

I (c) Other Disease or
Condition, if Any,
Leading to I(b)

1 Acute haemorrhagic pancreatitis — — —

2 Respiratory and gastrointestinal
failure MPS IIIB — Von Willebrand’s Disease

3 Gut failure MPS III — ESBL colonisation of chest
4 Perforation of the bowel Migrated PEG MPS III —
5 Gastroenteritis MPS III — Coma
6 Gastrointestinal bleed MPS III — —

7 MPS IIIA treated by palliative
gastrostomy with complications — — —

8 Aspiration of gastric contents MPS III — —
9 Vomiting and aspiration MPS III — —

10 Sepsis Perforated PEG — —
11 Peritonitis Abdominal abscess — MPS III
12 Dehydration Paralytic ileus MPS III —
13 Bronchopneumonia MPS IIIA — Extreme emaciation

ESBL: extended spectrum beta-lactamase; PEG: percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy.

3.2. GI Manifestations Reported in the Literature

A total of 837 papers were identified in the PubMed search and were subjected to ab-
stract review; of these, 731 were excluded, based on the pre-determined inclusion/exclusion
criteria (Table 1). Full-text review was performed on 53 papers, from which 30 reported GI
manifestations, both as individual case studies, a case series, or as aggregated data within
retrospective/prospective studies.

Twenty-one GI signs and symptoms were reported in the literature, mostly related
to functional GI disorders (Table 4). Diarrhoea and dysphagia were commonest (n = 16
and 12 studies, respectively), followed by constipation (n = 5) and loss of bowel control/
faecal incontinence (n = 4). Nine studies reported patients needing a gastrostomy and four
studies mention nasogastric/feeding tube.

Table 4. GI manifestations in MPS III reported in the literature.

GI Manifestations No. of Studies Studies

Upper GI tract
Gastroesophageal reflux 1 [25]
Gastroenteritis 1 [26]
Pyloric stenosis 1 [27]
Swallowing difficulties (Dysphagia) 12 [19,21,27–36]
Nasopharyngeal/feeding tube—management 4 [11,18,21,27]
PEG *—management 9 [19,29,32–34,36–39]
Vomiting 1 [34]
Abdominal distention/ protuberant abdomen 3 [28,29,40]
Abdominal pain 2 [30,41]
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Table 4. Cont.

GI Manifestations No. of Studies Studies

Lower GI tract
Constipation 5 [10,11,18,33,34]
Diarrhoea 16 [7,10,11,18–21,26,28,33–

35,37,41–43]
Faecal impaction 1 [31]
Intestinal fistula due to stenosis of pyloric ring 1 [27]
Intestinal lymphangiectasia 1 [41]
Loss of bowel control/faecal incontinence 4 [6,29,41,44]

General/Others
Cachexia 1 [21,33]
Emaciation 1 [28]
Erratic appetite 1 [45]
Excessive weight 1 [10]
Weight loss 1 [31]
Food allergy—multiple 1 [26]

* PEG: percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy.

4. Discussion

This is the first retrospective study of individuals with MPS III presenting with
significant GI manifestations leading or contributing to death. Our results showed that
gastrointestinal complications led or contributed to 5.9% of deaths in this population.
Lavery et al. [17] showed that some conditions can be relatively high within the non-
pulmonary related deaths. Although pulmonary conditions in our study were listed in
50.7% of death certificates, cardiac arrest led or contributed to 2.3% of deaths, aspiration
pneumonia to 3.6%, congestive/cardiac failure to 4.5%, respiratory failure to 5% and
epilepsy/seizures to 6.8%, while other conditions had a prevalence of <1% (e.g., renal
failure, sepsis). Our results could not be directly compared to those in Lavery et al.’s
publication as it was not possible to ascertain how the causes of death had been classified
in the study.

Most degenerative disorders can present with feeding problems because of functional
decline. By the time MPS III children reach their second decade of life, dysphagia and an
increased need for aspiration usually result in the requirement of a nasogastric tube or gas-
trostomy feeding to avoid chocking and severe debility [19,26]. Indeed, extreme emaciation
contributed to the cause of death in one of the individuals in our study and three deaths
were a consequence of PEG-related complications. A Dutch study on adult phenotype and
natural history of patients with MPS IIIB reported six deaths, including a 51 old male who
died from complications after gastrostomy replacement and a 68 year old female who died
of cachexia a year after developing difficulties with swallowing [33]. Review of the death
certificates indicated that, besides deaths related to feeding problems, other GI conditions
play a role in MPS III mortality, including GI failure, GI bleed, gastroenteritis and paralytic
ileus. Information on causes of death in MPS III patients is limited in the literature with
numerous studies stating the number of deceased individuals but not their cause of death,
suggesting that GI manifestations as a cause of mortality may be underreported.

Death certificates showed that the trend for increased survival reported by Lavery et al. [17]
continued in 2010 to 2020. Improved medical care (e.g., enteral feeding such as gastros-
tomies), supportive and multidisciplinary care, better awareness of the disease in the
community leading to earlier diagnosis and detection of attenuated cases, and referral of
patients to specialist centres, are possible reasons for this increase in life expectancy [17,37].

Inflammation may be a contributor to neurodegeneration in LSDs and problems re-
lated to inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) in some LSDs have been reported. In Fabry
Disease, IBD-like symptoms can include unspecified functional bowel disorder, functional
abdominal bloating/distension, irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), diarrhoea, constipation,
abdominal pain and early satiety [46,47]. GI signs and symptoms are common in Fabry
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Disease, possibly due to the accumulation of Gb3 (globotriaosylceramide) substrate in
neuronal and muscle intestinal cells, although the physiological processes are not fully
understood [47]. GI manifestations in Fabry Disease do not result in mortality. In Niemann
Pick C, severe GI symptoms resembling carbohydrate malabsorption leading to extreme
weight loss [48] and perianal fistulas indicative of Chron’s disease [49,50] have also been
reported. In MPS III, it is speculated that GAGs may infiltrate into the human GI tract, as
evaluation of the GI tract in MPS IIIA mice has demonstrated lysosomal GAG accumulation
in the lamina propria of the villi of the duodenum, jejunum and ileum, and an increased
lysosomal storage in the submucosa throughout the GI system [51]. Autopsy examination
of a deceased MPS III patient reported in the literature revealed GAG accumulation and vac-
uolization in the pyloric ring and the extrinsic nerves of the Auerbach nerve plexuses [27].
Although much focus has been placed on MPS III pathology in the CNS, mouse models
have demonstrated lesions in the peripheral nervous system (PNS), with lysosomal storage
damage in the myenteric plexus and submucosal plexus, which involve enteric neurons
in the GI tract [52]. This effect on the PNS may explain the autonomic abnormality of GI
peristalsis in MPS III patients and some of the GI manifestations reported in this study.

Despite GI symptoms not being a well-recognised clinical finding in MPS disorders,
non-specific GI symptoms were reported for MPS III individuals in the literature, including
abdominal pain and distension, recurrent diarrhoea, reflux, weight loss and vomiting. A
mini-review of MPS III [1] described diarrhoea as episodic, with other studies showing
recurrent diarrhoea can affect 50–92% of patients with MPS IIIA, B & C [11,18,19,21,34],
interspersed with bouts of constipation, frequently present as patients get older [11,18].
Diarrhoea has been well recognized in MPS II children [53]. Loss of bowel control and
faecal incontinence was reported in four studies from our review. Although adaptive
behaviours in MPS III individuals persist for longer than cognitive functions, loss of bowel
control is one of the adaptive behaviours most affected by disease progression [6]. Since
these symptoms are non-specific and functional, thus not explainable by structural or
biochemical abnormalities, the exact cause of these GI symptoms is still unclear.

It is not currently known if GI manifestations are disease related, or if there are other
contributing factors, such as comorbidities or the consequence of side-effects and inter-
actions between the numerous medications prescribed to these patients. For example,
intestinal dysmotility caused by neuronal dysfunction and immobility as disease pro-
gresses may contribute to the development of fistulas. However, enemas administered
to treat constipation can also contribute to the development of fistulas and rectal perfora-
tions [54] and the regular use of laxatives to treat constipation has been associated with
increased constipation and faecal impaction [55]. Similarly, imodium-based antidiarrheals
(e.g., loperamide hydrochloride) are widely and chronically used in these patients to treat
diarrhoea and fistulas [56], but GI-related side-effects include constipation, nausea, vom-
iting, abdominal pain and, in rare circumstances, paralytic ileus [57]. MPS III patients
have also been found to be particularly susceptible to extrapyramidal side effects (e.g.,
dystonia, ataxia) of certain behaviour management treatments (i.e., risperidone, olanzap-
ine, or lamotrigine) [58]. There may be a burden of medication in MPS III patients due to
the need to ameliorate symptoms of multiple conditions and polypharmacy, defined as
taking more than five medications at any one time, has been identified as a risk factor for
developing GI conditions and GI motility delays [59]. A study assessing sleep disturbance
in MPS III children lists two participants as taking 5–10 concurrent medications to manage
sleep, epilepsy, seizures, pain, GI symptoms and other conditions [60]. The implications of
polypharmacy on GI manifestations in MPS III patients have not been studied and warrant
further investigation.

A limitation of this study is the use of death certificates, which in 22.6% (n = 50) of
cases only reported ‘MPS III’, ‘Sanfilippo syndrome’ or ‘MPS’ as the cause of death. In
addition, GI conditions contributing to death may not be reflected in death certificates.
For example, one death certificate listed aspiration pneumonitis and seven aspiration
pneumonia as the cause of death, which may have been initiated by gastroesophageal
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reflux or by the inhalation of food, drink, vomit or saliva as a consequence of dysphagia.
Limitations and advantages on the use of death certificates to determine cause of death
in MPS III individuals have been reviewed in Lavery et al. [17]. A further limitation with
the use of death certificates and reported cases in the literature is the lack of clinical data
and information on the disease journey of these patients, which may have helped with
elucidating at what age GI symptoms first presented, how long these symptoms were
managed with medication, how long PEGs were required for, and whether symptoms were
the consequence of disease progression, the result of long-term medication and surgeries,
or an outcome of patients now living longer. Furthermore, only a compilation of GI
manifestations mentioned in these studies is included here, further analysis, including the
number of cases within case series and GI symptoms reported as aggregated data will be
presented elsewhere.

To be able to support MPS III patients and their families with achieving the best quality
of life throughout their disease journey, and to be able to characterise these results further,
a prospective study using clinical data is warranted to ascertain the prevalence, morbidity
and mortality associated with GI manifestations in individuals with MPS III.

5. Conclusions

This retrospective study has identified significant GI pathology leading or contributing
to the cause of death in individuals with MPS III. GI manifestations may be an under-
recognized, but important clinical feature of LSDs, including MPS III. Early recognition of
GI symptoms and signs, and timely interventions, are an important part of the management
of MPS III patients.
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Abstract: Bulbar and respiratory weakness occur commonly in children with Pompe disease and
frequently lead to dysarthria. However, changes in vocal quality associated with this motor speech
disorder are poorly described. The goal of this study was to characterize the vocal function of
children with Pompe disease using auditory-perceptual and physiologic/acoustic methods. High-
quality voice recordings were collected from 21 children with Pompe disease. The Grade, Roughness,
Breathiness, Asthenia, and Strain (GRBAS) scale was used to assess voice quality and ratings were
compared to physiologic/acoustic measurements collected during sustained phonation tasks, reading
of a standard passage, and repetition of a short phrase at maximal volume. Based on ratings
of grade, dysphonia was present in 90% of participants and was most commonly rated as mild
or moderate in severity. Duration of sustained phonation tasks was reduced and shimmer was
increased in comparison to published reference values for children without dysphonia. Specific
measures of loudness were found to have statistically significant relationships with perceptual
ratings of grade, breathiness, asthenia, and strain. Our data suggest that dysphonia is common
in children with Pompe disease and primarily reflects impairments in respiratory and laryngeal
function; however, the primary cause of dysphonia remains unclear. Future studies should seek to
quantify the relative contribution of deficits in individual speech subsystems on voice quality and
motor speech performance more broadly.

Keywords: pompe disease; speech; voice; dysphonia; acoustic; auditory-perceptual; GRBAS; respiratory

1. Introduction

Pompe disease, caused by a deficiency of the enzyme acid-alpha glucosidase (GAA),
is characterized by an abnormal accumulation of glycogen in the lysosomes of multiple
tissues, including skeletal, cardiac, and smooth muscles. Pompe disease is broadly classified
into two groups: Infantile and late-onset Pompe disease. Infantile-onset Pompe disease
(IOPD) represents the most severe end of the clinical spectrum. Children with IOPD
present with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and profound muscle weakness at or soon
after birth. Symptom onset for patients with late-onset Pompe disease (LOPD) ranges from
the first year of life to later adulthood. Individuals with LOPD generally exhibit a slower
rate of disease progression and suffer less severe clinical outcomes than those with IOPD.
Even within these categories, the disease exists along a continuum with variable clinical
presentation related age of symptom onset, amount of residual GAA, and cross-reactive
immune material (CRIM) status [1,2].
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Since the introduction of enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) in 2006, children with
IOPD are surviving longer [1]. The wide-spread adoption of newborn screening (NBS)
programs has resulted in the identification of more children with Pompe disease, both
with and without clinical symptoms. Accordingly, new phenotypes are emerging in the
survivors of IOPD and children with LOPD. There is evidence of motor-based impairments
that persist due to residual myopathy, including progressive skeletal muscle weakness,
gait abnormalities, contractures, ptosis, and respiratory decline [3].

Dysarthria is a neuromuscular speech disorder in which damage to the central and/or
peripheral nervous system or muscles affects speech production. Flaccid dysarthria re-
sults from weakness caused by damage to the motor unit and may arise from a variety of
neurologic diseases and conditions including myopathy [4]. Characteristics of dysarthria
associated with bulbar weakness include hypernasality, nasal emission, short phrases,
reduced articulatory precision, and reduced speech intelligibility, all of which negatively
impact affected individuals’ communication abilities [4]. Dysarthria arising from bulbar
weakness often includes changes in voice such as breathiness, reduced loudness, and
hoarseness, which further reduce communicative effectiveness [4]. Previous reports de-
scribe articulation disorders, hypernasality, and impaired speech intelligibility consistent
with flaccid dysarthria in children with Pompe disease [5–8]. However, speech disorders
have received less attention in the literature than other motor-based impairments.

Though our clinical experiences suggest that dysphonia (abnormal vocal quality) is
a common feature of dysarthria in children with Pompe disease, relatively little detailed
information about the voice characteristics of this population is available. We previ-
ously identified the presence of dysphonia in 35% of auditory-perceptual assessments in
10 children with IOPD via retrospective analysis [5]. Szklanny and colleagues investigated
laryngeal function and structure in ten adults and nine children with LOPD [9]. Based on
electroglottography and acoustic analysis, vocal fold insufficiency attributed to laryngeal
weakness was present in both groups, though these changes were greater in children than
adults with LOPD.

Recent investigations have identified disease impact in both the central and peripheral
nervous systems of individuals with IOPD and LOPD [10–15]. Understanding clinical
signs resulting from neurological and motor impairments, both individually and in com-
bination with each other, are critical to refining our understanding of disease phenotype.
Speech disorders associated with neurological involvement result in activity limitations
and participation restrictions that negatively impact quality of life for many children with
Pompe disease and therefore merit investigation. Bulbar and respiratory weakness occur
commonly in children with Pompe disease and frequently lead to dysarthria; however,
associated changes in vocal quality are poorly described. In this study, our goal was to
characterize the vocal function of children with Pompe disease using auditory-perceptual
and physiologic/acoustic methods that permit objective quantification of various aspects
of the acoustic signal. We expected that both auditory-perceptual and physiologic/acoustic
assessments would reveal abnormalities in vocal function occur commonly in children
with Pompe disease.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants

English-speaking participants between the ages of 5 and 18 years with a confirmed
diagnosis of IOPD or LOPD were recruited from the Duke University Pompe Disease Clinic
and Research Program as part of a larger study investigating cognitive and neurological
pathologies in children with Pompe disease (Pro00072329). Exclusion criteria were inability
to travel to Duke for study assessments or refusal of informed consent. Written consent for
participation was given by the participants’ parents or legal guardians. Verbal assent was
obtained from children 6 to 11 years of age, and additional written assent was obtained
from children 12 years of age and older. The study was approved by the Duke University
Institutional Review Board and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
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2.2. Procedures
2.2.1. Auditory-Perceptual Assessment

The GRBAS (Grade, Roughness, Breathiness, Asthenia, and Strain) scale is a widely
used and highly reliable perceptual scale to assess voice quality in individuals with voice
disorders [16,17]. Each of five voice characteristics is rated on a Likert scale of 0–3 in which
0 = normal/no disorder, 1 = mild disorder, 2 = moderate disorder, and 3 = severe disorder.
Two speech-language pathologists (SLPs) with ten years or more of clinical experience
listened to recordings of a vowel prolongation task and used the GRBAS scale to make
judgments regarding voice characteristics. High-quality acoustic recordings of a series of
speech tasks were obtained from each participant using a Sony PCM M-10 recorder and
an omnidirectional Countryman head-mounted microphone. The microphone headframe
and the mic boom were adjusted to achieve a consistent mouth-to-microphone position
approximately 0.25” to 0.5” from the corner of the participant’s mouth when smiling.
Analog signals were manually recorded at a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz and 16 bit
depth while the recording level and microphone sensitivity were held constant. The
acoustic recordings were digitally encoded via linear PCM and saved on a microSD card,
then transferred to a secure server on a lab computer where they were stored in WAV
format. Lab personnel not otherwise involved in the research extracted recordings of the
vowel prolongation task from the audio files of each study participant. Sample presentation
was randomized using an online randomization sequence generator and the audio clips
were compiled into a master audio file for auditory-perceptual assessment. In this master
audio file, the vowel prolongation sample from each participant was presented five times
in a row with a five-second break between each presentation, allowing raters to consider
grade, roughness, breathiness, asthenia, and strain individually. A 10-s break followed the
fifth presentation of each participant’s sample.

Prior to collecting GRBAS scale ratings for analysis, the two raters completed a listener
calibration session. After both raters reviewed the terms and definitions used in the GRBAS
scale, approximately 20 samples of vowel prolongation were randomly selected from the
data set. Each rater independently scored each sample using the GRBAS scale and then
compared results, discussing the voice characteristics and their severity. The purposes of
this training activity were to establish agreement regarding the definitions of the voice
characteristics being evaluated and establish a joint reference for ratings of severity [18].

GRBAS scale ratings were collected for all participants in a single listening session. The
master audio file was played in sound field for both raters simultaneously at a comfortable
listening level over high-quality speakers in a quiet, carpeted room with <50 dB A of
ambient noise. The raters scored the samples independently. After the listening session
was completed, one of the two raters (HJ) compared the ratings for all samples and
identified each GRBAS scale component that lacked exact agreement. One-month later,
the two raters met again and re-listened to the samples in question. After discussing their
impressions, a final consensus rating was recorded.

2.2.2. Physiologic/Acoustic Assessment

Instrumental assessment of voice was completed using the WEVOSYS lingWAVES
measurement system and the lingWAVES Voice Protocol (version 3.2, WEVOSYS, Forch-
heim, Germany). Digital-acoustic voice data was collected using standardized hardware
provided by the system manufacturer, which included a certified A meter/microphone set
to C frequency and slow time weighting and the lingWAVES Connector USB containing its
own high-quality sound card. The A meter/microphone was placed directly in front of
the participant with the mic head 30 cm from the participant’s mouth. Data were collected
in a quiet, carpeted room with ambient noise < 50 dB A. The lingWAVES Voice Protocol
includes standard instructions for assessment tasks which included sustained phonation
tasks, reading of a standard passage (the Rainbow Passage), and repetition of a short phrase
at maximal volume. Participants completed all assessment tasks while seated. Participants
who were unable to read aloud fluently were excluded from completing the oral reading
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task. A variety of measurements were derived, including /s/duration; /z/duration; s/z
ratio; maximum phonation time (MPT); jitter; shimmer; mean fundamental frequency;
mean loudness; glottal-to-noise excitation (GNE); and dysphonia severity index (DSI)
for sustained phonation; mean, minimum, and maximum loudness for spoken text; and
maximum loudness. Calculations for these parameters were automatically performed by
the lingWAVES algorithm. There were no additional manipulations of the signal prior to
calculation.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics were calculated to describe the sample characteristics. Weighted
kappa statistics were utilized to examine the interrater agreement of ordinal auditory
perceptual ratings between the two raters. The results were assessed as <0 indicating
less than chance agreement, 0.01–0.20 as slight agreement, 0.21–0.40 as fair agreement,
0.41–0.60 as moderate agreement, 0.61–0.80 as substantial agreement, and 0.81–0.99 as
almost perfect agreement [19]. Multiple regression analysis models were used to assess
the relationships among each voice protocol variable as the outcome and each auditory-
perceptual feature as the predictor controlling for sex and age at assessment. The analyses
were conducted using SAS/STAT software (version 9.4, SAS System for Windows, SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA, 2012). All analyses were two-tailed with a p < 0.05 deemed
as statistically significant.

3. Results

Auditory-perceptual and physiologic/acoustic voice data were collected from
21 children with Pompe disease with a mean age of 9.9 years (median = 9.4, SD = 3.7,
range 5.0–17.0) at the time of assessment. Seventeen of 21 participants were diagnosed
with IOPD; 14 were CRIM positive and three were CRIM negative. Four of 21 partici-
pants were diagnosed with LOPD. All participants were on ERT at the time of assessment;
4/21 received standard of care (20 mg/kg biweekly) and 16/21 received doses ranging
from 30–40 mg/kg weekly/biweekly. Complete demographic data for participants with
IOPD and LOPD are provided in Table 1. Additional cohort characteristics are contained
within the Supplementary Materials (Table S1).

Table 1. Baseline characteristics. Categorical variables presented as n, (%). Continuous variables presented as Mean (SD),
median (Min-Max).

IOPD (n = 17) LOPD (n = 4)

Sex

Male 8/17 (47%) 3/4 (75%)
Female 9/17 (53%) 1/4 (25%)

Race

Caucasian 11/17 (65%) 2/4 (50%)
Black or African American 4/17 (24%) 1/4 (25%)

Asian 1/17 (6%) 1/4 (25%)
Other or more than one race 1/17 (6%) -

Ethnicity

Not Hispanic or Latino 15/17 (88%) 4/4 (100%)
Hispanic or Latino 2/17 (12%) -

Age at diagnosis (years) 0.3 (0.3), 0.2 (0.0–1.1) 5.0 (4.5), 3.9 (1.1–11.1)

Age at assessment (years) 8.9 (3.8), 7.0 (5.0–17.0) 11.8 (2.2), 12.0 (9.0–14.0)

CRIM status

Positive 14/17 (82%) -
Negative 3/17 (18%) -
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Table 1. Cont.

IOPD (n = 17) LOPD (n = 4)

ERT history

ERT Start Age (years) 0.3 (0.3), 0.3 (0.0–1.1) 5.3 (4.7), 4.0 (1.4, 11.7)
Time on ERT at assessment (years) 9.0 (3.8), 7.6 (5.0–16.9) 7.1 (5.1), 7.9 (0.1–12.3)

ERT dose at assessment

20 mg/kg biweekly 2/17 (12%) 2/4 (50%)
30 mg/kg weekly 1/17 (6%) -

40 mg/kg biweekly 4/17 (24%) -
40 mg/kg weekly 9/17 (53%) 2/4 (50%)

Infused biweekly; dose not recorded 1/17 (6%) -

IOPD = infantile-onset Pompe disease; LOPD = late-onset Pompe disease; CRIM = cross-reactive immunological status; ERT = enzyme
replacement therapy.

3.1. Inter-Rater Agreement

The weighted kappa for each coefficient is provided in Table 2. In the first listen-
ing session, moderate agreement was achieved between the two raters for grade (0.51,
p < 0.01), breathiness (0.45, p = 0.02), asthenia (0.58, p < 0.01) and strain (0.57, p < 0.001).
Fair agreement was achieved for roughness (0.36, p = 0.04) [20]. Overall, samples from
17 of 21 participants (81%) required the two raters to re-listen to the sample to achieve
consensus for one or more GRBAS component scores. Across the 210 individual GRBAS
component scores provided by the two raters in the first listening session, 172 (82%) were in
exact agreement after the first listen whereas 38 (18%) required re-listening. Original, inde-
pendent ratings differed by 1 scale value in 36 (95%) of disagreements and by 2 scale values
in 2 (5%) of disagreements.

Table 2. Interrater agreement for GRBAS scale. Kappa interrater agreement between two listeners in the first listening
session across 21 participants.

Weighted
Kappa

95% CI p-Value
Disagreements by 1

Scale Value
Disagreements by 2

Scale Values

Grade 0.51 (0.23, 0.79) 0.00 * 7 1
Roughness 0.36 (0.07, 0.64) 0.04 * 8 0
Breathiness 0.45 (0.13, 0.77) 0.02 * 8 0

Asthenia 0.58 (0.32, 0.85) 0.00 ** 8 0
Strain 0.57 (0.26, 0.87) 0.00 *** 5 1

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

3.2. Auditory-Perceptual Ratings

Auditory-perceptual ratings of grade (a proxy for overall dysphonia severity), rough-
ness, breathiness, asthenia, and strain for 21 participants are presented in Table 3. Based on
ratings of grade, dysphonia was present during vowel prolongation in 19/21 participants
with IOPD and LOPD (90%). Across all five components of the GRBAS, deviations from
normal were most commonly rated as mild or moderate in severity. Deviations from
normal were infrequently rated as severe in the IOPD group, and none of the five GRBAS
components were rated as severe in the LOPD group.

Table 3. Auditory-perceptual ratings of vocal quality.

Normal Mild Moderate Severe Mean (SD)

IOPD (n = 17)

Grade 1/17 (6%) 7/17 (41%) 7/17 (41%) 2/17 (12%) 1.59 (0.80)
Roughness 2/17 (12%) 9/17 (53%) 5/17 (29%) 1/17 (6%) 1.29 (0.77)
Breathiness 1/17 (6%) 11/17 (65%) 4/17 (24%) 1/17 (6%) 1.29 (0.69)

Asthenia 7/17 (41%) 6/17 (35%) 3/17 (18%) 1/17 (6%) 0.88 (0.93)
Strain 3/17 (18%) 13/17 (76%) 1/17 (6%) - 0.88 (0.49)
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Table 3. Cont.

Normal Mild Moderate Severe Mean (SD)

LOPD (n = 4)

Grade 1/4 (25%) 3/4 (75%) - - 0.75 (0.50)
Roughness - 4/4 (100%) - - 1.00 (0.00)
Breathiness - 3/4 (75%) 1/4 (25%) - 1.25 (0.50)

Asthenia - 4/4 (100%) - - 1.00 (0.00)
Strain 3/4 (75%) 1/4 (25%) - - 0.25 (0.50)

Overall (n = 21)

Grade 2/21 (10%) 10/21 (48%) 7/21 (33%) 2/21 (10%) 1.43 (0.81)
Roughness 2/21 (10%) 13/21 (62%) 5/21 (24%) 1/21 (5%) 1.24 (0.70)
Breathiness 1/21 (5%) 14/21 (67%) 5/21 (24%) 1/21 (5%) 1.29 (0.64)

Asthenia 7/21 (33%) 10/21 (48%) 3/21 (14%) 1/21 (5%) 0.90 (0.83)
Strain 6/21 (29%) 14/21 (67%) 1/21 (5%) - 0.76 (0.54)

Data presented as n, (%). Mean (SD) calculated where 0 = normal, 1 = mild, 2 = moderate, 3 = severe. IOPD = infantile-onset Pompe disease;
LOPD = late-onset Pompe disease.

3.3. Physiologic/Acoustic Data

Summary statistics for physiologic/acoustic voice data are presented in Table 4. Indi-
vidual physiologic/acoustic data for each participant is provided in the Supplementary
Material (Tables S2–S4). Some participants were unable to complete all assessment tasks
due to difficulty following task instructions or limitations in literacy. Equipment malfunc-
tion interfered with collection of physiologic/acoustic data in one participant.

Our data revealed mean sustained phonation time for the phonemes/s/, /z/, and /a/
was reduced in study participants when compared to published reference values [21–30].
Duration of sustained/s/ was shorter than the 8–12 s thresholds for typically develop-
ing children in 20/21 participants and sustained/a/duration was shorter than 8 s in
18/21 participants. Only one participant, however, had an s/z ratio greater than 1.45, the
threshold value for typical children. The majority of participants (18/20) had elevated
mean shimmer values compared to pediatric normative threshold of 5%, but only 7 of 20
had jitter values that exceeded 0.5% [20,28,29]. The mean GNE value was 0.5 compared to
the value of 0.90 found in children without dysphonia) [31]. In our sample, GNE values
were below this threshold in 18/20 subjects. The mean DSI value was −0.6 and these
values ranged from 3.6 to −5.0. Pebbili and colleagues report mean DSI values in typically
developing children without voice complaints to be 2.9 in males and 3.8 in females [32].
Based on these thresholds, DSI values were abnormal in 14/15 participants. Mean loudness
values for the passage read aloud fell within the range of typical speakers reported by
Corthals (69.39 dBA (4.08)) [22]. Seven of the 14 participants who completed the task had
mean loudness values below 65 dB; two of those produced mean loudness values below
60 dB. Maximum loudness levels produced when participants repeated a short phrase as
loudly as possible appeared consistent with pediatric norms reported by Weinrich et al. [23].
Three of the 21 participants produced maximum loudness values of less than 83 dB, below
the range of typical children.
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Table 4. Summary statistics for physiologic/acoustic data.

Task
All Participants

(n = 14 † , 15 x, 20 ‡ , or 21)

Group-Wise Analysis

IOPD
(n = 10 *, 12 **, 16 §, or 17)

LOPD
(n = 3 †† , 4)

Sustained phonation tasks [21–33]

/s/duration (s) 2.9 (2.9); 0.5–9.4 2.6 (2.8); 0.5–9.4 4.0 (3.1); 1.4–8.3
/z/duration (s) 3.7 (3.1); 0.7–11.3 3.5 (3.1); 0.7–11.3 4.5 (3.7); 1.0–9.5

s/z ratio 0.8 (0.4); 0.3–2.0 0.7 (0.3); 0.3–1.1 1.1 (0.7); 0.5–2.0
MPT (s) 5.9 (4.4); 0.7–14.6 ‡ 5.5 (4.5); 0.7–14.6 8.0 (3.6); 5.8–12.1 ††

Jitter (%) 0.7 (0.8); 0.1–2.8 ‡ 0.8 (0.9); 0.1–2.8 § 0.2 (0.1); 0.1–0.3
Shimmer (%) 11.2 (8.9); 4.9–40.6 ‡ 11.9 (9.8); 5.0–40.6 § 8.3 (2.5); 4.9–10.4
Mean F0 (Hz) 244.6 (67.7); 114.5–351.2 ‡ 246.5 (72.8); 114.5–351.2 § 237.1 (49.2); 202.9–309.6

Mean loudness (dBA) 76.8 (7.8); 63.0–93.1 ‡ 77.7 (6.9); 66.5–93.1 § 73.3 (11.3); 63.0–89.1
GNE 0.5 (0.4); 0.2–2.2 ‡ 0.5 (0.5); 0.2–2.2 § 0.5 (0.3), −0.1–0.8
DSI −0.6 (2.2); −5.0–3.6 x −0.9 (2.4); −5.0–3.6 ** 0.3 (0.5), −0.1–0.8 ††

Spoken text (Rainbow Passage) [22]
Mean loudness (dBA) 65.3 (4.7); 56.7–73.5 † 65.9 (4.9); 56.7–73.5 * 63.9 (4.4); 59.2–68.8
Max loudness (dBA) 71.9 (5.1); 65.0–81.2 † 72.8 (4.9); 65.3–81.2 * 69.7 (5.6); 65.0–77.0)
Min loudness (dBA) 55.7 (5.2); 46.0–61.8 † 55.8 (5.3); 46.0–61.8 * 55.4 (5.6); 47.5–59.6

Max loudness task [23] Max loudness (dBA) 91.3 (10.8); 58.9–104.3 89.9 (11.1); 58.9–103.9 96.9 (7.8); 89.6–104.3

Data are presented as mean (SD); range. MPT = maximum phonation time, s = seconds, Hz = Hertz, min = minimum, max = maximum,
dBA = decibels A-weighted (reference value = 20 μPa), Fo = fundamental frequency; GNE = glottal-to-noise excitation; DSI = dysphonia
severity index. Note mean values that differ from published normative data for typically developing children are highlighted in gray.
† n = 14, x n = 15, ‡ n = 20; * n = 10, ** n = 12, § n = 16; †† n = 3.

3.4. Relationship between Auditory-Perceptual and Acoustic Data

We examined the relationship among auditory-perceptual and physiologic/acoustic
outcomes using multiple regression models while controlling for sex and age at time of
assessment (Tables 5 and 6). Data for participants with IOPD and LOPD were collapsed for
statistical analysis as there were minimal differences in the physiologic/acoustic charac-
teristics of the two groups. Statistically significant relationships were identified between
loudness measures and auditory perceptual ratings of breathiness and asthenia, including:
Mean loudness during spoken text and breathiness (p < 0.01) and asthenia (p < 0.05); mini-
mum loudness during spoken text and breathiness (p < 0.01) and asthenia (p = 0.03); and
maximum loudness during spoken text and breathiness (p = 0.03) and asthenia (p = 0.04).
As loudness increased, breathiness and asthenia ratings decreased. Loudness during an
isolated maximum performance task was significantly related to grade (p < 0.01), breath-
iness (p = 0.02) and asthenia (p = 0.01). In addition, the relationship between s/z ratio
and strain was statistically significant (p = 0.02). As s/z ratio increased, strain ratings
decreased. Relationships between consensus ratings and other instrumental data did not
reach statistical significance.

Table 5. Relationship between physiologic/acoustic voice data from sustained phonation tasks and consensus ratings from
GRBAS scale, controlled for age at assessment and sex.

Versus
GRBAS

Sustained Phonation Tasks

/s/ Duration (s) /z/ Duration (s) s/z Ratio MPT (s) Jitter (%) Shimmer (%) Mean F0 (Hz)
Mean

Loudness
(dBA)

GNE DSI

G Mean Est 0.76 0.63 0.01 −0.30 0.44 3.93 −0.94 −3.26 0.09 −0.18
p-value 0.30 0.45 0.89 0.83 0.07 0.13 0.96 0.21 0.56 0.70

R Mean Est 0.68 0.90 −0.07 1.12 0.20 0.15 −11.16 −1.90 −0.01 −0.34
p-value 0.37 0.29 0.46 0.43 0.46 0.96 0.55 0.50 0.97 0.48

B Mean Est −0.47 −0.88 0.03 −2.20 0.21 −2.08 27.82 −5.84 0.26 −0.82
p-value 0.63 0.42 0.83 0.21 0.56 0.59 0.27 0.12 0.25 0.16

A Mean Est 0.05 −0.30 0.09 −0.89 0.00 −3.35 10.39 −4.19 0.21 −0.15
p-value 0.95 0.70 0.30 0.49 0.99 0.20 0.57 0.11 0.18 0.73

S Mean Est 0.20 1.02 −3.0 3.19 0.57 −0.42 −26.28 0.27 −0.07 −0.24
p-value 0.85 0.39 0.02 * 0.11 0.09 0.91 0.28 0.94 0.75 0.73

G = grade, R = roughness, B = breathiness, A = asthenia, S = strain; Mean Est = mean estimate; s = seconds; MPT = maximum phonation
time; SV = sustained vowel; F0 = fundamental frequency; Hz = Hertz, dB A = decibels sound pressure level A-weighted (reference value
= 20 μPa); GNE = glottal-to-noise excitation; DSI = dysphonia severity index. * p < 0.05. Note mean values that differ from published
normative data for typically developing children are highlighted in gray.
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Table 6. Relationship between acoustic voice data from spoken text and maximal loudness tasks and consensus ratings
from GRBAS scale, controlled for age at assessment and sex.

Versus
GRBAS

Spoken Text (Rainbow Passage)
Maximum

Loudness Task

Mean Loudness (dBA) Min Loudness (dBA) Max Loudness (dBA) Max Loudness (dBA)

G Mean Est −1.65 −2.65 −0.82 −9.39
p-value 0.41 0.25 0.72 0.00 **

R Mean Est −0.67 0.27 −0.67 1.31
p-value 0.73 0.91 0.76 0.71

B Mean Est −6.55 −7.68 −6.26 −9.57
p-value 0.00 ** 0.00 ** 0.026 * 0.02 *

A Mean Est −4.59 −4.68 −4.44 −7.23
p-value 0.01 * 0.03 * 0.04 * 0.01 *

S Mean Est 4.69 5.01 4.63 6.5
p-value 0.13 0.17 0.20 0.17

G = grade, R = roughness, B = breathiness, A = asthenia, S = strain; Mean Est = mean estimate; dB A = decibels sound pressure level
A-weighted (reference value = 20 μPa); Min = minimum; Max = maximum. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Note mean values that differ from
published normative data for typically developing children are highlighted in gray.

4. Discussion

These data provide a detailed description of vocal function in children with IOPD
and LOPD using both a validated auditory-perceptual rating scale (GRBAS) and physio-
logic/acoustic measures. With 21 unique participants, our report also describes the voice
features of the largest cohort of children with IOPD and LOPD in the literature to date.

Two experienced SLP raters achieved moderate-fair agreement in rating voice quality
using the GRBAS scale, which is comparable to that reported in other studies [34]. Dys-
phonia was a common finding in children with IOPD and LOPD when using this scale to
evaluate vocal quality during vowel prolongation. Across all 21 participants, dysphonia
was present in 90% of the sample. Based on ratings of grade, one participant with IOPD
and one participant with LOPD were not judged as dysphonic during vowel prolongation.
Dysphonia was judged as mild or moderate in severity in more than 80% of participants
with IOPD and mild in 75% of participants with LOPD. No voice quality feature was rated
as severe in the LOPD group. Breathiness and roughness were the most prevalent voice
quality features identified by the raters in participants with IOPD and LOPD. Asthenia
was present in 4/4 participants with LOPD; however, strain was noted less frequently in
comparison to participants with IOPD.

Overall, our physiologic/acoustic data suggest that MPT, /s/duration, and /z/duration
are reduced and shimmer is increased in children with both IOPD and LOPD when com-
pared to published reference values for children without dysphonia. The most obvious
differences between our sample of children with Pompe disease and reference values
for typically developing children were noted in sustained phonation tasks. Mean MPT
was 5.9 s (4.4), lower than the range of reference values reported in typically developing
children [23,24,27,30,35]. According to Finnegan, MPT < 8 s in females and <9 s in males
should be considered abnormal [27]. Mean duration for sustained phonation of /s/ and
/z/phonemes (mean values of 2.9 s (2.9) and 3.7 s (3.1), respectively) was also reduced
in comparison to published normative data [24–26]. Sustained phonation tasks, widely
included in voice evaluations in both clinical and research settings, are intended to assess
the integrity of the laryngeal and respiratory systems and the ability to coordinate respi-
ration with phonation [24,36]. Airflow measures such as vital capacity have been linked
to MPT [28,37] and recent publications have recommended the inclusion of pulmonary
function tests in voice assessment [38]. Respiratory muscle weakness with early involve-
ment of the diaphragm is a known complication of both IOPD and LOPD [1,39,40] and
therefore our finding of reduced MPT in this sample of children with Pompe disease is not
surprising.

The integrity of laryngeal valving, neuromuscular control of the larynx, and its ability
to rapidly adjust to various configurations of the vocal tract are also related to performance
on sustained phonation tasks [28,36,37]. The s/z ratio task compares the duration of
sustained production of /s/, a consonant that does not require vocal fold vibration, to the
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duration of sustained production of /z/, a consonant that does require vocal fold vibration.
Typical speakers are expected to produce ratios below 1.4, sustaining both consonants
for roughly the same amount of time, while speakers with vocal fold pathology may
have ratios above 1.4 due to increased ability to sustain the voiceless/s/ compared to the
voiced/z/. In this study, while the duration of /s/ and /z/ were reduced in our sample,
the s/z ratio, an indicator of glottal efficiency, was below the 1.4 threshold for all but one
participant. This may indicate that respiratory function had a larger impact than laryngeal
function on total duration of sustained phonation in these participants. Interestingly, eight
of the participants produced s/z ratios of less than 0.6; that is, they sustained the voiced/z/
for much longer than the voiceless/s/. This pattern may reflect a complex interaction
between laryngeal function, voluntary control of the articulators influencing the shape and
size of the vocal tract, and respiratory support for voicing [36].

Vocal intensity, or loudness, is also known to be impacted by pulmonary function,
airflow measures, and neuromuscular control of the larynx [37,38,41]. Reference values for
loudness are limited by variability in the way in which intensity is measured. The literature
generally reports the intensity of conversational speech to vary between 50 and 70 dBA [42].
Corthals measured mean sound pressure over time (Leq) while 92 children between 7 and
18 years of age read the Rainbow Passage [22]. The participants in our study read the
Rainbow Passage aloud with a mean loudness of 65.3 dBA (4.7), reflecting function at the
lower end of the range reported by Corthals (65.31 to 73.47 dBA). However, performance
varied substantially across individual participants, with loudness values during spoken
text ranging from 56.7 to 73.5 dBA. It is the authors’ clinical impression that both overall
loudness and loudness range are frequently reduced in children with Pompe disease.

Jitter and shimmer are objective acoustic measures of voice quality, indicating ir-
regularities in vocal fundamental frequency and intensity. While jitter values for the
participants in this study were within normal limits, mean values for shimmer, reflecting
cycle-to-cycle variability in amplitude, were increased in our sample compared to pub-
lished norms [29,30]. While increased shimmer may reflect vocal pathology, recent studies
have shown that both shimmer and jitter are influenced by vocal loudness [43]. Less intense
voices, like those of children with Pompe disease, are associated with higher shimmer and
jitter values than louder ones.

Auditory-perceptual ratings of breathiness, asthenia, and grade were negatively corre-
lated with loudness during spoken text and maximum loudness during an isolated maximal
performance task. In other words, as loudness and glottal closure increased, perception
of breathiness and asthenia decreased and grade, a proxy for overall dysphonia severity,
improved. This suggests that participants with louder voices and more complete glottal
closure were perceived to have less severe dysphonia; breathy and/or asthenic voices are
unlikely to be loud. As noted above, mean loudness in our sample was comparable to
available reference values for loudness in typically developing children [22,23]. Several
types of acoustic measures were obtained, including measures of irregularity of vocal fold
vibration (jitter, shimmer), inharmonic noise (GNE) and composite measures (DSI), but
none were significantly related to auditory-perceptual ratings for these participants.

Prior descriptions of the speech and swallowing function of children with IOPD
confirm that dysarthria and dysphagia are common and appear related to widespread
involvement of the bulbar muscles [5–8,44–47]. Involvement of the central and/or pe-
ripheral nervous systems can influence bulbar muscle pathology and impact speech pro-
duction [4,11–16]. The resulting signs and symptoms manifested in respiration, phona-
tion, articulation, resonance, and prosody result in dysarthria that frequently persists
despite speech treatment [8]. Hearing loss is also documented and may further impact
speech [48] but does not fully explain the degree of speech impairment observed in af-
fected patients [46]. Early diagnosis with early initiation of ERT [49], high-dose regi-
mens of ERT [3,50], and adjunctive treatments like physical therapy and beta-2 adrenergic
agonists [51] often result in improvements or stabilization of motor and pulmonary func-
tion. However, dysarthria frequently appears to remain. This study focused on vocal
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function in children with Pompe disease and our findings suggest that dysphonia primarily
reflect impairments in respiratory support and laryngeal function. However, its clinical
presentation is complex and the primary cause of dysphonia remains unclear.

Reduced duration of sustained phonation tasks suggests respiratory support compro-
mised task performance, both in our study as well as in a detailed report of the speech and
oromotor features of a cohort of 14 children with Pompe disease by Su and colleagues [7].
However, mean MPT of the children in our sample (5.9 s (4.4)) was shorter in duration
than the mean MPT reported by Su (8.29 s (3.7)). The 12 children with IOPD in Su’s cohort
were all identified by NBS with ERT initiation within one month of birth; CRIM status of
these children was not reported. In the 17 children with IOPD from our sample, 11 were
diagnosed >1 month of age, the median age at start of ERT was three months (range
0–13 months), and three of the participants were CRIM negative. As noted above, early ini-
tiation of ERT has been reported to have a positive impact on pulmonary function [3,49,52],
which would be expected to improve respiratory support for phonation. Furthermore, the
children with IOPD in our sample (mean 8.9 years (3.8), range 5.0–17.0) were older than
the children with IOPD in Su’s cohort (mean 5.9 years (1.8), range 3.5–8.8). Since both
respiratory muscle strength and sustained phonation duration are known to increase with
age [53–55], this may indicate the children in our cohort had greater respiratory muscle
weakness than those studied by Su.

The relationship between acoustic and auditory-perceptual analyses of voice quality
for children with IOPD has not previously been explored; however, data describing the
voice characteristics of children with LOPD are available for comparison and also pro-
vide evidence of laryngeal involvement. Szklanny and colleagues collected perceptual
ratings using the GRBAS scale along with video-laryngoscopic examination, electroglot-
tography, and acoustic recordings from 9 individuals with LOPD ranging from 7.5 to
25.6 years old [9,56]. Evidence of tense voice type, altered pitch, and dysphonia related to
glottal insufficiency with incomplete focal fold closure during phonation was identified
through video-laryngoscopic examination. However, overall grade was judged as normal
in 75% (6/8) of ratings; mild or moderate breathiness, asthenia or strain were identified
in 63% (5/8). In contrast, GRBAS scores from our cohort indicate both a higher rate of
occurrence and greater severity of dysphonia. Overall grade was rated as normal in only
2/21 (9.5%) of our participants, while breathiness was present in >95%, roughness in >90%,
strain in >70%, and asthenia in >65%. Diagnosis could account for this discrepancy, as
17/21 children in our sample were diagnosed with IOPD and could therefore be expected
to present with greater disease severity than children with LOPD.

While clinicians might expect disease phenotype to have some relationship to the
presence and severity of dysphonia, the small sample size of our study overall (n = 21)
as well as the unequal distribution of participants with IOPD (n = 17) and LOPD (n = 4)
precluded statistical analysis of such a relationship. Some of our acoustic and auditory-
perceptual data suggest the presence of a relationship between disease phenotype and
dysphonia severity and merit further study. For example, duration of sustained phonation
tasks, DSI, and severity of overall grade ratings suggest the presence of more significant
dysphonia in our participants with IOPD than those with LOPD. Longitudinal assessment
of speech and voice characteristics within and across a larger sample of patients over time
is needed to better understand the developing phenotypes of IOPD and LOPD.

Our findings suggest that the GRBAS scale can be used clinically to identify dysphonia
in children with Pompe disease. We elected to use the GRBAS scale for auditory-perpetual
assessment due its reliability and validity, widespread use in both clinical and research
settings, and ease of administration. However, other scales such as the CAPE-V should
be considered in future research. Compared to the GRBAS, the CAPE-V may be a better
tool for the auditory-perceptual assessment of voice quality due to slightly improved
intra- and inter-rater reliability, ability for its use in parametric statistical analysis, and
the incorporation of additional parameters (e.g., pitch, loudness) which may enhance
understanding of voice patterns [17].
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The findings also emphasize the importance of collecting both auditory perceptual and
physiologic/acoustic data when assessing voice as these measures provide complementary
information about the presence and severity of dysphonia that will guide development of
a treatment plan. The relationship between loudness during spoken text and maximum
loudness during an isolated maximal performance task was statistically significant for
dysphonia severity (overall grade) as well as ratings of breathiness and asthenia. It is
possible that efforts to improve respiratory support, such as respiratory muscle training,
combined with behavioral techniques to increase breath support and loudness during
speech production may reduce the perceived severity of dysphonia in some children with
Pompe disease. Loudness is an acoustic variable that is quick and easy to measure in most
clinical settings and may be a useful objective data point to track alongside changes in
perceptual ratings.

Alternative explanations for our findings and limitations of the present study must
be considered. One limitation of this study was the relatively limited range of dysphonia
severity present in our subjects, as 12 of 21 were judged to have normal voice quality or
mild dysphonia. However, the range of dysphonia severity in this sample was greater than
in previous research in this area [9,56]. Though our data reflect moderate-fair inter-rater
agreement on GRBAS ratings, we did not assess intra-rater reliability.

It is possible that we failed to capture accurate physiologic/acoustic data and identify
relationships between auditory-perceptual and acoustic parameters due to measurement
error, reduced participant effort, or the use of relatively novel equipment lacking robust
age- and gender-specific norms. We attempted to interpret our acoustic/physiologic data
using reference values reported by other investigators; however, thresholds for acoustic
parameters differ among studies based on the analysis methods and algorithms employed
by the equipment used for data collection [57]. This may limit the validity of our com-
parisons between the acoustic parameters collected from our participants and threshold
values reported by other authors for typically developing children. Furthermore, sex, age,
and puberty stage as well as differences in recording environment, assessment tasks, and
task instructions are known to impact acoustic findings and therefore limit comparison
of findings among studies [23,36,57–60]. For example, both shimmer and jitter have been
shown to be influenced by vocal loudness; analysis of quieter voices may artificially inflate
jitter and shimmer values [43].

Barties and De Bodt point out that a major limitation of many studies is the lack of cor-
respondence between acoustic data collected from sustained phonation tasks and acoustic
data collected during running speech [57]. Recent recommendations for preferred prac-
tice patterns for instrumental assessment from the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association endorse the use of connected speech tasks for analysis of habitual loudness,
fundamental frequency range, and noise in the acoustic signal [61]. Cepstral-based mea-
sures, such as cepstral peak prominence (CPP), long-term averaged spectral measurements
such as low-versus high-spectral ratio (LHR), and the cepstral and spectral index of dys-
phonia (CSID) may be better correlated with auditory-perceptual judgments of dysphonia
than time-based spectral measures such as jitter and shimmer [62–64]. These analyses
will be used in subsequent studies. Inclusion of laryngeal videostroboscopy and aero-
dynamic measures are also recommended for comprehensive instrumental assessment
of dysphonia [61,65,66]; however, these measures were not collected in this preliminary
study. We did not assess puberty stage in our male participants, which is known to affect
fundamental frequency [67]. Though all audio recordings were obtained using consistent
techniques in the same environment, recording in a sound booth or with a head-mounted
microphone would have strengthened the quality of our data by optimizing the signal-to-
noise ratio [57]. While correlations between physiologic/acoustic data and perceptual voice
features have been identified by some authors [31,68,69], vocal quality is a multidimen-
sional perceived construct and evidence of these correlations in both adults and children is
inconsistent [57,70]. These and other data support the idea that neither auditory-perceptual
nor physiologic/acoustic measures can stand alone, and a battery approach to clinical
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assessment of voice is necessary to fully describe the features of dysphonia, the extent of
its functional impact, and evidence of benefit from intervention [70–72].

While these findings extend our knowledge of the voice characteristics of children
with Pompe disease, we were unable to associate the presence and severity of dysphonia
with impairment in a particular speech subsystem. Lack of respiratory and nasalance data
limited our ability to attempt such an analysis. Future research should seek to quantify the
relative contributions of deficits in resonance, respiration, and phonation to overall dys-
phonia severity. For example, useful insights may be obtained by comparing relationships
among measures of pulmonary function and the acoustic and instrumental parameters
that reflect the contribution of the respiratory system, such as MPT and loudness. Simi-
larly, videostroboscopy or electroglottography should be utilized to provide additional
information about the pattern of vocal fold vibration and glottal closure that could be
associated with acoustic findings. Additional acoustic parameters such as the normalized
amplitude quotient (NAQ), peak slope (PS), cepstral peak prominence (CPP), and harmonic
richness factor (HRF) have shown value in prior research investigating the effects of Pompe
disease on voice function and should be included in future research to better differentiate
and describe dysphonic voices [9,56]. Hypernasality is widely reported to be the most
commonly occurring deviant speech feature in children with Pompe disease [5,7,8,73] and
the relationship between disorders of resonance and reduced speech intelligibility in other
populations is well documented [30,74]. Quantifying the relative impact of deficits in
individual speech subsystems in children with Pompe disease who exhibit dysarthria and
dysphonia might allow clinicians to focus their interventions to maximize benefit from
therapy and achieve optimal clinical outcomes. This is an important goal, as the presence
of a communication disorder negatively impacts quality of life for many children with
Pompe disease. Use of a patient-reported outcome tool such as the VHI-10 may provide
additional insight into the functional impact of dysphonia on communication and should
be included in future studies.

5. Conclusions

In summary, this study reveals that dysphonia is common in children with Pompe
disease, and symptoms appear primarily related to dysfunction in the respiratory and
laryngeal systems. However, with the exception of specific measures of loudness, the
predictive relationship between our physiologic/acoustic data and auditory perceptual
ratings was poor. The impact of dysfunction spread across the motor speech system
is nearly certain and likely confounded our efforts to determine associations between
auditory perceptual and acoustic voice data. The complex interrelationship between
the various subsystems supporting voice production should be evaluated by adding
electroglottographic, nasalance, and respiratory assessments. Comparison of these findings
to measures of articulation and speech intelligibility will paint a more complete picture of
speech disturbances in children with Pompe disease.
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Abstract: Mucolipidosis type II (ML II) is an autosomal recessive lysosomal targeting disorder
that may present with features of hyperparathyroidism. The aim of this study was to describe in
detail the clinical cases of ML II presenting to a tertiary referral centre with biochemical and/or
radiological features of hyperparathyroidism. There were twenty-three children diagnosed with
ML II in the Republic of Ireland from July 1998 to July 2021 inclusive (a 23-year period). The
approximate incidence of ML II in the Republic of Ireland is, therefore, 1 per 64,000 live births.
Medical records were available and were reviewed for 21 of the 23 children. Five of these had been
identified as having biochemical and/or radiological features of hyperparathyroidism. Of these five,
three children were born to Irish Traveller parents and two to non-Traveller Irish parents. All five
children had radiological features of hyperparathyroidism (on skeletal survey), with evidence of
antenatal fractures in three cases and an acute fracture in one. Four children had biochemical features
of secondary hyperparathyroidism. Three children received treatment with high dose Vitamin D
supplements and two who had antenatal/acute fractures were managed with minimal handling.
We observed resolution of secondary hyperparathyroidism in all cases irrespective of treatment.
Four of five children with ML II and hyperparathyroidism died as a result of cardiorespiratory
failure at ages ranging from 10 months to 7 years. Biochemical and/or radiological evidence of
hyperparathyroidism is commonly identified at presentation of ML II. Further studies are needed
to establish the pathophysiology and optimal management of hyperparathyroidism in this cohort.
Recognition of this association may improve diagnostic accuracy and management, facilitate family
counseling and is also important for natural history data.

Keywords: mucolipidosis type II; ML II; I-cell disease; hyperparathyroidism

1. Introduction

Mucolipidosis type II (ML II) (OMIM #252500) or inclusion cell disease (I-cell dis-
ease) is a rare autosomal recessive lysosomal enzymetargeting disease due to deficiency
of uridine diphosphate-N-acetylglucosamine: lysosomal enzyme N-acetylglucosamine-1-
phosphotransferase (GlcNac-1-phosphotransferase). This enzyme is involved in the first
step of the mannose 6-phosphate signal, which allows specific targeting of lysosomal acid
hydrolase from the trans-Golgi network to lysosomes. The enzyme deficiency precludes the
generation of the common phosphomannosyl recognition marker of lysosomal enzymes [1].
Subsequently, newly synthesized lysosomal enzymes are secreted into the extracellular
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space rather than targeted to the lysosomes. Thus, affected lysosomes are secondarily
deficient in most acid hydrolases; undigested junk materials accumulate within the lyso-
somes [1,2]. ML II was first described as inclusion-cell (I-cell) disease by Leroy and Demars
in 1967 [3], because the fibroblasts derived from patients contain abundant ‘inclusions’ (now
recognized as swollen lysosomes) within the cytoplasm. These inclusions are observed not
only in cultured skin fibroblasts, but also in a variety of other cell types in vivo, including
peripheral blood lymphocytes [2].

The term “mucolipidosis” was introduced in 1970 by Spranger and Wiedemann to
describe several conditions with features both of mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS) and sphin-
golipidoses [4]. ML II is a progressive multi-organ disease, usually with prenatal clinical
onset and fatal outcome within the first decade of life due to cardiopulmonary compli-
cations [5]. It is characterized by coarse facial features, short stature, hyperplastic gums,
organomegaly, retarded psychomotor development and skeletal deformities, which may
include shortened limbs, flexion contractures and talipes [6,7]. Secondary hyperparathy-
roidism is a recognized feature of ML II [1,7–11]. Reported biochemical features of sec-
ondary hyperparathyroidism include elevated parathyroid hormone (PTH), serum calcium
(Ca), alkaline phosphatase (ALP) levels and low levels of phosphate (P) [8,11–14], Radio-
graphic findings in neonates resemble changes of rickets and/or hyperparathyroidism.
These changes include osteopenia, subperiosteal resorption, poor cortical delineation, pe-
riosteal new bone formation with ‘cloaking’ (linear periosteal new bone parallel to the shaft
of the bone but widely separated from the bone), metaphyseal irregularity and submeta-
physeal lucent bands and later develop into Hurler-type dysostosis multiplex. Congenital
long bone and rib fractures are rare and likely the result of severe osteopenia and disor-
ganized bone formation [9,12,15–17]. Bone changes can precede elevations in biochemical
markers [12]; therefore, regular monitoring in infancy is required and skeletal radiographs
should be performed regardless of initial biochemical findings.

Clinical suspicion is the first step in establishing a diagnosis of ML II, with typical
clinical features often apparent at birth or otherwise manifesting in the first year of life [12].
An indirect diagnosis is usually established by measurement of lysosomal hydrolases, both
in white blood cells, where their levels should be low, and their surrounding extracellular
environment (e.g., plasma), where their levels should be high [18]. The diagnosis is
confirmed by GNPTAB gene molecular analysis; this is particularly important in cases
when biochemical testing is inconclusive or carrier detection is required [11,19]. There
are at least 258 mutations reported in the GNPTAB gene, the most prevalent being c.
3503_3504del. Despite increased prevalence of homozygous mutations, particularly in
highly consanguineous populations, the autosomal recessive inheritance of MLII means
a high number of compound heterozygous GNPTAB sequence alterations [5]. ML II is a
multi-ethnic disease. It has been identified in many different ethnic groups [9,11,19–25],
with reported prevalence as follows: Portugal—approximately 1:123, 500 live births [22],
Japan—1:252, 500 live births [23] and 1:625, 500 live births in Netherlands [24].

ML II has a very high incidence of 1 per 909 live births in the Irish Traveller com-
munity [26]. Irish Travellers are an endogamous grouup who have cultural values and
customs quite distinct from that of the “settled community”, i.e., the non-Traveller Irish
population. Cultural traditions within the community include a preference to marry within
their own community (often resulting in consanguineous unions), young age at marriage
and large families [26].

Hyperparathyroidism is not universal but has been observed in patients with
MLII [1,7–12,14,27]. The biochemical and radiological features of hyperparathyroidism
in infants with ML II vary in the literature [9,10,12,15,16,27,28], with resolution of these
findings observed in many cases, even in the absence of active management [14,17,27]. It is
known that, following this initial early period where features of hyperparathyroidism or
rickets may be observed, children with ML II experience a progressive osteodystrophy [9].
Recognition and active management of hyperparathyroidism may prevent complications
such as bone fractures and, thus, improve quality of life for the affected children. It is also
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important to recognize hyperparathyroidism in this cohort for natural history data. Here,
we describe clinical, biochemical, radiological and molecular findings in five children with
ML II and hyperparathyroidism from 5 unrelated families.

2. Materials and Methods

This study was performed in The National Centre for Inherited Metabolic Diseases,
Children’s Health Ireland (CHI) at Temple Street in the Republic of Ireland. A retrospec-
tive chart review of ML II patients born between July 1998 and July 2021 inclusive was
performed, providing a twenty-three-year cohort. A database was compiled document-
ing clinical features, focusing on those consistent with hyperparathyroidism. For those
diagnosed with hyperparathyroidism, biochemical, radiological and molecular data were
recorded. This study was approved by the Research and Ethics Committee of CHI at
Temple Street (protocol code 21. 013).

3. Results

We identified 23 patients with ML II from 14 families, born between 1 July 1998 and
1 July 2021. This gives an approximate national incidence of 1 per 64,000 live births
in the Republic of Ireland. Medical records were available for 21 out of 23 children.
Of the 23 identified, 19 were from the Irish Traveller community, confirming the very
high incidence within the Traveller community, in line with previously reported figure
of 1 in 909 [26]. In this cohort, five patients from five families had biochemical and/or
radiological evidence of hyperparathyroidism, three of these children were born to Irish
Traveller parents.

3.1. Diagnosis of ML II—Biochemical and Molecular Genetic Features

The diagnosis of ML II was based on clinical features and biochemical testing by
detecting increased activity of alpha mannosidase and beta hexosaminidase in plasma. In
all cases, the diagnosis was confirmed by molecular genetic testing; these patients were
found to be homozygous for a common mutation c.3503_3504delTC (p.L1168Qfs*5) in
GNPTAB gene.

3.2. Biochemical Features of Hyperparathyroidism

All five patients had been tested for hyperparathyroidism within the first few weeks
of life and four had increased levels of parathyroid hormone (PTH). Calcium (Ca) and phos-
phate (P) levels were normal; however, alkaline phosphatase (ALP) levels were markedly
raised in four of five cases (Patients 2, 3, 4, 5). Vitamin D levels were checked in four cases
(Patients 2, 3, 4, 5) and were normal in three, with one (Patient 5) having a suboptimal level
of 30 nmol/L (normal range is >50 nmol/L).

3.3. Radiological Abnormalities Identified

Skeletal radiographs in the first week of life were available for four patients and at
2 months of age for one patient (Patient 3). Follow up radiographs were available for four
out five patients. Early radiographs already showed marked changes of hyperparathy-
roidism in all five infants including osteopenia, subperiosteal resorption, poor cortical
delineation, periosteal new bone formation with ‘cloaking’ (linear periosteal new bone par-
allel to the shaft of the bone but widely separated from the bone), metaphyseal irregularity
and submetaphyseal lucent bands (Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 1. Acute findings of hyperparathyroidism and rickets. Patient 1, left leg radiograph day
1 demonstrates features of hyperparathyroidism including reduced bone density, subperiosteal
resorption and poor cortical delineation (see medial tibia) as well as diaphyseal cloaking of the femur
and tibia (arrowheads). Features of rickets are seen with cupped, splayed and frayed metaphyses
especially in the distal femur. Diaphyseal angulation consistent with antenatal fractures is seen in the
distal femur and tibia. Additionally, talocalcaneal stippling, a feature of I-cell disease is also present
(white arrow).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Acute findings of hyperparathyroidism and of rickets. Patient 2, right leg radiograph day 4
(a) frontal and (b) lateral views show features of hyperparathyroidism (best seen on the lateral view)
including reduced bone density, subperiosteal resorption and poor cortical delineation as well as
diaphyseal cloaking of the tibia (arrowheads). Features of rickets are seen with cupped, splayed and
frayed metaphyses in all the bones. A submetaphyseal lucent band is seen in the tibia (white arrow).
Talocalcaneal stippling is also present.
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All early radiographs also showed features of rickets, with metaphyseal cupping,
fraying and splaying (Figures 1 and 2). There was evidence of antenatal long bone fractures
in Patients 1, 2 and 4. Patient 4 also had an acute fracture of the proximal left humeral neck
(Figure 3). Further radiographic findings of ML II including talocalcaneal stippling were
identified in Patients 1, 2 and 5, and an abnormal appearance of the vertebral bodies with
increased height; rounding and sclerosis were seen in Patients 1, 2 and 4.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Acute fracture with healing at 4 months. Patient 4 (a) radiograph of left humerus on day
1 shows a transverse fracture of the left humerus. (b) Follow-up radiograph 4 months later showing
interval healing of the fracture and resolution of the periosteal cloaking. There are already emerging
features of dysostosis multi-plex with widening of the shaft and short length of the humerus and
coarse trabecular markings as well as thickening of the ribs.

Follow-up radiographs in all but the most recent patient showed resolution of the
features of hyperparathyroidism and rickets, with interval healing of the fractures. There
was progression of skeletal features to those of dysostosis multiplex, the constellation of
radiographic abnormalities classically seen in mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS), including
coarse trabecular markings, broadening of the ribs (oar/paddle shaped ribs), flared iliac
wings, constricted inferior iliac bodies and dysplastic femoral heads (Figures 3 and 4).

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Progression to dysostosis multiplex. Patient 4 (a) Radiograph of pelvis on day 1 shows a
reduced bone density and irregularity of the proximal femora with periosteal cloaking. (b) Follow-up
radiograph at 2 years old shows normal bone density. The pelvis now has a typical shape of dysostosis
multiplex with constriction of the lower part of the iliac bones. There has been interval healing of the
rickets of the proximal femora and resolution of the periosteal cloaking.

Follow up radiographs in Patient 1 showed resolution of the acute changes, including
the periosteal reaction and subperiosteal erosion, but development of a progressive erosive
osteodystrophy with erosion of the humeral and femoral necks and also erosion of the
necks of the ribs was observed (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Progressive erosive osteodystrophy in Patient 1 at 6 years. Resolution of the acute changes
seen in Figure 1. Development of a progressive erosive osteodystrophy with erosion of the heads and
necks of the ribs, erosion of the lower part of the iliac bones, erosion of the ischial and pubic bones
and of the femoral necks.

3.4. Management and Clinical Course

Two of the infants who had evidence of antenatal fractures (Patients 1, 4), including
the one with an acute fracture (Patient 1), received treatment with increased Vitamin D
supplementation of 600 IU per day and guidance around minimal handling, including a
lie flat car seat, lying supported on the side and avoidance of walkers and bouncers. In
the case of Patient 4, the previously abnormal biochemical parameters normalized within
five months of treatment with vitamin D; the dose was then reduced to the standard
supplementation dose of 200 IU/day, with handling liberalized successfully. A follow-
up left humeral radiograph 4 months later showed interval healing of the humeral neck
fracture (Figure 3). Patient 1 was followed up at a local hospital and vitamin D dose was
reduced to 200 IU/day and handling liberalized at 1 year.

Patients 2 and 3 were monitored without specific treatment. In Patient 2, PTH level
had spontaneously returned to normal at 10 months. In the case of Patient 3, the previously
abnormal biochemical marker (ALP) had normalized at 10 months of age (during an
admission to Pediatric Intensive Care unit with respiratory failure). No further fractures
were observed. Patient 5 was started on high dose Vitamin D supplementation of 1000
IU/day with interval re-evaluation planned.

Four of the five affected infants died from progressive cardiopulmonary decline at
ages ranging from 10 months to 7 years. Summary of clinical, biochemical, radiological
features of secondary hyperparathyroidism, Vitamin D levels at diagnosis and treatment
can be found in Table 1.
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4. Discussion

Patients with ML II have been reported to present in the neonatal period with features
of ‘’metabolic” bone disease [9,27]. While features of dysostosis multiplex (the constellation
of radiographic abnormalities classically seen in mucopolysaccharidoses) are seen in older
children with ML II, the skeleton in ML II in the young infant is characterized by an
osteodystrophy which has clinical and radiographic features of hyperparathyroidism and
rickets and these changes have been reported in ML II as early as 19 weeks of gestation [28].

Osteoporosis, fractures, periosteal new bone formation and cupped epiphyses have
been described in neonates and infants [9]. Radiological and histological features of both
rickets and hyperparathyroidism (subperiosteal bone resorption and loss of bone mass)
have been documented in babies with I-cell disease [15,16]. Biochemical evidence of
hyperparathyroidism is more variable but had been reported in some affected neonates [9].

In our study, none of the patients had abnormal serum calcium or phosphate levels.
Similar findings were reported by David-Vizcarra et al. [9]. Four out of five of our pa-
tients had increased levels of ALP and PTH. All children had early skeletal x-rays with
radiographic evidence of hyperparathyroidism, including osteopenia, subperiosteal bone
resorption, poor cortical delineation, periosteal new bone formation, metaphyseal irregular-
ity and submetaphyseal lucent bands. Three had evidence of antenatal fractures. All early
radiographs also had features of rickets, with metaphyseal cupping, fraying and splaying.

Sathasivam et al. [10] previously described similar findings in a female neonate with
neonatal hyperparathyroidism and rickets-like radiographic changes. Alfadhel et al. [11]
reported two children with raised PTH and ALP, normal calcium levels who also had ra-
diographic changes consistent with rickets/hyperparathyroidism. Some authors speculate
that the presence of severe skeletal changes related to secondary hyperparathyroidism
indicate that the abnormal elevation of PTH starts in utero [8].

The exact etiology of secondary hyperparathyroidism in ML II remains unclear. It has
been suggested that the active transplacental transport of calcium is interrupted by ML II.
The syncytiotrophoblastic layer where active transplacental calcium transport is regulated
demonstrates generalized cytoplasmic vacuolization in patients with ML II. This suggests
that the enzymatic abnormalities related to ML II interfere in some way with transplacental
calcium transport. PTH secretion is thought to increase to maintain extracellular calcium at
the expense of the skeleton [27]. This, however, does not explain skeletal changes in those
with normal PTH levels.

David-Vizcarra et al. [9] observed that, following birth, biochemical hyperparathy-
roidism in ML II resolves, but a progressive erosive osteodystrophy develops after 4 months
of age. We saw this progressive erosive osteodystrophy in one patient whose early PTH
levels were not increased. They proposed that tissue hypersensitivity to circulating PTH
(“pseudohyperparathyroidism”) may be a factor. They confirmed that circulating levels
of parathyroid related protein (PTHrP) were normal and postulated that, postnatally, the
radiographic features could be consistent with an increased sensitivity of skeletal tissue to
normal circulating levels of PTH. A more recent study by Kollmann et al. [29], however,
refuted tissue hypersensitivity to PTH as a pathogenetic mechanism for the osteopenia,
since the secretion of Rankl (pro-osteoclastogenic cytokine) in osteoblasts from ML II mice
was not affected in response to PTH stimulation.

The above demonstrates the need for further studies regarding the pathophysiology
of bone disease in patients with ML II.

Optimal management of the secondary hyperparathyroidism in this patient cohort is
also controversial, as changes may be self-limiting and might represent the natural history
of ML II [14,17,27].

Unger et al. [27] described three patients with bone disease, increased serum PTH and
ALP, but normal calcium levels. Two were treated with Vitamin D and calcium supplements,
while one received no treatment and secondary hyperparathyroidism resolved in all cases.
Another report by Leyva et al. [8] described a patient with secondary hyperparathyroidism
(with biochemical and radiographic changes), in whom a spontaneous normalization of
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previously elevated PTH was observed in the absence of treatment, however the ALP level
remained high and radiographic follow up was not reported.

In contrast, a patient reported by Khan et al. [12] had low serum phosphate, normal vi-
tamin D and PTH levels at birth and radiographic findings of rickets/hyperparathyroidism.
Initially, after parents declined vitamin D supplementation, ALP and PTH levels rose sig-
nificantly. At 4 months of age, parents agreed to vitamin D supplementation and, within a
month, serum phosphate, PTH and ALP levels normalized. This indicates that bone disease
can precede the elevations in biochemical markers and highlights the importance of regular
biochemical monitoring, even if initial PTH levels are normal. We recommend checking for
biochemical and radiographic features of secondary hyperparathyroidism at diagnosis of
ML II by checking levels of PTH, Ca, P, ALP, Vitamin D and by performing skeletal sur-
vey. We suggest monitoring of biochemical markers at least 6–12 monthly during infancy;
however, such monitoring intervals are arbitrary and would depend on the initial levels.
Similarly, the frequency of radiological monitoring would depend on initial clinical and
radiographic findings, e.g., sooner re-imaging for those with bone fractures. Rapid normal-
ization of biochemical markers post commencement of vitamin D supplementation may
indicate that this supplement has a role in the treatment of secondary hyperparathyroidism
in some patients with ML II. Currently, in our centre, we recommend high dose Vitamin D
supplements in those with biochemical features of secondary hyperparathyroidism and/or
bone fractures and low/suboptimal Vitamin D levels. Minimal handling, including a lie
flat car seat, lying supported on the side and avoidance of walkers and bouncers would be
recommended for children with bone fractures.

Antiresorptive therapy has also been suggested as a therapeutic option, but this is
usually reserved for individuals with a high fracture risk and this treatment is controversial
in ML II, given the multisystem involvement and overall poor prognosis [29].

Unger et al. [27] summarized that most children with a neonatal presentation of ML II
and perinatal bone disease have a shortened life expectancy, i.e., most die before the age of
2 years. In our cohort with secondary hyperparathyroidism, all patients had perinatal bone
disease confirmed by skeletal survey and two died before the age of 2 years.

Given the rarity of ML II, extensive sequential assessment of five patients with sec-
ondary hyperparathyroidism from a clinical, radiological and biochemical perspective
provides important information regarding natural history of the condition. Our paper also
provides recommendations on diagnostics and management of secondary hyperparathy-
roidism in this cohort; we believe that these would help to improve diagnostic accuracy
and to optimize management of these patients. In addition, our paper contains interesting
figures depicting clinical and radiological course of the disease and provides an up-to-date
incidence of ML II in Republic of Ireland.

While we identified five members of the cohort as having secondary HPT, not all
infants were systematically investigated for the same; therefore, it is likely that there is
under-ascertainment.

5. Conclusions

Children with ML II may have varying degrees of radiological and biochemical fea-
tures of hyperparathyroidism at presentation. It is important to recognize this association,
as this may improve diagnostic accuracy and management. It is also important for appro-
priate family counseling and natural history data. In this cohort, resolution of abnormal
biochemical findings was observed in all cases, irrespective of management. Further studies
are needed to establish the etiology and pathophysiology of the bony changes observed in
ML II and the potential benefit of Vitamin D supplementation in this cohort.
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Abstract: The present pilot study examines subjective reported symptoms of attention-deficit/
hyperactivity (AD/H) in adults with Fabry disease (FD) in comparison with existing normative
control data. Existing data from 69 adults with FD via the Achenbach System of Empirically Based
Assessment Adult Self-Report questionnaire were analyzed. The results demonstrated a higher
prevalence of AD/H symptoms in adults with FD than in the general United States population,
with a roughly equal endorsement of Inattention/Attention Deficit symptoms (AD), Hyperactivity-
Impulsivity (H-I) symptoms, and Combined Inattention/hyperactivity-impulsivity (C) symptoms.
No gender differences were observed. While all subjects endorsing H-I symptoms fell into the
symptomatic range on the AD/H scale, only two-thirds of subjects endorsing AD did so. This
suggests that attention difficulties with FD are not solely explained by ADHD. Adults with FD who
endorsed the AD, H-I, and C symptoms were also more likely to report mean adaptive functioning
difficulties. These findings support the growing literature regarding attention difficulties in adults
with FD, as well as suggesting a previously unrecognized risk of AD/H symptoms. Future research
involving the objective assessment of ADHD in adults with FD is recommended. When serving
adults with FD clinically, healthcare professionals should address multiple areas of care, including
physical, psychological, and cognitive arenas.

Keywords: Fabry disease; attention; Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity; cognition

1. Introduction

Fabry disease (FD) is an X-linked lysosomal storage disorder (LSD) caused by muta-
tions in the GLA gene, leading to a deficiency of α-galactosidase A (α-gal A; EC 3.2.1.22)
and resulting in the storage of globotriaosylceramide (GL3) and related lipids in the lyso-
some. Its incidence has historically been estimated at 1:40,000 male live births; however
recent data suggests as high as 1:3000 [1], with a range of 1250–117,000 worldwide [2]. The
symptoms and complications include acroparesthesia, fatigue, anhidrosis, angiokeratomas,
gastrointestinal symptoms, kidney failure, cardiovascular problems, and stroke [3–7]. The
standard of care treatment is enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) or chaperone therapy (in
individuals with amenable GLA mutations).

Historically, research has focused on somatic manifestations of FD, with less attention
paid to neuropsychological manifestations. However, recent research suggests difficulties
with cognitive functioning, particularly in the realm of attention and concentration, with
implications for central nervous system (CNS) functioning in patients with FD.

The initial neuropsychological screening studies of patients with FD reported contra-
dictory results due to varying testing methods and small sample sizes. One initial study
found patients with FD performed marginally better on tasks of attention than normal
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controls and slightly worse on tasks measuring language skills, with unimpaired perfor-
mances in other cognitive domains [8], while another found patients with FD performed
mildly worse on tasks of attention than normal controls [9]. Although the patients initially
appeared to perform worse on executive functioning tasks, this difference disappeared
once corrected for the effects of depression and remained absent in a subset of patients
eight years later [10]. The subsequent early research found that patients with FD per-
formed worse on some tests of attention (especially those involving information processing
speed) [11–13], as well as some measures of executive functioning [11,13].

The first study to examine neurocognitive functioning in FD using comprehensive and
well-validated neuropsychological measures rather than screening tools found that males
with FD demonstrated a slower information processing speed and reduced performance on
measures of executive functioning compared to both females with FD and 15 age-matched
normal controls [14]. However, several confounds were present. None of the females
with FD had experienced a stroke or transient ischemic attacks compared to 33% of the
males. Males with FD were also more likely to report symptoms of anxiety and depression,
which is known to have delirious effects on cognition, including attention, memory, and
executive functioning [15]. Taken together with a low sample size and correlational analyses
suggesting a link between the cognition and clinical measures of disease severity, these
confounds compromised the generalizability.

A more recent study found 29.3% of Danish patients with FD to have cognitive
difficulties, with attention, psychomotor speed, and executive functioning once again
being the most frequently impaired [16]. Neither depression, disease severity, nor gender
predicted objective cognitive impairment; however, depression was associated with the
subjective perception of cognition. The subjective perception of cognition was lower than
the actual cognitive performance among subjects.

In comparison, subjective perceptions of cognitive impairment among Dutch subjects
with FD were found to be much greater (64%) than the objective evidence of impairment
(16%) [17]. Objective impairment was found primarily in males, especially those with
classical FD. Follow-up testing one year later, however, demonstrated a worsening objective
cognitive impairment in only 5.3% of subjects and was found more often among women
(three women and one man) [18]. Subjective impairment was prevalent in both genders
and correlated with depression [16,17].

Given the increasing evidence of the role of FD in aspects of attention, anecdotal
patient reports regarding the use of medication for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD) should perhaps not come as a surprise. Previously referred to as Attention Deficit
Disorder (ADD) in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 3rd Edition
(DSM III) [19], one of the core symptoms is a deficiency in attention. The updated label
of ADHD in DSM IV and DSM-5 is an umbrella term for a wide range of symptoms and
consists of three main types: Inattentive/Attention Deficit (AD), Hyperactive-Impulsive
(H-I), and Combination (C) types [20,21]. While attention-deficit/hyperactivity (AD/H)
symptoms in patients with FD have been shown to be associated with poorer adaptive
functioning (AF) [22], no further exploration of AD/H symptoms in FD has been done. A
pilot study specifically documenting and exploring patient reports of attention deficits will
be beneficial as a prequel to more in-depth studies of attention deficits in patients with FD.

The present pilot study examines the self-reported symptoms of attention deficits/
hyperactivity in adults with FD in comparison with the existing normative control data,
as well as potential differences in the frequency between symptoms of attention deficits
and symptoms of hyperactivity. In addition, we explored the possible association between
attention-deficit/hyperactivity symptoms and poorer adaptive functioning in patients
with FD.

2. Materials and Methods

Data was derived from a subset of data in existence at the Emory Lysosomal Storage
Disease Center. Specifically, data concerning Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity, Attention,
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Inattention, Hyperactivity-impulsivity, Somatic Symptoms, Depression, Anxiety, and Mean
Adaptive Functioning were utilized from the Achenbach System of Empirically Based
Assessment (ASEBA) Adult Self-Report (ASR) questionnaires completed by patients with
FD between January 2005 and July 2013. Approval from the Institutional Review Board
was granted through Emory University (IRB00068700).

The ASEBA ASR is a reliable, validated measure of social-adaptive and psychological
functioning in adults aged 18–59 and the OASR for ages 60–90+ [23]. Norms represent the
mix of ethnicities, socioeconomic status, urban–rural–suburban residency, and geography
within the US. Raw scores are converted to T-scores to permit comparisons with the general
population. Scale scores are normed by gender and age and categorized as normal (<93rd
percentile), borderline-clinical (93rd–97th percentiles), or clinical (>97th percentile). The
ASEBA is used with a wide variety of medical conditions, including cystic fibrosis, Fabry,
Morquio, Turner, Williams, Angelman, and Prader-Willi syndromes [22–25].

Data Analysis

ASEBA ASR raw data was entered into assessment data manager (ADM, version 9.0)
ASEBA scoring software (https://adm-assessment-data-manager.software.informer.com/
9.0/, accessed on 1 June 2021), which produces detailed profiles on multiple aspects of
psychological functioning. For this study, data from the DSM-Oriented Scale for AD/H,
as well as the Attention Problem Syndrome scale, Depression scale, Somatic Complaints
scale, and Mean Adaptive Functioning scale, were utilized. Subjects with T-scores in the
borderline-clinical and clinical ranges were considered to have symptoms for the purposes
of this study.

All data analysis was done using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Demo-
graphic participant characteristics were summarized using frequencies and proportions.
Chi-square and Fisher’s exact tests were used to assess the associations between mean
adaptive functioning and demographic variables of interest. Similarly, chi-square tests
were used to assess the association between depressive symptoms and gender, AD/H
symptoms, H-I symptoms, and AD symptoms. The prevalence of AD/H in our study
sample was compared to the most recent estimated prevalence of AD/H among the US
adult population [26] using Fisher’s exact test. All statistical tests were assessed using an
alpha = 0.05.

3. Results

Existing data from 69 adults with FD who completed the ASEBA ASR questionnaire
was examined. The demographic information is presented in Table 1. The ages ranged
from 18 to 61 years.

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the subjects.

n %

Gender
Female 38 55.1
Male 31 44.9
Race

African American 4 5.8
Caucasian 61 88.4

Other 4 5.8
Education

Some High School 5 7.3
High School or GED degree 13 18.8

Some college 24 34.8
College degree or higher 27 39.1

Employment
Yes 32 46.4
No 23 33.3

Disability 4 5.8
Student 10 14.5
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Of the 69 subjects who completed the ASEBA ASR, twenty (29%) endorsed symptoms
within the borderline-clinical-to-clinical range on the AD/H problems scale (Figure 1).
This represents a significantly higher prevalence of AD/H symptoms in our population of
adults with FD than in the general population (p < 0.001), using the most recently estimated
prevalence (4.4%) of adult ADHD in the United States [26].

Figure 1. Prevalence of ASEBA symptoms in adults with Fabry disease.

Among the twenty subjects endorsing symptoms within the borderline-clinical-to-
clinical range on the AD/H scale, the source of those scores was almost equally balanced
between the symptomatic endorsement of AD items, H-I items, and combined AD/H
items, with a final three subjects whose endorsement of items was evenly split such
that they fell within the normal ranges on the individual subscales while still falling
within the symptomatic range on the overall combined AD/H scale (Table 2). All subjects
endorsing the H-I symptoms within borderline-clinical-to-clinical range also scored in
the borderline-clinical-to-clinical range on the AD/H scale; however, only 12/19 (63.2%)
subjects endorsing AD symptoms also scored in the borderline-clinical-to-clinical range on
the AD/H scale.

Table 2. Subscale breakdown among adults with FD endorsing AD/H symptoms (n = 20).

Subscale within Symptomatic Range n Column%

Combined Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity 6 30.0
Attention Deficit/Inattention only 6 30.0

Hyperactivity-impulsivity only 5 25.0
None (items evenly split) 3 15.0

Almost half of the adults with FD (49%) were also noted to self-report depressive
symptoms in the borderline-clinical-to-clinical range on the ASEBA ASR, with no signifi-
cant differences between the male and female subjects (p = 0.537). A third of the adults with
FD (33%) self-reported symptoms of anxiety, with no significant differences between the
male and female subjects (p = 0.0870). Almost a third of adults with FD (29%) self-reported
difficulties in adaptive functioning, with no significant differences between the male and
female subjects (p = 0.060). Over a third of adults with FD (38%) self-reported somatic symp-
toms in the borderline-clinical-to-clinical range, with no significant differences between the
male and female subjects (p = 0.2468).

Adults who scored in the borderline-clinical-to-clinical range on the AD/H scale, AD
subscale, and H-I subscale were significantly more likely to self-report both depressive
symptoms and somatic problems (Table 3). Adults scoring in the borderline-clinical-to-
clinical range on the AD/H scale and H-I scale were significantly more likely to self-report
anxiety symptoms as well (Table 3). There were no differences between males and females
in any of these categories.
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Table 3. Association between the comorbid symptoms and symptoms of AD/H, AD, and H-I in adults with FD when using
the ASEBA Adult Self-Report.

AD/H Inattention
Hyperactivity-

Impulsivity

Clinical/
Borderline

Normal
Clinical/

Borderline
Normal

Clinical/
Borderline

Normal

N n col % n col % p-Value n col % n col % p-Value n col % n col % p-Value

Depressive Problems 34 17 85.0 17 34.70 <0.001 15 79 19 38.0 0.002 10 90.9 24 41.4 0.003
No depressive

problems 35 3 15.0 32 65.30 4 21.1 31 62.0 1 9.1 34 58.6

Anxiety problems 23 13 65.0 10 20.4 <0.001 9 47.4 14 28.0 0.127 7 63.6 16 27.6 0.034
No anxiety problems 46 7 35.0 39 79.6 10 52.6 36 72.0 4 36.4 42 72.4

Somatic problems 26 12 60.0 14 28.6 0.015 11 57.9 15 30.0 0.033 8 72.7 18 31.0 0.015
No somatic problems 43 8 40.0 35 71.4 8 42.1 35 70.0 3 27.3 40 69.0

Female 38 13 65.0 25 51 0.290 8 42.1 30 60.0 0.182 7 63.6 31 53.5 0.743
Male 31 7 35.0 24 49 11 57.9 20 40.0 4 36.4 27 46.6

There were no significant demographic differences between those with and without
AF deficits; however, the adults with FD who self-reported AD problems, AD/H symp-
toms, depressive symptoms, and anxiety were also significantly more likely to report AF
difficulties (Table 4).

Table 4. Association between psychological symptoms and adaptive functioning in adults with FD
when using the ASEBA Adult Self-Report.

Mean Adaptive Functioning

Normal Range
Borderline/Clinical

Range

Demographic Characteristics N n Row % n Row % p-Value

Sex 0.06
Female 38 23 60.5 15 39.5
Male 31 26 83.9 5 16.1
Race

African American 4 3 75 1 25 0.137
Caucasian 61 45 73.8 16 26.2

Other 4 1 25 3 75
Education 0.269

Some High School 5 3 60 2 40
High School or GED degree 13 7 53.9 6 46.2

Some college 24 17 70.8 7 29.2
College degree or higher 27 22 81.5 5 18.5

Employment 0.702
Yes 32 23 71.9 9 28.1
No 23 15 65.2 8 34.8

Disability 4 4 100 0 0
Student 10 7 70 3 30

ASR Conditions

Attention problems 17 5 29.4 12 70.6 <0.001
Normal range 52 44 84.6 8 15.4

AD/H problems 20 7 35 13 65 <0.001
Normal range 49 42 85.7 7 14.3

Somatic problems 26 15 57.7 11 42.3 0.099
Normal range 43 34 79.1 9 20.9

Depressive problems 34 15 44.1 19 55.9 <0.001
Normal range 35 34 97.1 1 2.9

Anxiety problems 23 11 47.8 12 52.2 0.005
Normal range 46 38 82.6 8 17.4

Somatic complaints 29 17 58.6 12 41.4 0.065
Normal range 40 32 80 8 20
H-I subscale 11 3 27.3 8 72.7 0.001

Normal range 58 46 79.3 12 20.7
AD subscale 19 11 22 9 47.4 0.072

Normal range 50 39 78 10 52.6
p-values calculated using chi-sq or Fisher’s exact test.
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4. Discussion

The present study is a pilot exploration of self-reported attention deficit symptoms in
adults with Fabry disease. The results demonstrate a higher prevalence of AD/H symp-
toms in adults with FD than in the general United States population, with a roughly equal
numbers of adults with FD endorsing AD symptoms, H-I symptoms, and Combined symp-
toms. While ADHD is more common in men than women in the general population [26],
and some studies have found greater evidence of cognitive impairment in men with FD
than women [14,17], our study found no gender differences in the rate of AD/H, H-I, or
AD symptoms amongst adults with FD.

While all subjects endorsing H-I symptoms fell within the symptomatic range on the
AD/H scale, only two-thirds of subjects endorsing AD symptoms did so. The remaining
third endorsing AD without AD/H symptoms suggests that attention difficulties within
FD are not solely linked to AD/H and lends credence to prior research outlining cog-
nitive difficulties in attention in FD [9,11,13,16]. However, the reverse is also true; the
endorsement of an equally high rate of H-I symptoms among our FD population suggests
a previously unrecognized prevalence of such symptoms among adults with FD separate
from attention deficits.

Of note, almost half of adults with FD in the present study endorsed symptoms of
depression (49%), with no significant differences between men and women. This replicates
the previously reported high rates of depression among adults with FD, with prevalence
estimates ranging from 15% to 62% [9,13,25,27–29]. The present study likewise supported
research demonstrating that depression in FD does not follow gender norms, with males
reporting equal or greater rates than females [14,27]. While the most common factor associ-
ated with depression in FD is chronic pain [13,27,30], economic status, relationship status,
specific coping styles, and somatic symptoms such as anhidrosis and acroparaesthesia have
also been associated with depression and a lower QOL [27,30,31].

While depression can have deleterious effects on attention [15], its interaction with
hyperactivity-impulsivity goes in the opposite direction; it is more likely to be a conse-
quence of ADHD than a cause. Thus, while adults with FD who reported symptoms
of AD/H, AD and H-I were more likely to also report symptoms of depression, this is
consistent with previous research demonstrating that people with ADHD are at risk for
depression and anxiety as a result of living with ADHD [26,32–34].

Finally, the present study found adults with FD-endorsing AD symptoms, AD/H
symptoms, depressive symptoms, and anxiety were also significantly more likely to endorse
adaptive functioning (AF) difficulties. An indication of the effectiveness with which
individuals cope with the demands of everyday tasks and responsibilities as parents,
students, employees, etc., AF is measured via evaluations such as the ASEBA focused on
individuals’ relationships, jobs, education, substance use, psychological issues, and coping
skills. These findings corroborate earlier research in which FD patients had a higher rate of
mean AF deficits compared to population norms, with poorer AF associated with greater
rates of AD/H, depression, and anxiety [22].

All of the above findings make clear the need to pay attention to the psychological
symptoms associated with FD, including the possibility of symptoms of AD/H, and
expand our standard of care to include mental health treatments, if necessary. Of note, of
the 20 people who self-reported AD/H symptoms in our sample, four had been prescribed
medication typically used for ADHD at some point in their life, though only one had
undergone a clinical diagnosis for their symptoms. As symptoms of ADHD are more
heterogeneous and subtle in adults than children [35,36], with only 25% of adults with
ADHD receiving treatment [26], it is possible that ADHD symptoms in adults with FD are
being overlooked amidst the urgency of the other symptoms of FD.

The limitations of this study include the use of self-reported symptoms at a single
point in time; however, adults with ADHD have been found to be quite reliable in iden-
tifying their own symptoms via self-reported measures [35], and an earlier study found
that adults with FD were, if anything, more likely to underreport than overreport neu-
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rocognitive complaints [16]. Another limitation is the comparison between self-reported
symptoms (FD population) and diagnosis (US population). To our knowledge, there is
no nationally representative database of self-reported symptoms of AD/H, as compared
to the frequency of diagnosis. Previous research has likewise used self-reported ADHD
symptoms rather than diagnoses and presented evidence for the use of such as an effective
tool [37]. Finally, this study included data primarily from Caucasian adults with FD and
may not be generalizable to adults with FD of other ethnicities.

The implications of this study include the need for greater attention to cognitive and
psychological health in people with FD, particularly in the areas of attention, AD/H-like
symptoms, depression, anxiety, and adaptive functioning. Genetic counselors and other
healthcare providers should address such issues in their annual clinic appointments and
make referrals as needed to maximize overall treatment for patients with FD.

The recommendations for future research include a more objective assessment of
AD/H symptoms in patients with FD, as well as further in-depth neurocognitive studying
of attention/concentration in FD. Such research should utilize objective neuropsychological
tests with the existing normative data with the general population.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, the present study suggests that adults with FD are at a higher risk than
the general population for attention deficits, as well as symptoms of ADHD, with equal
rates among men and women. When serving adults with FD clinically, genetic counselors
and other healthcare professionals should address multiple areas of care, including the
physical, psychological, and cognitive issues that may accompany the disease.
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Abstract: Background: Mucopolysaccharidosis (MPS) is a rare congenital lysosomal storage dis-
order with complex airways. High anterior larynx is assessed by thyromental distance (TMD)
nasendoscopy. A simpler method to assess this hyoid bone is described. The distance between the
central-hyoid and symphysis of the mandible (hyo-mental distance; HMD) and inclination of this
line to the horizontal axis (hyo-mental angle; HMA) in neutrally positioned patients is investigated.
Methods: HMA, HMD in MPS, and non-MPS were compared, and their correlation with height
and weight were assessed. Results: 50 adult MPS patients (M = 32, F = 18, age range = 19–66 years;
mean BMI = 26.8 kg/m2) of MPS I, II, III, IV, and VI were compared with 50 non-MPS (M = 25, F = 25;
age range = 22–84 years; mean BMI = 26.5 kg/m2). Mean HMA in MPS was 25.72◦ (−10 to +50)
versus 2.42◦ (−35 to +28) in non-MPS. Mean HMD was 46.5 (25.7–66) millimeters in MPS versus
41.8 (27–60.3) in non-MPS. HMA versus height and weight showed a moderate correlation (r = −0.4,
p < 0.05) in MPS and no significant correlation (r < 0.4, p > 0.05) in non-MPS. HMD versus height and
weight showed no correlation (r < 0.4, p > 0.05) in both groups. Conclusions: HMA seems more acute
in MPS despite nearly the same HMD as non-MPS, signifying a high larynx, which may be missed
by TMD.

Keywords: mucopolysaccharidosis; airway management; radiology; hyoid bone; chin;
intubation; intratracheal

1. Introduction

Mucopolysaccharidosis are a group of inherited congenital multisystem diseases due
to a deficiency in enzymes required for the breakdown of complex mucopolysaccharides.
Mucopolysaccharidoses (MPSs) are rare, inherited, lysosomal storage diseases with a
combined incidence of 1 in 22,000 [1]. The disease is characterized by the accumulation
of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) in almost all parts of the body. There are seven types of
MPS depending on the type of enzyme deficiency (Table 1). The manifestations of this
disease are multisystemic, resulting in shortened longevity [2]. Along with other systems,
airways are commonly involved. Knowledge about the airway abnormalities is important
as these patients can pose airway problems. With advances in treatment modalities, such as
hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) [3] and enzyme replacement therapy
(ERT) [4], the longevity of these patients has increased posing newer problems. Most of
these patients will need general anesthetic for surgery at some point in their lifetime due to
multi-system involvement. In our experience, we noted that most adult MPS patients have
a large and bulky tongue, large lower jaw, and short neck [5]. A high or anterior larynx
poses difficulty in access to the airway. A difficult laryngoscopy is defined as an inability
to visualize any part of the vocal cords on conventional laryngoscopy [6]. Various bedside
measures have been described to assess a high or anterior larynx. The method commonly
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used to assess a high or anterior larynx are measurement of the thyromental distance
TMD [7], nasendoscopy, or cross-sectional imaging. TMD is the distance between the chin,
also called the mentum, and prominence of the thyroid cartilage with the neck extended.
TMD [7] is about 6.5 cm measured with an intubation gauze or three finger breadths.
Direct visualization of the oropharynx and larynx via a fiber optic scope, also called
nasendoscopy, can also estimate a high larynx. Figure 1 shows a nasendoscopy picture
of a patient with a normal larynx. Figure 2 shows a nasendoscopy picture in an MPS I
patient and Figure 3 shows a nasendoscopy picture in an MPS II patient. Cross-sectional
imaging either with a computer tomography scan (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) provides a detailed evaluation of the head and neck in a neutral position. Many times,
these scans have been performed in MPS patients for their co-morbidities. We propose a
simpler and possibly more accurate method of assessing a high or anterior larynx using
existing cross-section imaging of the neck. This information is very helpful in planning any
airway intervention or general anesthetic. We use the body of the hyoid bone as a stable
landmark: the distance from the center of the body of hyoid to the symphysis mentum of
the mandible is the hyomental distance (HMD). The inclination or declination of HMD to
the horizontal axis is the hyomental angle (HMA). The HMD quantifies the anterior larynx
and HMA identifies the high larynx. Figure 4 shows a sagittal section diagram showing
the landmarks and Figure 5 shows HMA and HMD on a CT scan in a non-MPS and MPS
patient. Figure 6 is a three-dimensional reconstruction of the upper body skeleton, showing
the level of the hyoid bone in a non-MPS and MPS patient in relation to the mandible.
The primary aim of this study was to identify a different and possibly a more accurate
method to assess a high or anterior larynx and discuss its usefulness in airway management
in adult MPS. The secondary aim was to assess the relationship of the body habitus to a
high and anterior larynx.

 

Figure 1. Nasendoscopy pictures showing a normal larynx: the vallecula, epiglottis, glottic inlet, and
posterior larynx can be clearly seen.

 

Figure 2. Nasendoscopy picture in MPS I showing a high larynx, large epiglottis touching the soft
palate, vallecula cannot be seen, and only the posterior glottis is visible.
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Table 1. Various types of MPS; reproduced with permission from Braunlin et al. [8], who compiled data from Neufeld
et al. [9] and Valayannopoulos et al. [10]. AR: autosomal recessive; CS: chondroitin sulfate; DS: dermatan sulfate; GAG:
glycosaminoglycan; H: Hurler syndrome; HS: heparan sulfate; H-S: Hurler–Scheie syndrome; KS: keratan sulfate; S: Scheie
syndrome; XR: X-linked recessive. * only 1 patient reported in the literature (Natowicz et al. 1996); ** death can occur in
utero with hydrops fetalis.

MPS Type
(Eponym)

Incidence per 105

Live Births;
Inheritance Pattern

Typical Age at
Diagnosis

Typical Life
Expectancy If

Untreated
Enzyme Deficiency GAG

MPS I Hurler (H)
MPS I

Hurler-Scheie (H-S)
MPS I Scheie (S)

0.11–1.67; AR H: <1 year H-S: 3–8
years S: 10–20 years

H: death in
childhood H-S:

death in teens or
early adulthood S:
normal to slightly
reduced lifespan

α-L-iduronidase DS, HS

MPS II (Hunter) 0.1–1.07; XR 1–2 years when
rapidly progressing

rapidly progressing:
death < 15 years

slowly progressing:
death in adulthood

iduronate-2-sulfatase DS, HS

MPS III (Sanfilippo)
A-B-C-D 0.39–1.89; AR 4–6 years death in puberty or

early adulthood

heparan sulfamidase
(A) N-acetyl-α-D-

glucosaminidase (B)
acetyl-CoA-α-

glucosaminidase
N-acetyltransferase (C)
N-acetylglucosamine-6-

sulfatase
(D)

HS

MPS IV (Morquio)
A-B 0.15–0.47; AR 1–3 years death in childhood-

middle age

N-acetylgalactosamine-
6-sulfatase (A)

β-galactosidase (B)

CS, KS (A) KS
(B)

MPS VI
(Maroteaux-Lamy) 0–0.38; AR

rapidly progressing:
1–9 years slowly
progressing: >5

years

rapidly progressing:
death in 2nd–3rd

decade slowly
progressing: death

in 4–5th decade

N-acetylgalactosamine-
4-sulfatase DS

MPS VII (Sly) 0–0.29; AR neonatal to
adulthood

death in infancy-4th
decade ** β-D-glucuronidase CS, DS, HS

MPS IX (Natowicz)
* unknown adolescence unknown hyaluronidase CS

 

Figure 3. Nasendoscopy picture of MPS II showing a high and anterior larynx, epiglottis is touching
the soft palate, vallecula is not seen, and only posterior pharyngeal wall is seen.
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Figure 4. Line diagram sagittal section of the head and neck showing the upper airway
and landmarks.

 
Figure 5. Shows the hyomental distance (HMD) and hyomental angle (HMA) in adult non-MPS marked (A) on the left and
adult MPS patient marked (B) on the right, taken from a computer tomography (CT) scan of the neck in the neutral position.
Red arrow represents the HMD and yellow arrow represents the horizontal.
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Figure 6. Three-dimensional reconstruction of the upper body skeleton, showing the level of hyoid
bone in a non-MPS (top panel) and MPS-2 patient (lower panel) in relation to the mandible. A ven-
triculoperitoneal shunt and pacemaker are seen in the MPS patient. MPS- Mucopolysaccharidosis.

2. Materials and Methods

Retrospective analysis of case notes and radiological investigations was performed as
part of routine care of 50 adult MPS patients and comparison with 50 healthy adults of sim-
ilar age, gender, and body mass index (BMI). Ethical approval was obtained from the local
research and innovation department, Salford Royal NHS Foundation Trust, Northern Care
Alliance, United Kingdom, reference: S20HIP40. HMD and HMA were calculated for each
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group calculated in the picture archiving communications system (PACS) using the ruler
tool. A smaller HMD was considered to be an anterior larynx and acute inclination of the
HMA to the horizontal axis was considered to represent a high larynx. Both HMD and
HMA reflect the difficulty in accessing an airway. The impact of body habitus on a high or
anterior larynx was investigated by calculating the Pearsons correlation between HMD,
HMD, and weight and height.

3. Results

Radiological cross-sectional images of 50 MPS and 50 non-MPS patients were included
in the study. The MPS group included patients with types I, II, III, IV, and VI. Table 2
depicts the demographics in both groups. It may be noted that even though age does
not match between both groups, BMI is comparable. The non-MPS group of patients
included a range of patients of various ENT (ear, nose, and throat) pathologies who had
imaging studies. All the patients in the non-MPS group had no pathology in the oral cavity,
neck, oropharynx, supraglottis, and hypopharynx. The non-MPS group had a normal
supra-glottic airway. This enabled us to investigate the abnormal hyomental region in MPS
patients. Table 3 depicts the pathology subtypes in both groups. The HMA and HMD were
calculated and compared between the two groups.

Table 2. Demographics of the study in both the MPS and non-MPS groups.

MPS Non-MPS

Number of patients 50 50
Males 32 25

Females 18 25
Age range in years 19–66 22–84
Mean age in years 31.7 59.9

Mean Body Mass index 26.8 26.5
MPS—Mucopolysaccharidosis.

Table 3. Clinical diagnosis of different patients in the MPS and non-MPS groups. MPS—
Mucopolysaccharidosis.

Pathology Number Males Females

MPS group
MPSI 16 8 8
MPSII 13 13 0
MPSIII 1 1 0
MPSIV 14 6 8
MPSVI 6 4 2
Total 50 32 18

Non-MPS group
Subglottic stenosis 10 1 9
Tracheal stenosis 8 5 3

Vasculitis 7 4 3
Malignancy not involving supraglottis, oropharynx 16 12 4

Bilateral vocal fold immobility 5 0 5
Vocal cord leukoplakia 4 3 1

Total 50 25 25

MPS—Mucopolysaccharidosis.

Table 4 depicts HMA and HMD in both MPS and non-MPS groups. It may be noted
that the HMD is slightly less in the MPS depicting slightly anterior larynx in the MPS group.
The HMA is more acute in the MPS group compared to the non-MPS group, depicting that
larynx is higher in the MPS groups. The MPS group have a shorter stature and lower body
mass, this is a recognized feature of MPS due to multisystemic involvement of the disease.
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Table 4. HMD and HMA in the MPS and non-MPS groups.

MPS

Age in
Years

HMD in
Millime-

ters

HMA in
Degrees

Height in
Centime-

ters

Weight in
Kilograms

Body
Mass
Index

N = 50
Mean 31.74 46.5 27.6 135.8 50.47 26.8

Median 29.50 48.5 25.0 136.8 48 25.7
Range 19–66 25.7–66.0 −10.0 to 50 91.0–182 17.4–125.2 16.5–43.6

Non-MPS

Age in
Years

HMD in
Millime-

ters

HMA in
Degrees

Height in
Centime-

ters

Weight in
Kilograms

Body
Mass
Index

N = 50
Mean 59.9 41.9 2.420 166.1 72.6 26.5

Median 63 40.9 0.0 166.0 71.9 26.9
Range 22–99 27.0–60.3 −35.0 to 28 150.0–188 39.3–130 14.2–47.3

HMD—Hyomental distance, HMA—Hyomental angle. MPS—Mucopolysaccharidosis.

It can be assumed that a bulky upper airway may be attributable to BMI, thereby affect-
ing HMA or HMD. To test this hypothesis, the Pearson correlation between the BMI versus
HMA and HMD was calculated and Table 5 depicts the results. HMD shows no correlation
with height, weight, and BMI in the non-MPS group but reveals a statistically significant
correlation with height and weight in MPS (p = 0.05; p = 0.009). It must be noted that the
rho value in the MPS group is only 0.3 at best. The Pearson correlation between HMA
versus height and weight showed a moderate negative correlation in the MPS group and
no correlation in the non-MPS group. Thus, HMA shows a better correlation with height
and weight in the MPS group, compared to HMD. The significant results are highlighted in
the table.

Table 5. Pearson correlation between HMA, HMD, height, weight, and BMI in both the MPS and
non-MPS groups.

Correlations MPS

HMD HMA HT WT BMI

HMD
rho 1 −0.2 0.28 * 0.3 * 0.2

p-value 0.15 0.05 * 0.009 * 0.13

HMA
rho −0.2 1 −0.45 * −0.41 * −0.1

p-value 0.146 0.0001 * 0.003 * 0.73

Correlations Non-MPS

HMD HMA HT WT BMI

HMD
rho 1 0.15 0.1 0.35 0.27

p-value 0.3 0.49 0.014 0.06

HMA
rho 0.15 1 −0.03 −0.03 0.02

p-value 0.296 0.85 0.862 0.91
* Represents significant results. HMA—Hyomental angle, HMD—Hyomental distance, HT—height, WT—weight,
BMI—Body Mass Index, rho—Pearsons correlation coefficient value.

4. Discussion

4.1. Difficult Airway

Airway complications are a common feature of MPS I, II, IV, and VI and considerably
contribute to morbidity and premature mortality [11,12]. Airway assessment is ideally
performed holistically, taking into account all the factors in the upper and lower airways
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with various methods, including medical history, clinical examination, radiological eval-
uation, and endoscopy [13]. A high and anterior larynx is one of the important aspects
in the upper airway, which can lead to difficult intubation due to poor access, also called
difficult laryngoscopy. Failure to recognize airway problems pre-operatively or during the
planning of airway intervention can lead to unfavorable outcomes. MPS is a rare disease,
and awareness amongst health professionals regarding adult MPS patients is poor. Once a
patient is paralyzed and anaesthetized, the tongue falls backwards, and the oropharynx
collapses inwards. In this situation, a high or an anterior larynx makes access to the larynx
difficult if not impossible. In a patient who is paralyzed and anaesthetized, this can lead
to situation of “cannot intubate- cannot ventilate”. The Difficult Airway Society (DAS;
UK) has produced guidelines on this difficult situation [14]. This difficult situation can
be prevented by recognition of the problem of difficult access by existing cross-section
images. Metanalysis of 35 studies representing 50,760 patients revealed the incidence of
difficult intubation is about 5.8 % in normal patients, 3.1% in obstetric patients, and 14.8
in obese patients [15]. This may be higher in MPS due to deposition of GAGs in the soft
tissues and musculoskeletal system, leading to bulky upper airways and bony abnormali-
ties. A combination of abnormalities in the soft tissue, cervical spine, and skull leads to a
high larynx and anterior larynx, resulting in difficulty accessing the airway. In our study,
an attempt was made to match the MPS and non-MPS groups. It is not possible to obtain
an exact match as age-related changes are faster in the MPS group with a shortened life
span. Most of the MPS patients have short stature; however, it can be noted that both MPS
and non-MPS groups have nearly similar BMI. We must also understand that MPS patients
have a short stature and have truncal obesity [16], and non-MPS patients in our group are
taller. Hence, BMI may be a misleading airway health measure in MPS patients. The PACS
has in-built tools to measure the distances and angles in the cross-sectional images. As this
measurement tool is computerized, we can assume that inter or intra-rater variability is
reduced. Bias may be observed if the landmarks are not correctly identified by the clinician.
In situations where the clinician does not have access to PACS, an angle measure and a
ruler can be used to obtain HMD or HMA on existing cross-sectional imaging. In our study,
we note that HMD was slightly less in the MPS group, indicating that the larynx is mildly
anterior. The overall difference, however, in HMD in the MPS and non-MPS groups is
minimal. On the other hand, HMA was more acute in the MPS group, indicating that the
larynx is higher in the MPS group. It is interesting to note that HMA can vary in the MPS
group despite nearly the same HMD as non-MPS.

Moreover, it was observed that some MPS patients did not have acute HMA and
nearly the same HMD as non-MPS. The reasons for this could be multifactorial. Firstly,
16 results from MPS type I had milder upper airway abnormalities; secondly, the severity of
MPS is dependent on mutations, the length, or their therapies, such as enzyme replacement
therapy (ERT) or hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT). ERT in MPS I Hurler–
Scheie (HS) and Scheie, II, IVA, and VI and HSCT in MPS I Hurler (H) have demonstrated
organ-specific and systemic metabolic correction [17–20]; hence, the severity of the disease
is variable. Advances in treatment strategies have improved life expectancy, and the
average age of our cohort was 31.7 years. So, our study may be representative of varied
MPS phenotypes and younger adult MPS patients.

4.2. Clinical Measures of Difficult Airway

TMD is a commonly used tool in airway assessment. The sensitivity of TMD is about
25% (95% confidence interval: 23–28) and specificity is 90.2% (95% confidence interval: 90–
91) [21]. In MPS patients, the lower jaw may be disproportionately large, resulting in a normal
thyromental distance despite a high and anterior larynx. TMD may also be of limited use in
patients with facial and skeletal dysmorphism, and bulky soft tissues of the neck and sub
mental region as commonly noted in adult MPS. The sternomental distance (SMD) [22] is
calculated by measuring the distance between the mentum and the manubrium sternum with
the mouth closed. It may indicate the degree of neck extension, which is important in access
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to the airway. The authors [22] conclude that a sternomental distance of 13.5 cm or less was
66.7% sensitive and 71.1% specific, and the positive and negative predictive values were 7.6%
and 98.4%, for difficult laryngoscopy [22]. In their study, there was no association between
sternomental distance and age, weight, height, or BMI. Sternomental distance may indirectly
reflect a high larynx, and further research can be done to invesitgate this association. The TMD
and SMD may be normal in MPS patients due to a large lower jaw, giving a false sense of
security of a normal airway. The distance between the hyoid and thyroid prominence may
not be as variable, so HMD and TMD may represent the same measure. HMD may be more
accurate as it does not take into account the sub cutaneous soft tissue of the neck. In our study,
we observed that the HMD is nearly the same in the MPS and non-MPS groups but the HMA
was more acute. This may indicate that HMA is a more accurate measure of a high or anterior
larynx than HMD or TMD. The results of this study showed that there is no correlation
between the HMA and HMD in both the MPS and non-MPS groups, suggesting that HMA
may be a completely independent entity, not related to the distance between the mentum to
the laryngeal framework. The HMA correlates negatively with height and weight but has no
correlation with BMI. This is because correlation is a linear measure and BMI is weight divided
by height squared. Hence, observing the weight and height independently may be more useful
than BMI in airway assessments. This may be more relevant to the MPS population as they are
known to have short stature and central obesity [23,24]. The other commonly used bedside
airway assessments methods are neck movements, neck circumference, Wilson’s score [25],
mallampati [26], and modified mallampati grade [27]. Mallampati and modified mallampati
grade assess the size of the tongue in relation to the opened oral cavity. Dalewski [28] et al., in a
study of 129 adults, suggested the combination of Mallampati grade, CT scan upper airway
volume, and Berlin score to calculate snoring and breathlessness. The authors noted a positive
correlation between high modified mallampati grade, BMI, and reduced oxygen saturations
and upper airway volume. The pre-operative assessment aims to assess the difficult airway
and plan a difficult situation. Based on laryngoscopy views, Cormack [29] graded the airway
into three grades: grade 1 being full view of the glottis, grade 2—partial view of the glottis,
grade 3—only epiglottis is visible, and grade 4—neither epiglottis nor glottis are visible.
Modifications [25,30] of grade 2 resulted in 2a being part of the glottis visible and 2b being
arytenoids or posterior cords only just visible. Cook [31] suggested the grading system as
“E” as easy view—grade 1 and 2a “R” restricted view—grade 2b and 3a and “D” difficult
view—grade 3b and 4, where the grade being epiglottis can be elevated with a gum elastic
bougie and 3b being epiglottis cannot be elevated by a gum elastic bougie. Knowledge of a
grade R or D prior to intubation in the pre-assessment clinics is very useful; HMD and HMA
will provide this information. Radiology plays an important role in airway assessment for
an anesthetist [32]. Although lateral radiographs, chest X-rays, and ultrasonography [33,34]
are useful, in our experience, we found that the use of MRI scans is helpful in upper airways
and CT scans in lower airways. The images from CT and MRI scans can be used to perform
three-dimensional reconstruction of the airways in MPS [35] and perform virtual endoscopy.
We also found nasendoscopy to be very useful in adult MPS [36]. Imaging of the airway is
not routinely performed for unsuspected airway problems. Any additional investigations
should be carefully considered, keeping patient comfort in mind. Although HMD has been
reported [37] as a predictor of difficult airway in patients with cervical spondylosis, HMA,
to the best of our knowledge, has not been reported so far. We feel that this easily available tool
is an adjunct to airway assessment and can be adopted in adult MPS and any other difficult
airway situation. In our personal experience of adult airway assessment, we feel HMA close
to zero or less than zero indicates a larynx that is not high. HMA could be considered as
another important adjunct in upper airway assessment; however, holistic airway assessment
should include both upper and lower airways.
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4.3. Limitations of the Study

4.3.1. Head and Neck Position

Most of our MPS patients had cervical spine issues so we chose to take radiological
images at the neutral position of the head, keeping patient comfort as the priority. To keep
the upper airway open, the natural instinct of any patient is to adopt a sniffing posture.
In all our MPS patients, some form of airway and cervical spine abnormality was noted,
which may have prompted patients to adopt a comfortable posture. These factors could
have skewed some of our measurements. It may be argued that HMA, which is acute in
the neutral comfortable position in MPS compared to non-MPS, may be more acute in
a standard position of the head and neck. Future studies could include standardization
of head positions to obtain radiological images to obtain accurate measures of the HMA
and HMD to test this hypothesis. Extension of the neck will improve laryngoscopic views.
Future studies could also incorporate measurement of HMA and HMD in maximum
extension and comparison with HMA and HMD in the neutral position to assess the degree
of improvement of laryngoscopy views by neck extension.

4.3.2. Thyro-Hyoid Distance

We made the assumption that the distance between the hyoid and thyroid is small
enough to assume that HMD and TMD reflect the same measure of a high or anterior
larynx. Future studies could also assess the thyrohyoid distance in flexion and extension of
the neck to test this hypothesis.

4.3.3. Numbers

Our cohort examined only 50 adult MPS patients of various types and varying severity,
which was compared with 50 adults with no upper airway issues. Considering the rarity
of the disease, this may appear a significant number; however, a larger study group could
have produced more significant results. Future studies may incorporate larger number of
patients in both pediatric and adult MPS by a multi-center collaboration.

4.4. Wider Implications

HMD and HMA application can be extended to wider use of difficult airway assess-
ment in any patient due to its simplicity in use. This may play a special role in those with
cervical spine or any craniofacial anomalies.

5. Conclusions

HMA and HMD are useful measurements that can be obtained from existing cross-
section imaging, providing important information about an anterior or high larynx. This is
very helpful in pre-planning during airway assessment as part of the pre-operative work-
up. HMA may be a better indicator than HMD in MPS patients. The use of HMA and HMD
can be extrapolated to airway assessments in other patients with or without head and neck
dysmorphism. This simple airway assessment tool is a useful adjunct in the management
of complex airways, such as adult MPS. Further investigation into the sensitivity and
specificity of HMA and HMA with a standardized head position and its correlation with
difficult intubation will be useful.
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Abstract: With a growing number of proved therapies and clinical trials for many lysosomal storage
disorders (LSDs), a lot of hope for many patients and families exists. However, there are sometimes
cases with poor prognosis, fatal outcomes when our efforts must be directed towards a prompt and
correct genetic diagnosis, which offers the only possibility of providing the family with appropriate
prevention and treatment. To address this issue, in this article, we present the clinical and genetic
hallmarks of the lethal form of Gaucher disease (PLGD) and discuss the potential management. We
hope that this will draw attention to its specific manifestations (such as collodion-baby phenotype,
ichthyosis, arthrogryposis), which differ from best-known GD complications and ensure appropriate
diagnostic assessment to provide families at risk with reliable counselling and treatment to avoid the
medical complication of GD.

Keywords: Gaucher disease; NIHF; perinatal-lethal Gaucher disease; PLGD; ichthyosis; GBA gene

1. Introduction

Gaucher disease (MIM # 230800) is one of the most common lysosomal storage dis-
orders, characterized by an accumulation of glucocerebrosides resulting from mutations
in the GBA gene (MIM *606463). The gene encodes a lysosomal membrane protein (glu-
cocerebrosidase, GCase) that cleaves the beta-glucosidic linkage of glycosylceramide, an
intermediate in glycolipid metabolism [1]. In the GD molecular etiology, a related pseu-
dogene, located approximately 12 kb downstream of GBA on chromosome 1, also plays a
role [2].

The disease is classically categorized phenotypically into three main types: non-
neuronopathic type I, acute neuronopathic type II (GD2; # 230900), and subacute neu-
ronopathic type III (GD3; # 231000). Among the clinical continuum of neuronopathic
phenotypes, GD lethal form is also observed, which has a separate phenotype MIM num-
ber (# 608013) [2]. It is considered to be a distinct form of type II Gaucher disease. The
prognosis for survival is decidedly poor in this GD form. Non-immune hydrops fetalis
(NIHF), which is its key characteristic, is associated with death in utero with 90% risk or
within two days of birth; in the absence of hydrops, death usually occurs within three
months of life [3].

For the sporadic cases (in families with non-remarkable history), the earliest possible
recognition of this disease is thus crucial as it allows for carrier screening, reliable genetic
counselling and family planning. To facilitate the identification of the most severe types
of GD, its perinatal lethal type (PLGD), particularly in the context of genetic testing, we
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aimed to present its molecular and clinical characteristics based on literature review and
our own experience.

2. Materials and Methods

The cases included in our literature review have been identified through a literature
(PubMed) search (by phrases: perinatal-lethal Gaucher disease; Gaucher disease AND pre-
natal) and encompass severe prenatal and perinatal-lethal genetically confirmed diagnoses
of Gaucher disease. In the Discussion, we also referred to our cases.

The most recent review on the genetic etiology of non-immune hydrops fetalis (NIFH)
has been published this year and included 23 cases of Gaucher disease [4]. Moreover,
10 other papers on the perinatal-lethal form of GD (not mentioned in the latest reviews:
from 2008 [5] and from 2003 [6] have been identified.

In all these articles, molecular data have been reported in 2 and 10 papers, respectively,
including 12 GBA variants, which were further analyzed for the purpose of our article.

GBA variants
GBA variants provided were classified according to ACMG/AMP guidelines (Ameri-

can College of Medical Genetics and Genomics and the Association for Molecular Pathology,
Bethesda, Maryland, USA; Richards et al., 2015) with respect to current ACGS (The As-
sociation for Clinical Genomic Science, London, UK) and ClinGen (The Clinical Genome,
National Institutes of Health—NIH, Bethesda, Maryland, USA) recommendations.

Variants were analyzed using hg38 human reference genome and MANE Selected
transcript (NM_000157.4).

3. Results

Available clinical and molecular data on GD diagnoses performed in pregnancies com-
plicated with non-immune hydrops fetalis (NIHF) and stillbirths and neonates presenting
a potentially lethal form of GD are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. GBA variants identified in Gaucher disease based on prenatal or perinatal-lethal complication.

Pathogenic Variant
(as Presented in

the Article)

HGVS cDNA—NM_000157.4
Protein—NP_000148.2

Prenatal/Perinatal
Features and Weeks’

Gestation (WG)
Outcome

Family History,
Ethnicity

Reference

prenatal NIHF as the main feature

[p.P391L] +
[p.L444P]

c.[1319C > T];[1448T > C]
p.[(Pro440Leu)];

[(Leu483Pro)]

at 26 WG:
hydrops fetalis,
no fetal motility,

moderate cardiac
dysfunction and

reduced size of thorax

hydropic fetus, splenomegaly,
pulmonary hypoplasia, micropenis

with no malformations
nd [7]

homozygous
deletion:

NM_001005741.2:
c.(115+1_116−1)
_(1616+1_?)del

c.[(115+1_116−1)
_(1611+1_?)del];[c.(115+1_116−1)

_(1611+1_?)del]
p.[(Gly39_Gln536del)];

[(Gly39_Gln536del)]

at 23 WG:
microcephaly, ascites,

and fetal akinesia;
at 24 WG:

hydrops fetalis and
pontocerebellar

hypoplasia in addition
to microcephaly

symmetric growth restriction with
all biometric parameters < 5th

percentile;
diffuse cutaneous “collodion-like”

edema, nonspecific
craniofacialdysmorphism related to

microcephaly, macroglossia,
arthrogryposis, as

well as major hepatosplenomegaly
and ascites

the brain shows no primary fissures
associated with the brainstem and

vermis hypoplasia.

the previous child in
the family was born

to the first-degree
consanguineous

parents

[8]
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Table 1. Cont.

Pathogenic Variant
(as Presented in

the Article)

HGVS cDNA—NM_000157.4
Protein—NP_000148.2

Prenatal/Perinatal
Features and Weeks’

Gestation (WG)
Outcome

Family History,
Ethnicity

Reference

perinatal lethal manifestation

c.[1505+1_1505+12ins;
1505 A >

G]/RecNciI

c.[1505G > A](predicted to disrupt
splicing and resulting in:

c.1505+1_1505+12ins;1505G >
A);[1448T > C;1483G > C;1497G > C]

p.[(Arg502His)](predicted to
disrupt splicing and resulting in

p.Arg502Gln;Gln502ins4);
[(Leu483Pro);(Ala495Pro);(Val499=)]

polyhydramnios

from birth:non-immune
hydrops fetalis and

hepatosplenomegaly, collodion
skin,

dysmorphic features (low-set
malformed ears, hypertelorism,

narrow palpebral fissures, a
flat occipital bone, bell-shaped
thorax with extremely thin ribs,
short neck, and small scrotum);

died at 14 days of life

Greek case [9]

RecNciI allele
(L444P, A456P and

V460V); p.
R131C (c.508 C > T)

c.[1448T > C;1483G > C;1497G >
C];[508C > T]

p.[(Leu483Pro);(Ala495Pro);
(Val499=)];[(Arg170Cys)]

30 WG:
hepatosplenomegaly

at birth:generalized skin edema
and extensive peeling of skin

cardiomegaly
tonic seizures

profound and persistent
metabolic acidosis;
died at 6 h of life

nonconsanguinous
Asian mother [10]

compound
heterozygosity
for R131C and

RecNciI (A456P
(cDNA 1483G.C,
genomic DNA

7354), and V460V
(cDNA 1497G.C,

genomic
DNA 7368)

c.[508C > T];[1448T > C;1483G >
C;1497G > C]

p.[Arg170Cys];[(Leu483Pro);
(Ala495Pro);(Val499=)]

18 WG:
isolated choroid plexus

cysts
30 WG:

unremarkable
35 WG:

hepatosplenomegaly, with
both

organs measuring above
the 95th percentile

37 WG:
also decreased fetal

movements

at birth:
bradycardia, apnea, and

hypertonia
generalized edema, ichthyotic

and collodion skin,
palpable

hepatosplenomegalypoor
biventricular function with
pulmonary hypertension,

transverse arch flow reversal,
and a large patent ductus

arteriosus with a right-to-left
shunt;

died 6 h after birth

nonconsanguineouscouple
of Chinese ancestry [11]

homozygous
R463H

c.[1505G > A];[1505G >
A](predicted to disrupt splicing and

resulting in:
c.[1505+1_1505+12ins;1505G >

A];[1505+1_1505+12ins;1505G > A])
p.[(Arg502His)];[(Arg502His)]

(predicted to disrupt splicing and
resulting in

p.[Arg502Gln;Gln502ins4)];
[(Arg502Gln_Gln502ins4]

34 WG:
cesarian sections,

severe neurologic signs with
refractory thrombocytopenia,

hepatosplenomegaly;
tight and shiny skin;

desquamating
on the wrist and ankle,

multiple dysmorphic features,
including microphthalmia, a

flattened nasal bridge,
anteverted nares, a short throat,

and a partial Simian crease;
seizures did not respond to

multiple
anticonvulsantstherapy;died at
46 days of age from respiratory

failure

consanguinity was
reported among the

parents but there was no
pertinent family history

related to childhood
disease or death

[12]

homozygosity for
the RecNciI allele

(c.1448T > C,
c.1483G > C and

c.1497G > C)

c.[1448T > C;1483G > C;1497G >
C];c.[1448T > C;1483G > C;1497G >

C]
p.[(Leu483Pro);(Ala495Pro);(Val499=)];
p.[(Leu483Pro);(Ala495Pro);(Val499=)]

30 WG:
foetal

akinesiasubsequently:
progressive

hepatosplenomegaly,
cerebellar hypoplasia,

pulmonary hypoplasia
and unusual facial

features

at birth:
ichthyosis and diffuse

purpural rash over most of the
body

facial dysmorphism
(flattened-face, hypertelorism,
retrognathia, anteverted nares,

everted lips and
ankyloblepharon)

flexion contractures, thin
gracile ribs with occasional

gaps and abnormal phalanges
in the hands;

lungs hypoplasia with features
of

hepatosplenomegalyhypoplas-
tic cerebellum with atrophic

pons
atypical macrophages within

the brain;
died 2 h after birth

parents are second
cousins [13]
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Table 1. Cont.

Pathogenic Variant
(as Presented in

the Article)

HGVS cDNA—NM_000157.4
Protein—NP_000148.2

Prenatal/Perinatal
Features and Weeks’

Gestation (WG)
Outcome

Family History,
Ethnicity

Reference

c.1255G > A
leading to the
substitution of

Aspartic Acid by
Asparagine

(p.Asp419Asn)
[no data on

homozygosity]

c.1255G > A
p.(Asp419Asn)

zygosity unknown

third trimester:
severe hydrops fetalis

with skin edema,
polyhydramnios,

hepatomegaly, clustered
bowel loops, and fetal

hypokinesia.

at birth:
apnea

shiny and thickened skin,
reminiscent of a collodion-baby

phenotype
died in the first day of life

previous preterm male
stillborn and
undiagnosed;

non-immune hydrops
fetalis

cases of non-immune
hydrops fetalis

[14]

homozygosity for
the RecNcil

mutation

c.[1448T > C;1483G > C;1497G >
C];c.[1448T > C;1483G > C;1497G >

C]
p.[(Leu483Pro);(Ala495Pro);(Val499=)];
p.[(Leu483Pro);(Ala495Pro);(Val499=)]

27 WG:
severe fetal hydrops with

increased abdominal
circumference due to
ascites and elevated

Middle Cerebral Artery
Peak Systolic Velocity

fetal anemia (treated with
transfusions)

28 WG:
intrauterine death

subtle facial anomalies
including a high arched palate

with no clefting, flat, broad
nose with hypertelorism, and

rounded face
stiff elbow and knee joints with

fixed flexion deformities and
pterygia on the flexor surfaces

east Indian
ethnic

background;previous
uninvestigated male

stillbirth followed by an
uncomplicated

pregnancy

[15]

missense G234E
and H413P

heterozygous
mutations

c.[701G > A];[1238A > C]
p.[(Gly234Glu)];[(.His413Pro)]

36 WG:
oligohydramnios

increased cardiothoracic
ratio, and a small lung

volume, indicating
pulmonary hypoplasia

at birth:
severe respiratory distress
flexion contractures at the

elbow and knee joint,
hypertonia, akinesiahep-
atosplenomegalyfacial

dysmorphism (hypertelorism,
downslanting eyes, an eye

movement disorder, ectropion,
hypophysis, thickening of the

helix, constriction of the
auricular rim, curl of the

auricle and auricle cartilage, a
flat nasal bridge, small nostrils,

and everted lips)
ichthyotic and collodion skin

covered the entire body
hypoplastic external genitals

myoclonic seizure

Chinese mother
(gravida 2, para 2);

non-consanguineous
parents

[16]

c.667T > C
p.W223R;

c. 1448C > T
p. L483P (RecNcI)

c.[667T > C];[1488C > T]
p.[(Trp223Arg)];[(Leu483Arg)]

28 WG:
NIHF,

hepatosplenomegaly

29–30 WG:
intrauterine fetal demise—
NIHF, facial dysmorphism,

hepatosplenomegaly,
cerebellum and pons

hypoplasia

GI—miscarriage
GII—fetal edema

(NIHF), splenomegaly
at 29 WG;

boy died 15 min after
birth

[17]

p. Asp448His
(NM_

000157.3:c.1342G >
C) and p.Tyr531Ter
(NM_000157.3:c.1593C

> A).

c.[1342G > C];[1593C > A]
p.[(Asp448His)];[(Tyr531Ter)] polyhydramnios

at birth:
widespread blueberry muffin

skin lesion s
and respiratory distress

hepatosplenomegaly and
cardiomegalyanemia

and thrombocytopenia
prompt initiation of enzyme

replacement therapy
clinical condition progressively
worsened, leading to death at

3 months of age due to
hepato-renal insufficiency

nd [18]

4. Discussion

4.1. Genetic of Gaucher Disease

Up to date, more than 400 genetic mutations have been found to be associated with
Gaucher disease (Gaucher Registry—International Collaborative Gaucher Group, Naarden,
The Netherlands, 2021, accessed on 5 August 2021). Some of the variants are causing
mild disease symptoms, while others are connected to very severe clinical phenotypes,
characterized by the presence of primary neurologic disease.

The most common pathogenic genetic variant in GBA is NM_000157.4(NP_000148.2):p.(Asn409Ser),
followed by c.84dupG, c.115+1G > A, and p.Leu483Pro. These four variants account for
50–60% of mutated alleles in non-Jewish individuals with type 1, non-neuronopathic GD.
Homozygous individuals for p.Asn409Ser have a milder form of GD than people with just
one copy plus another mutation or those having other pathogenic mutations. Individuals
who are homozygous for the p.Leu483Pro variant tend to have disease connected to neuro-
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logic complications, which is a consequence of mutated protein dysfunctionality/residual
glucocerebroside activity, and which may impact secondary protein structure as these
residues differ in some properties. Functional studies of L483P indicate that it is poorly
activated by phosphatidylserine, has a residual enzyme activity of 5–10% of wild type, and
is unstable [19,20].

4.2. Genetic Characteristics of Provided Cases

Within the probands with prenatal or perinatal-lethal complications, presented in
Table 1, none had any of the three most common mutations associated with GD: p.Asn409Ser,
c.84dupG and c.115+1G > A. Variant p.Leu483Pro has been identified in one individual,
however with compound heterozygosity with very rare pathogenic variant p.Pro440Leu
(NC_000001.11:g.155235750G > A (dbSNP rsID: rs74598136) NM_000157.4:c.1319C > T
NP_000148.2:p.(Pro440Leu)0. This variant can be found in the literature also as P440L,
P391L, P353L and P401L.

Variant p.Pro440Leu was classified according to ACMG/AMP guidelines as pathogenic
(criteria applied: PS4 + PM3 + PM1 + PM2_Supporting + PP3 + PP4). That is specifically
based on the fact that it is:

- located in a mutational hot-spot in functional protein domain: Glycosyl hydrolase family
30 TIM-barrel domain (pfam; PM1),
- affected nucleotide position is conserved (GERP RS = 4.0399),
- predicted to affect protein function based on numerous in-silico predictors: metapredictor
REVEL—Pathogenic (0.896); MutationTaster—Disease causing (1.0); SIFT—Damaging
(0.001); PolyPhen-2 HumVar—Probably damaging (0.997); FATHMM-MKL—Damaging
(0.9902); EIGEN—Pathogenic (0.7286) (PP3),
- absent from population controls (based on GnomAD v2.1.1 controls; PM2_Supporting)
- identified in multiple probands with GD clinical phenotype in trans with other pathogenic
variant (PP4, PM3; PS4).

For comparison, the most frequent GBA pathogenic variant—p.(Leu483Pro (NC_000001.
11:g.155235252A > G (dbSNP rsID: rs421016) NM_000157.4:c.1448T > C NP_000148.2:p.(Leu4
83Pro)) can be found in the literature as: L483P, L396P, L434P, L444P. It was classified ac-
cording to ACMG/AMP guidelines as pathogenic, based on criteria applied: PS3 + PM1 +
PM3 + PM5 + PP3 + PP4):

- change at amino acid residue where a different missense change (p.Leu483Arg) was
determined to be pathogenic accordingly to ACMG guidelines (PM5),

- functional studies show a damaging effect on the protein function; PS3 [21,22]—has
a residual enzyme activity of 13% of wild type, unstable, poorly activated by phos-
phatidylserine ([20]),

- located in a mutational hot-spot in functional protein domain: Glycosyl hydrolase
family 30 beta-sandwich domain (pfam; PM1),

- affected nucleotide position is semi-conserved (GERP RS = 3.16),
- predicted to affect protein function based on numerous in-silico predictors: metapre-

dictor REVEL—Pathogenic (0.8579); MutationTaster—Disease causing (1.0); SIFT—
Damaging (0.002); PolyPhen-2 HumVar—Probably damaging (0.976); FATHMM-
MKL—Damaging (0.9181) (PP3),

- present in reasonably low frequency in population controls (0.12% based on GnomAD
v2.1.1 controls; PM2 not applicable),

- identified in multiple probands with GD clinical phenotype in the homozygous or
compound heterozygous state with another pathogenic variant (PP4; PM3; PS4 not
applicable due to frequency in the population).

Considering the severe, pre- and perinatal manifestation of Gaucher disease, the most
interesting is another GBA variant—RecNciI allele, which is most frequently observed in
the analyzed group. It is a name for a variant NC_000001.11:g.155235252A > G; 155235217C
> G;155235203C > G (dbSNP rsIDs: rs421016, rs368060, rs1135675) NM_000157.4:c.1448T
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> C;1483G > C;1497G > C NP_000148.2:p.(Leu483Pro);(Ala495Pro);(Val499=) that can be
classified according to ACMG/AMP guidelines as pathogenic because being a haplo-
type contains NM_000157.4:c.1448T > C NP_000148.2:p.(Leu483Pro) already classified as
pathogenic (described above). RecNciI allele is a recombinant allele covering a complex
triply mutant haplotype. This variant results from a gene conversion event between the
functional GBA gene and its pseudogene GBAP located downstream [23]. Recombination is
possible because GBA and its pseudogene are highly homologous—GBAP has 96% exonic
sequence homology to the GBA coding region [24,25]. Close localization of such similar ho-
mologous regions increases the risk for recombination events giving rise to complex alleles.
The homology between the GBA gene and its pseudogene is highest between exons 8 and
11, and thus most of the pathogenic mutations have been accumulated in this location [25].
Díaz-Font et al. [23] have proved that RecNciI alleles are generated by gene conversion, and
they mapped the precise crossover site on the rearranged alleles [23]. RecNciI haplotype
has been identified in multiple individuals with GD clinical phenotype in the homozygous
or compound heterozygous state with another pathogenic variant [25], Table 1.

The patient described by Sudrié-Arnaud et al. [8] had homozygous deletion p.[(Gly39_G
ln536del)] resulting in the complete loss of the region encoding exons from 3 to the 11—up
to the protein end. The remaining gene part encoded properly only the first 38 amino
acids; however, due to the absence of the rest of the native transcript, it can be supposed
that mRNA is subjected to nonsense-mediated decay (NMD). Nonetheless, as the pre-
cise breakpoints are not known, the effect cannot be precisely predicted. In this patient,
glucosylceramidase activity should have been completely absent.

Patient characterized by Akdag et al. [12] had homozygous c.1505G > A variant
potentially resulting in simple missense p.Arg502His change; however in silico analyses
revealed that this G > A change causes 5′ splicing donor loss and creation of a cryptic site
12 nucleotides downstream (VarSEAK, SpliceAI, dbscSNV ADA and RF scores). This is
predicted to result in Arg502Gln and insertion of codons for 4 amino acids, preserving the
reading frame. The resultant protein is 4 amino acids longer and has an insertion in the
glycosyl hydrolase family 30 beta-sandwich domain, affecting its functioning.

4.3. Perinatal Lethal GD Complications and Management Options

Unfortunately, there is no definitive treatment available now for perinatal lethal com-
plications when fetal ascites, hydrops, and/or hepatomegaly are prenatally diagnosed.
Only symptomatic management can be considered, i.e., in fetal anemia (suspected based on
middle cerebral artery peak systolic velocity, MCA-PSV and placentomegaly), transfusions
are an option [15]; occasionally, in case of poly- or oligohydramnios (mentioned in Table 1)
only symptomatic treatment is available. Otherwise, the pregnancy needs to be monitored,
and optimal delivery time has to be planed. Depending on the legal regulations in the
given country concerned, parents must be presented with options on how to proceed
with the pregnancy so that they can make individual decisions. However, regardless of
their decisions, during an obstetric assessment, the crucial step is to isolate fetal DNA
(during amniocentesis, cordocentesis or from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE)
blocks) to enable a genetic diagnosis to be made. The recommendation refers to every un-
explained potentially lethal situation, especially in families with positive history (previous
stillbirths, fetal edema, parents’ consanguinity). When, e.g., fetal hydrops is observed, we
are unable to make any clinical diagnosis. Considering only inherited metabolic disease,
it may be a feature of several, such as mucopolysaccharidosis (especially type VII, type
IVA), galactosialidosis, infantile sialic acid storage disease, Gaucher disease 2 and 3, GM1
gangliosidosis, sialidosis or Niemann–Pick disease [4].

As presented in Table 1, the severe GD form usually manifests in the neonatal period
with small birth weight, massive hepatosplenomegaly and ascites. In many cases, akinesia
or joints contractures were described [8,13,15,16]. Decreased spontaneous movements at
birth, followed by hypertonia and progressive neurologic deterioration, can be expected.
The prognosis is now considered to be very poor, even in the attempt of early enzymatic
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therapy [18]. The neonates manifest significant respiratory distress, especially when lung
hypoplasia and cardiomegaly are present, which altogether is unresponsive to any medical
interventions. Maybe children with GD lethal form will benefit from chaperone therapy?
To our knowledge, it has not yet been described. We can speculate that, as chaperones
were proved to assist in the refolding of a mutated enzyme (i.e., GCase), significantly
increased GCase activity in cultured macrophages derived from patient blood monocytic
cell (PBMC) [26] and may pass through the blood-brain barrier thus restoring GCase
activity in neurons [27].

Notably, the very characteristic and frequent feature is dermatological manifestations
of PLGD, encompassing collodion-baby phenotype, sometimes accompanied by recogniz-
able facial features (ectropion, everted lips), ichthyosis or ichthyosiform erythroderma (see
Table 1). Its exact mechanism is still to be elucidated, but clinically these are unique and
sporadic features that are certainly memorable. We can draw on our own experience here,
when two cases were diagnosed with GD mainly because of severe skin manifestation
(ichthyosis and subcutaneous hydrops). The presence of arthrogryposis and ichthyosis in
newborns with hepatosplenomegaly should raise suspicion of GD. Therefore, we recom-
mend that any biological material be stored to perform genetic tests or enzymes studies,
necessary for genetic counselling regarding following pregnancies and family risk. Carri-
ership of the disease in the parents can, in turn, only be confirmed by genetic testing; the
results of enzyme analyses are not reliable.

4.4. Pre- and Perinatal Diagnostics of Lethal GD

Unfortunately, the available data concerning family histories, shown in Table 1, is
limited, but we can note that even in consanguineous couples or history of pregnancy
complications, the parents’ carriership has not been mentioned, and was established
following the diagnosis of GD in an affected child. Yet, the options of prenatal diagnostics
depend on the family history and genetic status of the parents. In a pregnancy at increased
risk, when both pathogenic variants in a family are known, prenatal diagnosis is possible
using molecular genetic testing. Otherwise, if only one or neither pathogenic variant in the
family at risk is known, an assay of glucocerebrosidase enzymatic activity in the amniotic
fluid can be performed. The use of prenatal testing is a personal decision of the parent(s),
and discussion of these issues should always be offered. When the family history of GD is
negative, the disease can only be diagnosed based on clinical suspicion and necessitates
glucocerebrosidase enzymatic measurement and/or molecular testing of the entire GBA
gene. The biochemical analyses allow the establishment of the diagnosis of GD but are,
however, of no value for the parents as far as carriership is concerned.

Unfortunately, there is no definitive treatment available now for perinatal lethal com-
plications when fetal ascites, hydrops, and/or hepatomegaly are prenatally diagnosed.
Only symptomatic management can be considered, i.e., in fetal anemia (suspected based on
middle cerebral artery peak systolic velocity, MCA-PSV and placentomegaly), transfusions
are an option [15]; occasionally, in case of poly- or oligohydramnios (mentioned in Table 1)
only symptomatic treatment is available. Otherwise, the pregnancy needs to be monitored,
and optimal delivery time has to be planed. Depending on the legal regulations in the
given country concerned, parents must be presented with options on how to proceed
with the pregnancy so that they can make individual decisions. However, regardless of
their decisions, during an obstetric assessment, the crucial step is to isolate fetal DNA
(during amniocentesis, cordocentesis or from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE)
blocks) to enable a genetic diagnosis to be made. The recommendation refers to every un-
explained potentially lethal situation, especially in families with positive history (previous
stillbirths, fetal edema, parents’ consanguinity). When, e.g., fetal hydrops is observed, we
are unable to make any clinical diagnosis. Considering only inherited metabolic disease,
it may be a feature of several, such as mucopolysaccharidosis (especially type VII, type
IVA), galactosialidosis, infantile sialic acid storage disease, Gaucher disease 2 and 3, GM1
gangliosidosis, sialidosis or Niemann–Pick disease [4].
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The genetic diagnosis of GD is complicated by the presence of a highly homologous
pseudogene, GBAP; thus, the appropriate genetic test must be considered; PCR-based
methods have to be designed to differentiate GBA from the pseudogene. Some diagnostic
gene panels may possibly not include the GBA gene. Moreover, testing for the p.Leu483Pro
variant alone will not distinguish its isolated presence from Rec alleles [28].

Another concern is the fact that the number of rare genetic variants known to date
in the GBA gene is very high, and none of the most frequent variants has been identified
in fetal cases presented in Table 1 fatal GD cases. Thus, because the probability that these
variants are present in the proband with pre- and perinatal characteristics of Gaucher
disease is extremely low, the laboratory analyses should not be limited only to the most
popular mutations present in a given population. At that point, without doubt, the
RecNciI recombinant allele should be taken into account, as noted in half of our reviewed
cases (6/12).
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Abstract: Mucolipidosis (ML) type II, intermediate, and III are lysosomal storage disorders with
progressive multiorgan manifestations predisposing patients to a high risk of perioperative morbidity.
The aims of the study were to systematically assess disease manifestations relevant to anaesthesia
as well as anaesthesia-related complications. This retrospective study includes ML patients who
underwent anaesthesia in two centres between 2008 and 2022. We reviewed patients’ demographics,
medical history, disease manifestations, as well as procedure- and outcome-related data. A total of
12 patients (7 MLII, 2 ML intermediate, 3 MLIII) underwent 44 anaesthesia procedures (per patient:
median 3, range 1–11). The median age was 3.3 years (range 0.1–19.1). At least one complication
occurred in 27.3% of the anaesthesia procedures. The vast majority of complications (94%) occurred
in children with MLII and ML intermediate. A predicted difficult airway was found in 100% and
80% of the MLII and ML intermediate patients, respectively. Accordingly, most complications (59%)
occurred during the induction of anaesthesia. Altogether, respiratory complications were the most
frequent (18%), followed by difficult airway management (14%). The risk for anaesthesia-related
complications is alarmingly high in patients with ML, particularly in those with MLII and ML
intermediate. Multidisciplinary risk–benefit analysis and thoughtful anaesthesia planning are crucial
in these patients.

Keywords: mucolipidosis; ML; MLII; disease manifestations; symptoms; morbidity; anaesthesia;
airway; perioperative complications; surgery

1. Introduction

Mucolipidosis type II (OMIM 252500; MLII), type III alpha/beta (OMIM 252600; MLIII
alpha/beta), and type III gamma (OMIM 252605; MLIII gamma) are caused by pathogenic
variants in the GNPTAB- and GNPTG-genes encoding for the N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc)-
1-phosphotransferase [1]. This enzyme is involved in the intracellular trafficking of lysoso-
mal enzymes by catalysing the first step of tagging a mannose-6-phosphate (M6P) recogni-
tion marker on newly synthesized lysosomal enzymes [2,3]. M6P-markers are required by
most soluble lysosomal enzymes for their receptor-mediated transport over the Golgi net-
work to the lysosomes. In MLII and III, an absent or reduced GlcNAc-1-phosphotransferase
activity results in global mis-sorting of lysosomal enzymes and subsequent secretion into
the extracellular compartment. Consecutively, partially degraded macromolecules (i.e.,
glycosaminoglycans, phospholipids, cholesterol) accumulate in the lysosomes impairing
cellular function [4].
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MLII is a rapidly progressing multi-systemic disease form with a fatal outcome, usually
due to cardiorespiratory complications, within the first decade of life. Patients with MLIII
commonly reach adulthood [5]. They present a later onset of symptoms, slower disease
progression, and predominant skeletal symptoms [6,7]. ML patients who clinically cannot
be attributed to either MLII or III are classified as ML intermediate. These patients are
characterized by somatic findings similar to but slightly milder than MLII. The estimated
incidence of MLII and III globally ranges from 0.22 to 2.70 per 100,000 live births [5]. No
curative therapy is yet available [4].

Clinical features in ML overlap with those of patients with mucopolysaccharidosis
(MPS), another more frequent lysosomal storage disorder. The overlapping progressive
symptoms comprise craniofacial dysmorphism (i.e., flat face, shallow orbits, depressed
nasal bridge, macroglossia), a short neck, respiratory insufficiency and upper airway ob-
struction, sleep apnoea, cardiac dysfunction, skeletal deformities (e.g., growth impairment,
spine and chest deformity), and neurocognitive delay. Radiological features are subsumed
as dysostosis multiplex [4–6,8,9]. For patients with MPS, these symptoms are known
to be associated with a high risk of morbidity and mortality when undergoing general
anaesthesia [10]. Direct laryngoscopy is especially challenging in these patient groups,
causing high rates of failed airway management and cardiorespiratory events [11,12].

Thus far, anaesthesia-related complications have only been explored in single case
reports [13,14] and small case series [12,15,16] of ML patients. Despite a suspected high
incidence of complications in ML, a comprehensive analysis has not yet been performed. A
clear understanding of the anaesthesia-relevant manifestations in different ML types and
their effect on the anaesthetic risk is vital to improve clinical management and to avoid fatal
outcomes related to difficult airway management. This study aims to ascertain the extent of
anaesthesia-relevant disease manifestations as well as of perianaesthestic complications in
patients with MLII, ML intermediate, and MLIII and to promote anaesthesia management
recommendations.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Site and Patients

This cross-sectional study was conducted by retrospective chart review of patients of
the International Centre for Lysosomal Disorders (ICLD) of the University Medical Center
Hamburg-Eppendorf (UKE), Hamburg, Germany. Inclusion criteria were clinically and bio-
chemically or molecular genetically confirmed diagnosis either of MLII, ML intermediate,
or MLIII and at least one anaesthesia procedure (general anaesthesia; sedation; regional
anaesthesia; monitored anaesthesia care) performed within the framework of the clinical
routine between November 2008 and January 2022. The study cohort comprises cases from
two centres, the UKE and the Children’s Hospital Altona (AKK), Hamburg, Germany.

2.2. Data Acquisition

The following information was extracted by systematic review of anaesthesia charts
and analogue and electronic health records (Soarian Health Archive, Release 3.04 SP12,
Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany): baseline characteristics, anaesthesia-relevant
symptoms, and procedure- and outcome-related data. Baseline characteristics comprise
the patients’ demographics and the medical history, including, amongst others, the under-
lying subtype (by clinical phenotype) and whether experimental hematopoietic stem cell
transplantation (HSCT) or frequent respiratory infections was recorded.

As part of the standard of care, the patients underwent a multidisciplinary evaluation
and diagnostic workup before elective anaesthesia. The following medical preconditions
were considered anaesthesia-relevant and gathered by the time of anaesthesia (case): age,
height, and weight; craniofacial dysmorphia; gingival hyperplasia; macroglossia; tonsil hy-
perplasia; short neck; cervical spinal stenosis; dens hypoplasia with atlantoaxial instability;
spinal deformities; thorax deformities; sleep apnoea (as per polysomnography); obstructive
lung disease; apparent dysphagia; cardiac pathologies; organomegaly (as per standard
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deviation of the index for body length); and growth retardation (as per body length and
age- and gender-adapted Z-scores). Cardiac pathologies were described by the time of each
anaesthesia procedure and categorized as recently published [10] as unremarkable, mild
(plump valves; valvular defects Grades I/I–II, minor septum defects, atrioventricular block
Grade I, left bundle branch block, arterial hypertension), moderate (valvular heart defects
Grade II, discrete cardiac hypertrophy or dilative cardiomyopathy), or severe (valvular
heart defects Grade III/IV, any manifestation requiring cardiac medication or intervention).
In case of multiple anaesthesia procedures in one patient, the most pathologic finding
determined the patient’s characteristics. As patients with ML intermediate present with
severe and multi-systemic disease manifestations, we grouped patients with MLII and ML
intermediate for descriptive analysis.

The following procedure-related data were collected for each study case: indication
for anaesthesia; number of procedures during anaesthesia; duration; type of anaesthe-
sia; primary airway approach; whether postoperative intensive care unit (ICU) care had
been provided.

The outcome parameters for perioperative complications were subdivided into four
distinct entities: (1) difficult airway management, (2) respiratory, (3) cardiocirculatory,
and (4) other intraoperative and postoperative complications documented until hospital
discharge. Airway management and cardiorespiratory complications were defined as
previously published [11].

2.3. Statistics

Data were collected in Microsoft Excel (Version 2011, Microsoft Corporation, Redmond,
WA, USA) and analysed in R 4.0.3 (R core team, Vienna, Austria). Demographic data,
disease manifestations, procedure-related factors, and outcome data were stratified by
disease type and summarized as frequencies and percentages for categorical variables and
as medians and ranges or means and standard deviations (SD) for continuous variables,
as appropriate. The body metrics were collected at each patient contact, thus introducing
a cluster structure. We used a mixed-effects linear model to correct for the repeated
measurements within each patient using the lme4 package in R [17]. The use of natural
cubic splines facilitated a non-linear relationship. Marginal means with corresponding 95%
confidence intervals were calculated for the disease subtypes at different ages.

3. Results

3.1. Data Acquisition and Quality

We identified 22 patients with ML (13 MLII, 2 ML intermediate, 7 MLIII), of whom a
subset of 12 (55%) had undergone at least 1 anaesthesia procedure in our centres during
the study period of 13.3 years. The 12 enrolled patients underwent a total of 44 anaesthesia
procedures. For all anaesthesia procedures, the protocols were available and readable. With
a missing rate of 1%, the data quality is sufficient.

3.2. Patient Characteristics
3.2.1. Patient Baseline Characteristics

The predominant phenotype in our study population was MLII (n = 7), followed by
MLIII (n = 3) and, lastly, ML intermediate (n = 2). Two of the three MLIII patients were
siblings. The median overall age at anaesthesia was 3.3 years (range 0.1–19.1). Patients
with MLII and intermediate underwent intervention at a younger age than patients with
MLIII. Among all, sex was even. One MLII patient underwent haematopoietic stem cell
transplantation (HSCT) at nine months of age [18]. Altogether, the burden of anaesthesia-
relevant symptoms was more pronounced in MLII and ML intermediate than in MLIII
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Characteristics and anaesthesia-relevant symptoms of patients with mucolipidosis.

Characteristic Overall, N = 12 MLII, N = 7 MLII/III, N = 2 MLIII, N = 3

Demographics

Male sex 2 6 (50) 4 (57) 1 (50) 1 (33)
Minimum age at anaesthesia 1 1.7 (0.1–19.0) 0.9 (0.1–5.1) 4.4 (2.4–6.4) 14.4 (5.1–19.0)
Maximum age at anaesthesia 1 5.9 (0.8–19.1) 3.7 (0.8–6.6) 6.5 (6.4–6.7) 15.4 (8.4–19.0)

Medical history

Number of anaesthesias 1 4 (1–11) 4 (2–11) 2 (1–4) 3 (1–5)
HSCT 2 1 (8) 1 (14) - -

History of recurrent infections 2 2 (17) 2 (29) - 1 (33)

Upper airway and respiratory tract pathology

Craniofacial dysmorphia 2 10 (83) 7 (100) 2 (100) 1 (33)
Gingival hyperplasia 2 9 (75) 7 (100) 2 (100) -

Macroglossia 2 6 (50) 5 (71) 1 (50) -
Tonsil hyperplasia 2 6 (50) 2 (29) 2 (100) 2 (67)

Sleep apnoea 2

No 3 (25) 1 (14) - 2 (67)
Yes 5 (42) 2 (29) 2 (100) 1 (33)

NIV-treated 4 (33) 4 (57) - -
Obstructive lung disease 2

Yes 5 (42) 4 (57) - 1 (33)
Antiobstructive medication 2 (17) 1 (14) 1 (50) -

Thorax deformities 2

Pectus carinatum 5 (42) 4 (57) 1 (50) -
Narrow thorax 1 (8.3) 1 (14) -

Cardiovascular manifestations

Severity of cardiac pathologies 2

Mild 3 (25) 1 (14) 1 (50) 1 (33)
Moderate 3 (25) 2 (29) - 1 (33)

Severe 5 (42) 4 (57) 1 (50) -
Cardiac pathology 2

Valve insufficiency 9 (75) 5 (71) 2 (100) 2 (67)
ASD type II 5 (42) 5 (71) - -

LVH 4 (33) 4 (57) - -
PFO 2 (17) 2 (29) - -

PA stenosis 2 (17) 2 (29) - -
Heart failure 2 (17) 1 (14) 1(50)
LV dilatation 1 (8) 1 (14) - -
Hypertension 1 (8) 1 (14) - -
Tachycardia 1 (8) - - 1 (33)

Gastrointestinal manifestations

Organomegaly 2

Hepatomegaly 4 (33) 4 (57) - -
Hepatosplenomegaly 1 (8) 1 (14) - -

Dysphagia 2

Yes 4 (33) 3 (43) 1 (50) -
Gastric tube 1 (8) 1 (14) - -

Spine disease

Short neck 2 12 (100) 7 (100) 2 (100) 3 (100)
Cervical spinal stenosis2

Stenosis 5 (42) 4 (57) 1 (50) -
Stenosis + myelopathy 1 (8) 1 (14) - -

State after surgical decompression 1 (8) - 1 (50) -
Cervical spinal instability 2 6 (50) 4 (57) 2 (100) -

Spinal deformities 2

Thoracolumbar kyphosis 5 (42) 4 (57) 1 (50) -
Lumbar hyperlordosis 1 (8) - - 1 (33)

Kyphoscoliosis 1 (8) - 1(50) -
Abbreviations: ASD type II, atrial septal defect type II; NIV, non-invasive ventilation; LVH, left ventricular
hypertrophy; PA stenosis, pulmonary artery stenosis; PFO, patent foramen ovale. 1 median (range), 2 n (%).
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3.2.2. Growth

All of the MLII and intermediate patients presented severe growth failure. In MLII,
vertical growth was only observed in infancy and in ML intermediate within the first three
years of life (Figures 1 and S1). Marginal means calculated from the mixed model showed
a substantial height difference at the age of five years. Patients with MLII reached a mean,
presumably maximum height of 73 cm (CI 69.4–76.6), and those with ML intermediate,
a mean, presumably maximum height of 88.4 cm (CI 81.8–95). In contrast, the growth
velocity of MLIII patients slowed down during childhood but did not cease. The mean
height of MLIII patients was 104 cm (CI 97.5–111) at five years and 143 cm (CI 137.8–148.9)
at 18 years of age.

Figure 1. Growth in mucolipidosis. (A) Absolute height and (B) Z-scores [19] of patients with
mucolipidosis type II (MLII, n = 7), intermediate (ML intermediate, n = 2), and III (MLIII, n = 3). Dots
indicate the timepoints of anaesthesia procedures.

3.2.3. Upper Airway and Respiratory Tract Pathologies

Considering the severe growth retardation, patients with MLII and ML intermediate
keep small thoraces and airways lifelong. Additional thorax deformities were documented
in six MLII/intermediate patients, precisely an extremely narrow thorax (1/9; 11%) and
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pectus carinatum (5/9; 56%). Besides macroglossia, tonsil hyperplasia, and obstructive
lung disease, the vast majority (8/9; 88%) of MLII/intermediate patients suffered from
(obstructive or central) sleep apnoea, of which half (4/8) required non-invasive ventilation
(NIV). NIV was initiated between one and six years of age.

3.2.4. Cardiovascular Manifestations

All nine MLII/intermediate patients presented at least one cardiac pathology, 56%
(5/9) of them even severe ones. Progressive valve insufficiency prevailed in all ML patients
(9/12; 75%; mitral insufficiency n = 9, aortic insufficiency n = 6, tricuspid insufficiency
n = 5). Septum defects were solely observed in MLII. One MLII patient suffering from
a hemodynamically relevant atrial septal defect (ASD) type II was treated by catheter
intervention at 4.9 years of age. A patent foramen ovale (PFO) and pulmonary artery
stenosis were seen in the very young and heart failure rather in the longer-surviving
children. The cardiac manifestations of the MLIII patients of this study were limited to
mild to moderate valve insufficiency and sinus tachycardia.

3.2.5. Gastrointestinal Manifestations

Dysphagia was manifested in 44% (4/9) of the MLII/intermediate patients, one MLII
patient required enteral feeding, and 56% (5/9) of the MLII/intermediate patients had at
least one relevant organomegaly.

3.2.6. Spine Disease

Most of the MLII/intermediate children presented atlantoaxial instability (6/9; 67%)
or stenosis of the craniocervical junction (7/9; 78%). One MLII patient even had cervical
stenosis with myelopathy, and one ML intermediate patient had undergone cervical spine
decompression surgery at the age of 2.8 years.

3.3. Characteristics of Anaesthesia Procedures
3.3.1. Frequency of Anaesthesias and Technical Information

Anaesthesia care was provided for 12 patients with ML, accounting for 44 anaesthesia
procedures (MLII n = 30; ML intermediate n = 5; MLIII n = 9). The majority of patients (83%)
underwent more than one anaesthesia procedure (median 3, range 1–11). Anaesthesia pro-
cedures of MLII/intermediate patients (35/44; 80%) outnumbered those of MLIII patients
(9/44; 20%). General anaesthesia was the preferred type of anaesthesia (33/44; 75%). In
seven anaesthesia cases (7/44; 16%), procedural sedation was performed for diagnostics
(primarily magnetic resonance imaging, MRI). Regional anaesthesia (2/44) was rarely
applied. Tracheal intubation was carried out in 73% of the general anaesthesia cases (24/33)
and a laryngeal mask airway in 27% (9/33). For most of the MLII/ML intermediate cases
who were intubated, intubation was facilitated either by videolaryngoscopy (5/21; 24%) or
fibreoptic intubation through a laryngeal mask (13/21; 62%). Therefore, in 86% (18/21) of
the MLII/intermediate cases, an indirect intubation technique was used as the first-line
airway approach. This was in contrast to patients with MLIII, for whom the laryngeal mask
was the preferred primary airway approach for general anaesthesia (4/7; 57%).

The most frequently used anaesthesia regime was total intravenous anaesthesia with
Propofol for induction and the maintenance of anaesthesia. Inhalative induction was only
used in six cases (15%). Sufentanil and Remifentanil were the preferred analgesics for
general anaesthesia. Detailed information about the anaesthesia procedures and drug
combinations is presented in Table 2 and Supplementary Figure S2.
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Table 2. Characteristics of anaesthesia procedures.

Characteristic Overall, N = 44 MLII, N = 30 MLII/III, N = 5 MLIII, N = 9

Cases

Age (years) 1 3.3 (0.1; 19.1) 2.2 (0.1; 6.6) 3.8 (2.4; 6.7) 9.7 (5.1; 19.1)
Weight (Z-score) 1 −3.6 (−13.1; 0.3) −4.8 (−13.1; −0.6) −1.7 (−4.6; −0.7) −0.8 (−2.5; −0.3)
Height (Z-score) 1 −5.7 (−10.3; −1.4) −6.6 (−10.3; −2.4) −2.3 (−8.2; −1.4) −2.37 (−3.3; −2.0)

Present respiratory infection 2 6 (14) 4 (13) 2 (40) -
ASA score 2

2 8 (18) - 1 (20) 7 (78)
3 32 (73) 27 (90) 3 (60) 2 (22)
4 4 (9) 3 (10) 1 (20) 0 (0)

Procedural information

Number of procedures during
anaesthesia 2 1.0 (1.0; 6.0) 1.0 (1.0; 6.0) 2.0 (1.0; 3.0) 1.0 (1.0; 2.0)

Duration (minutes) 1 120 (55; 405) 122 (55; 270) 270 (90; 405) 105 (60; 240)
Postoperative ICU care 2 24 (56) 19 (63) 5 (100) -

Technical information

Type of anaesthesia 2

Standby 2 (5) 1 (3) - 1 (11)
Sedation 7 (16) 7 (23) - -

Regional only 2 (5) 1 (3) - 1 (11)
General anaesthesia 33 (75) 21 (70) 5 (100) 7 (78)

Total intravenous anaesthesia 29 (66) 17(57) 5 (100) 7 (78)
Balanced anaesthesia 4 (9) 4 (13) - -

Induction of anaesthesia
Intravenous (Propofol) 34 (85) 25 (89) 3 (60) 6 (86)

Inhalative (Sevoflurane) 6 (15) 3 (11) 2 (40) 1 (14)
Primary airway approach 2

No airway 11 (25) 9 (30) - 2 (22)
Laryngeal mask 9 (20) 5 (17) - 4 (44)

Tracheal intubation 24 (55) 16 (53) 5 (100) 3 (33)
Direct laryngoscopy 3 (7) 2 (7) 1 (20) -
Videolaryngoscopy 8 (18) 5 (17) - 3 (33)

FOI-SGA 13 (30) 9 (30) 4 (80) -

Abbreviations: ASA score, American Society of Anesthesiology score; FOI-SGA, fiberoptic through a supraglottic
airway; ICU, intensive care unit; TIVA, total intravenous anaesthesia. Z-Score derived from Kromeyer-Hauschild
et al. [19]. 1 median (range), 2 n (%).

3.3.2. Indication for Anaesthesia

Two or more procedures were frequently combined within one anaesthesia. Anaesthe-
sia was mainly performed for diagnostics (27/60; 45%; i.e., MRI n = 18; BERA n = 6; CT
n = 1; ophthalmological and neurophysiological examinations n = 2). The most common
surgical indications for anaesthesia were ear, nose, and throat (ENT) surgeries (11/60; 18%),
carpal tunnel release (6/60; 10%), and hernia repair (3/60; 5%). Three quarters (9/12) of
all ML patients underwent at least one ENT surgery. Carpal tunnel release was mainly
performed in MLIII and hernia repair exclusively in MLII (Figure 2).

3.4. Outcome

Anaesthesia-related complications were common among ML patients. At least one
anaesthesia-related complication occurred in 27.3% (12/44) of the anaesthesia procedures
(Table 3). Altogether, 17 complications associated with anaesthesia occurred until discharge.
Almost all complications (16/17; 94%) occurred in MLII/intermediate cases, in which the
complication rate hence was increased compared to MLIII (31.4% vs. 11.1%).
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Figure 2. Indication for anaesthesia in all cases of patients with mucolipidosis. “Other diagnostic”
sums up brainstem evoked response audiometry (BERA), ophthalmological, and neurophysiological
assessments. “Other surgery” denotes all surgeries not represented in any other category and includes
gingivectomy, dental, cardiac, and oncologic surgeries, and “intervention” indicates one lumbar
puncture and one skin biopsy. Abbreviation: ENT, ear, nose, and throat surgery; MRI, magnetic
resonance imaging; PEG, percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy placement or exchange.

Table 3. Anaesthesia-related complications subdivided by ML types.

Characteristic, n (%) Overall, N = 44 MLII, N = 30 MLII/III, N = 5 MLIII, N = 9

Anaesthesias with at least one
complication 12 (27) 8 (27) 3 (60) 1 (11)

Difficult airway management 6 (14) 5 (17) 1 (20) -
Difficult facemask ventilation 5 (14) 4 (18) 1 (20) -

Difficult laryngeal mask airway 1 (4) 1 (6.2) - -
Difficult tracheal intubation 6 (23) 5 (29) 1 (20) -

Respiratory complications 8 (18) 6 (20) 2 (40) -

Cardiocirculatory complications - - - -

Other complications 3 (7) 1 (3) 1 (20) 1 (11)

More than half (10/17; 59%) of the complications arose during induction of anaesthesia,
only 12% (2/17) during anaesthesia or extubation, and 29% (5/17) after anaesthesia. The
most frequently experienced complications were respiratory complications (8/44; 18%) and
difficult airway management (6/44; 14%). Respiratory complications, especially hypoxia,
prevailed during the challenging airway management and extubation (5/8; 62.5% of the
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respiratory events). A predicted difficult airway was found in 100%, 80%, and 0% of the
MLII, ML intermediate, and MLIII patients, respectively.

Success rates were 33% for direct laryngoscopy, 100% for videolaryngoscopy, and 92%
for fibreoptic intubation through a laryngeal mask. Awake intubation was not performed.
Facemask ventilation was difficult or impossible in five cases (14%). The laryngeal mask
airway was difficult in only one case (4%). One child suffered from severe bradycardia
with consecutive cardiac arrest due to hypoxia during difficult airway management. The
placement of a laryngeal mask re-established sufficient oxygenation during critical events
in all of the cases, at least temporarily. Subsequent rescue techniques comprised video-
laryngoscopy and intubation via flexible optic with or without guidance via a laryngeal
mask. Airway management was eventually successful in all cases so that no emergency
tracheotomy or anaesthesia-related death occurred. None of the children experienced
anaesthesia-related sequels. Individual case descriptions are presented in Table 4.

Of note, the data show a trend towards higher numbers of anaesthesia procedures
over the study period of 13.3 years, while the number of complications remained relatively
stable (Figure S3); hence, the risk of complications decreased over time.
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4. Discussion

The present study is the largest published case series of patients with ML under-
going anaesthesia [11,12]. Furthermore, it is the first study to assess the full extent of
anaesthesia-relevant multiorgan manifestations in this particularly rare disease. At least
one complication arose during or after anaesthesia in more than a quarter of anaesthesia
procedures. According to our data, difficult airway management and respiratory compli-
cations form the most alarming anaesthesia-relevant complications in patients with ML.
Almost all complications occurred in patients with MLII and ML intermediate, even though
indirect intubation techniques were favoured, as recommended in patients with skeletal
dysplasia [20] and suggested in ML [11]. This correlates with the wide phenotypical spec-
trum between MLII and MLIII, with a much more pronounced anaesthesia-relevant disease
burden in MLII and ML intermediate than in MLIII.

As pointed out recently [18], the natural history of ML is not yet described in de-
tail. The present study specifies various disease manifestations relevant for anaesthesia
planning. Although cardiorespiratory complications are widely known to be the leading
cause of death in MLII [5], detailed data on the cardiac manifestations are sparse in the
current literature [6,7]. Our study found frequent valve insufficiency and hypertrophic
and dilated cardiomyopathy in the longer-surviving children, which is in agreement with
previous reports [21,22]. In the sense of a continuum, similar cardiac manifestations may
be present in MLIII as in MLII, but usually less severe or later in life. Interestingly, relevant
cardiocirculatory complications have not been found in our case series.

The vast majority (89%) of the MLII and intermediate patients of this cohort suf-
fered from sleep apnoea, which is in line with two case series [16,23] on sleep-disordered
breathing in patients with MLII or intermediate, of whom 100% were documented to
have obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA). The OSA turned out to be progressive with the
eventual need for NIV in all children, which was inevitable with upper airway surgery
(adenotonsillectomy). This can be explained by the multiple-level airway obstruction by the
accumulation of undigested substrates in various body tissues leading to a hypertrophic
tongue base, adenotonsillar hypertrophy, a thickened and retroflexed epiglottis, a thickened
and anteriorly placed larynx, subglottic stenosis and a generally narrow and possibly
curved trachea [12,15,24,25]. The craniofacial abnormalities, particularly the flat face and
the depressed nasal bridge, also predispose patients to OSA, and cervical spine stenosis
may precipitate central apnoea [26]. The high prevalence of OSA, as early as in infancy [23],
fortifies the need for a systematic polysomnographic follow-up program in ML patients, as
recommended for other lysosomal storage disorders [27]. Restrictive lung disease due to
profound growth retardation, chest and spine deformities, and decreased thoracic elasticity
may additionally contribute to respiratory insufficiency [8] and reduce the respiratory
reserve during apnoeic episodes such as during airway management [28]. Pre-planned
ICU monitoring may hence be beneficial for ML patients with severe disease forms. Of
note, tonsil hyperplasia, sleep apnoea, and obstructive lung disease were also found in
MLIII. All these symptoms lead to a high risk of perianaesthetic respiratory complications.

This is the first study to provide frequencies of different spinal pathologies in ML. Our
study revealed a strikingly high percentage of stenosis of the craniocervical junction (78%)
and atlantoaxial instability (67%) in patients with MLII and ML intermediate. Progressive
cervical spinal cord compression with resulting respiratory failure and death has been
described before [26]. However, not only patients with cervical spine pathologies need
special attention, but also those with lower vertebral column abnormalities, which are also
common in ML. The frequency of MLII children with thoracolumbar gibbus abnormality
in this study (57%) roughly equals the percentage reported by Alegra et al. (50%) [29].
The literature contains a number of reports on children with MPS with neurological se-
quels after anaesthesia [10], such as an MPS IH patient with a 76◦ thoracic kyphosis and
irreversible paraplegia after extremity surgery [30]. According to Farley et al., the spinal
cord intramedullar pressure increases significantly in thoracic kyphosis exceeding 63◦ [31].
Cervical spinal stenosis and instability and thoracolumbar kyphosis may not be the predom-
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inant symptoms in MLIII. However, MLIII patients should also be handled with particular
caution, considering that they may also present severe scoliosis and signs of spinal cord
compression with possible loss of ambulation [6,7]. The high burden of spine disease high-
lights the importance of the careful positioning of all anaesthetized ML patients. Following
this, we did not observe any neurological sequels in our patient cohort.

Due to their multiorgan morbidity, patients with ML frequently require anaesthesia for
diagnostic or surgical interventions [7,11,12]. The patients in our study cohort had a median
of three anaesthesias at our centres. We found a higher complication rate in MLII and
intermediate than in MLIII (31.4% vs. 11.1%). Therefore, a more severe disease burden of
patients with MLII and ML intermediate correlates with an increased risk for morbidity dur-
ing and after anaesthesia. As indicated by Dohrmann et al. [11], the event rate in MLII (25%)
is increased compared to MPSIII (9.1%) and certainly dramatically increased compared
to the healthy paediatric population (0.14–5.2%) [32,33]. The majority of the anaesthesia
procedures in case series of patients with MLII and III [12,15,16] published so far were
described as challenging. However, several of these reported cases required emergency
intubations because of acute respiratory distress associated with an infection [15,16]. One of
the emergency intubations in a non-specialized hospital failed altogether with subsequent
death [16]. Two other patients eventually required tracheotomy [15]. Considering the poor
outcome of MLII patients intubated during respiratory distress, a restriction of elective
anaesthesia to infection-free periods might be advisable. Furthermore, preoperative diag-
nostics allow for a multidisciplinary risk–benefit analysis of the planned intervention and
improved counselling of the parents or patients. The event rate decreased over the study
period of 13.3 years, and the anaesthesia management hence tendentially became safer.
This underlines the importance of elective anaesthesias to be performed in tertiary hospitals
with an ICU and a multidisciplinary team well-acquainted with a number of advanced
airway management techniques. Nonetheless, the event rate should be interpreted with
caution as the study population may have changed with improved disease detection and
supportive clinical management.

The case number of this study remains too low to analyse perioperative management
factors in order to deduce a standard of intraoperative care. We hence can only make
suggestions based on the results of this study and a review of the literature [11,12,15,16].
ML patients have complex airways with predicted difficult airway management in 100%
of MLII and 80% of ML intermediate patients. Indirect intubation methods such as video-
laryngoscopy or fibreoptic intubation with guidance through a supraglottic conduit had the
highest success rate in a previous study from our institution [11] and should be favoured
for a first-line airway approach. With both methods, hyperextension of the head can be
avoided [34]. However, our data indicate that, even with these prerequisites, a high risk for
respiratory complications during airway management persists. A laryngeal mask airway
can be used temporarily to re-establish stable ventilation during critical events [15]. Taking
into account the severe growth retardation in patients with MLII and ML intermediate,
anaesthesiologists should consider a smaller tube size than standard for the child’s age [12].
After all, the airway techniques should be chosen individually, depending on each patient’s
complex manifestations and the distinct experience of the handling of anaesthesiologists
and the institution.

This study has a few limitations. It is a retrospective study, so the documentation,
including the anaesthesia-relevant complications, may have been incomplete. The small
case number, especially of patients with MLIII, is based on limited patient availability:
firstly, because ML is an extremely rare disease and, secondly, because preoperative risk-
benefit considerations frequently trigger a decision against anaesthesia, and thus only
patients with a mandatory indication for anaesthesia or an appealing risk–benefit ratio
might have been selected for anaesthesia. Therefore, the true anaesthesia-relevant disease
burden might even be higher. This centre’s experience may have caused a selection bias, so
our results should only be generalized with caution.
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5. Conclusions

Featuring 12 ML patients who underwent anaesthesia on 44 occasions, the present
study is currently the largest study published on anaesthetic risk in ML. Moreover, it
is the first to give full particulars on anaesthesia-relevant disease manifestations among
the different ML types. At least one complication occurred in 27.3% of the anaesthesia
procedures, almost all (94%) in patients with MLII or ML intermediate. This finding corre-
sponds with a much more pronounced anaesthesia-relevant disease burden in MLII and
ML intermediate than in MLIII. Most complications (59%) occurred during critical airway
management. Hence, we suggest indirect intubation techniques (i.e., videolaryngoscopy
and fibreoptic intubation through a supraglottic airway) to be routinely used for the a priori
airway approach in these children. This study highlights the necessity of individualized
preoperative risk–benefit analysis, shared and multidisciplinary decision-making, and
thoughtful anaesthesia planning in patients with ML.
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Abstract: Inherited metabolic diseases (IMDs) are rare heterogenous genetic conditions. Advanced
technology and novel therapeutic developments have led to the improved life expectancy of patients
with IMDs. Long-term, they require close surveillance from specialist adult metabolic providers.
Healthcare transition (HCT) is the planned, purposeful process of preparing adolescents for adult-
centered medical care and has been recognized globally as a necessary component of care for IMDs.
Two recent surveys outlined barriers to the HCT in the US and the UK. The limited knowledge of
IMDs among adult physicians was one of the barriers. Some work on specialty curriculum has started
and aims to improve the structured training and awareness of rare diseases. Other barriers included
social and legal aspects of adulthood, social, vocational and educational support for young adults,
care fragmentation and insurance coverage. Although various HCT tools are available, they cannot
always be standardized for IMDs. Despite the remarkable differences in the healthcare systems and
physicians’ training, collaboration among metabolic centers is possible. International rare disease
alliance may enhance the patients’ management via guidelines development and standardized
training for adult metabolic providers.

Keywords: transition service; adult metabolic medicine; collaboration; challenges; inherited metabolic
diseases; healthcare systems

1. Introduction

Inherited Metabolic Diseases (IMDs) encompass an expanding group of rare diseases
caused by inherited defects in various biochemical pathways [1]. Although the individual
incidence is low (from 1 in 10,000 to 1 in 1 million), the overall incidence of all IMDs ranges
from 1 in 800 to 1 in 2500 newborns [1,2].

Recent advances in screening, diagnosis, and management of IMDs have resulted
in improved clinical and patient-reported outcomes, increased life expectancy, and new
recognition of adult-onset phenotypes [3,4]. Latest estimates suggest that over 90% of
patients with IMD now survive past 20 years old and that adults (16–80 years) comprise
nearly 50% of those with IMD [3–5]. Despite this rapidly growing population, adult
phenotypes remain underdefined and often diverge from pediatric ones. Specific challenges
exist for metabolic providers—historically, this field was entirely within the purview of
pediatricians and adult physicians have limited familiarity with these diagnoses or their
management. Given the progressive and complex nature of many IMDs, adult age-related
health problems, and multi-specialty support systems, these young adults require long-term
surveillance of adult metabolic providers.

Healthcare transition (HCT)—the planned, purposeful process of preparing ado-
lescents for adult-centered medical care—has been recognized globally as a necessary
component of care for IMD [1,6,7]. HCT for youths with IMD must recognize these unique
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barriers to optimize adult well-being. This report compares and contrasts barriers to HCT
in two different healthcare systems.

2. Report

Two recent surveys answer the growing call to define HCT practice among metabolic
providers in the United States (US) and European Union (EU) [1,8]. Both surveys assessed
current facilitators and barriers to HCT, identifying several similarities among the US
and EU responses. HCT is universally recognized as a critical component of IMD health-
care, yet few providers use validated tools to assess transition readiness. A significant
barrier globally is the lack of knowledgeable adult providers in all areas of medicine,
especially metabolic and psychology/psychiatry, leading to fragmented care. Limited
training opportunities in adolescent and adult metabolic medicine are acknowledged by
both groups. Despite the perceived importance of HCT, greater efforts need to be directed
toward educating providers and standardizing transition practices.

How can metabolic providers in the US and EU collaborate on IMD-specific HCT
tools? At first glance, bridging the wide gap between the nationalized health systems of
the EU and the disjointed US amalgam of private and governmental health services seems
challenging. However, similar initiatives for creation and dissemination of standardized
HCT instruments are needed on both sides of the Atlantic. As an example, the ‘Ready,
Steady, Go’ document has been translated into several languages and could be potentially
adopted by many countries [9].

Lack of specific adult services or healthcare providers trained to care for rare metabolic
diseases results in poor HCT transition program [10] Subspecialty providers are increasingly
hailed as critical to HCT efforts due to their sphere of knowledge and strong longitudinal
family relationships [11]. These initial steps are medical institution-independent and can
be enhanced by integration of global methods. To identify the strengths in our differences,
we visit several aspects of metabolic care and HCT in the US and the UK.

A common thread through both surveys was the predominance of pediatrically
trained metabolic providers and general challenges with physician recruitment. In the
US, metabolic physicians first complete a genetics residency coupled with a more general
residency. In total, 67.2% of geneticists in the US are dual-certified in pediatrics and genetics
while only 11.4% are dual certified in internal medical/family medicine and genetics [12].
An optional year of accredited training in medical biochemical genetics is gaining popular-
ity and is increasingly required for employment. In total, most metabolic providers receive
4–5 years of post-graduate training in the field of genetics and metabolism.

The UK has a specific pathway for adult metabolic medicine through their Royal
College of Pathologists. Physicians receive training in internal medicine or surgery followed
by training in Chemical Pathology and Metabolic Medicine. Together, metabolic training
in the UK occurs over 10 years. New diagnostic and therapeutic developments in the
field of rare diseases has increased an interest among clinicians, but the current training
pathway with difficult FRCPath examinations had a negative impact on recruitment. A
new accredited curriculum on acute management of IMD is under development. It aims to
attract clinicians from different specialties, e.g., neurology, renal medicine or cardiology
to develop a special interest in this field [13,14]. Given the diversity of the specialty
training backgrounds of clinicians in adult metabolic medicine, the training curriculum
requires some flexibility to meet their training needs [15]. In addition, there is overlap of
the knowledge-based competencies between the UK adult metabolic medicine training
curriculum [13,15] and pediatric biochemical genetics [15].

Nearly 98.9% of US respondents take care of pediatric and adult patients compared
to 84.1% of European centers [1,8]. European centers, mainly the UK, are more likely
to have a separate adult metabolic clinic, which may vary in clinical scope from only
lysosomal storage disorders to only intermediary disorders of metabolism. In contrast,
US centers, where adults predominantly receive care in pediatric clinics, tend to offer
wide-ranging IMD care, engaging a multidisciplinary team of dietitians, social workers
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and genetic counselors. Continuity of care at pediatric metabolic clinics likely improves
patient adherence to follow-up. The implementation of separate adult metabolic medicine
clinics in the UK achieved similar goals. Prior to 2005, all patients were discharged from
pediatric IMD clinics at 16 years old. The creation of adult-specific IMD clinics introduced
a new medical home for these adolescents, ensuring continual care. It resulted in many
childhood-onset cases being re-referred to adult services after many years of no follow up,
no treatment or special diets.

Care fragmentation occurs in both health systems. The UK’s National Health Service
(NHS) provides government-funding (through taxation) for consultation, investigations,
and follow-up appointments. There is little involvement from the private sector. However,
while pediatric and adult patients are seen within the same health system, visits occur at
different hospitals with separate non-integrated electronic health records. The US system of
private and government-funded health insurance leads to greater splintering of healthcare
delivery. Many tertiary pediatric hospitals are stand-alone institutions, unaffiliated with
any local adult institution. IMD patients who received centralized pediatric medical care
may be forced to seek care at several different adult institutions due to limitations of
their medical insurance. Adult hospitals that are not affiliated with pediatric institutions
rarely have genetic or metabolic specialists. They are unlikely to carry metabolic formula,
medications for acute IMD care, or run IMD-specific laboratories [8]. For many American
institutions, this prevents adults from receiving acute metabolic care in adult hospitals.

US health insurance coverage changes as patients age. Adolescents must apply for
adult Medicaid, the public aid-based insurance, even if previously receiving pediatric
Medicaid. Private health insurance is usually employment-based, though 2010’s Affordable
Care Act allows youth to remain on their parent’s health insurance through age 26 and
created marketplaces to purchase independent plans. Regardless of insurance, many states
do not mandate coverage of metabolic formula, medical food, or supplements for adults [16].
In contrast, every employed patient in the UK pays monthly into the National Insurance
Scheme, which covers universal healthcare for everyone. Unemployed patients are not
required to make these monthly payments, but still receive free medical care. Refugees and
certain other citizen groups are also treated for free with access to a General Practitioner,
acute medical care and social services support.

Optimal HCT should prepare youth for social and legal aspects of adulthood. The
age of majority is 16 in the UK and 18 in the US. At this age, adolescents automatically
become their own legal decision-maker, regardless of comorbidities. Youth should receive
counseling on decision-making supports, such as guardianship or healthcare power of
attorney, prior to this birthday. Guardianship, the legal process to become the primary
decision-maker for a young adult, is very complex in the UK. While youths reach adulthood
at 16, they do not receive all legal rights until 18 years of age. Thus, a guardian cannot be
assigned before 18 years old. Between the ages of 16–18, there is a void for a designated
decision-maker, which is especially apparent for patients lacking capacity [17]. For complex
options, court involvement may be required [17]. Discussing capacity prior to age 16–18
is crucial for avoiding confusion during medical emergencies or to protect patients from
predatory behavior.

Education, vocation, and income supports factor largely into HCT planning. Many
youths receive healthcare support, such as physical therapy, through their school system.
At the completion of schooling (in the US at 21 and the UK at 18), these supports are
discontinued, forcing patients to pay out of pocket or through insurance. Day programs or
vocational programs exist for those over 21 but can be expensive and usually have limited
availability. Income support in the UK is administered at the national level. For many
youths with IMD, their caregivers are also able to register for benefits, allowing them to
be compensated for full-time care. In the US, income support is administered at the state
level with each state setting their own application criteria. Some states will use a medical
diagnosis for approval, while others require documented intellectual disability [18]. This
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inequity can be harmful for young adults with IMD who may have complex medical needs
but normal IQs.

3. Discussion

Despite systemic differences, the basic tenets of HCT permit international collaboration.
Emphasizing HCT research and training is timely—expanded newborn screening via
tandem mass spectroscopy began nearly twenty years ago in many countries [19], leading
to a growing population of adolescents with IMD requiring transition to adult-centered
medical care. International collaboration has been critical in other HCT-related fields, such
as long-term follow-up for survivors of childhood cancer to determine rare late sequalae
and compile surveillance recommendations [20]. Rare disease alliances, including the
Europe Union’s International Rare Disease Research Consortium (IRDiRC) and the US’s
National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD), illustrate the greater impact of collective
research efforts and data sharing [21]. The main HCT principles are consistent throughout
these medical systems. Adolescents need preparation for adult-centered medical care,
education and vocational opportunities, income support, and assistance with decision-
making. Defining measurable outcomes for young adults with IMD is also necessary,
permitting evaluation and refinement of HCT programs [5,7]. Some parameters will vary
by country—such as insurance lapses or care fragmentation. However, creating unified
measures to track and assess HCT internationally is beneficial for all. Here, collaboration
between international IMD societies on HCT is a necessary first step. Since these disorders
are rare and there is a limited pool of metabolic specialists, international collaboration is
necessary to implement full-scale HCT planning including best practice recommendations.

One imperative for designing international IMD-related instruments is that current
standardized HCT tools, such as “Ready, Steady, Go” are not comprehensive enough for
IMD and IMD-specific assessments have not been validated [22]. Managing a rare disease
is challenging in adult-centered healthcare. HCT requires a partnership between pediatric
and adult providers. Yet, commitment to HCT is skewed toward greater participation and
knowledge from pediatric providers and greater disinterest from adult providers. Many
adult clinicians have no knowledge of the clinical care of IMD [23]. Adults are likely to see
several care teams due to the multisystemic complications. For patients with intermediary
disorder of metabolism, self-management is complex and there is an underlying risk of
presenting for acute care in a state of transient encephalopathy [24]. Adults with IMD
commonly need to educate their own physicians and act as strong advocates for their
care. Providing young adults with the educational tools to accomplish this level of self-
care is important [5,7]. Disease-specific guidelines will be necessary to properly inform
adult-trained clinicians of current management, long-term complications, and surveillance
recommendations. A collaborative approach to develop and disseminate these tools would
be beneficial for the international IMD community.

Globally, recruitment of adult metabolic physicians and engagement of local clinicians
about IMD are critical barriers to successful HCT and transfer. A stronger international
alliance of professional societies and patient support groups could lead to greater promo-
tion of adult metabolic medicine and resource curation. Together, IMD societies could
partner with general internal medicine or adolescent medicine organizations to increase
IMD representation, for example—by expanding the SSIEM Adult IMD course [15]. As
both societies have active adult IMD sections, joint meetings are possible. Additionally,
institution-based transition coordinators are instrumental in preparing young adults for
this process [7]. Employing a transition coordinator may alleviate HCT barriers due to
workforce limitations and clinician knowledge and has been shown to improve health
outcomes [25,26]. International IMD societies should lead in developing guidelines that
include a job description for transition coordinators. Representatives from many countries
should be solicited to collaborate on HCT. The current report is limited by the comparison of
two developed countries with individualistic attitudes to health care. Our HCT experience
may not be generalizable to nations with more community-based health care.
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Last, we must reiterate the difference between healthcare transition and healthcare
transfer. HCT is the process of preparing adolescents for medical, social, and fiscal au-
tonomy. Transfer, when a young adult leaves a pediatric practice and initiates care with
an adult practice occurs more commonly in the EU (90%) than the US (25%) [1,8]. HCT
is required for all adolescents with IMD, even those who will receive from the same
IMD provider through adulthood. Metabolic physicians are well poised to promote HCT.
International collaboration on HCT will strengthen its delivery.

4. Conclusions

Despite the differences in the health systems and physicians’ training, collaboration
between metabolic centers is possible. International rare disease alliance may enhance the
patients’ management via guidelines development and standardized training for adult
metabolic providers. Further research and careful planning of coordination of transition
care is required to ensure a smooth patients’ transfer to adult metabolic services and em-
power them in decision making and improve their adherence to follow-up. The successful
transfer of care will result in better patients’ engagement with healthcare system.
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